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DIGBY BELL, D, M. A.

Certain of Schmnann's metrically anomalous passages 
have long been subjects of complaint- Throughout this 
search for his rhythmic intention in such passages, it has 
been assumed that he did not mean to mystify, that in the 
context of his over-all rhythmic practice the function of
the oddities would become clear.

To this end, six types of conspicuous vagaries were
identified: empty barbeats; lilt formation (end-stopped 
•triplets); consistent metrical displacement; oblique harmonic 
rhythm (harmonic anticipation and implied suspension) ; 
metrical repositioning; and hemiolic construction. These 
were then sought throughout Schumann's instrumental music.

They were found to be characteristically frequent, 
well-developed in a range of surface detail and formal posi
tion, and relatively comprehensive of Schumann's metrical 
irregularities. Some much less well developed anomalies 
appear: unmetered passages; polymeter; compound motion 
within simple meters ; non-metrical beaming; metrical flexing ; 
and unconventional or contradictory notation. The findings
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indicate the primacy of meter for Schumann's rhythmic 
thought. To him the divisive metrical armature normal in 
the early 19th century was an active inflective influence, 
not a passive measuring device. It functions independently 
of surface reinforcement. Schumann often carried anomalous 
procedures to an extreme, both in inventiveness (as in the 
numerous ways of anomalizing a barbeat) and in consecutive 
repetition of an irregular feature. His use of meter 
confirms a functional difference between stress and accent. 
Also significant is the texturally uni-metrical nature of 
music for a single performer. Hemioles were found to be a 
sub-division of metrical repositioning, on the evidence of 
specific usage, including overlapped and nested hemiolic 
constructions, initial hemioles, and partially hemiolic 
textures.

The investigative types are anomalous structurally, 
in sonority, or in rhythmic function. Structural non
congruence is most common; however, lilt formation is rhyth
mically abnormal on one level, and empty barbeats exhibit 
anomalous sonority while remaining rhythmically normal. Meter 
shapes the non-congruencies, a procedure which, while it 
conciliates, also emphasizes their non-conforming character. 
Since Schumann's anomalies depend upon normal inflective 
presumptions for their effect, metrical inflection is the 
performer's basic resource for carrying out Schumann's 
rhythmic intentions.
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However, this recognition does not necessarily solve the 
performance problems. Difficulties arise particularly with 
consecutive all-tying, diluted melodic identity in stretto, 
and inflecting hemiolic constructions. Apparently such 
problems are due to applying anachronistic performance 
conventions in these passages, compounded by lack of an 
overt tradition of conciliatory metrical inflection. 
Changing concepts of rhythm and meter between Schumann's 
time and ours have eroded the inflective presumptions of 
metrical notation to the point of replacing the "tyranny of 
the bar" with a "tyranny of surface factors." The new 
tyranny cancels the notated meter with its inflective 
expectations. But to Schumann, metrical expectation was an 
ally. Applying the new tyranny to his music drains his 
anomalies of their dramatic force.
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CHARACTERISTIC METRICAL ANOMALIES 
IN THE INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC OF ROBERT SCHUMANN:

A STUDY OF RHYTHMIC INTENTION

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Aspects of Schumann's rhythmic practice drew 
criticism from the beginning. His music seems generally 
metrical, an impression confirmed by a glance at the scores, 
with their normal signs of metrical notation: meter signa
tures, barlines, division and sub-division of beats, 
standard note- and rest-values; yet he was accused of 
rhythmic obfuscation. Wasielewski considered Schumann's 
rhythmic proportions unclear;^ Clara Wieck (later Clara
Schumann) asked the composer '•o try to be "lucid" to avoid

2being misunderstood. Moscheles, though finding the unusual

Joseph Wilhelm von Wasielewski, Life of Robert 
Schwann, 1858; trans. A. L. Alger (Boston: Oliver Ditson, 
1871); reprinted with an introduction by Leon Plantinga 
(Detroit: Reprints in Music, 1975), p. 123.

2Joan Chissell, Schumann (1st ed.; London: J.M. Dent 
and Sons, 1968), pp. 60, 136.



rhythmic features of Schumann's Opus 14 "ingenious," wrote:
[These procedures] are frequently harsh, though 
justified. In order not to be disturbed or abused , 
by them, one must be an experienced musician . . . .

Schumann's early pianistic thought was widely considered so
recondite as to be impractical. Liszt explained his neglect
of Schumann's piano music in this way:

The repeated failures of my performances of Schumann's 
compositions, both in private and in public, discouraged 
me from entering them on [my] programs . . .  .2

More specifically, Clara Schumann's first London performance
of the Piano Concerto, in 1856, was a disaster because of
a rhythmic misunderstanding. She wrote to Brahms:

Dr Wylde [the conductor of the New Philharmonic Society]
. . . could not grasp the rhythm of the last movement. « 
At the performance he put the orchestra quite out . . . .

The perspective of time has not dissolved the
enigmatic character of some of Schumann's rhythmic procedures.
In the 20th century Schauffler speaks of "rhythmic mischief";^
Brown hypothesizes that Schumann's shifting rhythmic complex-

^Henry Pleasants (ed.). The Musical World of Robert 
Schumann (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1965), p. 197.

Wasielewski, Life, pp. 269-70.
3Berthold Litzmann, Clara Schumann: An Artist's Life, 

trans. Grace Hadow (London: MacMillan & Co., 1913), II, p. 133,
Wobert Haven Schauffler, Florestan: The Life and 

Work of Robert Schumann (New York: Henry Holt & Company,
i94By,-“ pT”jr5:-----------



ities reflect the cosmological uncertainties of the time;̂
and Goetschius, who finds the composer’s rhythmic spirit
’’impetuous— often bewildering,” mentions

unique syncopations and ’oblique’ rhythm [which] seem 
sometimes to dislocate the metric pattern. 2

Dale complains of Schumann’s
insistence upon rhythmic displacements, syncopations, 
and combinations of conflicting or complementary 
metrical units.^

Sachs, too, implies a metrical norm which is thwarted, in
"conflicting coincidences of different rhythms” ;̂ whereas
Cooper and Meyer describe a "somewhat strained" hemiolic
effect.^ An unsuccessful rhythmic-metric treatment is
hinted by Chissell:

Schumann frequently had overlooked the fact that the 
abnormal can be appreciated only when heard against 
the norm.6

^Thomas Alan Brown. The Aesthetics of Robert
Schumann (London: Peter Owen Ltd., 1969), p. l36. 

MaT9
2 VPercy Goetschius (ed.). Symphony Number One in B

Major by Robert Schumann (Boston: Oliver Ditson Company, 
"717), p.v.

3Kathleen Dale, "The Piano Music," Schumann : A 
Symposium, ed. Gerald Abraham (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1952), p. 65.

^Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1953), p .  334.

^Grosvenor Cooper and Leonard B. Meyer, The Rhythmic 
Structure of Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
I 9 M ) V  p .  8 9 . ------------

^Chissell, Schumann (1st ed.), p. 118.
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The possibility emerges, both from such critical 

comment and from the performance experience of the investi
gator, that an idiosyncratic interaction of meter and rhythm 
is at the root of problematical features of Schumann's rhythmic 
practice.

Purpose of the Study
The study is concerned with the relationship of rhythm 

to meter in Schumann's practice as manifested in certain 
conspicuous procedures which constitute metrical anomalies.
The purpose of the study is threefold: first, to investigate
rhythmic-metric anomalies in Schumann's music; second, to 
reconstruct Schumann's rhythmic intention in certain anomalous 
rhythmic-metric circumstances by discovering their underlying 
rhythmic principle(s) ; and third, to suggest, on the basis of 
that reconstruction, a comprehensive rhythmic approach to 
Schumann's music for performers.

Assumptions
This study stems from a presumption that Schumann's 

rhythmic oddities, if approached systematically in a broad 
context, offer clues to solving the problems they raise.
Some of these anomalous constructions have been considered 
imaginative freaks, unsuccessful experiments, or even evidence 
of Schumann's compositional incompetence. That the anomalies 
function, rather, within the framework of Schumann's basic 
rhythmic principles has been the fundamental premise of this 
study.



"The impression of a piece must not be dubious," 
Schumann wrote.^ His rhythmic imagery was not meant to be 
unclear, irritating, or impractical. Since the problematical 
passages occur in a basically metrical style, without any 
particular remarking on the part of the composer, his view 
of the metrical system must have allowed both the creation 
of and the notation of those passages now considered odd or 
troublesome.

Just as a noun is not what it names, so music notation 
is not what it represents. The incomplete congruence of a 
musical idea with its notation has been a major concern 
throughout this study. To think about musical rhythm is to 
be plagued by its natural invisibility. Even the well- 
developed European notation of the early 19th century is in
capable of capturing performance realities completely. Chopin

2was accused of playing his own mazurkas in duple meter; 
Beethoven added words to notes— "ritmo di tre battute"--to

3point out an unexpected rhythmic construction; and Schumann

Willi Reich, "Schumann the Man," Schumann: A 
Symposium, ed. Gerald Abraham (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1952), p. 10.

2 /Both Halle and Meyerbeer reported this, on separate 
occasions. Harold C. Schonberg, The Great Pianists (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 1963), pp. 143-44; also. Curt 
Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo (New York: W.W. Norton, 1953), p. 339.

oBeethoven, Symphony no. 9 in D Minor, Op. 125/11, 
m. 177-233.



•wrote an impossible directive for a pianist, an accent over 
a chord -with all members tied.^ For performer, critic, or 
theorist to assume that a written score is an exact formula 
mirroring the composer's rhythmic intention is unwarranted.

Rhythmic analysis must also cope -with rhythm’s 
double function. Rhythm is, first, a time-binding procedure, 
intelligibly grouping durational phenomena. But it is, as 
well, the vehicle for all of music's other time-binding 
procedures. The self-determined exigencies of tonality, 
both melodic and harmonic, are fulfilled through rhythmic 
manifestation. Rhythm is music's comprehensive hold on time.

Schumann's rhythmic imagery is here assumed to be 
an aurally intelligible whole, with all aspects of the 
musical tissue interacting; his notation, whether routine 
or anomalous, is assumed to attempt to capture that whole.

Limitations
The primary limitation of this study is that recon

struction of a musical style from another time and culture 
can never be conclusive. Another basic limitation is that 
the problem is an aural one. The evidential judgments 
involved in aural understanding and misunderstanding are not 
necessarily demonstrable on paper, either verbally or nota- 
tionally.

^Schumann, Impromptus, Op. 5/2 (1st ed.), m. 2,3,4, 
etc.; shown in Vol. ÏI, £x.C45b, p. 98.



There is also the practical limitation imposed by 
the size of Schumann's creative output. Since approximately 
half of the 148 published opus numbers are instrumental, the 
other half vocal works, the arbitrary device of limiting the 
study to the instrumental works only has been employed. One 
clear advantage of this division rises from the fact that 
Schumann's style was formed in the early, predominantly 
piano works. Dealing only with the instrumental works also 
avoids consideration of word accentuation and syntactical 
groupings, issues which would add an unwieldy dimension to 
a study focussing on musical rhythm. Excluded, therefore, 
from the study are all works involving sung or spoken words—  
the solo songs and cycles, works for small and large vocal 
ensembles, choral works with orchestra, the opera, and the 
"melodramas," works for narrator with accompaniment. A list
ing of Schumann's instrumental works is found in Volume II, 
Appendix H.

Design of the Study
To Schumann even his most extreme rhythmic experi

mentation was logical and effective. Consequently the problem 
at the outset of this study was to devise a procedure making 
use of the vagaries themselves to point to his fundamental 
rhythmic principles. An investigation of Schumann's rhythmic 
intention in metrically anomalous passages was constructed 
as follows :
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1) Schumann's known anomalous practice was separated 
into types.
2) These six types were sought throughout Schumann's 
instrumental music.
3) Schumann's use of each type was analyzed both 
descriptively and critically. Reports of these 
findings constitute Chapters III through VIII.
4) Other metrical irregularities were noted during 
the searches, as a check on the comprehensiveness of 
the chosen anomalous types. This further anomalous 
evidence is reported in Chapter IX.
5) The theoretical implications of these findings 
were correlated for the reconstruction of Schumann's 
fundamental rhythmic-metric principles, the "theoretical 
solution" of Chapter X.

The theoretical solution, however, brought to the 
fore conflicts between Schumann* s rhythmic intentions and 
certain 20th-century performance assumptions. Therefore, 
pertinent changes of viewpoint from Schumann's time to ours 
were explored in Chapter XI; performance solutions were 
suggested, outlining an approach more authentic chronistically. 
Some readers may prefer to read Chapter XI as a preface to 
Chapters III-X. Chapter XII presents conclusions and recom
mendations for further research, following the summary of the 
study.

Anomalous Types Investigated
The six metrically anomalous situations drawn from 

Schumann's practice which were designated investigative types 
are identified below. Each presentation begins with a 
reminder of more normal practice with which the anomaly 
contrasts.



Empty barbeats
It is normal for the first beat of a bar to carry 

sound, and for rests to fall on relatively weaker metrical 
divisions. Example 1 shows typical use of rests in a final 
cadence. The shift from rests which mark the weaker parts 
of beats to those which mark the weaker parts of bars 
reinforces supermetrical stability. All of these rests are 
congruent with multi-level metrical function.

Ex. 1 - Normal Use of Rests at a Final Cadence (Op. 80/1, 
m. 452-56)

Sehr lebhaft, 6/8

Y = w,4̂ 516

However, rests falling on the stronger metrical 
divisions are unusual. In Example 2 the barbeats of both 
final measures are marked by rests, not chords; the expected 
chords follow, on beats weaker metrically than the barbeats. 
Silence on a barbeat constitutes an anomalous metrical 
procedure. Empty barbeats are indicated by ^
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Ex. 2 - Empty Barbeats: Anomalous Use of Rests at a Final 

Cadence (Op. 105/1, m. 206-209)
Mit Leidenschaftlichen Ausdruck, 6/8

r .

m. s,ùh
▲ JL

Lilt formation: end-stopped triplets
It is normal in triple meter for the third beat to 

function as an upbeat to the impending barbeat (Ex. 3).

Ex. 3 - Normal Upbeat Function of Third Beats in Triple 
Meter (Op. 21/8, into m. 282-85)

Munter, nicht zu rasch

A

— •-1

rzTl r-r ^ 7 T:::--zz

y

An end-stopped triplet, however, is anomalous at its 
own level of motion. It occurs when the last— the third—  
division of a triplet is construed as an afterbeat, not as 
an upbeat. In this study the end-stopped triplet, at any
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level.(bar, beat, or beat-division), is termed the”lilt.” Lilts 
are often, but not always, manifested melodically. They are 
indicated by the symbol above or L— below, which
spans the cohesive triple division.

Schumann used the lilt thematically in the motto-like 
opening shown in Example 4.

Ex. 4 - The Lilt as a Thematic Motto (Op. 41#3/I, m. 8,12) 
Allegro molto moderato

' I =  -

temyrc\  »

»h. /5*

Here empty barbeats (m. 9 and m. 13) punctuate the lilt. This 
motto is prominent thematically and developmentally throughout 
the movement, but most unexpectedly in the 'cello's final bar 
(Ex. 5).



Ex. 5 - The Lilt in a Final bar (Op. 41#3/I, m. 226) 
Allegro molto moderato, 3/4

12

v u

VA

V7  —]\r— _L%_,—  -« — 4̂-̂ ^ — i ■> ' f -• ̂̂ J I _ :J —-^ ^ I y /y
ir | T - f jrtzz- -y -.• -T T- ,

•• .« ' ■■ ^  = 11 « * 1̂  .

— _______

Consistent metrical displacement
Typically melodic rhythm, harmonic rhythm, and rhythmic 

articulation are in metrical congruence. The rhythmic motion 
which activates all the strands of a musical fabric commonly 
reinforces as well as articulates the metricality of the flow.

In Example 6, for instance, quickening of the harmonic 
rhythm in measures 3 and 4, and of the viola articulation in 
the same bars, emphasizes normal metrical and supermetrical 
expectation. The melodic outline itself seems a presentation 
of the metrical armature. Both melodic and accompanying parts 
realize quicker motion as the strong barbeat of the fifth 
measure approaches, the measure which balances the opening 
in phrase structure.
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Ex. 6 - Normal Metrical Congruence of Melodic, Harmonic, 
and Accumulated Rhythm (Op. 44/1, m. 1 into 5)

Allegro brillante

VI
vn
VA

AUeqro brilliinfe. 
 ? .-g- #

j t i

' ' >
7M» •-

m VM* I

MR (Melodic Rhythm)
HR (Harmonic Rhythm)
AR (Accumulated Rhythm)

j  jldJiJJJJIJjj-iU 

jè[^ê\innji\nnnTA<i

However, a strand of the texture may in a consistent 
way escape such congruence; it thus hastens or delays uni
laterally. Such consistent metrical displacement can affect 
any strand or strands of the texture. In Example 7, for 
instance, the melody is presented in consistent afterbeats, 
always an eighth note later than expected. It has become a 
slant melody. Its symbol shows displacement direction and 
distance, in this instance ^  ^  .
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Ex. 7 - Consistent Metrical Displacement: Slant Melody 
in Afterbeats (Op. 44/IV, into m. 225-28)

Allegro ma non troppo, 0

crt'fc.

rrefc.

crcMCm

cresc.p  con umma

tvî 'SSS

HR è I c) \ o
i  Ï. ^

I è j 1 ̂  s

Harmonically the eighth-note lag of the afterbeat 
melody is marked in Example 7 by dissonance where the root 
change occurs. This clash is a distinctive feature in many 
slant structures. Its symbol indicates the length of the 
dissonance:^ .
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Oblique "harmonic rhythm
Typically, harmonic change and more prominent metrical 

articulation coincide. For instance, metrical expectation is 
felt acutely crossing each barline; in Example 8 harmonic 
change is prominent across the barlines.

Ex. 8 - Normal Harmonic Action: Root Change Crossing the 
Barline (Op. 9/1, m. 1-6)

Quasi maestoso rx

h).1 I

In contrast, a particular effect is felt when metrical 
progression occurs with no coincident change of harmony.
Such harmonic inaction may be normal or anomalous. That 
involving harmonically expected afterbeats is normal, as in 
Example 9, where right-hand chords confirm in afterbeats the 
strong harmonic implications of the bass notes; perceived 
root change and stronger pulse coincide.
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Ex. 9 - Normal Harmonic Inaction: Chordal Afterbeats 
(Op. 6/8, m. 1)

Frisch

Xdzrrrzrii

HR
AR

hn* I • i •

f  j" ^  I
n  7 3  J 9 |

Schumann's rhythmic practice, however, includes a 
device in which harmonic rhythm is not synchronized verti
cally with stronger pulse, a device termed "oblique harmonic 
rhythm" in this study. There are two forms, harmonic, anti
cipation and implied suspension.

The more common is harmonic anticipation, the upbeat 
form of harmonic inaction. In Example 10, for instance, 
root change occurs an eighth note in advance of the expected 
metrical step across the barline, resulting rhythmically 
in upbeat into downbeat within a single harmony. A character
istic harmonic obstinacy is felt upon these barbeats as a 
result of the harmonic inaction.
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Ex. 10 - Harmonic Anticipation: Arpeggiation
(Op. 41#2/III, into m. 1, into m. 2)

Preslo

VI

VSL

V4
t

rHR
L a r

A
%/

i zm,

r %
î:'* T "

T

j'lj. i M J .  j

This anomalous formation might conveniently be 
termed "harmonic syncopation," since its psychological 
effect has the same vitality, the pull forward, of empha
sized upbeats. However, difficulty arises with the word 
"syncopation," since it is commonly used as a local term to 
describe not only stressed upbeats but stressed afterbeats 
as well.^ Therefore the term used in this study for static 
harmony in upbeat-to-downbeat situations is harmonic anti
cipation. Harmonic anticipation is symbolized by a combi
nation of harmonic rhythm and accumulated rhythm into the

See examples la, lb, and Ic under "Syncopation" in 
the Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd edition, p. 827. No 
distinction is made between a stressed weaker beat which 
pulls forward (upbeat) and that which lags behind (afterbeat) 
See in this connection the distinction between "stress" and 
"accent" in the Definition of Terms for this study.
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anticipated barbeat or beat, for instance:

piR i  I J

The abbreviations HR and AR are bracketed to distinguish this 
anomalous type from general analytical symbolizing.

Sometimes with harmonic anticipation all of the 
musical strands are tied across the bar or beat ( Ex. 11). 
This situation is indicated by a double tie in the HR, 
thus: J  I J  .

Ex. 11 - Harmonic Anticipation: All-Tied
(Op. 41#3/IV, into m. 1, 3, 5, 7)

jnolto vivaro. o .

[
-HR J U .  %  %

yr>. I
HR

In Schumann's rhythmic practice a construction is 
found which may at first seem identical with harmonic antici
pation but functions instead as a suspension without overt 
barbeat dissonance. The note establishing root change on 
the barbeat, at the same time suspending (or retarding) mem
bers of the preceding chord, is omitted, leaving only the
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implication of a suspension. A simple suspensive implication 
is found in Example 12. A bass E-flat added on the barbeat 
of m. 5 would make the suspension overt. The symbol for 
implied suspension includes literal harmonic rhythm, accumu
lated rhythm, and implied harmonic rhythm.

Ex. 12 - Implied Suspension (Op. 99/XII, into m. 5)
In Menuett-Tempo, 3/4

< Ipy-.iT

— i p g -

r- HR
AR 

LiMP/HR C2Tr

■ £■ 
j j.

r f
|sus

Metrical repositioning
Typically, a rhythmic pattern has its characterizing 

place in the metrical framework. For instance, the lilt of 
Example 4, m. 8, whose three-beat span fills a measure, again 
begins upon the barbeat in its reappearance in m. 12. Simi
larly, the rhythmic motif i J73J introduced in Example 8, 
m. 3, again spans the first and second beats in bars 4, 5, 
and 6.

However, a given rhythmic pattern may fall in any 
metrical position, and a composer may make a point of such
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variable positionings. Schumann's "rhythmic mischief" sur
faces in such passages as those shown in Examples 13 and 14.

Ex. 13 - Metrical Repositioning (Op. 21/1, m. 1-4)
Markirt und kraftig

-S— —
«=-------»--- y —J f—*----- --- *— *-----

|... 1 1 1— \ J.... \

The synd)ol \“ 
with }r— ---\

•'I indicates the original form of a motif, 
indicating its repetition in a different metri

cal position. The pattern becomes formally conspicuous only 
upon its repositioning, hence the solid line for occurrence 
in metrically contrasting positions.
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Ex. 14 - Metrical Repositioning (Op. 21/5, into m. 1-2 
cf m. 4-3)

Rauschend und festlich
eu

y

Hemiolic construction
Typically, harmonic and melodic construction coincide 

with and reinforce the metrical armature. Such rhythmic 
routine is demonstrated in Examples 1, 3, 6, 8, and 9.
In contrast to those normal formations stands the hemiole, a 
specific alternative rhythmic grouping which contravenes 
ordinary metrical congruency within triple meter or triple 
division of beats.

In hemiolic construction, six impulses which are 
expected to be two groups of three are constructed instead 
as three groups of two. Example 15 diagrams this situation. 
3/4 and 6/8 are the meters in which hemiolic construction is
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most commonly found, though any set of consecutive triplets 
may be treated hemiolically. The hemiolic matrix of six 
units is symbolized thus 1 1 , whether in a score, in
a diagram, or with measure numbers. Interior groupings may 
also be indicated: Frn i— ir—il. The inflection of hemioles 
is a separate question from their construction.

Ex. 15 - Normal vs. Hemiolic Construction
Normal Construction Hemiolic Construction

In overall time span, 6 = 6

3/4 j J j w  j jt j j ; I j ; jI
3 A + A 4* A

6 = 6 {
I

6/8
a  +- a , a .

In interior groups, 2 = 3

In ordinary usage, metrically congruent motion is 
established before the hemiolic contrast occurs, as shown 
in Example 16.
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Ex. 16 - Normal Metrical Construction Followed by Hemiolic 
Construction (Op. 21/4, m. 17-18 cf. m. 19-20)

BallmSssig. Sehr munter, 3/4

Summary
The metrically anomalous types sought in this inves

tigation, and their symbols, are sunmarized below.

Empty barbeats, in which expected first-beat 
articulation is replaced by silence.

Lilt formation, in which the third part of 
a triple division is end-stopped instead 
of functioning as an upbeat.

—

oft
Consistent metrical displacement, in which 

each unit of an element of the fabric, 
such as a melodic line, falls consis
tently early or late.

[HR J I J
 ̂ cr tr

Oblique harmonic rhythm, in which root 
change does not occur in its metrically 
expected position:

[• HR

^ £ X

MP/HR •

J J

C f f

in harmonic anticipation, root change is 
early;

in implied suspension, root change is 
delayed.
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1... 1 h
Metrical repositioning, in which a rhythmic 

pattern recurs in a different metrical 
position.

[Tnrnr-71
Hemiolic construction, in which six metrical 

units are organized according to the alter
native grouping from that metrically ex
pected.

Definition of Terms

Accent. Metrically expected weight; or, a strong point on 
its own level hierarchically, around which weaker im
pulses are grouped. "Accent" is distinguished from 
"stress," which is added dynamic reinforcement regard
less of relative metrical weight.
In this example (=Vol.II,Ex.A2) stress falls on metri
cally less accented notes in m. 75-76, and on the har- 
beat of m. 77, a beat accented on both metrical and 
supermetrical levels.1

Op. 5/12, 1st ed. 
Vivace, 6/8

U l B ]

---

m, 73

r- :_vi

ni-77

The study follows the usage of Cooper and Meyer in 
distinguishing the terms "stress" and "accent":op. cit., 
pp. 7-8; also, Leonard B. Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in 
Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 104.
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Accumulated rhythm. The overall rhythmic pattern formed by 
simultaneous strands of musical motion. For example, 
if and ^  J are begun simultaneously in the
same tempo, their accumulated rhythm is # J ̂  J 
Abbreviated AR.

All-tied. Bound into the following beat by ties in every 
textural strand. Abbreviated ALLT.

Beats. Perceptible or imagined recurrent pulses, felt to be 
relatively equidistant, understood as the basis of a 
metrical framework.
Barbeat. The first beat in a measure; the beat which 

represents its bar in the supermetrical structure.
Upbeat. One or several tones which lead or pull forward 

toward a metrical strong point, at any hierarchical 
level.

Afterbeat. One or several tones which complete or trail 
after a metrical strong point, at any hierarchical 
level.
With "upbeat" and "afterbeat," hierarchical possi

bilities lead to expansion or contraction of the 
root word "beat." In this example (=Vol.II,Ex.A6) 
the last note of m. 212, the eighth note A, is 
rhythmically an upbeat though strictly only half 
a beat long and not upon a beat in 3/4. The two 
eighths G-A form an upbeat into m. 213 on the beat 
level. The half-note chord (m. 211) is an upbeat 
into m. 212, while bars 211-12 form an upbeat into 
m. 213f.
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Op. 26/1
Sehr lebhaft, 3/4

D 3 D 2

À

Clash. Harmonie disagreement in a musical texture as a 
result of metrical displacement in one or more strands 
of the texture. The note value of the symbol indicates 
the duration of the dissonance: >1:  ̂ etc.

Consistent metrical displacement. The even, unit-by-unit 
hastening or delaying of a strand or strands of a 
musical texture; one of the main metrical anomalies 
investigated in this study.

(The) double tie. The symbol > used in the representation
of harmonic rhythm to indicate that all strands of the 
texture are tied.

End-stopped. Having as the last division of its rhythmic 
unit an afterbeat, not an upbeat.

Harmonic anticipation. See Oblique harmonic rhythm.
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Hemiole. General term for a hemiolic incident. See below.
Hemiolic construction. The grouping of six impulses 

which are expected to be two groups of three into 
three groups of two; or the opposite, called 
reverse hemiole.

Hemiolic matrix. The six-part framework upon which the 
hemiolic phrase, or "gesture," unfolds.

Unanimous hemiole. A rhythmic texture in which all
strands exhibit hemiolic construction simultaneously.

Partial hemiole. A rhythmic texture in which one or more 
of the musical strands exhibit hemiolic construction 
but one or more strands remain in the expected 
metrical conformation.

Hemiolic inflection. Rhythmic shaping according to the 
hemiolic construction, not according to the notated 
meter. Aurally this constitutes a meter change.

Inflection. The grouping and nuancing of tones for rhythmic
intelligibility, either in the aural imagination or in
performing.
Metrical inflection. Rhythmic shaping according to 

differentiated beats of the metrical framework.
Supermetrical inflection. Rhythmic shaping of the

larger phrase according to differentiated bars of 
the supermetrical framework.

Hemiolic inflection. See Hemiole.

(The) Lilt. An end-stopped triple division.

Measure, or bar. The space between two consecutive bar
lines; the basic visual module of meter.
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Metrical anomaly. A rhythmic process which in some way 
contradicts metrical expectation.

Metrical expectation. Anticipation of the unfolding, differ
entiated regularity of metrical structure and of its 
perpetuation.

Metrical organization. Measured rhythmic flow in a differ
entiated pattern. Several types are relevant to this 
study.
Divisive meter. A rhythmic armature in which bars and 

beats aredivided with consistent symmetry (latent 
or articulated), usually by twos or by threes.1 
Divisive meter is the basic rhythmic construction 
for most music of the Classic-Romantic period.

Additive meter. A rhythmic armature in which bars are 
divided with consistent asymmetry (latent or articu
lated) . Additive meter may seem to combine two or 
more divisive meters, hence the term "additive."
For example:

5/8 = 2/8+3/S or 3/8+2/8
The asymmetry often exists primarily on the bar 
level, the beat divisions being regularly divisive.

Multimeter. Unpatterned changing meters or metrical
flux;plastic flow of metrical construction employ
ing a standard unit of time, notated or understood. 
For example, with the eighth note remaining constant, 
2/4 into 3/8 into 7/8.

Polymeter. Simultaneous use of different meters, each 
represented by its meter signature.

Metrical flexing. A brief change of meter with a return 
to the original, prevailing metrical organization.
For example :

15 m. in 3/4 - 1 m. in 2/4 - 48 m. in 3/4

^Conventionally, 4 = 2+2.
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Oblique harmonie rhythm. A rhythmic construction in which 
unanimous root-change is dislocated relative to its 
metrically expected position. There are two forms in 
Schumann* s music :
Harmonic anticipation. The form of oblique harmonic

rhythm in wnich unanimous root-change is metrically 
premature. Abbreviated KANT.

Implied suspension. A form of oblique harmonic rhythm 
based upon normal chord-suspension formation, in 
which root change with suspension is implied at a 
strong metrical point and followed by its normal 
resolution, although the suspensive pitch is absent. 
Root change is unanimous and is metrically delayed. 
Abbrevz ted IMP/BUS.

Polonaise cadence. A cadential treatment characteristic of 
the Polonaise in which root position tonic harmony is 
postponed until the third beat of the measure. Abbreviated 
POLO.

Rhythmic intention. The rhythmic Gestalt of a musical situ
ation; intelligible grouping of a whole musical texture, 
perceived either aurally or in the imagination. Rhythmic 
intention refers to the overall coherence of durational 
strands.

Supermetrical organization. Phrase structure by measure- 
groups; grouping by bars rather than grouping by beats 
(metrical organization). Sequence of the measures and 
to a certain extent formal function within such phrase-
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groups is symbolized by open-bracketed Roman nimierals, 
indicating a strong bar.

Triplet. Aurally, any triple division, regardless of con
gruence or non-congruence with metrical expectation.

Further Abbreviations and Symbols

HR Harmonic rhythm
IMP/HR Implied harmonic rhythm
MR Melodic rhythm
OL Overlapped
P°,S° Primo part. Seconde part

in four-hand piano music
LH, RH Left hand, right hand in keyboard music
*= Indicates equality, either of time span

or of inflection within that time 
span. Read "equals."

^ Indicates inequality, either of time
span or of inflection within that time 
span. Read "does not equal."

m. 10^ Indicates a measure number in a first
ending.

m. 16^^ Indicates a measure number in a second
ending.



CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE

Biographical and Historical Materials
To gain a broad understanding of Schumann's life 

and times was imperative because of the specific relation
ship of Schumann's music to his life experiences. As he 
wrote to Clara in 1838:

I am affected by everything that goes on in the 
world and think it all over in my own way, politics, 
literature and people . . . .  That is why my compo
sitions are sometimes difficult to understand, 
because they are connected with distant interests; 
and sometimes striking, because everything extra
ordinary that happens impresses me and impels me to 
express it in music.1

How literally he meant this statement has only recently been
explored. The allusiveness of Schumann's music, it now

2seems, goes far beyond simple programmatic elements. That 
surface framework of personal and literary reference is im
portant not only in itself but beyond itself in such tech
nical creative matters as thematic shaping and reshaping, 
key choices, and elaborate anagrammatic messages.

^Chissell, Schumann (1st ed.), p. 60.
2See Eric Sams, "Schumann and the Tonal Analogue,' 

Robert Schumann: The Man and His Music, ed. Alan Walker 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1974), pp. 300-405, and other 
detailed articles by Sams listed in this chapter under 
"Performance Concerns."

31
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Biographies of Schumann
Of the eleven biographers consulted, only Wasielewski^

, 2had close personal contact with the composer, though Niecks 
father played in the Düsseldorf orchestra before, during, 
and after Schumann's conductorship. Biographies by Fuller- 
Maitland^ and by Patterson^ reflect the public idolization 
of Schumann's widow Clara in the British Isles. Both 
Bedford^ and Boucourechliev^ give a detailed European polit
ical and social background for the Romantic movement and 
for the Schumanns' private and public lives, while Basch^

^asielewski. Life, 1858.
2Frederick Niecks, Robert Schumann: A Supplementary 

and Corrective Biography, ed. Christina Niecks (London: J.M. 
bent & Sons Ltd., 1^25).

3J. A. Fuller-Maitland, Schumann (London: Sampson Low, 
Marston, 1888).

^Annie W. Patterson, Schumann (London: J. M. Dent & 
Sons Ltd., 1st ed. 1903; revised 1934).

^Herbert Bedford, Robert Schumann: His Life and Work 
(London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Company, Ltd., 1925 
and 1933; reprinted, Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1971).

^Andre Boucourechliev, Schumann, trans, Arthur Boyars 
(New York: Grove Press, 1959).

^Victor Basch, Schtmann, A Life of Suffering, trans. 
Catherine Alison Ph llips (New York: Tudor Publishing Co., 
1936).



focuses on psychological and aesthetic elements. Schauffler 
2and Chissell are more objective than previous biographers 

concerning Clara Schumann and her influence on her husband's 
music. Much previously unavailable material--manuscripts, 
diaries, and correspondence— is incorporated in the large-

3scale biographical and philosophical study by Boetticher. 
This new information is reflected for the English-speaking 
public in Abraham's "Robert Schumann" entry in Grove's V .̂  
There are also two collections of essays which contain 
biographical as well as analytical material, one edited by 
Abraham,^ the other by Walker.̂

33
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^Robert Haven Schauffler, Florestan, The Life and 
Work of Robert Schumann (New York: Henry Holt & Company,
TM5V. ;------------

2Joan Chissell, Schumann (London: J. M. Dent and 
Sons, Ltd., 1968; 2nd rev. ed., 1977). Both editions furnish 
references for this study.

OWolfgang Boetticher, Robert Schumann: Einfuhrung 
in PersÜnlichkeit und Werk (Berlin: Bernhard Hahnefeld 
Verlag, 1941).

^Gerald Abraham, "Robert Schumann," Grove's Dic
tionary of Music and Musicians, ed. Eric Blom (5th ed.; 
London: The MacMillan Press Ltd., 1954) v. 7, pp. 603- 
640.

^Gerald Abraham (ed.), Schumann: A Symposium (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1952).

^Alan Walker (ed.), Robert Schumann: The Man and His 
Music (New York: Harper & Row, 1974).
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Biographies of Clara Schimiann 
and other contemporaries
Clara Schumann has received voluminous biographical 

attention. Works consulted include those by Litzmann,^ 
Harding,̂  Clara's grandson Ferdinand,^ and Sir George Grove.^ 
The extensive correspondence between Clara and Brahms, ex
cerpted and translated by Litzmann,^ has been useful; how
ever, if Litzmann had included more technical details from 
their interchange concerning Clara's edition of Schumann's 
works, published by Breitkopf and Hartel between 1881 and 
1893, his volume would have been more useful to this study.

The close relationship of Brahms to the Schumann 
family, in both musical and personal ways, is documented by

^Berthold Litzmann, Clara Schumann: An Artist's Life, 
trans. Grace Hadow, 2 v. (London: MacMillan & Co., 1913).

2Bertita Harding, Concerto (London: George Harrap,
1962).

3Ferdinand Schumann, Reminiscences of Clara Schumann 
as found in the diary of her grandson, trans. and ed. June W. 
Dickinson (Rochester: Schumann Memorial Foundation, 1949).

^Sir George Grove, with an interpolation by Franklin 
Taylor, "Clara Schumann," Grove's V .

^Berthold Litzmann (ed.). Letters of Clara Schimiann 
and Johannes Brahms, 2 v. (New York : Longmans Green and Co., 
1927; reprinted, Vienna House, 1971).
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Eugenie Schumann,^ Florence May,^ Schauffler,^ Gelringer,^ 
Radcliffe,^ and James,^ in materials ranging from memoir to 
scholarly study.

Biographical material was also consulted regarding
composers whose lives or works touched Schumann signifi-

7 8cantly: Schubert ; Mendelssohn , whose polished musician-

^Eugenie Schumann, The Schumanns and Johannes Brahms, 
trans. Lincoln McVeagh (New York: The Dial Press, 1927).

9“Florence May, The Life of Johannes Brahms, 2 v.
(2nd ed. rev.; London: William Reeves, 1905) .

3Robert Haven Schauffler, The Unknown Brahms (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 193371
^Karl Geiringer, Brahms, his life and work, trans.

H. B. Weiner and Bernard Miall (London: Allen and Unwin,
1936; revised and enlarged, 1948).

^Philip F. Radcliffe, "Johannes Brahms ," Grove's V,
V. 1, pp. 870-903.

^Burnett James, Brahms : A Critical Study (New York: Praeger, 1972).
^Maurice J. E. Brown, "Franz Schubert," Grove's V ,

V. 7, pp. 536-571; and Arthur Hutchings, Schubert (London:J. M. Dent and Sons, 1973).
8Heinrich Eduard Jacob, Felix Mendelssohn and His 

Times, trans. Richard and Clara Winston (Englewood Cliffs : 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963); Eric Wemer, Mendelssohn, A New 
Image of the Composer and His Age, trans. Dika Newlin (New 
York: Free Press of Glencoe, 1963); and Percy Young, "Felix 
Mendelssohn," Grove's V . v. 5, pp. 675-706.
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1 2ship Schtmann admired and envied: Liszt; Berlioz; and 
Chopin.^

Hauptmann's dialectical theory of music had no 
direct effect on Schumann's practice; nevertheless, writings 
by and about this influential colleague of Schumann's at the 
Leipzig Conservatory give valuable insight into contemporary 
opinion of Schumann's music.^ Other violinists besides 
Hauptmann were involved to varying degrees with Schumann: 
Wasielewski, concertmaster at Düsseldorf under Schumann and 
Schumann's first biographer;^ Lipifiski, to whom Opus 9 is 
dedicated;^ Paganini, whose musical portrait appears in 
Opus 9 and whose Caprices are the basis for 0pp. 3 and 10;^

^Louisa Middleton and Francis Hueffer, rev. by Hum
phrey Searle, "Liszt," Grove's V , v. 5, pp. 256-316.

^Leon Valias, "Hector Berlioz," Grove's V , v. 1, 
pp. 653-673.

3Arthur Hedley, Chopin (London: Dent & Sons, Ltd., 
1947; reprinted New York: Collier Books, 1962); and Arthur 
Hedley, "Frederic Chopin," Grove's V , v. 2, pp. 252-267.

^A. Maczewsky, "Moritz Hauptmann," Grove's V , v. 4, 
pp. 138-39; and Moritz Hauptmann, The Letters of a Leipzig 
Cantor, ed. Alfred Schone and Ferdinand Hiller ; trans. and 
arr. by A. D. Coleridge; 2 v. (London: Novello, Ewer, 1892; 
reprinted. New York: Vienna House, 1972).

^Sir George Grove, "Joseph W. von Wasielewski," 
Grove's V , v. 9, pp. 188-89.

^Czeslaw R. Halsi, "Karol Lipinski," Grove's V ,
V. 5, pp. 251-52.

^Olga Rudge, E. Heron-Allen, and Eric Blom, "Niccolb 
Paganini," Grove's V, v. 6, pp. 489-94.
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Spohr, many of whose compositions Schumann reviewed, some
times mentioning rhythmic experiments ;̂  and Joachim, early
a protege of Mendelssohn, and a close friend as well of the

2Schumanns and of Brahms.

Schumann's critical writings
Schumann's idiosyncratic critical style as editor 

of the NeueZeitschrift fur Musik both reveals and obscures 
his strong musical opinions. "The best fugue," he wrote
regarding Mendelssohn's Opus 35, "is one that the public

)f 
4

Otakes for a Strauss waltz." Of the three collections of
excerpts from Schumann's articles which were consulted, 
that edited by Plantinga is particularly useful because the 
editor examines the music reviewed by Schumann as well as 
the reviews themselves.

Paul David, "Louis Spohr," Grove's V , v. 8, pp. 13- 
19; Louis Spohr, The Musical Journeys of Louis Spohr, trans. 
and ed. Henry Pleasants (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1961); and Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo (New York:
W. W. Norton & Company, 1953), p. 334.

oPaul David, "Joseph Joachim," Grove's V , v. 4, pp. 
642-43; W. W. Cobbett, "Joachim Quartet,'* Grovers V , v. 4, 
pp. 643-44; Briefe von und an Joseph Joachim, gesammelt und 
herausgegeben von Johannes Joachim und Andreas Moser, 3 B. 
(Berlin: Julius Bard, n.d.); and Letters to and from Joseph 
Joachim, selected and trans. Nora Bickley (London: MacMillan 
and Co., 1914).

oThe Musical World of Robert Schumann: A Selection 
from Schumann's Own Writings, ed. Henry Pleasants (New York: 
St. Martin's Press, 1965), p. 124.

^On Music and Musicians : Selections from Robert 
Schumann's critical writings, trans. Paul Kosenfeid, ed. 
Konrad Wolff (New York: Pantheon, 1946); Henry Pleasants (ed.). 
Musical World; and Leon B. Plantinga, Schumann as Critic 
(New Haven : Yale University Press, 1967).
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Schumann’s times
The temper of the early 19th century is relevant 

to the study; it is treated in Pinson’s study of the cult
of the grotesque;^ by Brion in a literary-philosophical

2 3work; in Loesser’s sociological study; and in the central
portion of Schonberg’s essay on pianists.^

Furthermore, the development of the waltz craze in 
Vienna and its spread through European society directly 
concerns this study. Schumann enjoyed a lifelong intoxi
cation with waltzes. He was imaginatively struck by Weber’s 
Invitation to the Dance.̂  He reveled in Schubert’s waltzes, 
both two- and four-hand sets.^ Some of his very earliest

Patricia Testerman Pinson, ’’The Shattered Frame:
A Study of the Grotesque in Nineteenth Century Literature 
and Music" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Ohio Univer
sity, 1969).

^Marcel Brion, Schumann and the Romantic Age, trans. 
Geoffrey Sainsbury (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1956).

O-Arthur Loesser, Men, Women, and Pianos (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1954).

^Harold C. Schonberg, The Great Pianists from Mozart
to the Present (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1963), pp. 89- 

------------

^Wasielewski, p. 41.

605.
^Bedford, p. 93; and Abraham, Grove’s V. v. 7, p.
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variations^ were based on Schubert's "Sehnsucht" Waltz,
Op. 9/2. Waltz-like pieces and themes abound in his music,
from the ABEGG theme of Opus 1 to the four-hand ball scenes
of 0pp. 109 and 130. Carl Reinecke tells of the Schumanns,
at home in the 1840s, waltzing "with the most unbridled 

2abandon."
Vienna had a distinct musical character in 

Schumann's lifetime; furthermore, the popularity of the 
Viennese waltz in Europe amounted to a frenzy. The city's 
musical as well as political history is outlined by Garten-
berg.^ Various aspects of the waltz are discussed by Fantel,̂

- 5 6 7Nettl, Sachs, and Gamer; also, collections of waltz

^Listed among early unpublished works : Walker (ed.), 
Robert Schumann, p. 455.

2Schauffler, Florestan, p. 196.
3Egon Gartenberg, Vienna: Its Musical Heritage 

(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press,
1968).

^Hans Fantel, The Waltz Kings (New York: William 
Morrow & Company, 1972T!

^Paul Nettl, The Story of Dance Music (New York: 
Philosophical Library, 1947).

^Curt Sachs, World History of the Dance, trans. 
Bessie Schonberg (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1937).

^Mosco Gamer, "Waltz," Grove's V, v. 9, pp. 165-
72.
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1 2 scores by the elder Strauss and by Lanner , Schumann's
contemporaries, have been consulted.

Manuscript studies and manuscripts
Roesner's meticulous 1973 study of Schumann manu-
3scripts deals with autograph sources of eight large works, 

offering also extensive diplomatic transcriptions. Further 
primary manuscript resources used in the study include a 
facsimile edition of sketches and score of the Symphony in 
B^, Opus 38,^ and Xerox copies of various stages of the 
Piano Concerto, Opus 54: Schumann's manuscript of the 1841 
Phantasie which became the first movement of the Concerto
(this score including revisions and the addition, in 1845,

ii:
6

of an Andantino and Rondo) and a fair copy, but inconçlete-
ly edited, of the revised full score.

^Johann Strauss, Sr., Denkmaler der Tonkunst in 
Osterreich, Jg. XXXV/2, Band 68 (1928). ^

^Josef Lanner, Denkmaler der Tonkunst in Oster
reich, Jg. XXXIII/2, Band 65 (1926).

3Linda Correll Roesner, "Studies in Schumann Manu
scripts: With Particular Reference to Sources Transmitting 
Instrumental Works in the Large Forms," 2 v. (unpublished 
doctoral dissertation. New York University, 1973).

^Robert Schumann, Symphony/Opus 38, facsimile of 
the manuscript in the Library of Congress (New York: The 
Robert Owen Lehman Foundation, 1967).

^Courtesy of Malcolm Frager.
^Ms. #20433, Staatsbibliothek, Berlin.
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Analytical and Theoretical Materials
Pertinent to the study were specific mention of 

Schumann's rhythm as a stylistic factor, and certain theo
retical treatises on rhythm.

Descriptions of Schumann's rhythmic style
Critical comment on Schumann's rhythmic style is

liberally quoted here, since such discussion bears directly
on the study.

Both Hadow and Mason, writing half a century after
Schumann's death, found the composer's rhythmic effects
still "modem" and capricious. Hadow mentions

. . . his frequent use of syncopation, sometimes pick
ing out the melody for emphasis, sometimes retarding 
it to half-speed, oftener traversing [thwarting or 
opposing] the rhythm altogether . . .  .1

OMason, admiring Schumann's "fertility of rhythms," de
scribes the composer's rhythmic attitude as

a constant tendency to emphasize the metre by slight 
but systematic deviations from it, such as syncopation 
and the shifting of motives into artificial relations 
to the measure, and the simultaneous use of two or 
more metrical schemes at once.3

W. W. Hadow, "Robert Schumann and the Romantic 
Movement in Germany," Studies in Modern Music, v. 1 (London: 
MacMillan and Company, isy3-y4; reissued. New York: Kennikat 
Press, 1970), pp. 213-14.

2Daniel Gregory Mason, % e  Romantic Composers (New 
York: The MacMillan Company, 1906), p. 144

^Ibid., p. 120.
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Mason also speaks of sonorous effects which are accomplished
by rhythmic means :

. . . entrances of chords before we expect them, delays 
of the expected ones . . . .  At the beginning of the 
Kreisleriana he keeps the right hand half a pace ahead 
of the left, thus producing great richness of tone.l

Fuller-Maitland, long an admirer of Clara Schumann's 
playing and (through her interpretations) of her husband's 
music, writes in some detail concerning rhythmic effects in 
certain chamber works :

The rhythm, so pleasantly halting, of the next vari
ation relies for its charm on the fact that the first ? 
note of each triplet is held over from the last . . . .  
[Variations for Two Pianos, Two 'Cellos and Horn, no 
opus number]
. . .  a hymn-like section, each note of which, given 
out by the piano, is anticipated in the strings, so 
that a feeling of syncopation is produced, and con- ? 
tinned perhaps a little longer than might be desired. 
[Fantasie stCcke for Piano, Violin, and 'Cello, Opus 88]

Schauffler, writing well into the 20th century, is 
particularly intrigued with Schumann's rhythm, commenting

^Ibid., pp. 121-22; and Schauffler, Florestan, p. 493. 
2J. A. Fuller-Maitland, Schumann's Concerted 

Chamber Music (London: Oxford University Press, 1929), p. 9.
A companion booklet deals in the same style with the piano 
music: J. A. Fuller-Maitland, Schumann's Pianoforte Works 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1927).

^Fuller-Maitland, Chamber Music, p. 21.
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typically:
We find the composer at his rhythmic sport, making 3/8 
time sound with 2/8. ["Des Abends," Op. 12/1]
With delightful originality, he enhances the asymmetry 
by starting the same phrase successively on different 
parts of the measure.2 [Stucke im VoIkston. Op. 102/1 
and 3]
He makes 3/4 time sound with 2/4, subtly and excitingly 
playing off the metrical stress against the natural 
motive stress.3 [Sonata in F# Minor, Op. 11/IV]

Schauffler diagrams the rhythmic similarity of the theme 
which opens the Symphony, Op. 97/1 (with its "deft syn
copations"^) to the second theme of the Piano Concerto, Op. 
54/III, saying of the latter:

The signature is 3/4; but he has none the less 
managed to make the music sound like 3/2 . . . .  As 
there is nothing here for the theme to syncopate e 
against, all hints of the 3/4 rhythm are lacking.

That Schumann's rhythmic effects are independent
of medium is suggested in the similarity of comment by
Symposium contributors whose critical responsibilities are
divided by medium. A brief cross-selection follows :

^Schauffler, Florestan, p. 318. 
^Ibid., p. 489.
^Ibid., p. 491.
^Ibid., p. 411.
^Ibid., p. 428.
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. . .  an opposition of 6/8 and 3/4 meters^["The Chamber 
Music"]
. . . frequent cross-rhythms, syncopations, and ir
regular accentuations2 ["The Piano Music"]
. . . conflict of cross-rhythms (3/2 against 2/2)^ ['The 
Orchestral Music"]
. . . the curious cross-rhythms^ ["The Works for Solo 
Instruments and Orchestra"]

More recently, Chissell finds "frequent rhythmic
surprises" in Schumann, surprises linked to his love of
the extraordinary;

. . . syncopations, misplaced accents, deliberate con
fusion of duple and triple meter.5

Rosen characterizes the rhythmic forms of Romantic 
music, and Schumann's in particular, as "not syntactical 
. . . but cumulative in their effect . . , no longer syn
thetic but additive."^ This adds a rhythmic dimension to a 
long-standing complaint about Schumann's compositional 
methods. This complaint was brought to a focus by Hadow's 
attack in 1893 on Schumann's melodic structure as "Discrete"

Â. E. F. Dickinson, Schumann: Symposium, p. 167.
2Kathleen Dale, Schumann: Symposium, p. 21.
3Mosco Camer, Schumann: Symposium, p. 229.
^^Maurice Lindsay, S chumann : Sympo s ium, p. 248
^Joan Chissell, Schumann Piano Music (London: BBC 

Publications, 1972), pp. 8-9.
^Charles Rosen, The Classical Style (London: Faber 

and Faber Limited, 1971), p. 453.
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rather than "Continuous" like the admired Beethovian model.^ 
Longyear, however, in a lengthy discussion of Schu

mann's place in the development of German Romanticism, 
finds his rhythm a "driving force," commenting:

Schumann's masterly use of syncopation, hemiola, 
rhythmic displacement, polyrhythm, and syncopated har
monic rhythm makes him a master of rhythm comparable 
only to Beethoven, Berlioz, Brahms, and Stravinsky.2

Rhythmic theory, history, and analysis
Smither's treatise on 19th- and 20th-century rhyth

mic theories, especially his translation and discussion of 
portions of three theoretical texts more or less directly 
^connected with Schumann, was of particular value to this

3study. The three theorists are Marx, Weber, and Hauptmann. 
Marx has time and place contemporaneousness with Schumann: 
his compositional text was published in 1832 in Leipzig, 
where Schumann was living, and gives a picture of the gen
eral understanding of rhythm considered necessary for a 
composition student at that timeSchumann himself, how-

^adow, Studies in Modem Music, p. 213. Schauffler 
discusses the effect of this attack in Florestan, pp. 488- 
90.

2Rey Longyear, Nineteenth-Century Romanticism in 
Music (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 123.

^Howard Elbert Smither, "Theories of Rhythm in the 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries with a Contribution to 
the Theory of Rhythm for the Study of Twentieth Century 
Music" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Cornell Univer
sity, I960).

^Adolf Bernhard Marx, Allgemeine Musiklehre 
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1832). All citations are from 
Smither.
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ever, turned to Weber's more extensive and more theoretical
work^.(published in Mainz in several editions between 1817
and 1832) in an autodidactic effort after his lessons with
D o m  were suspended. The present system of using Roman
numerals to indicate chordal analysis dates from Weber's 

2writings. In the early 1840s, Schumann and Hauptmann were 
colleagues briefly at the newly organized Leipzig Conserv
atory. Schumann was acquainted with Hauptmann's involved,

3philosophically-derived theories, which, however, he con
sidered "unmusical.Hauptmann played the violin; he was 
a witty but sharp foe of equal temperament, pianos, and 
any blurring of clear formal outlines. Nevertheless he was 
one of the first to recognize and acclaim Schumann's 
achievements in large forms, particularly the string quar
tets and symphonies.

Gurney's^ rhythmic approach (1880) is presumably

^Gottfried Weber, Versuch einer georcketen Theorie 
der Tonsetzkunst, 4 v. (Mainz : B. Schott s St̂ hne, 1817- 
1821; 3rd ed. Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1830-1832). All 
citations are from Smither.

^Thurston Dart, "Notation," Grove's V , v. 6, p. 123
3Moritz Hauptmann, Die Natur der Harmonik und der 

Metrik; zur Theorie der Musik (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 
1853). All citations are from Smither.

^iecks. Corrective Biography, p. 292.
^Edmund Gumey, The Power of Sound (London, 1880; 

reprinted, with an introduction by EdwardCone, New York: 
Basic Books Inc., 1966).
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doser to Schumann's than is ours. Gumey directs atten
tion to anral experience rather than to notation; he 
values surface cogency in all aspects of the musical fabric.

Resurgence of interest in rhythmic research in this 
century is evidenced by Sachs' general history of musical 
rhythm (1953).^ Cooper and Meyer's pioneering treatise on
the analysis of rhythm is a methodological as well as a

2theoretical work. Meyer's earlier investigation of the
3role of expectation in music and his later collection of 

analytical essays^ were also useful to the present study. 
Particularly valuable has been Meyer's concept of a com
poser's constraint levels, as presented and discussed in a 
seminar on the nature of style and style change.̂

^Curt Sachs, %ythm and Tempo (New York: W, W. 
Norton & Company, 1953).

2Grosvenor Cooper and Leonard B. Meyer, The Rhyth
mic Structure of Music (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1960).

3Leonard B. Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press" 1956).

^Leonard B. Meyer, Explaining Music (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1973).

^Leonard B. Meyer, S. L. E. P. Seminar, University 
of Oklahoma, Jan. 22-26, 1979.
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Two basically Schenkerian studies, by Pierce^ and 
by Yeston, view rhythm as an aspect of tonal form. "Syn
copation" is a term avoided in the present study because 
of inadequacies in the general use of the word (see-p. 17). 
However, Yeston's perceptive definition takes into account 
not only the durations involved but also multiple impli
cations of temporally positioned pitches.

OCollins' work on hemioles , though not dealing 
with Schumann's stylistic period, provides historical per
spective on hemiolic practice. Collins warns that the 
realities of performance and the realities of notation must 
be carefully distinguished, and that their relationship may 
not be obvious to generations removed from the contemporary 
aural tradition.

Several other doctoral dissertations deal with rhy
thm in ways pertinent to the present study. Rittenhouse's

Anne Alexandra Pierce, "The Analysis of Rhythm in 
Tonal Music" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Brandeis 
University, 1968).

2Maury Yeston. The Stratification of Musical Rhythm 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1976).

3Michael Bruce Collins, "The Performance of Colora
tion, Sesquialtera, and Hemiolia [sic] (1450-1750)" (unpub
lished doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, 1963); 
and "The Performance of Sesquialtera and Hemiola in the 
16th Century," JAMS XVII(1964), pp. 5-28.
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study of rhythm in the Brahms symphonies documents the 
frequency of metrical anomalies similar to Schumann's in 
Brahms' rhythmic habit.^ Glusman necessarily deals with

Orhythm in tracing the development of the lyric piano piece. 
Shifts in attitudes toward rhythm in the 19th century are

3probed by Perkins. McNab focuses on Mozart and Schumann 
in documenting major changes in rhythmic handling as the 
"Romantic" composers succeeded the "Classicists."^ Finally, 
an effort to bridge the gap between philosophical and 
musicological procedures is Hackman's dissertation on the 
concept of meter.^ Symbolic logic, language constructs.

Robert John Rittenhouse, "Rhythmic Elements in the 
Symphonies of Johannes Brahms" (unpublished doctoral dis
sertation, University of Iowa, 1967).

2Elfriede Glusman, "The Early Nineteenth-Century 
Lyric Piano Piece" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Co
lumbia University, 1970).

3Marion Louise Perkins, "Changing Concepts of Rhy
thm in the Romantic Era: A Study of Rhythmic Structure, 
Theory and Performance Practices Related to Piano Litera
ture" (unpublished doctoral dissertation. University of 
Southern California, 1961).

^Duncan Robert McNab, "A Study of Classic and Ro
mantic Elements in the Piano Works of Mozart and Schumann" 
(unpublished doctoral dissertation. University of Southern 
California [DMA], 1961).

^Willis H. Hackman, "A Clarification and Recon
struction of the Concept of Meter for Music-Structural 
Rhythmic Analysis Following Philosophical-Analytical Para
digms" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, George Peabody 
College for Teachers, 1975).
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and analytical models are unfamiliar ground to many musi
cians ; Hackman shows how they may be useful. His point of 
departure is the explanation of meter by Mitchell, by 
Creston, by Cooper and Meyer, and by Forte. The symbols 
of "clarification and reconstruction" he develops analyze 
meter as it is generally understood and used, revealing 
hitherto unimagined possibilities within the system.

Time as a Philosophical Idea
A number of works on the concept of Time were con

sulted as a foundation for speculation on rhythmic matters, 
speculation based on an effort to widen the perspectives of 
this study beyond current 20th-century views of meter, rhy
thm, and time organization in music. The Voices of Time^ 
is a wide-ranging collection of writings since the pre-
Socratics on the idea of Time; included is an essay by Durr

2concerning specifically musical temporal organization.
3Whitrow has summed up for the general reader contemporary

Ĵ. T. Fraser (ed.). The Voices of Time (New York: 
George Braziller, 1966).

^Walthur Durr, "Rhythm in Music: A Formal Scaf
folding of Time," Voices of Time, pp. 180-200.

^G. J. Whitrow, % e  Nature of Time (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1972).
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man's relationships to Time; Cleugh’s work,^ of a more
specialized philosophical nature, summarizes early 20th-

2century thought on the subject. Langer is particularly
cogent dealing with music. Fraser, in a recent speculative

m 4
Owork, ventures that music may be "the art of arts . . .

primarily because it embraces all levels of temporality. 
Kubler^ deals with the style development in the visual arts 
throughout the history of human time, finding the idea of 
unified style periods inadequate.

Rhythm and Meter in Poetry
The rhythmic analysis of music, since the time of 

Aristoxenus, has often been based upon the groupings sug
gested by poetic scansion. Several works dealing with 
verse rhythm were consulted, though poetry does not demon
strate the multi-linear aspect of music. The expected uni-

F. Cleugh, Time and Its Importance in Modem 
Thought (New York: Russell & Russell, 1037).

2Suzanne Langer, Philosophy in a New Key (Boston: 
Harvard University Press, 1948); also, Feeling and Form 
(London: Routledge and K. Paul, 1953).

3J. T. Fraser, Of Time: Passion, and Knowledge (New 
York: George Braziller, 1975).

^Ibid., p. 411.
^George Kubler, The Shape of Time: Remarks on the 

History of Things (New Haven and London: Yale University 
1962);..
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1 2 linear principles are found in Chapman and in Prall; in
addition, Prall treats pauses in a poetic line as measur
able durations unacknowledged in normal scansion. Both 
writers deal with metrical anomalies used for rhythmic 
effect. Close analogies to musical techniques are found

qin poet Gerard Hopkins' procedures of "sprung rhythm" ; 
this rhythmic formulation transfers without loss into a 
multi-linear musical texture, through the concept of ac
cumulated rhythm.̂  The gradations of stress in poetry 
which the philologist Jespersen suggests^ have both rhyth
mic and metric parallels in music.

Performance Concerns
To perform is to realize in sound the import of

^Raymond Chapman, "Rhythm and Metre," Chap. 8, Lin-fuistics and Literature (New York: Crane, Russak & Co.,973), pp. 85-99.
2D. W. Prall, Aesthetic Analysis, intro. Arthur 

Berger (New York: Thomas Crowell Co. , 19̂ 35; Apollo edition, 
1967).

qGerard Manley Hopkins, "Author's Preface," Poems 
of Gerard Manley Hopkins (London: Oxford University Press, 
1948), 3rd Edition, pp. 5-10.

^See definition, p. 26.
^Otto Jespersen, "Notes on Metre," in The Structure 

of Verse: Modem Essays on Prosody, ed. Harvey Gross (Green
wich, Conn.: Fawcett Publications, 1966), pp. 111-130.
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1 2music's structure. Cone and Stein both make a point of 

the inextricable blending of practical and theoretical 
considerations. Goldstein deals with specific passages 
conspicuous in Schumann's rhythmic practice; however, 
making only cursory attempts to explain how to deal with 
these puzzles in performance, he says that "rhythmic 
natures feel these things instinctively without talking 
about them." Several other writers also treat specific 
passages in Schumann's music from the performer's view
point. Fox Strangways, concerned with phrasing, verbalizes 
a 20th-century attitude toward meter and barlines.^ A de
tail significant for performance practice is the judgement 
of Artur Schnabel that

the second theme of the Finale of Schumann's Piano 
Concerto, ostensibly in 3/2, is not only written, but 
meant to be heard in a syncopated 3/4. Schnabel re
quested conductors to beat 3/4, and not 3/2, for this 
passage . . .  .5

^Edward T. Cone, Musical Form and Musical Perform
ance (New York: W. W. Norton, 1968).

2Erwin Stein, Form and Performance, foreword by 
Benjamin Britten (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962).

^Walter Goldstein, "The Rhythmic Tricks of Chopin 
and Schumann," MTNA Proceedings, 1924, pp. 63-73.

^A. H. Fox Strangways, "Phrasing," Music and Let
ters, IX (1928), p. 1-8.

^Konrad Wolff, The Teaching of Artur Schnabel 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1972), p7 97.
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Schumann's pedalling and pedal notation, as well as Clara
Schumann's sometimes cavalier editorial treatment of them,

ape 
2

are discussed by Wolfram. ̂ An important metronome marking
in Opus 54 is examined by Frager.

A link with Schumann performance tradition is pro- 
vided by Fanny Davies, an English pupil of Clara Schumann. 
Particularly illuminating is meter change in the satirically 
accurate notation of a misguided pupil's rendering of "Auf- 
schwung," Op. 12/2.^

Among the historically oriented books on perform
ance concerns which were consulted, Ferguson's^ contributes 
pertinent ideas on rubato and the metronome as well as a 
few examples of Schumann’s rhythmic notation, while Dorian'ŝ

Victor Wolfram, "The Sostenuto Pedal," Arts and 
Sciences Studies no. 9 (Stillwater: Oklahoma State Univer
sity, 1965) .

Malcolm Frager, "The Manuscript of the Schumann 
Piano Concerto," Current Musicology, 15/1973, pp. 83-87.

3Fanny Davies, "About Schumann's Pianoforte Music," 
Musical Times, LI (1910), pp. 493-95; and "On Schumann—  
and Reading Between the Lines," Music and Letters, VI, 
(1925), pp. 214-23.

^Fanny Davies, "Between the Lines," p. 219.
^Howard Ferguson, Keyboard Interpretation from the 

14th^to the 19th century (London: Oxford University Press,

^Frederick Dorian, The History of Music in Per
formance (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1942).
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includes a chapter on Schumann dealing mainly with pro
grammatic elements. The letter's viewpoint is considerably 
deepened by Sams' more recent research into Schumann's use 
of codes and ciphers.^

2Several dictionary articles by Donington were of 
particular help in clarifying performance assumptions, and 
his book on Baroque string practice added to historical 
information on attitudes toward hemioles in the metrical 
era.

Eric Saras, "Schumann and the Tonal Analogue," 
Robert Schumann : The Man and His Music,ed. Alan Walker 
(New York; Harper and Row, 1974), pp. 390-405. This chap
ter was preceded by a series of periodical articles :
"Did Schumann use ciphers?". Musical Times 106 (Aug. 1965), 
pp. 584-91; "Schumann and the cipher: letters and comments, 
Temperly and others," MT 106 (Oct. 1965), pp. 767-770; "The 
Schumann Ciphers," MT TD~7 (May 1966), pp. 392-93; "The 
Schumann Ciphers: A Coda," MT 107 (Dec. 1966), pp. 1050- 
51; "Why Florestan and EuseFTus?", ^  108 (Feb. 1967), pp. 
131-32; "Politics, Literature, and People in Schumann's 
Opus 136," MT 109 (Jan. 1968), pp. 25-27; "The Tonal Ana
logue in ScEumann's Music," Proceedings of the Royal Musi
cal Association, 96 (1969-1970), pp. 103-17 ; "A Schumann 
Primer?'', MT 111 (Nov. 1970), pp. 1096-97; and "Schumann 
and F a u s t , 113 (June 1972), pp. 543-46.

2Robert Donington, "Articulation," Grove's V , v. 1, 
pp. 235-36; "Expression," Grove * s V , v. 2, pp. 984-91; and 
"Phrasing," Grove's V , v, 6, pp. 719-23.

3Robert Donington, String Playing in Baroque Music 
(London: Faber & Faber Ltd.l 1977).
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Weingartner’s detailed suggestions for the perform
ance of the four Schumann symphonies (translated by Krueger)^ 
show that this experienced conductor felt it necessary in 
some cases to change Schumann's score to avoid rhythmic 
pitfalls.

Three of the writers already cited in the analytical 
and theoretical section repeatedly emphasize performance 
responsibilities: Meyer, Hackman, and Yeston.

Barnett approaches directly the problem of per
formance ; he contributes a major perception, that notation 
is not primarily a set of directions to the performer, but 
a way of expressing a musical idea--a distinction uncommonly 
made. It is particularly appropriate for Schumann's music.

Summary of Related Literature
The survey of relevant literature was of wide scope, 

covering biographical and other historical data; analytic 
and theoretical writings ; philosophical inquiry into the

Richard Rankin Krueger, "Weingartner's Suggestions 
for the Performance of the Symphonies of Schubert and Schu
mann: A Translation of Ratschldge fur Auffuhrungen Klass- 
ischer Symphonien, Band II: Schubert and Schumann" (unpub
lished doctoral dissertation [DMA], University of Washington, 
1970).

2David Barnett, The Performance of Music (New York: 
Universe Books, 1972).
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nature of Time; consideration of poetic rhythm and meter; 
and the performer's concern with rhythmic matters. The 
survey did yield a broad perspective on Schumann's anoma
lous rhythmic practice. However, it did not reveal any 
comprehensive or synthesizing treatment of his metrically 
anomalous procedures, nor specific performance guidelines 
for such situations.



CHAPTER III

REPORT ON EMPTY BARBEATS

Schumann writes a rest on the first beat of a bar 
in two distinct ways : as silence thwarting expectation in
an established momentum, and as silence beginning metrical 
motion. In addition, barbeats which are almost empty share 
many of the rhythmic effects of wholly empty barbeats. Ex
amples for this chapter are found in Volume II, Appendix A,

Thwarted Expectation
This way of using an empty barbeat depends upon an 

established momentum whose expectation is thwarted by the 
barbeat rest.

Single empty barbeats
Schumann's empty barbeats may appear in isolated 

instances, as in Example Al, where a single empty barbeat 
sets off the B-A-C-H fugue subject from its continuation. 
With subsequent entries, that barbeat is articulated by 
counter-material as in m. 4.

Consecutive empty barbeats
Consecutive barbeats may be empty (Exs. A2 and A3). 

Example A2 shows supermetrical bars Q[I]^ and of a
58
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four-bar transition empty; the consecutive empty barbeats 
of Example A3 fall on bars and of the final
phrase of the piece.

Empty barbeats in alternate bars
Sometimes empty barbeats are found in alternate 

bars, as in Example A4, where the weaker bars of a four-bar 
retransition begin with rests.

Empty barbeats in phrase extension
An empty barbeat which becomes in fact an extended 

empty bar is the result of phrase extension by means of a 
Grand Pause (Ex. A5). This is Schumann's most normal use 
of the anomaly. He also writes an empty barbeat for the 
first bar of a two-bar phrase extension (Ex. A6).

Variety of supermetrical position
As bars are not alike supermetrically, so each bar

beat has its functional position in the phrase structure. 
This colors metrical comprehension of empty barbeats as 
well. In Example A2, for instance, the successive empty 
barbeats are felt as heavy-light. Stress and accent operate 
the same way at the supermetrical level as at the metrical. 
Thus there is great variety of rhythmic import among empty 
barbeats, as illustrated in Example A7.
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Variety in cadential passages
Expectation of firm barbeats is particularly 

strong in the area of a final cadence. The establishing 
example for this anomalous type (Ex. 2, p. 10) shows Schu
mann's play with this expectation.

Other cadential maneuvers are found as well. Ex
ample A8 shows an empty barbeat after four measures of 
tonic harmony in a final cadential progression. In Example 
A9, the bar of the empty barbeat goes beyond melodic com
pletion of the final Polonaise cadence. Schumann evidently 
reconsidered this whimsical effect, as the ending bar was 
deleted and the final chord of the Polonaise cadence filled 
out for the second edition. See Example B32 for the revised 
ending. Example AlO also involves a Polonaise cadence, 
though here an empty barbeat falls on bar ^ 1 1 ^  of the 
phrase, the weak final cadence bar.

Alternate empty bars can also accomplish phrase 
augmentation, as in the extended cadential tonic of Example 
All. In aural fact, the "empty" barbeats of this example 
are only empty of articulation, not of sonority, since pedal 
binds the final seventeen bars of the piece.
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Variety in clarifying bars : with lilts, hemioles, 
and waltz caesurael
An empty barbeat may fall upon a bar which is im

portant in clarifying a rhythmic structure. For instance, 
the empty barbeats of Example A12 are punctuation for un
equivocal lilt formation.

Related to lilt punctuation is the empty barbeat 
found in the waltz caesura (Ex. A13a). An internal expan
sion of the waltz caesura pattern, doubling its length, is 
found in Example A13b from the same movement, where Schu
mann's ensemble treatment of the anomalous construction 
makes the empty barbeats only "almost empty." In Example 
A14, the rhythmic cliche i i  ̂> i ^ J J I is maintained in 
the accumulated rhythm, but the melody leading out of the 
cadence has only one upbeat, thus: •

With hemioles, the barbeat following the anomalous 
construction usually signals the return to normal metrical 
congruence. From this viewpoint Example A15 is doubly anom
alous, in that the clarifying barbeat is not only empty but 
carries a fermata as well.

The waltz caesura is a rhythmic mannerism found in 
some Viennese waltzes, in which the link between a cadence 
and the melodic upbeats leading into the next section is an 
empty barbeat. See Mosco Camer, "Waltz," Grove's V, v. 9, 
p. 171.
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Empty barbeats previously full
Occasionally Schumann, after writing an ordinary 

non-empty barbeat (often at a cadence point), will return 
to the same material with a silence punctuating that bar
beat (Ex.AlSa, b, and c). A subtle example of an initially- 
full, subsequently-empty barbeat occurs in Opus 92, m. 89 
cf. m. 208, not shown; another may be seen in the Faust 
overture, m. 1 cf. m. 8.

Empty barbeat at a mid-phrase metrical flexing
The empty barbeat of Example A17 defines the return 

to 3/4 meter after the flexion of a single bar of 2/4.

Initial Silence
The second main use of empty barbeats does not 

depend on established metrical momentum. Initial silence 
represents a shaping power which inflects the musical ma
terial in the balance of its bar and phrase.

Initial empty barbeats
A silent opening is far from unique in Schumann's 

practice. Example A18 shows a broad, highly displaced mel
ody springing from the initial empty barbeat of a piano 
piece. In Example A19, an empty barbeat initiates metri
cally displaced chords in the brief introductory bar of an 
overture. The initial empty barbeat of Example A20 also 
opens an introduction. In Example A21 the empty barbeat
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sets off the five-note motto for the movement and the entire 
sonata. Bar 1 is supermetrically an upbeat bar. In the 
absence of a stabilizing initial barbeat, the opening shown 
in Example A22 presents a brief problem of ensemble coor
dination. Schumann's initial empty barbeat begins a fugal 
subject in Examples A23 and A24; by contrast. Example A25 
begins a short character piece in a collection meant for 
teaching purposes.

Works with multiple initial empty barbeats
Some works give unusual thematic prominence to 

initial empty barbeats. In Example A26, the first three 
phrases of a scherzo movement begin with empty barbeats.
The same patterned construction is found later in the move
ment, m. 31, 36, 41 and m. 92, 97, 102. Example A27a, b, 
and c shows initial empty barbeats prominently shaping 
thematic material in three of the four movements of Opus 47. 
Openings of the first and of the third movements of Op. 41#1 
are empty on the barbeat (Ex. A28a, c); the second movement
has an unusual internal repetition, featuring an empty bar-

1 2beat preceding the return of the introduction (Ex. A28b , b )

Empty barbeats after a fermata
The silent barbeat after a fermata is a rhythmic 

situation somewhat similar to that of an opening empty bar
beat. Momentum has been lost; rhythmic progress must be
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started anew, though something of the overall effect of 
previous motion is still felt. In Example A29a, the empty 
barbeat begins afresh the brisk motion which has been im
mobilized by fermâtes. This maneuver is particularly un
expected since the empty barbeat earlier (m. 131) in a 
similar passage was approached with the full ongoing momen
tum of unabated sixteenth notes (Ex. A29b). This example 
may be compared with Example A27a, which shows a slow in
troduction coming to a halt with a fermata before the 
Allegro. There is no resumption of a previous tempo ; the 
empty barbeat initiates the tempo change. Example A30 
shows two instances in which an empty barbeat, coming 
after a fermata, is itself marked with a fermata.

A riddle based on empty barbeats
Variation form allows Schumann to play with the 

structural and rhythmic significance of empty barbeats in 
an almost verbal way. Example A31 shows a 48-bar theme for 
variations, nineteen of whose barbeats are empty. The rhy
thm at the beginning is easily misread; ignoring the initial 
empty barbeat, which represents a strong bar supermetrically, 
makes the phrase structure awkward at the least. Succeeding 
variations support a reading of the empty barbeats as the 
strong elements of the rhythmic armature. Variation III 
shows this particularly well (Ex. A31b); the melody here 
sounds so natural that it seems likely Schumann began with
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it and worked from that basis to accomplish the rhythmic 
whimsy of the movement as it stands.

Almost Empty Barbeats
Related rhythmically to empty barbeats are certain 

almost empty barbeats, where the expected metrical weight 
of the barbeat is not fully satisfied. This happens in 
several ways. A barbeat, though articulated, may be tex- 
turally very thin (Ex. A32); or a barbeat, though sonorous, 
is not freshly articulated because all strands are tied 
(Ex. A33); or a barbeat, though articulated in the accom
paniment, is empty for the melodic voice (Ex. A34), a con
struction rather common in Schumann's practice; or an empty 
barbeat, though articulated, is not unsonorous because of 
the pedaling (Ex. All). The symbol designates a bar
beat almost empty.

Findings
An empty barbeat, "an accent . . . which is un

heard",^ is the simplest of Schumann's anomalous types to 
identify. Distinct rhythmic processes underly the surface 
phenomenon. With an empty barbeat the strongest portion of 
the metrical scaffolding may seem to be removed. In actu
ality, only its articulation in sound is missing. Its

^Cooper and Meyer, p. 139.
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organizational function and its duration remain unimpaired.
The barbeat's organizational function is an inflec

tive one, both at the beat grouping (metrical) level and 
at the bar grouping (supermetrical) level. Schumann's in
audible barbeats are as inflective as those which are 
heard. For example, at the metrical level;

Ex. A21
C V JT3 J  J 1(a) f  3/̂ 1 J71 J J  I (®)

m . I

and at the supermetrical level:

Ex. [ g
3/»‘*V J’l m  I + 3/8 j'l I

Vr>, I *
The quality of the silence in an empty barbeat is therefore 
as variable formally as its articulation would have been.

As for an empty barbeat's duration, the rest which 
replaces possible articulation lasts at least the prescribed 
time span. In addition, since the felt strength of a beat 
influences its actual length, an agogic factor is involved, 
a factor as variable as the acuteness of surprise at the 
barbeat's emptiness. This agogic aspect is discussed in 
more detail in relation to performance practice in Chapter 
X. The expressive weight of an empty barbeat may extend 
its actual duration in the same way that special significance
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in an articulated barbeat takes more time.
Thus, though nothing may seem to be happening with 

an empty barbeat, it is actually functioning both express
ively and structurally. These two functions make it pos
sible for Schumann to write a sophisticated rhythmic play 
such as that shown in Example A31, which depends upon a 
performer's understanding of the rhythmic context.

Schumann's empty barbeats occur in fast and in 
slow tempos ; in short and in long pieces; in music for do
mestic use and in symphonic works ; in strophic forms, in 
sonatas, and in fugues. The device seems to be an organic 
part of his rhythmic-metric procedures. Usually, the si
lence beginning on the barbeat is only a small proportion 
of its bar length, though it may be extensive, as with a 
Grand Pause.

Empty barbeats occur under two distinct circum
stances : in the course of a phrase or section, or to ini
tiate a movement or major sectional division. An empty 
barbeat which occurs in the course of a composition takes 
advantage of metrical momentum for its effect of thwarted 
expectation. Extra attention is called to that barbeat; 
its strength is felt even without its articulation. The 
phrase function of that bar is also felt on the silent beat. 
An empty barbeat which initiates a movement, begins a new 
tempo, or establishes a new meter is primarily an inflective
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influence. Articulation of the balance of the bar is 
shaped as if the strong barbeat were manifest.

Thinly scored, pedaled-over, or tied-into barbeats, 
that is, almost empty barbeats, also call attention to felt 
recurrent barbeats, the basis of metrical structure. In 
addition, Schumann frequently v/rites the type of almost 
empty barbeat in which, though the barbeat is articulated 
in the accompaniment, the melody rises from a barbeat rest.



CHAPTER IV

REPORT ON LILT FORMATION

The lilt is an end-stopped triple division, found 
typically within the beat or within the bar in Schumann's 
music. Its third division is an afterbeat, not an upbeat 
leading forward. Lilts are sometimes unequivocal, some
times rhythmically ambiguous in Schumann's writing. Ex
amples for this chapter are found in Volume II, Appendix B.

Distinct Lilt Formation

Lilts in a melodic line
Commonly, a melodic lilt comes at a phrase ending 

or creates an inner-phrase articulation. The melodic lilt 
is often but not always followed by a rest (Ex. Bl). In 
Example B2 the first, second, and fourth lilts are followed 
by rests; the third is tied over to the next beat. Inner- 
phrase articulation is sometimes created by consecutive 
melodic lilts, as in Example B3. Example B4 also shows four 
melodic lilts. The first two are distinctly end-stopped in 
the melody, in spite of upbeats in the bass; in the last 
two, lilt function is attenuated increasingly as the cadence 
approaches. Such ambiguity is indicated by • •

69
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Schumann's "pathétique" style is shown in the melodic lilts 
of Example B5. In contrast, a playful filling out of the 
lilt span is found in Example B6.

Not all voices need be involved in the lilt forma
tion; the rhythmic texture is not necessarily homogeneous, 
as is seen in Example B4. In Example B7, consecutive soprano 
lilts are connected by upbeat bass links ; the end-stopping 
rest is within the bar of the lilt. In Example B8 the pre
barline rest clarifies the whole rhythmic texture.

Lilts are found in a fugue subject in Example B9, 
upon the first beat of m. 2 and m. 3. The first beat of 
m. 4 is predominantly a lilt in spite of the hemiolic scale. 
Schumann also uses the lilt as a variational device in a 
children's sonata; the theme is in the alto of Example BIO.

A melodic lilt may be tied over to the next bar or 
beat without losing its essential end-stopped character.
The factors in Example Bll which allow this (the lack of 
harmonic change over the barline into m. 4, ties at that 
point in three of the instruments, and the unruffled con
tinuation of the viola figure across the bar) also provide
a context in which the lilt's effect on supermetrical pro
gress may be observed. Since a lilt binds its whole trip
let, here a bar, into one sense group, the bar as a stride 
of the supermetrical motion is brought to the fore. The 
barbeat so lightly articulated in m. 4 is supplied with
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more weight by the listener's metrical expectation.
The bunching up of rhythmic flow in lilt forma

tion is emphasized in Example B12, with consecutive melodic 
but disjunct lilts.

Lilts in the bass line
Although many bass lilts do fall on phrase endings 

(Ex. 5, p. 12 shows a prominent instance), it is not un
common for them to make up the interior phrase span. These 
lilts patently emphasize the stride of the supermeter.

Example B13 shows bass lilts in every bar, though 
the melody has lilts only for phrase endings (alternate 
bars). The lilt pattern is even more waltz-like in the 
two lower voices of Example B14 from m. 5.

Bass lilts are in evidence in every bar of Op. 6/2, 
which is shown in its entirety in Example B15. The bass 
rhythmic pattern of m. 15-23 may be regarded as an extreme 
lilt, binding through the final eighth note of each bar.
The pianistic breaking of the octave on the third beat sug
gests that the pattern is a variation of the bass in the 
early bars. However, some rhythmic ambiguity is present; 
the latent upbeat is felt, and Clara Schumann acknowledged 
it in the Instructive Edition by a pedal mark binding the 
third beat of m. 16 into m. 17.
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A jiivision of rhythmic function develops in Example 
B16 between bass and soprano. Together they make a normal 
feminine phrase ending in m. 18; but in the repetition in 
the minor mode, m. 19, the bass becomes a lilt.

The question of upbeat vs. end-stopping is raised 
by the bass of Example B17. The stressing of the third 
beats emphasizes forward progression; however, the two-bar 
slurs in the bass suggest that lilt formation is function
ing at least in alternate bars (m. 26, 28 etc.).

Lilts in waltz accompaniment patterns
The traditional waltz accompaniment pattern is a 

lilt. There are many variants ; a common one is seen in the 
middle voices of the previous example, B17. In a waltz 
accompaniment the rhythmic pattern I \  J J I need not 
be simply repeated notes. In the next three examples (B18, 
B19, and B20) the figure develops some melodic value.

An unexpected chordal use of this figure in a work 
otherwise in strict contrapuntal style is shown in Example 
B21. The opening of this fugue is seen in Example A24.

A programmatic use of the accompaniment figure 
I 'Ç ^ J. I is found in Example B22, in conjunction with 

very long tied melodic notes. The figure is left to mark 
the motion, echoes of the ball, when the Grossvater theme 
trails off (m. 64 into m. 65), the clock strikes 6 a.m.
(m. 58-69), and the postern's horn call fades into the dis
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tance (m. 70-84). In nineteen bars the figure is used as 
a lilt; but to make the final cadence, the two quarter notes 
are upbeats into the last bar (m. 87-88).

A familiar form of the waltz accompaniment pattern,
1 ^ si ^  i , is seen in Example B23, with tenu to signs 
over the second and third beats. This particular passage 
is hazardous in performance, because the second-beat tenuto 
coupled with the longer note of the melody on that beat 
tends to give greater weight to it, as if it were the bar
beat.

Another form of the waltz accompaniment is this 
open-work pattern: I J V ^ ( • It occurs in the LH of 
Piano I in Example B24. The accompaniment is clearly end- 
stopped, in spite of the tyings in the melody.

A more anomalous form of the lilt is an accompani
ment figure which articulates only the third part of the 
triplet division: I V  ^ \ • Context is important ; it will 
show whether that last-minute fillip in the accompaniment 
belongs to the previous beat (lilt formation), is an upbeat, 
or functions ambiguously somewhere between. For instance, 
in Example B25a a melody is accompanied by the waltz pattern 
\ ^  J Ji \ . Later in the movement (Ex. B25b), accompany

ing the same melody, the middle voices fall only on the 
third part of the triplet, retaining lilt function.
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The beginning of a long passage utilizing this 
accompanimental pattern | \ \ J I is shown in Example B26.
The formation is found in every bar from m. 4-28 (in violin 
and 'cello, as shown), as well as in violin double stops 
from m. 32-44.

Example B27a and b traces a developmental process 
leading to otherwise enigmatic orchestral chords in Opus 
54/III, m. 275 and 277. The original thematic material 
shows upbeats to a lilt (m. 188 into m. 189): j .  J '  I # ^ j  \ . 

That rhythmic pattern appears later in the orchestral ac
companiment of developmental soloistic passagework (m. 266 
into 267, etc.). In m. 275 and again in 277, the isolated 
string chord on the third beat of the bar represents a 
vestige of the lilt, its end-stopped third beat. This is 
the same rhythmic pattern shown in Examples B25b and B26.

In compound duple meter, the same pattern may occur 
twice in a bar 7 7 , as in Example B28 in
6/8. Example B29 (=B5) shows it twice in a bar in a meter 
functioning as 6/4 although literally alia breve (m. 31, 
the last bar of the example). The pattern is prominent in 
the following passages of this overture. In connection 
with this same pattern, a technical feature for the pianist 
(LH crossing and recrossing RH) is found in Example B30.

The opening of a lengthy example of the same accom
panimental pattern in alternate bars, prominent since they
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occur in the bass, is shown in Example B31. The passage 
extends from m. 33-116; of the two-bar segments, only the 
first— m. 33-34--does not show the bass lilt patteim.

Cadential forms of the lilt
Lilt formations at cadence points may fall either 

on the strong bar of the cadencing group (bar or [vil]
supermetrically) or on the weak bar (bar or [vil^
supermetrically). On the weak bar, it represents end- 
stopping on two levels, the metrical and the supermetrical.

Schumann uses a type of cadence common to the Polo
naise both in works of ethnic character and in works of a 
completely abstract nature. In the Polonaise cadence, the 
root-position tonic chord is delayed until the third beat 
of the final cadence bar. Sometimes dominant harmony is 
prolonged, sometimes a pre-dominant chord begins the ca
dencing bar. In any case, the effect is to extend actual 
accomplishment of the cadencing farther into the bar than 
usually expected. The Polonaise cadence exhibits end-stopping 
on both metrical and supermetrical levels.

Schumann's revision of the ending of Op. 6/9 results 
in the terminal lilt of a Polonaise cadence (Ex. B32). See 
Example A9 for the original version. In Example B33, the 
one-bar Polonaise cadence completes two bars of hemiolic 
construction; Example B34 also shows a Polonaise cadence, 
this one neatly rabbeted onto the preceding hemiolic pair
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of bars. The impulse which initiates the cadential lilt 
in Example B35 runs, in 3/4, for five beats of dominant
harmony before it settles to the tonic in a Polonaise ca
dence. This makes an end-stopped pattern of double the 
usual length. This passage immediately precedes the pas
sage shown in Example B31. An orchestral Polonaise cadence 
is shown in Example F50.

Lilt formation cadencing in the waltz caesura pat
tern (Exs, B36 and B37) comes at internal cadences rather 
than at a final cadence, since the pattern entails up- 
beats into the following section. The lilt in such a case
falls upon the strong bar of the cadence group. This con
trasts with the supermetrical position of the Polonaise 
cadence, shown in Examples B32 through B35.

There are also lilt cadences which show Schumann's 
tendency to fill up metrical spans with articulated motion. 
Examples B38 and B39 have this characteristic rhythmic full
ness .

Lilts in an imitative texture
Schumann occasionally uses, in imitative passages, 

short lilt motifs led into by an upbeat. Some of these 
passages are very brief; some involve extensive canon. The 
lilts themselves do not overlap, being self-contained within 
the bar or beat; but because of the upbeat beginnings, there 
is divided rhythmic function in the texture on the third
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division of the triplets; the upbeat comes at the same 
point in the metrical frame as the lilt's end-stopping. Ex
ample B40 shows a short imitative passage with the melodic 
motif of upbeat into lilt. Example S41 shows the beginning 
of a long canon with the tied-into lilt prominent.

Mutability in Lilt Formation
The preceding examples should not lead to the con

clusion that Schumann's lilt procedures are usually clear- 
cut. Many of them are ambiguous, often elegantly so. They 
slip easily toward, into, and away from upbeat constructions 
along a continuum of many gradations. There are several 
reasons for such ambiguity.

A basic cause is that normal rhythmic-metric momen
tum constantly pulls against an end-stopped lilt formation. 
In Example B42, for instance, the normal rhythmic pull is 
reinforced by pitch repetition across the opening barline 
and into each of the two succeeding beats, negating or at 
least balancing the lilting slurs. The harmonic rhythm 
also fails to support end-stopping within the beat. In the 
cadence bars the upbeat pattern is completely ascendant.
The slurred lilts of this example are ornamental, not struc
tural .

Another reason for ambiguity in lilt formation is 
that phrase-span expectation tends to suppress lilts within 
a phrase but to reinforce them at phrase endings. Example
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BA3 shows this force in action, as it is only at the phrase 
endings (mid-m. 2, mid-m. 4) that overt lilts are felt, and 
then, since the melody comes to rest, only in the accompani
ment.

The hocket-like lilts in the string parts of Example 
B44 also show the effect of phrase-length expectation. The 
three eighth-notes are an upbeat pattern in the piano ; they 
are more self-contained in the violin and ^cello, though 
not wholly; they sound most end-stopped at a phrase ending.

A melodic slur adds an additional ambiguity to Ex
ample B45. The rhythmic pattern 1 ^  ^  I occurs in the
melody five times in the eight bars shown. There is no 
question that it makes phrase-ending lilts in m. 3, 5, and 
7; but the slur in m. 1 is unexpected and suggests initial 
lilt articulation, set off from the on-going melodic shape. 
How much it should be set off, particularly relative to the 
lilt accompaniment, remains a question.

An intricate rhythmic play with lilt and non-lilt 
formations is shown in Example B46. Schumann uses two rhyth
mic patterns melodically; each has a lilt form and each 
has an upbeat form:

(a) I j, I ojr j  # } I J*

(b) I j j I ,r J I j

The first pattern, (a), is clearly a lilt in m. 4, but not in
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m. 2, 3, 6, and 7; and possibly a lilt in m. 10, 12, and 14, con
sidering phrase structure. This pattern occurs six times 
in the final eight bars of the piece, and is not end-stopped 
in any of them. The second pattern, (b), is probably not 
a lilt in m. 9, 11, or 13, which are phrase beginnings ; it 
is possibly a lilt in m. 15, probably a lilt in m. 16. An 
unexpected bass appearance of this pattern, very probably 
a lilt, is found, in m. 25 at the return of the opening ma
terial.

Example B47 shows how easily a normal double-upbeat 
pattern, T j'J'J (m. 64) , slips into a pattern with end- 
stopped afterbeats, y ̂  (m. 66).

The siciliano pattern in particular mutates freely 
from lilt into upbeat and back again, as shown in Example 
B48. The phrase structure influences the sicilianos in m.
2 and m. 10 to lead into the next bar; but it influences 
the same rhythmic pattern in m. 16 to behave like a lilt. 
Those in m, 4 and m. 12 remain ambiguous.

Another type of ambiguity arises when the lilt for
mation occurs in a series of suspensions, as in Example B49. 
The end-stopped third division of a lilt is usually light 
rhythmically; but when that same note, tied across the bar, 
creates dissonance for the next lilt suspension, a conflict 
in function exists. Either sonority decision is incomplete, 
whether to lighten the third division because of the lilt.
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or to emphasize it to prepare for the following dissonance.
When tied-across melodic lilts are involved with 

hemiolic harmonic or textural movement, as in Example B50, 
complex rhythmic decisions must be made. Discussion of this 
example in the context of Schumann's rhythmic habit is post
poned to the section on "A Characteristic Pattern" in Chap
ter VIII.

A Rotational Oddity
Example B51 shows a sensitive if inaccurate nota

tion for a lilt-related rhythmic formation. The melodic 
notes, though shown as a duplet in even eighth notes, are 
not even but fall into a triple division, as indicated by 
the sixteenth note notation: ^  ̂^ ^ ^ X  However,
the sixteenths themselves are grouped, from the beginning
of the piece, in triplets: ] ^ ^ ^ \ ^ The result
is a notated melodic rubato.

Findings
Lilt formation is end-stopping in a triple metrical 

division. The rhythmic impulse of the bar or of the beat 
is dammed up within itself, to spill forward only as the 
result of momentum at the next higher metrical level. At 
the lilt level itself, forward motion is experienced as 
slightly bunched rather than as smooth flow. This rhythmic 
effect is clearest where the lilt is followed by a rest, or
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is itself a final cadence. Beyond such definite circum
stances, lilt formation presents a complex rhythmic play.

One reason for its complexity is that rhythmic 
latency, the potential for different groupings within the 
on-going flow, is particularly rich in possibilities with 
triple divisions. Even normal triple motion is subject to 
interplay among possible groupings. A non-barbeat in duple 
meters may have only two possible relationships to the bar
beat: upbeat (normal mfnentum), or afterbeat (end-stopped). 
In triple meters, on the other hand, there may be double 
upbeats to a barbeat (normal momentum); upbeat and after
beat surrounding a barbeat (normal momentum); or a double 
afterbeat trailing a barbeat (lilt formation).

Since both normal and anomalous latencies are ever
present, lilts in triple divisions slip easily into upbeat 
formations, and vice versa. Furthermore, there is no un
equivocal way to gauge the proportion of "pulling forward" 
relative to "hanging back" in ambiguous cases. Schumann 
exploits this mutability, with shifting proportions of up
beat function relative to end-stopping. The texture may 
show divided functions, as well, where an end-stopped mem
ber of a lilt coincides with an upbeat.

Among the anomalous types investigated in this study, 
only lilt formation outlines the boundaries of a metrical 
module, binding it within that frame. The structural func-
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Cion of the initiating pulse remains normal; the anomaly 
consists of extending the ordinary grouping control of that 
pulse (barbeat or beat) to an extreme in the afterbeat di
rection. Thus while the leading edge of a lilt is normal, 
its trailing edge is anomalous, pulling against metrical 
expectancy.

This somewhat bunched effect, highlighting the met
rical module, is familiar in vocal settings with a triplet 
background for trochaic words, such as this passage from 
Schumann's Frauenliebe und -Leben:

J I' i
Du lie-ber, lie-ber En-gel, du - 
(Op. 42/7, m. 26-27)

The end-stopped lilt, lingering on the first syllable of 
"lieber" and "Engel," with the subsequent late and light 
second syllable, seems simply on the rhythmic plane more ex
pressive than a duple division with end-stopping:

2/4 jh| R H J
The lilt effect is common in German folk- and art-song; it 
may have subconsciously influenced the rhythms of Schumann's 
instrumental music.

A lilt formation forces an incisive leading edge 
upon the subsequent main pulse, as well, by depriving it of 
upbeats. This effect calls attention to the modules of the
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next higher level of metrical organization. Thus whole- 
bar lilts emphasize the framework of barbeats in the phrase 
structure, while whole-beat lilts emphasize the framework 
of beats in the bar structure.

Schumann's lilts are found not only picturesquely 
in short waltz pieces, but in large works of serious im
port: a symphonic first movement, a fugue on B-A-C-H, the 
overture to a tragic opera, and the first movement of a 
string quartet. Their tempos range from Sehr Rasch to 
Ziemlich Langsam. Their functions range from thematic to 
ornamental. They involve one voice, several voices, or a 
whole texture. They appear in the melody or in a great 
many varieties of accompaniment patterns.

Schumann's lilts are unrestricted as to formal posi
tion. They fall upon strong or weak beats and upon strong 
or weak bars; they begin a phrase, continue it or end it.

Cadence forms of the lilt include the Polonaise 
cadence (with the lilt on the final weak bar) and the waltz 
caesura pattern (with the lilt on the strong bar of an in
ternal cadence), in addition to cadences which Schumann 
typically fills out to the third (final) beat. The Polo
naise cadence exhibits not only end-stopping within the bar, 
but the extreme end-stopping of the phrase as well. It 
shows Schumann reluctant at times to come to a cadential 
halt before the energy generated by the barbeat in its
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specific supermetrical position has been articulated out 
to its furthest division. Unusually conspicuous mani
festation of metrical differentiation in sound results.

Three substantial movements in particular are ex
emplars of thematic lilt treatment: Op. 41#3/I (Theme I);
Op. 54/III (Theme II); and Op. 97/1 (Theme I). The latter 
two cases are discussed in connection with Schumann's char
acteristic rhythmic pattern | ^  in Chapter VIII.



CHAPTER V

REPORT ON CONSISTENT METRICAL DISPLACEMENT

Any part of the musical fabric may be metrically 
displaced; that is, it may occur earlier or later than ex
pected relative to the metrical frame. An intensification 
of such anomalous displacement is found when a linear com
ponent of the fabric is consistently early or late for an 
appreciable length. This creates a consistent slanted ef
fect between the displaced factor and the metrical structure, 
Examples of consistent metrical displacement for this chap
ter are found in Volume II, Appendix C.

Single Strand Displacement

Slant melody
Schumann sometimes presents a melody first in its 

normal form, then in its displaced form, as in Example Cla 
and b. On the other hand, the slanted form of a melody may 
be its only form, as in Example C2, in which, as in the pre
vious example, each note of the melody lags after its ex
pected metrical arrival. Only in the final bar, m. 57, does 
the melody fall upon a main beat.

For the inflection of a melody, it is important to

85
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determine whether the displaced notes constitute a series 
of upbeats or a series of afterbeats. In Example Cl, com
parison of the displaced with the original form leaves no 
doubt as to the afterbeat construction. In Example 03 such 
comparison confirms upbeats. Slant melody in afterbeats in 
an inner voice is shown in Example 04.

Another type of melodic displacement, in which the 
consonant melody tone is delayed by a chromatic neighbor
ing tone in the same voice, is found in Example 05. This 
is a doubly decorative procedure.

Displacement of octaves or unisons
Octave or unison afterbeats as an accompaniment or 

as double outlining of a melody are usually not anomalous 
and are ordinarily not conspicuous rhythmically: see Ex
ample 06. But in some circumstances the filling out be
comes less normal.

When the sonority of the displaced strand is not 
broken by rests but is sustained, the clashes characteristic 
of slant structures may be formed. Example 07 shows the 
melody as a two-voice octave outline with consecutive after
beats. At first, harmonic common tones and the broken acccnt- 
paniment pattern operate to avoid overt clashes, but scale- 
wise motion in m. 33 and 34 brings about the piquant dis
sonant effect. These dissonances caused by the slant fall 
upon the main beats. On the other hand, in Example 08 the
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dissonances fall between the main beats; the lowest voice, 
which initiates the octave, moves in consecutive upbeats.

Though usually the octave displacement halves the 
duration between initiating pitches, occasionally there is 
a different time relationship. Example C9 shows triple 
rhythmic presentation and quadruple pitch-level presenta
tion of a slanted melody without dissonance, in which the 
RH middle note of the triplet probably will predominate
aurally.

An extreme case of elapsed time units for a slant 
melody is shown in Example CIO; the melodic line moves 
mainly in half notes (Violin I), the piano RH reinforcing 
those pitches at the lower octave five eighth notes later, 
sometimes six.

Suspensions in a series
A series of suspensions or retardations creates a 

slant structure, anomalous compared with rhythmic routine 
but familiar in early 19th-century practice. Thus the ex
cerpt shown in Example Oil is not particularly Schumannian 
except in the length of the passage: there are fifteen con
secutive bass suspensions, giving the impression of an ex
tended slant structure in the LH.

The composer's idiosyncratic sounding of a dissonant 
note simultaneously with its resolution is seen in the three 
retardations into the cadence of Example C12. The violin
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creates a delayed slant melody at the same time as its 
routine presentation in the piano's soprano voice.

Displacement as imitation
Sometimes octave displacements acquire some imitative 

melodic character, as a result of contrasting timbre of the 
participating parts, or of the emphatic nature of the 
melodic gesture doubled by the displacement.

Two examples are given. In Example C13 a melodic 
chord outline (B-flat, D-flat, G-flat) is initiated in the 
piano LH and imitated a half-note later. This is an 
unusually long time lapse for consistent displacement. In 
Example C14 the piano's soprano and bass lines are displaced 
by a quarter note lapse in the violin and 'cello respectively. 
The potential clashes are minimized by the common tones 
between chords, but dissonance is nevertheless heard on the 
barbeats beginning with m. 412, as the 'cello lags with its 
harmonic change. This passage, eight bars long, is of 
unusual length for non-thematic use of the displacement 
technique.

Slant bass
Schumann's displaced basses are called a "chasing 

bass" by Goldstein.^ The bass may be either early (Ex. C15)

^Walter Goldstein, "The Rhythmic Tricks of Chopin 
and Schumann," MTNA Proceedings, 1924, p. 69.
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or late (Ex. C16a). In the latter case, the bass also ap
pears briefly in a more normal placement, upon the beats 
although introduced by grace notes (Ex. C16b, m. 21-24).

Slant bass sonority
Sometimes the line made by the lowest notes, the 

aural bass, is displaced consistently, whether or not it is 
the linear bass voice. These occasions show Schumann ar
ranging the pitches of his accompaniment patterns in a pur
posely çontra-metrical way. Examples C17, CIS, and C19 
show various forms of delay for the bass sonority. Some
times the bass sonority is articulated only by pedaled grace 
notes (Ex. C20).

"Normal" vs. Anomalous Displacements
Within Schumann's stylistic tradition, not all dis

placements have the same rhythmic-metric effect, though all 
are strictly anomalous relative to metrical expectation. 
Harmonic context in particular influences whether and to 
what degree a displaced construction sounds anomalous.

Every anomalous construction intrinsically includes 
an element of surprise. Therefore all displacements of the 
essential, conspicuous, harmony-establishing parts of the 
fabric (usually soprano and bass) are anomalous. These dis
placements are anomalous whether they come earlier or later 
than expected.
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With less essential parts, the situation is some
what different. Where the harmonic armature of the fabric 
seems complete at the onset of a metrical division, any 
afterbeats within that harmony will be construed only as 
the filling out of an already understood musical circum
stance. Consequently, consonant afterbeats, however 
displaced, are not heard as anomalous. Only when such after
beats add an unexpected harmonic element do they function 
as anomalies.

Example C21, from a piece featuring constant consis
tent displacements, illustrates several facets of these 
principles. First, there is the unremarkable character of 
accompanimental afterbeats consonant within their framework 
(see the RH parts of both P° and S° parts, m. 1-7). The 
dissonance of the passing tones is not created by the slanted 
structure but by the chromatic nature of the melody (LH,P°). 
In contrast, the clashes often associated with consistent 
metrical displacement do result from the slanted harmonic 
overhang at the end of m. 7 and within m. 8. The avoidance 
of a clash by the use of a rest is seen on the barbeat of 
m. 8, S°, RH part. Finally, when the afterbeat procedure 
involves the melodic line itself, the thirty-second note 
displacement which was normal at the beginning of the piece 
becomes anomalous, as in m. 35-38 (RH, P°).
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Multiple Strand Displacement

Duet displacement
Two voices may share the displacement. The begin

ning of a conspicuous example is shown in Example C22. Both 
top voices are displaced in an afterbeat design for fifty- 
one bars of the fifty-five-bar piece. These voices function 
in several ways. One, then the other, carries the melody; 
they produce points of imitation; briefly they are compressed 
into one voice; they duet; finally they become accompaniment 
for a tenor melody. Some slanted displacement is maintained 
throughout.

Afterbeat displacement of accompaniment
Harmonic filling out in afterbeats (Ex. C23) may, 

strictly speaking, be anomalous compared to the simplest 
rhythmic routine. But such usage is hardly an anomaly in 
the compositional practice of Schumann's time. Examples 
C24, C25 and C26, however, show exceptions. I'Jhen the off
beat accompaniment springs from an empty barbeat, and the 
melody does not begin until after the accompaniment pattern 
is established, the initial instance is distinctly anomalous 
(Ex. C24). Occasionally, the afterbeat accompaniment is so 
dramatized by a sudden change of texture, dynamics, and mel
odic importance that it seems the displacement of an on-the- 
beat formation. Example C25 shows an initial form and its
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changes. Occasionally, a component of unfolding afterbeat 
harmony will be held over when the next chord begins, cre
ating the dissonances characteristic of slant structures 
(Ex. C26).

Slant harmony
Afterbeats that reinforce a harmonic change already 

felt are not anomalous, as noted above ; but the early onset 
of a characterizing portion of a harmonic change is anom
alous. The term "slant harmony" is used for this upbeat 
construction, and also for those rare instances where after
beat harmony as it unfolds does not simply fill out a chord 
already aurally understood, but creates instead an unexpected 
harmony. Three examples, C27, C28, and C29, show Schumann's 
typical slant harmony with clashes.

The relation of slant harmony to harmonic antici
pation (see "Harmonic Anticipation" in Chapter VI) is some
times ambiguous. In harmonic anticipation, the whole chord 
anticipates the beat; the chord is accomplished, with no 
sense of unfolding or slanting the harmonic progress. In 
slant harmony, only a portion of the harmonic change is out 
of phase; the slanting of harmonic progress is noticeable. 
Example C30 shows an ambiguous case. Bars 90 and 91 include 
some slanted passing tonic triads over the dominant pedal 
point; only when the bass E^,tonic, falls upon the barbeat of 
m. 92 is root change felt and the preceding sixteenth-note 
chord understood as harmonic anticipation.
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Slant harmony can also be created melodically. It 
is a device particularly characteristic of pianistic think
ing, since the tertial formations lie conspicuously under 
the hand for either chordal or arpeggiated treatment. A 
striking rhythmic-metric effect is produced when the grad
ual unfolding of a harmony takes place in successive up- 
beats: Example C31 shows this device in a short
salon piece; Example C32 shows it in the finale of a "grand 
sonata."

Slant harmony can also be suggested by melodic am- 
phibrachs. For instance, though harmonic change is pre
saged in the upbeat third and sixth eighth-notes of the 
bar in Example C33, accomplishment of the root change and 
its rhythmic weight seem to coincide with the metrical 
structure. This unfolding of the harmony toward the met
rical emphasis is the distinction of slant harmony as com
pared with harmonic anticipation. In the latter, root 
change is completed all at once, before the metrical emphasis. 
The amphibrachs in this example include both early and late 
displacements. Non-metrical beaming, as in this example, is 
discussed in Chapter IX.

Displaced waltz accompaniment pattern
Among many inventive waltz accompaniment procedures 

in Schumann's writing are some pattern displacements. Ex
ample 034 shows the beginning of a lengthy passage in which
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the standard waltz accompaniment comes consistently two 
beats early. It may be that the striking displacement of 
the accompaniment was planned as camouflage for the Bee
thoven melodic quotation (from the "Emperor" Concerto, Op. 
73/XII). In Example C35 the lowest (bass) sonority comes, 
not on the expected barbeat, but rather on the second 
beat as it did in Example C34. But this displacement is 
reversed; instead of the bass being two beats early, it 
appears one beat late.

Displaced pedal point structures
The look on the page of consistently displaced pedal 

points or pedal chords can be misleading, especially if 
there is no diacritical indication of the rhythmic function 
of the displaced tones. Analysis is necessary not only of 
local melodic and harmonic structure but also of preceding 
rhythmic formations for clues as to afterbeat or upbeat 
functioning. Afterbeats are seldom anomalous, while up- 
beats which are anticipations tied over may be; they call 
attention to themselves, and in addition often have extra 
emphasis in the form of dynamic stress markings.

In Example C36a, inflection of the consistently dis
placed pedal point probably follows the rhythmic construc
tion of the melody. Schumann pushes this logic through to 
an unusual cadence (Ex. C36b).

With the displaced chords of Example C37, the swells
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of m. 1 and 2 indicate upbeat and afterbeat:

i  Ï' I

The displaced pedal chords (four voices) in m. 3-4 begin 
with the same formation but are followed by afterbeats :

Slant Texture
In the ensemble compositions, beginning with Opus 

38, Schumann takes advantage of increased textural possi
bilities by writing certain displaced structures that would 
be unidiomatic or impossible on the piano. Rhythmically, 
the procedures are the same as those developed in his ear
lier works ; they are now, however, cast for the capabil
ities of multiple players.

For instance, displacement of one of the lines in 
melodic octaves can be further differentiated by instru
mental color, as between clarinet and piano in Example C38. 
The norm and its displacement may take place at the unison, 
as in both the slant melody and slant bass of Example C39. 
Schumann also writes displacement by choir, as in Example 
C40, where the clashes which might result from such con
sistent anticipation are avoided by rests in the winds. 
Clashes are formed, however, between winds and strings in 
Example C41. Occasionally the simultaneous use of a melody
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and its slant version forces a peculiarly rugged character 
upon a passage, as in Example C42.

Consistent Displacement in Variation Movements
Consistent metrical displacement might be expected 

as a standard variational device. Although some of Schu
mann's variation movements do feature the technique, his 
treatment of the device is not mechanical. Three examples 
are given.

The first shows the transformation^ of a celebrated 
theme of Schubert's, the "Sehnsucht" Waltz (Ex. C43a), into 
a self-sufficient character-piece (Ex. C43b). The five 
falling scalewise notes of Schubert's melody may be seen 
in the soprano-alto duet of the first four bars of Schu
mann's variation, whose thirds, except for the initial tied 
dissonant upbeat, are consistently off the beat. The bass 
is also consistently early, and the number of all-tied bar- 
beats adds to the thoroughly anomalous rhythmic character 
of this piece.

The theme of a second example also drops scalewise, 
this time from dominant to tonic (Ex. C44a). Its third vari
ation (Ex. C44b) is styled in consistent afterbeats in a 
metamorphosis of the filled-out drop of a fifth.

In a third example, the original bass motto (Ex. 45a) 
is not changed in the variation (Ex. C45b); the displacement

^This variational connection is discussed by Chissell, 
Piano Music, p. 69, and by Dale, Symposium, pp. 39-41.
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occurs in the accompanying chords, which are not only 
placed very late in each bar, but are also tied over, cre
ating clashes and presenting on the tied chord an enigmatic 
stress indication.

Patterned Consistent Displacement
Another type of consistent metrical displacement is 

found in Schumann's rhythmic practice: displacement not unit 
by unit (per eighth note or quarter note, for instance) but 
on a larger basis, such as phrase beginning by phrase begin
ning. This type of consistent occurrence is called "pat
terned" in this study.

At phrase beginnings
A tied melodic anticipation at phrase beginnings is 

a particularly common form of consistent displacement. Ex
ample C46 shows six of the ten slanted phrase beginnings in 
this 25-bar piece. Dissonance on the barbeat is a feature 
of the instances shown. Similar but consonant tied upbeat 
phrase beginnings are found in Op. 6/11, not shown.

Patterned displacements also appear in afterbeats. 
Example C47 shows the initial phrase openings in a piano 
sonata movement ; the same construction occurs in m. 21, 23 
and 53, 55; a related pattern is found in m. 13, 15, 17, etc.

Patterned displacements are not limited to the mel
ody. In Example C46a the tied pattern begins with the bass, 
into alternate bars. Beginning with m. 68 (C48b), the alto
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has the tied anticipations, every bar. By the last bars 
of the passage the tied anticipations occur in an exposed 
position every half-bar (C48c).

In an accompaniment
Tied patterned upbeats also occur unobtrusively in 

accompaniment figures, as shown in Example C49, m. 4 in the 
viola. The construction shown continues, twice in a bar, 
through m. 15, and an openwork version of it appears, also 
twice per bar, in m. 20-27.

In accumulating harmony
Patterned consistent displacement also occurs with 

accumulating harmony. An unusual case is seen in Example 
C50- Beginning into m. 253 of Example C50a, two-beat harmonic 
anticipation occurs every four bars. It is a basic 
pattern in this lengthy developmental section of the move
ment, m. 253-326. That it may represent slant harmony rather 
than harmonic anticipation is suggested in the bars leading 
to the cadence of the section, shown in Example C50b. The 
clashes characteristic of slant structure have been avoided 
before this point by rests; see, for instance, the rests 
filling out the bars after tenuto chords, m. 316 and 318.
But the harmonic conflict is heard for a half-note duration, 
on beats two and three of bars 324 and 326. It may be spec-
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ulated that Schumann heard metrically congruent HR for the 
whole passage, with many two-beat clashes in the piano part.

Consistent Displacement Relative to Rubato Traditions

Strict rubato
Some of Schumann's slant passages seem to be expli

cit notation of the older performance tradition of rubato, 
the embellishment of a passage of even notes by playing each 
note of the series consistently earlier or later than 
expected. In Example 051, the displaced notes are more 
easily inflected by the pianist, who plays the steady eighth 
notes in the LH, than four bars later by the violinist, who 
has no such steadying factor within his responsibility. In 
Example 052, the afterbeat displacement is initiated by an 
appoggiatura on the barbeat of m. 14, in the varied repeti
tion of a phrase begun four bars earlier.

Free rubato
The type of rubato which is understood as a rhyth

mically free rendering of a strictly notated passage is 
also represented in Schumann's writing. However, he some
times notates such passages with idiomatic accuracy, as in 
Example 053a and b. The displaced bass, m. 3f, throws the 
rubato into particular relief. Clara Schumann's footnote 
in the Instructive Edition regarding the tenor voice of 
Example 053b directs that "these triplets must coincide with
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the 'Pseudo-triplets’ of the right hand."

Ambiguities Involving Slant Structures
The presence of a common tone between chords in an 

area of consistent displacements urges analytical care with 
passages like Example C54, m. 4-7. Whether the third of 
the eighth notes of m. 4, 5, and 6 is considered part of 
the previous or part of the succeeding chord will change its 
inflection in performance.

Both Opus 4/III (excerpt shown in Ex. C54) and the 
Scherzo originally intended for but never published with 
Opus 14 (excerpt shown in Ex. C33) are studies in slant and 
anticipatory structures. Their entire texts repay attention. 
Such a detailed study is beyond the scope of this research; 
however, one factor is clear even in a less thorough scan: 
Schumann uses both metrically-divided and phrase-divided 
beaming for slant structures. Since metrically-divided 
beaming is the norm for routine structures as well, the 
beaming is not a reliable indicator of rhythmic intent.

A mark of dynamic stress on a displaced component 
tends to stamp it as an anticipation, rather than as an after
beat whose weight presumably comes from the preceding pulse. 
Yet Schumann was far from consistent in providing clues for 
understanding his rhythmic structures.

Another source of ambiguity is the visually uninter
preted nature of much consistent displacement. Example C55
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illustrates this situation. Several of the possible rhyth
mic interpretations of the displaced chords are indicated 
below the example.

Special Cases
Several passages show particular evidence of Schu

mann's inventiveness in using consistent metrical displace
ment.

Reversal of voices in displacement pattern
Example C56 shows a playful disruption of the 

pattern of slant bass afterbeats, in the displacement on 
every fourth beat of the top voices instead of the bass.

Displacement of a secret voice
A displacement unique in musical literature is 

shown in Example C57: the initiating tones for a displaced 
melody are notated but not played, unheard except in the 
imagination. This passage is visible illustration of the 
conscious reality of metrical displacement to Schumann.

Purposeful inconsistent unpatterned displacement
Another piece. Opus 16/8, must be mentioned as a 

unique case. Its carefully planned inconsistent and 
unpatterned metrical displacements show how aware Schumann 
was of rhythmic craft. Supporting a melody which has a 
monotonously repetitive rhythmic motif and standard harmonic
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implications, the accompaniment -unfolds continual displace
ments -which defy categorizing. The treatment of this theme 
illustrates the thwarting of metrical expectation, since 
with each melodic repetition the timing of the accompaniment 
is somewhat different. This changes the harmonic meshing 
as well, sometimes resulting in intersecting harmonic planes 
most unusual in 1838.

To juxtapose the different versions of the opening 
four bars gives some sense of the situation (Ex. C58) . The 
opening melodic phrase appears seven times in the movement, 
with the accompaniment no two times exactly alike.

It may be that further knowledge of Schumann's use 
of ciphers and other extra-musical compositional devices, a 
subject currently pursued by Sams,^ will clarify the seem
ingly gratuitous displacements of the bass of this movement's 
main theme. As it stands, it seems to be Schumann's protest 
against mechanical repetition for the sake of filling a pre
determined form. It is an embodiment of constant freshening 
of musical possibilities even within a regular and repetitious 
melodic-harmonic framework.

Findings

Metrical displacement, the positioning of a musical 
factor earlier or later than expected in the metrical frame-

^See footnote on Sams' articles, p. 55.
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work, is a technique common in Schumann's rhythmic practice. 
Consistent metrical displacement is an intensification of 
this process. In consistent metrical displacement, a counter- 
pointing takes place between those strands of the texture 
which are congruent with the metrical structure and a strand 
or strands which are non-congruent. A common result of part 
of the fabric being thus out-of-phase is a series of momen
tary dissonances, or clashes. These harmonic clashes con
tinuously highlight the time lag involved in the asynchro- 
nization.

Harmonic progression which may be otherwise routine 
is considerably enriched by such clashes resulting from con
sistent displacement. However, not all displacements involve 
clashes. Several factors may obscure or eliminate the ex
pected dissonance. One such factor is long harmonic rhythm, 
with surface rhythmic activity within the frame of an ex
tended chord. Another is harmonic change involving common 
tones in such a way that the overhang of the displaced fac
tor creates no dissonance. A third is the use of rests to 
avoid actual aural dissonance, a usage which also dissipates 
to various degrees the expectation of dissonance. Finally, 
instrumentation affects the aural reality of slant structures, 
with sustained-tone instruments (winds, strings, brass) pro
ducing a different effect from the percussion instruments, 
most particularly the piano. The quick decay of percussive
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tone blurs characteristically the series of dissonances 
formed in a slant construction.

Consistent displacement emphasizes by repetition 
the unexpected positioning. Such emphasis is more than 
simply multiple displacement. It creates for the listener 
a whole slant structure, i.e., a notable portion of the fab
ric which is out of phase metrically with the rest. In ex
treme cases, the whole fabric is for a time out of phase 
with metrical expectation. A slant structure may be the 
only manifestation of its material, may be a concurrent em
bellishment of the basic material, or may be a variational 
form of material previously heard in metrical congruence.

When strands of the fabric are counterpointed uni
formly against their metrically expected position, the meter 
is inflectionally dominant. The displaced structure does 
not represent an equally self-sufficient metrical design 
which is out of synchronization with the notated meter ; it 
never challenges the supremacy of the metrical structure. 
Whether premature or delayed, the displaced factor is estab
lished as and maintains the character of a displacement.

Any strand or strands of the texture may be consis
tently displaced. Occasionally Schumann uses consistent 
metrical displacement as the basic constructional device for 
an entire piece or section; but often the technique lasts 
only long enough to be noticed.
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The factor(s) displaced may occur either earlier 
or later than expected. Upbeat displacements (earlier) are 
always anomalous ; afterbeat displacements (later) are not 
anomalous unless they occur in an essential structuring 
line (usually bass or soprano) or introduce an unexpected 
element such as harmony other than the prevailing implica
tion.

Schumann makes liberal use of a special form of 
slant bass called slant bass sonority. In this technique 
the melodic outline made by the lowest bass notes is met
rically displaced although the actual bass voice may not 
show consistent displacement.

Schumann's use of slant structures in ensemble works 
adds, to the slant procedures earlier established, displace
ment by instrumental choir, or by unison or octaves, in 
ways inappropriate or impossible in solo works. Such slant 
texture begins with Opus 38.

Consistent displacement is found in Schumann's vari
ation movements, but rarely as a technique directly applied 
to a theme. Commonly, thematic metamorphosis takes place 
first; the resulting variation shows displacement as a de
vice in the presentation of the new form.

Schumann uses not only note-by-note or beat-by-beat 
consistent displacement, but also patterned displacement, 
in which the consistency is found at the bar, phrase, or
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other wider distance- Some consistent displacement resem
bles strict rubato procedures, while some patterned dis
placement accurately notates a type of free rubato.

In Schumann ' s work there are two imaginatively 
unique passages relating to metrical displacement. One 
shows the consistent displacement of an unsounded, "secret" 
voice (in Opus 20); the other shows purposefully inconsis
tent displacement (in Opus 16/8). Schumann's "secret voice' 
passage (Ex. C57) demonstrates that for him consistent mel
odic displacement was a conscious technique.



CHAPTER VI

REPORT ON OBLIQUE HARÎ40NIC RHYTHM

Root change may be dislocated relative to its met
rically expected position. The more common form of such 
oblique harmonic rhythm is harmonic anticipation, with pre
mature root change. Schumann also ivrites an idiomatic form 
of delayed root change, implied suspension. Examples for 
this chapter are found in Volume II, Appendix D.

Harmonic Anticipation
Root change which does not coincide with the met

rical frame but is effected earlier creates the anomalous 
construction called "harmonic anticipation."

Types of harmonic anticipation
Schumann's harmonic anticipations occur in three 

different forms, depending on textural conformation leading 
into the metrical emphasis: repetition, pitch change, or 
all-tying.

Repetition into barbeat or beat. In the simplest 
type of harmonic anticipation, articulation on the barbeat 
or beat repeats the anticipatory material (Ex. Dl).

107
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Pitch movement into barbeat or beat. In a somewhat 
more complex type, there is pitch movement into the barbeat 
or beat, though no root change. The pitch movement some
times involves figuration upon the chord framework (Ex. D2) ; 
sometimes arpeggiation— either a flourish (Ex. D3), or a 
melodic arpeggio (Ex. D4); or sometimes scales. Scalewise 
motion may be consonant on the barbeat, as in Example D5, 
or dissonant on the barbeat, as in Example D6. In score, six
bars earlier than Ex. D5, there is no root change into the an
ticipatory harmony, though it is more common for a different 
chord to precede harmonic anticipation. Arpeggio motion in 
the bass results in a change of inversion. In Example D7 a 
first inversion changes to root position; in Example D8 a 
second inversion changes to root position. Sometimes, soprano, 
bass, and accompanying parts all change position within the 
chord, without changing the effect of harmonic anticipation. 
Example D9 shows this construction.

All-tied into barbeat or beat. The extreme form of 
harmonic anticipation involves a texture in which all the 
strands are tied into the metrical emphasis ; consequently 
no fresh articulation whatsoever marks that barbeat or beat 
(Ex. DIO). However, an ensemble form of this all-tied con
struction may show figuration within an all-tied framework 
(Ex. Dll).
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Composite anticipation. A texture showing signif
icant pitch movement (melodic motion), less significant 
pitch movement (arpeggiation, tremolo, ostinato or pedal 
point, etc.), and some tied strands as well, is also found 
(Ex. D12). This composite formation, while fairly frequent 
in the ensemble works, also occurs in the early solo piano 
pieces (Ex. D13).

Formal positioning of harmonic anticipation

At beginnings. Harmonic anticipation is often 
found at the beginnings of phrases, sections, or entire 
pieces. Its character is sometimes fairly routine, as in 
Example D14, where only a dominant to tonic would have been 
more ordinary. But there are also less ordinary occurrences, 
as shown in Example D15 with an initial polychord, and in 
Example D16, where implied suspension is harmonically antici
pated in a polychord. Initial harmonic anticipation occurs 
in the symphonies (Exs. D17 and D18); in solo piano music 
( Exs. D15 and D8); and in small ensemble music as well 
(Exs. D4 and D6). Harmonic inaction in incipits is such a 
common structure in Schumann's writing that it is discussed 
as a mannerism, pp. 130-31.

At the recapitulation. Harmonic anticipation can 
blur the structural downbeat when it occurs at the point of 
recapitulation (Ex. D19).
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At the cadence. Harmonic anticipation can also 
prevent normal harmonic-metric congruence at a cadence 
point. In Example D20, both dominant and tonic harmonies 
are anticipated. In Example D21, the last four chords of 
the cadential progression are all-tied across the barline. 
Schumann also uses harmonic anticipation in a cadence cliche 
whose form is as follows :

common MR J7 3  I J  J

HR ___J
or

HR jn 1 j j
•St I

This cadence is illustrated in Examples D22 and D23.

In a transition phrase. Harmonic anticipation dram
atizes enharmonic change in the transition phrase shown in 
Example D24.

In mid-phrase. Harmonic anticipation not only punc
tuates phrase beginnings and endings, but also occurs in 
the middle of the phrase. The passage shown in Example D25 
is essentially a seven-step descending scale in each four 
bars, ornamented by harmonic anticipation across three suc
cessive barlines. Another mid-phrase harmonic anticipation 
is shown in Example D26; the sf sigi: is a clue to an antic
ipatory construction here.
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In a modulating phrase connection. Schumann also 
uses harmonic anticipation for a connector in phrase ex
tension, as in Example D27, where a 2+2-bar construction 
is rabbeted by means of the chord anticipation into two 
modulating bars which lead into the following similar six- 
bar phrase.

Into a meter change. A number of all-tied harmonic 
anticipations are found into the barbeat at a meter change. 
The change may be for a brief interpolation, or may be a 
change permanent for the rest of the movement.

A metrical interpolation is itself an unsettling of 
expectation; to have no fresh articulation on the first bar
beat of the new meter intensifies the anomaly (Ex. D28, into 
m. 20). In another occurrence (Ex. D29), the barbeat of the 
measure of metrical flexing is all-tied in a harmonic an
ticipation, while the barbeat of the measure resuming the 
established metrical motion is empty.

The meter change at a section beginning also may 
show harmonic anticipation. In Example D30 the all-tied bar
beat at the return to a previous meter and tempo presents 
problems in ensemble coordination since no player articu
lates the downbeat for the tempo return. In contrast, in 
Example D8 only the high parts are tied at the new meter 
where a new section begins.
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In variations. Some harmonic anticipation is found 
in Sghymann's themes for variations, and a few variations 
themselves exploit the technique. In general however this 
is not a prominent procedure.^

In Opus 13:
An unobtrusive non^progressive structure is found 
in the Tema of Op. 13, into m. 11. This,factor is 
lost to" subsequent variations except in Etude X 
(Var. Vlli). Hgwever, harmonic anticipation is 
conspicuous in Etude VII (Var. VI), whose opening is 
shown in Example P31. In the Finale, a 12-bar passage which includes two unexpected harmonic 
anticipations in incipits of the main Finale theme 
(into m. 98 and into m. 106) was excised from the 
Second Edition.

In Opus 41#3/II;
The theme of this movement features all-tied 
harmonic anticipation into m. 14, 15, 16; 24, 25; 32; 
and 46, 47, 48 (Ex. D32). These anticipations are 
maintained in Variation I; lost in Variation II; 
subsumed in Variation III into complete suspension 
patterns except into m. 192, the final cadence of 
the variation; and do not appear at all in the 
final variation with coda.

In O p u s  121/III:
The harmonic anticipation which begins the Theme of 
this movement (Ex. D33) also begins subsequent varia
tions (into m. 25, 49, and 79), with the exception 
of the slant formation into m. 106.

Into eâch beat; into the mid-bar beat. Harmonic 
.anticipation leads into other metrical points of emphasis 
besides the barbeat. Each beat may be anticipated harmonically

The striking exception occurs in Op. 41#2/II, 
"Quasi Variazioni," m. 17f; the passage, discussed as a 
mannerism, is shown in Example D87.
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(Exs. D34, D35, and D36), and, in duple meters, the middle 
of the bar may be anticipated (Ex. D37). Example D38 shows 
a complex interaction of harmonic, rhythmic, and metrical 
factors. It gives the aural impression of harmonic antic
ipation twice per bar, though the root changes only once in 
each measure. The anticipated harmony going into m. 109 is 
reminiscent of the augmented sixth of the section opening; 
although the B-flat of the preceding chord is still sound
ing across this barline, it is effectively obliterated by 
the stressed repetition of the phrase beginning.

Harmonic anticipation with common structures

With grace notes. Schumann uses grace-note chords 
for harmonic anticipation in inventive ways. Example D39 has 
graces after the barline. In Example D40 the anticipation is 
not only stressed, but also all-tied into the barbeat along 
with the common tone from the previous chord. Example D41 
shows one of the striking pianistic effects of the Schumann 
literature. An imaginative use of the pedal, with an all
tied pianississimo anticipating chord, produces an idiomatic 
sonorous effect. The impossible swell to the barbeat should 
be noted.

With polychords. The premature factor in harmonic 
anticipation is not necessarily a simple chord structure but 
is sometimes a polychord. A mixture of tonic and dominant
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is most common (Ex. D15). Example D42 shows a section 
opening with an implied V^+I; the root of the dominant is 
articulated on the barbeat, emphasizing V against the tonic 
pedal point.

The premature entrance of tonic into a cadence in 
which dominant is suspended across the cadential barline 
creates an unusual polychord in Example D43. Of the har
monic strata, Vy lasts longer than expected, while I ap
pears earlier than expected.

A different complexity is seen in Example D44. The 
basic construction is tonic harmonic anticipation. Chordal 
ornamentation utilizing the Vy (harmonized changing tones 
around the tonic note) results in a polychord into and on 
the barbeat. This harmonic anticipation is tempered by ex
pectation of routine V-I across the barline. From this 
viewpoint the RH chords on the fourth beat of m. 18 and on 
the succeeding barbeat are essentially multiple appoggia- 
turas. The specific handling of dissonance in the opening 
section of this piece (Ex. C46) strengthens the aural im
pression of appoggiaturas.

Within hemiolic construction. The middle span with
in hemiolic construction sometimes exhibits harmonic antic
ipation (Ex. D45) . When the hemiole is supermetrically out 
of phase,^ the rhythmic intention of the anticipation is

^See the discussion of out of phase hemiolic con
struction, Chapter VIII.
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seen most clearly. The normal accent of metrical expecta
tion highlights the upbeat quality of the preceding pulse, 
the anticipation.

Instrumental articulation style is sometimes an im
portant factor for rhythmic inflection. Example D46 shows 
hemiolic construction, in normal supermetrical position, 
whose central inner span takes on the character of harmonic 
anticipation partly because of the bowing emphasis on the 
slurred barbeats of m. 39, 41, 43, and 45.

Further discussion of harmonic anticipation in the 
middle of hemiolic construction is found in Chapter VIII,
”A Characteristic Pattern".

In the middle of the siciliano pattern. The ini
tiating chord of harmonic anticipation may come in the exact 
middle of a triplet span, reinforcing the short middle note 
of a siciliano motif ( Ex. D47). There the siciliano lasts 
one beat. In Example D48, the sicilianos bisected by har
monic anticipation span one bar.

With change of mode. Harmonic anticipation involv
ing not root change but change from minor to major mode, in 
conjunction with an inversion change implying root movement 
without supplying it, is found in Example D49.

In the style of a fanfare. Fanfare-like motifs 
which involve no root change across a barline are frequent
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in Schumann's writing regardless of medium. The military 
influence is evident in Example D50, the beginning of a 
long section with repeated harmonic anticipations in a 
March for piano ; in Example D51, the horn announces the 
arpeggiated fanfare, and pianos and 'celli repeat that ma
terial. Schumann's most celebrated fanfare opens his First 
Symphony; harmonic anticipation leads in the simplest way 
into m. 1 and m, 3 in all three versions: published version 
(shown in Ex. D52), sketch, and original full score.^ Har
monic anticipation in a fanfare-like flourish occurs not 
only in a single note, in chords, or in arpeggios but also 
with a scale line (Ex. D53).

With the Neapolitan chord. The anticipated harmony 
is sometimes a Neapolitan sixth chord (Exs. D54 and D55).

With ambiguous common tones. A subtle use of har
monic anticipation in which the device seems retroactive is 
found, in which an assumed harmonic context for a single 
pitch is proved unwarranted. Example D56a provides an in
stance : the opening E-flat is assumed to be the root of the 
tonic triad, after the E-flat major cadence of the preceding 
movement. However, its arpeggiated unfolding shows it tu 
be the third of c minor. The aspect of harmonic anticipa-

The history of the three versions is discussed by 
Brian Schlotel, "The Orchestral Music," Robert Schumann: 
The Man and His Music, ed. Alan Walker (New York : Bames & 
Noble, 1972), pp. 201-82,
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tion is clearer in a subsequent passage (Ex. D56b).

Wide anticipation. Most of Schumann's harmonic an
ticipations take a negligible portion of the preliminary 
bar for the premature factor. It is rare for the antici
pation to involve more than one beat before the barbeat. 
However, there are a few examples in which the onset of the 
anticipation comes two beats before the barbeat. Examples 
D57 and D58 are typical. Example C50a shows material which 
seems to be two-beat harmonic anticipation but which is sub
sequently shown to be slant harmony.

Dynamic markings with harmonic anticipations
Though harmonic anticipation does occur without any 

marks of dynamic emphasis, it is common for the construction 
to carry them. Dynamic reinforcements (sf, f, sfz, ^  , and 
so forth) is found either upon the anticipating factor (Ex. 
D59) or upon the metrical emphasis (Ex. D50). Occasionally 
both the upbeat and the barbeat are marked for emphasis (Ex. 
D60).

Another way of emphasizing the barbeat is to make it 
the focus of a swell (Exs. D61[=D55] and Dl). In Example 
D62 an appoggiatura on the barbeat further reinforces accent 
at that point. The swell in these three examples is a per
formance directive. But the swell is also used by Schumann 
as a psychological accent on the barbeat where literal . .
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accomplishment is impossible. This effect, significant in 
assessing the rhythmic function of Schumann's device of 
harmonic anticipation, is seen in Example D63.

Relation of harmonic anticipation 
to slant structures
Harmonic anticipation represents upbeat slant 

constructions pushed to an extreme, where the root change is 
felt to be completely effected at some point before the bar
beat or beat. Therefore, the rhythmic motifs which are a 
seedbed for slant processes also produce harmonic antici
pations; these constructions slip easily one into the other. 
In Example D64, for instance, the momentarily ambiguous 
slant beginning of the doubled melody (soprano and tenor, 
into m. 1 and into m. 5) gives rise to total harmonic 
anticipation into m. 9. Example D65 shows an initial slant 
chord formation becoming ^otal harmonic anticipaton, into 
m. 9 and following.

Special cases
Antiphonal treatment. Example D66 shows the 

beginning of an extended passage in which short phrases 
featuring harmonic anticipation are used antiphonally.

Impossibly stressed barbeat. An apparently impos
sible accentual directive in Opus 20 in Clara's Instructive 
Edition (Ex. D67a) is in fact careless layout; the stress
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falls one note later in the Werke (Ex. D67b) in a case of 
simple all-tied harmonic anticipation. However the swells 
of Example D41 and D63 do create an impossibly stressed bar
beat.

Combined with slant bass. In Example D68, harmonic 
anticipation is combined with slant bass construction. The 
ties across the barline highlight both anomalous processes.

Dissonant harmonic anticipation. In Example D69 
( =D55), ornamental chromatic dissonance occurs at the 
beginning of the harmonic anticipation, at mid-bar 146 and 
mid-bar 150 in the LH of the piano part and in Violin II.
It does not vitiate the sense of root change on the second 
beat.

Bypassing dominant in a cadential progression. Ex
ample D8 shows a 16 chord going directly to 15 with harmonic

4 3
anticipation, a situation which telescopes the normal cadence
pattern. A greatly augmented version of this bypassing of 
the dominant harmony is found in Example D70, with four mea
sures of D^6 leading into in root position on the bar- 

4
beat of m. 121.

An exotic final cadence. Example D71 shows harmonic 
anticipation at mid-bar of a final chord not specifically 
ethnic nor modal but certainly picturesque: III^ locally, 

of the opening key. Schumann's title for the piece is 
"Sizilianisch."
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A programmatic inconclusive cadence. In Example
D72, not only is the chord which is anticipated harmonically
an unexpected one (IV6 after Vy) but the tonic is never

4
reached. The title of this piece is "Child Falling Asleep," 
(Kind im Einschlummem) .

Exploitation of tonal ambiguity. An ingenious probe 
of positioning possibilities involving harmonic anticipation 
and suspension is shown in Example D73a, b, c and d. What 
at first appears to be simple harmonic anticipation (into m. 
1) is discovered to be a striking suspension (m. 2); three 
other versions of the phrase opening are shown, each unique 
in rhythmic conformation, each taking advantage of prior 
aural experience with the anticipation-tumed-suspension.

Supermetrical harmonic anticipation
In Schumann's rhythmic practice, not only are met

rical downbeats affected by harmonic anticipation, but nor
mal structural jointures also receive that subtilizing treat
ment. When the anticipatory harmony extends beyond one bar 
and is couched in multiples of the bar, this procedure con
stitutes supermetrical harmonic anticipation.

Example D74 (=D70), cited in connection with bypass
ing dominant harmony in a cadential progression, illustrates 
such supermetrical harmonic anticipation. The harmony is 
motionless for four bars of a transition leading to a theme 
which begins with the same chord. X in the diagram indicates
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the structural downbeat:
D74 W.M7
Thematic Rhythm

2/4
Harmonic Rhythm f - f '

J T

I f
Supermetrical harmonic anticipation also occurs with 

introductory material at the beginning of a movement, as in 
Examples D75 and D76, diagrammed below.
D75 hi.l X

TH R >
6/8 t

HR r - - r

D76 
TH R

HR
2/4

X J.
##P - ' P - - P ^

Opus 130/1 shows the same opening situation, diagrammed be
low but- not shown in the examples

I X

TH R
3/4

HR
I

j. n

A prominent instance of supermetrical harmonic an
ticipation is shown in Example D77, the onset of a metered 
cadenza. Several unusual features are present. The cadenza
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rises from a flourish on of the Neapolitan chord, a dis
tinct stylistic contrast with the 16 cadenza springboard of

4
the Classical concerto. The arpeggiated flourish itself 
begins on bar of an expected four-bar phrase (see phrase
lengths : m. 389-92; 393-396; 397- ). The Neapolitan
chord is aimed for through its Vy, and it is achieved in 
m. 391 and 395; it is aimed for but never reached the third 
time (m. 397f)- Once the cadenza flourish is launched, the 
Vy formation becomes an augmented sixth. Its resolution in
to 16 (m. 403) is on a weak, not a strong bar of the the- 

4
matic portion of the cadenza. Furthermore, the structural 
downbeat of m. 402 is blurred by harmonic inaction, as shown 
in the diagram;

D77 M  •
397

TH R
C

HR o o JO JO

è-.i
X

I  X7/t>l
o

Finding such conspicuous instances of supermetrical 
harmonic anticipation in Schumann's works reinforces a gen
eral impression of his predilection for noticeable, purpose
ful harmonic inactivity. Such inactivity throws the metrical 
structure into high relief.
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Implied Suspensions
The concept of implied suspension clarifies certain 

constructions in which the aural impression of motion across 
a barline, upbeat to barbeat, in the absence of harmonic 
movement and sometimes in the absence of any movement what
soever, is enigmatic. Schumann himself has shown his der
ivational procedure for an implied suspension. The material 
of Example D78a gives rise, in another piece, to a rhyth
mically transformed version (Ex. D78b) in which the suspen
sive note is missing; it is, however, present (bass B- 
flat on the barbeat, m. 465) in the final appearance of this 
theme (Ex. D78c).

An attractive example of implied suspension is 
found in Example D79. The motion of the tenor into m. 320 
supplies expectation of similar articulation into succeed
ing bars. These all-tied barbeats seem incomplete; they 
await something. If a bass note D were added on the barbeat 
of m. 321 and E in m. 323, more normal suspensions would be 
formed; bass arrival at B one beat sooner in m. 322 and at 
C# in m. 324-27 would accomplish the same completing effect.

In similar fashion, in Example D80 the unbroken 
triplet movement leading to m. 27 provides an aural expecta
tion; in this case not suspensions but four consecutive 
double retardations are formed.
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Schumann wrote one cadence which, from the point of 
view of construction, is a combination of suspension and 
implied suspension (Ex. D81=D51). Without the bass note of 
Piano II on the barbeat of m. 227^ ^ the suspension 
would be only implied. It is a curious detail, considering 
the preceding bass doublings in the two piano parts. The 
Theme for these variations shows a normal suspension at 
this cadence. In the same work as revised for two pianos 
only, a cadence is found which combines an implied suspen
sion with the cadence clichi formation (Ex. D82).

Comparison of Harmonic Anticipation 
and Implied Suspension

Implied suspensions and harmonic anticipations have 
different rhythmic functions, though in both there is no 
overt root change across the barline, and in both there is 
the sense of emphasis by default upon the barbeat. In 
implied suspension, the chord before the barline is expected 
to progress across the barline, to change root on the bar
beat. That root change is delayed, at least on the surface. 
In harmonic anticipation the chord before the barline is 
itself the chord expected on the barbeat, arriving prema
turely. A diagram will clarify these constructions.
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0)
5
T— I

(3«

4->CO0)
JOnCOCQ

With harmonic anticipation,
a chord arrives here . . . j
though it is not
expected until here, ........
where the weight of the 
root change is felt 
metrically.

Only one chord is involved; it appears prematurely in the 
metrical flow, forming harmonic rhythm tied across the 
barline.

HR J

With implied suspension,
a chord arrives here;
its harmony extends 
across the barline .
whereupon it resolves 
to a second chord, here, . . 
as if it had been suspended 
on the barbeat
though the pitch which would 
have suspended it is missing

J

Two chords are involved; the first normally would progress 
to the second on the barbeat, but is delayed in a structure 
that implies suspension. Literal harmonic rhythm appears 
tied across the barline, because the suspensive note is not 
overt; but the function of the passage gives no impression 
of incompleteness.

Literal HR 
Implied HR
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Implied suspension is not a rigorously developed 
technique in Schumann's habit; it depends, as do all im
plications, to a great degree on context. Nevertheless its 
function is separate from and complementary to the device 
of harmonic anticipation. "Normal” suspension is a device 
controlling formation of harmonic delay in a specific way. 
Schumann's innovation lies in a revitalization of the sus
pension cliche by omission of the most firmly expected ele
ment of the construction, the note that creates dissonance. 
He assumes an inflectional understanding of the procedure 
on the part of performers.

The result of oblique harmonic rhythm, either as 
harmonic anticipation, or as implied suspension, is a contra
puntal relationship of harmonic rhythm with metrical struc
ture.

Manneristic Oblique Harmonic Rhythm
Schumann's rhythmic practice shows frequent idiomatic 

usage of two particular formations of oblique harmonic rhy
thm, usage frequent enough to constitute mannerism. They 
are the patterning of all-tying, and harmonically static in- 
cipits.

Patterns of all-tying

Consecutive all-tied barbeats. Any one all-tied 
barbeat is metrically anomalous since it suppresses the nor-
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mal overt articulation of the barbeat. For there to be a 
series of all-tied barbeats seriously compounds the anomaly, 
as the main joists of the metrical framework are missing 
from the structure.

An example of consecutive all-tied barbeats noto
rious among pianists is the passage shown in Example D83.
In the forty-bar section, there are only four articulated 
barbeats (marked X). Three of these (the first, second, 
and last) have normal harmonic change across the bar. The 
third is articulated by chord repetition. Consequently 
there is no root change for the barbeat chord in 37 bars of 
the 40-bar passage. There are 15 consecutive all-tied bar- 
bears, then 7, then 7 again, then again 7 in this anomalous 
section.

Another passage, less well-known, has by far Schu
mann's greatest number of consecutive all-tied barbeats: 
twenty-three (Ex. D84).

Other patterns of all-tied barbeats. All-tied bar
beats also occur into alternate rather than into consecutive 
bars. This formation sometimes leads to consecutive all- 
tying.

A passage with many similarities to Examples D83 
and D84 is shown in Example D85. All-tied barbeats in al
ternate bars begin the passage. Though in fact no more than 
three consecutive barbeats are all-tied seriatim, the all-
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tied rhythmic effect characterizes the section.
In another instance (not shown in the examples), 

the all-tied barbeats of Opus 41#1/I up to the Recapitula
tion are given below; alternate occurrence is bracketed, 
consecutive occurrence is circled in the diagram.

Op. 41#1/I,
Allegro, 6/8 (begins m. 34 after the Introduzione)

into m.*37, 39, 41^ *77^ 69, 71, 73, 75,
1 r - —m  r77, 79; 96, 98; 120; 124, 126, 128,

(130̂ -136̂ 2)
136"", 138"", 140""; 148;

1152, 154, 156, 158, 160; 166, 168;
* 174, 176;‘ *202, 204, 206;' * 224, 226 ‘

All-tied barbeats occur in other patterns besides 
alternation. In Opus 61/11, Trio II (2/4), they are found 
at intervals of four measures: there are ties into m. 227, 
231; and 283, 287. The all-tying into bar |vil^ of eight- 
measure phrases is found in Opus 88/IV (2/4) into m. 108, 
116 and 132, 148. All-tying into the second measure of 
four-bar phrases is found in Opus 120/III (3/4) into m. 66, 
74, 82, 99, and 106^.

There is, therefore, as demonstrated, a good deal
of formal variety in the patterned placement of all-tied
barbeats.
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Consecutive all-tied beats. An extension to the 
next lower metrical level of the rhythmic processes involved 
in all-tied barbeats is seen in consecutive all-tied beats. 
Example D86 shows a lengthy example. In this passage there 
are twenty-nine,then sixteen, then fourteen consecutive all
tied beats. The four articulated beats of the passage are 
marked by arrows. While Example D86 represents an extreme, 
it is not an isolated experiment in Schumann’s practice.
Other conspicuous passages with consecutive all-tied beats 
may be seen in Opus 5/7, into m. 9-12 and 21-24; in Opus 
17/XII, into m. 27-29 and 84-86; and in Opus 22/1, m. 59- 
61.

All-tying in duple meter. Though Schumann’s all- 
tying most frequently involves triple divisions. Example 
D87 shows consecutive all-tied barbeats in C.

All-tying in ensemble works. There are fewer com
pletely all-tied barbeats in Schumann’s ensemble music than 
in the solo works. Examples D88a and b demonstrate one rea
son. The opening of a Trio section (Ex. D88a) shows the 
soloistic approach in spite of involvement of all the instru
ments: its rhythmic formulation could have been for solo 
piano. But with more performers to articulate the metrical 
structure, a variant such as that shown in Example D88b is 
possible. The passage no longer has wholly all-tied barbeats.
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yet the rhythmic structure and character are not materially 
changed.

Harmonically static incipits
Schumann frequently writes no change of root across 

the initial barline of phrases, sections, or movements. 
These incipits are articulated but occur without harmonic 
progression. All-tied examples represent an extreme as in 
the harmonically complex opening shown in Example D89 ; but 
there are many simple instances like Example D90, in which 
the upbeat, implying tonic harmony, leads into tonic across 
the barline. Opus 26/1 has a particular concentration of 
this construction. Seven sectional openings with harmon
ically static incipits are shown in Example D91. It is 
instructive to notice the means by which Schumann sometimes 
makes certain that an accent on an all-tied barbeat will be 
felt. For instance, in Example D89 the difference in the 
all-tied upbeat's note value at the end of m. 1 as compared 
to the opening, into m. 1, skilfully creates a metrical pro
pulsion that continues through subsequent all-tied barbeats 
of the phrase. Ji f

3/4 AR J  I sii j  ir?  I

The rhythmic variety in Schumann's treatment of 
static incipits is suggested in the following listing se
lected from examples of the six anomalous types. The ac-
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cumulated rhythm (AR) is given; in every case the harmonic 
rhythm is tied across the barline.

Example Meter AR

A32

B48

into m. 

into m.

123

62

2/4

C

fmiim
fSijp-

C28 into m. 9 6/8

D45 into m. 9 3/4

E29 into m. 22 C ij p J

F58 into m. 1 3/4

Static incipits usually represent harmonic antici
pation, though a notable example of implied suspension at 
many phrase beginnings is found in Opus 26/1, into m. 87 
and following (Ex. D83).

Findings
Oblique harmonic rhythm counterpoints actual root 

change against its metrically expected position. Both of 
its forms call attention to a barbeat, or less often to an 
interior beat, by default. In harmonic anticipation, the 
root change is accomplished earlier than its metrically ex
pected point. In implied suspension metrical momentum, in
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conjunction with characteristic melodic and harmonic fac
tors . implies a barbeat root change which would suspend 
the barbeat chord; actual root change is delayed. Schu
mann's implied suspensions give the impression of an in
stinctive rather than a conscious device. Anticipatory 
oblique constructions are far more frequent and more 
thoroughly developed in Schumann's rhythmic practice than 
delaying constructions.

Schumann's harmonic anticipations have three basic 
forms, depending on the articulation between the anticipation 
and its expected metrical onset. This area may show simple 
repetition, pitch movement of various kinds, or no overt 
motion whatsoever (all-tied).

Harmonic anticipation occurs singly but also lends 
itself to both consecutive and patterned use. Thematically 
it is particularly conspicuous in patterns of phrase begin
nings, where the blurring of the barbeat makes a point not 
only of the strength of the barbeat in a bar but of the 
strength of the first bar in a phrase-group. The device is 
used in solo and ensemble music, in large works and small.
Its use may be thematic, incidental, or (less often) vari
ational .

Schumann uses harmonic anticipation in a variety of 
formal positions. It may begin a phrase, section, or move
ment; it may occur mid-phrase or transitionally; or it may
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be involved in a cadence. It may even introduce a meter 
change, a point where metrical establishment would partic
ularly benefit from a clear structural downbeat on the bar
beat. Also conspicuous are Schumann's uses of harmonic an
ticipation on a large scale (supermetrical harmonic antici
pation) to lead to points of structural downbeat, whether 
recapitulation, cadenza, or main thematic section following 
an introduction. Punctuation by root change is evidently 
not essential to formal satisfaction at such a point. Per
haps the anticipating of harmonic change even enhances the 
tension released at the recognizable formal jointure.

Many of Schumann's harmonic anticipations occur in 
connection with certain general constructions such as grace 
notes, polychords, the siciliano rhythmic pattern, mode 
change, common chord tones, and the Neapolitan chord. Fan
fare-like flourishes are also conspicuous.

The length of the anticipation is usually one beat 
or less ; however it ranges from the negligible length of a 
grace note to two-thirds of a triple metered bar, and super- 
metrical anticipations may involve several bars. Antici
pations longer than a bar have special formal significance; 
such supermetrical anticipations are not uncommon at major 
formal junctures, where they tend to separate awareness of 
the ingredients of a normal structural downbeat effect.

Harmonic anticipation occurs without added dynamic
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emphasis, with emphasis on the upbeat, or with emphasis on 
the downbeat. Occasionally both upbeat and downbeat carry 
additional stress markings. Barbeat emphasis is less apt 
to be a stress marking than a swell peaking at the barbeat. 
Schumann's stress markings in connection with tied harmonic 
anticipations are not always literally possible.

Harmonic anticipations are particularly prominent 
in certain works due to the rhythmic structure of their 
themes:

Op. ll/I Allegro vivace, into m. 53f
Op. 26/1 several sections, into m. If

into m. 87f 
into m. 253f 
into m. 341f

Op. 41#2/I Allegro, m. 34f
Op. 41#3/IV into m. If
Op. 44/III Scherzo, into m. If

Trio I, into m. 45f 
Trio II, into m. 123f 

Op. 44/IV into m. 22f
Op. 47/11 Trio II, into m. 153f
Op. 124/15 into m. If

Relation of oblique harmonic rhythm 
to slant harmony
Harmonic anticipation is in a sense total slant har

mony: H R ^  . It carries the slant process beyond its limit. 
With slant harmony, as discussed in the chapter on consistent 
metrical displacement,some essential, clinching aspect of 
the root change does not join the anticipation but waits to 
punctuate the main metrical pulse. This slant texture is 
divided in accomplishing the root change ; some of it comes
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too early and needs overt corroboration upon the strong 
metrical impulse. On the other hand, with harmonic antici
pation the root change is accomplished all at once--simul- 
taneously in the whole texture, but earlier than the strong 
metrical impulse where it is expected. In the absence of 
chord change there (and, with all-tied anticipation, in the 
absence of any articulation whatsoever on that beat), met
rical expectation furnishes an accent.

The sense of root change in some cases is ambiguous ; 
slant structures may mutate toward harmonic anticipation 
and vice versa. Schumann's rhythmic flow often includes 
both types of displacement if one or the other is prominent 
thematically.

Implied suspensions are also in a sense total slant 
harmony: . Ordinarily slant harmony does not operate
on the afterbeat side of the barbeat: if the ear accepts 
even one note on the barbeat as representing a whole chord, 
then that chord's filling-out in afterbeats is normal non
progressive procedure. There is, however, one familiar com- 
mon-practice structure which divides the texture in the ac
complishment of root change, delaying a portion of it while 
accepting aurally the impression of root change on the 
strong beat. This is the suspension. The previously pre
pared dissonance is rhythmically strong on the metrically 
strong impulse, resolving to a weaker beat. With Schumann's
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innovation of implied suspension, voice leading and other 
factors seem to prepare a suspension; but the note or notes 
which would normally both accomplish root change and make 
the held-over chord members dissonant is missing. The 
sense of accent on the barbeat comes not only from metrical 
expectation but also from the expectation of dissonance on 
the barbeat. The chord of resolution then follows, as if 
a portion of it had been suspended.

With slant structures, a series of brief harmonic 
clashes are possible, emphasizing the continuing divided 
nature of the harmonic progression. Such clashes do not 
occur with oblique harmonic rhythm, which moves in harmon
ically complete vertical blocks that are dislocated rel
ative to the metrical frame.

Relation of oblique harmonic rhythm 
to metrical inflection
Schumann's oblique harmonic rhythm does not seem 

to suggest establishment of a self-sufficient metrical 
scheme in conflict with the notated meter, or to reconstrue 
an anticipating beat within a multimetric procedure. His 
diacritical marks confirm metrical normalcy in spite of the 
dislocation of harmonic change. These oblique techniques 
accomplish the intensification of normal metrical processes.

There are important rhythmic implications in the 
fact that harmonic anticipation is found in the middle in
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terior division of a few instances of hemiolic construction, 
Schumann has taken pains to indicate the inflection in some 
of these cases, an inflection at odds with the hemiolic con
struction.

Metrical inflection is easily accomplished with 
those oblique structures which have some articulation on 
the barbeat or beat. For all-tied examples the performer 
must devise some acoustical reflection of metrical dif
ferentiation. Passages of consecutive all-tied beats rep
resent the extreme of Schumann's use of this anomaly; the 
metrical frame controls a fabric which at no point overtly 
reinforces the metrical armature. Inflection becomes an 
important concern with this and the following anomalous 
types. It receives increasing attention as well as discus
sion in the chapter on performance.



CHAPTER VII 

REPORT ON METRICAL REPOSITIONING

There are two types of metrical repositioning in 
Schumann's practice: that which involves the overt reposi
tioning of a pattern already established, and that which is 
intrinsically repositioned compared to a metrically natural 
rhythmic placement. The symbols used for metrical reposi
tioning reflect the relationship between the two types. %o 
kinds of blunt-end brackets indicate the passages involved. 
A rhythmic pattern in its establishing form, or its repeti
tion in an equivalent metrical position, is marked thus:

. A repositioned pattern is shown thus t ’• "4 ,
^aether it has been overtly repositioned in the metrical 
frame, or exhibits intrinsic metrical repositioning. For 
easier identification, the rhythmic pattern under scrutiny 
is also given in note values with its example, since the 
range of complexity and construction detail is so wide in 
this category. Examples for this chapter are found in 
Volume II, Appendix E.

Repositioning of Melodic, Harmonic, 
and Rhythmic Motifs

The device of metrical repositioning is found most
often as a manipulation of one melodic voice. Its effect

138
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ranges from a mild ruffling of the metrical flow in triadic 
arpeggiation (Ex. El), to the ingenious punning on pitch, 
articulation, and rhythmic patterns of Example E2, to the 
contrapuntal extremities of Example E3, where the three 
notes heading a fugato subject are overlapped in entries 
after one beat for a close stretto. The device may appear 
in the main thematic material (Exs. E2 and E3) or elsewhere 
(Ex. El).

Occasionally the harmonic pattern is the conspic
uously non-congruent factor (Ex. E4). A striking instance 
is shown in Example E5, where repetition of the three-member 
chord pattern V-I-VI falls in varying positions in the duple 
meter. Another example may be seen in the opening of Opus 
130/6 (not shown).

A rhythmic rather than primarily melodic pattern is 
sometimes the subject for metrical repositioning. The rhyth
mic canon in Example E6, for instance, places the stronger 
middle note of the amphibrach pattern upon either beat and 
upon either half-beat in the duple measure, thus emphasizing 
the regular shifting of metrical function. Schumann's metri
cal manipulation of rhythmic motifs seems sometimes a casual 
technique, as in Example E7, where ^ J falls on the 
second or on the third barbeat of the phrase, with contrasting 
supermetrical positions. On the other hand Schumann makes 
a point of the metrical difference between (S I J ^ ('j) |
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and X  i^ in the Allegro of Opus 92, whose opening bars 
are shown in Example E8.

Overtly Repositioned Patterns
By far the most numerous examples of metrical reposi

tioning in Schumann's music occur with some type of repeti
tion which repositions a pattern already heard.

Relation of pattern to metrical frame
A pattern subject to repositioning fits either 

evenly or unevenly into the metrical structure. To fit 
evenly, a pattern equals the length of one of the structural 
spans of the meter: a beat, a bar, or the expected phrase 
length. However, the pattern need not, and often does not, 
simply fill that span's linear visual boundaries. For 
example,

in 2/4, J3= 1 beat; the pattern m«

or
or

occur as \n
or
or
or n\

or even > i n
etc. 9

\i n ; 11 j
i n u
etc.
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In general, metrical repositioning of evenly fitting 
patterns seems less unusual than that of unevenly fitting 
patterns; in the latter the unevenness is usually emphasized 
by repositioning. At the supermetrical level, an evenly 
fitting phrase-pattem which is repeated and thus reposi
tioned does not seem anomalous : it exhibits one fundamental 
type of formal progression, "phrase with answering phrase." 
To fit unevenly, a pattern's length is :

smaller than one beat; 
larger than one beat but smaller 
than one bar; or 

larger than one bar but smaller than 
the expected phrase length.

In the examples which follow, the listings are arranged in
each section according to the pattern's fit relative to beat,
bar, and phrase. Even and uneven constructions are found as
follows :

Even Fit
Ex. E9a -

Pattern fits the beat.

Ex. 10a -
Pattern fits the bar.

Uneven Fit
Ex. E9b -
Pattern is smaller than 

the beat.
Ex. 10b -
Pattern, larger than the 

beat, is smaller than 
the bar.

X: Repositioned pattern
keeps upbeats.

y : The downbeat onset of
the motivic pattern 
is blurred by harmonic 
anticipation.
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(No anomaly here) Ex. EllPattern, larger than the 
bar, is smaller than the 
expected phrase length.

Relation of repositioning to the formal frame
The repositioning of a pattern occurs formally 

in one of three ways :
- consecutively, following directly upon the

pattern;
- comparatively, occurring after an interpo

lation; or
- overlapping, occurring as imitation.

In any of these three circumstances, the original pattern 
fits, as above, evenly or unevenly into the metrical frame. 
Examples of these constructions are found as follows :

Consecutive Positioning
Even Fit Uneven Fit
Ex. E12a - Ex. E12b -

Pattern fits the beat. Pattern is smaller than
the beat.

X: repetition within one 
instrumental line

y : ensemble version,
repetition with changed 
instrumentation

Ex. E13a - Ex. E13b -
Pattern fits the bar. Pattern, larger that the

beat, is smaller than 
the bar.

(No anomaly here) Ex. E14 -
Pattern, larger than the 
bar, is smaller than the 
expected phrase length.
X: 6-beat phrases
y; 3-beat phrases
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Even Fit Uneven Fit
Ex. E15a -

Pattern fits the beat.
X: wide separation, piano part
y : narrow separation

Ex. E15b -
Pattern is smaller than 

the beat.

Ex. Elba -
Pattern fits the bar.

Ex. E16b -
Pattern, larger than the 
beat, is smaller than 
the bar.

(No anomaly here) Ex. E17 -
Pattern, larger than the 
bar, is smaller than the 
expected phrase length.

Overlapping Positioning
Even Fit Uneven Fit
Ex. E18a -

Pattern fits the beat.
Ex. E18b -

Pattern is smaller than 
the beat.

Ex. E19a -
Pattern fits the bar.

Ex. E19b -
Pattern, larger than the 
beat, is smaller than the 
bar.

(No anomaly here) Ex. E20 -
Pattern, larger than the 
bar, is smaller than the 
expected phrase length.

A metrically even imitation distance counteracts the asym
metry of uneven patterns, as in Examples E19b and E20.

A model of repositioning for one pattern
A common rhythmic motif in Schumann's writing is 

» J . A few of its metrical positionings are shown 
as''̂ îollows :
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Consecutive positioning, in 3/4

>.....4 ±
Ex. £21 -

Op. 97/11, into m. 33 JXliJ IJJ
Comparative positioning, in C

Ex. E22 - 
Op. 115,

into m. 7 (9, 22) 

m. 13 (15, 20) 

m. 23 (24) 

m. 25-26 r n

4 I-

j j j  J 7 )  J 7 7  r n

k '
f

Overlapped positioning, in C

Ex. E23 (=E19b) 
Op. 85/7,

into m. 39-40
J77

ILLTf ( i f f
— I I— I

This same motif is featured in 6/8 meter in Example B42, a 
passage which combines aspects of stretto with aspects of 
hocketing. Such a structure in which the imitating voice 
has an incomplete entry is fairly frequent in Schumann's 
writing; see Opus 105/1, m. 32f; Opus 82/4, into m. 12, 13; 
and Opus 99/XII (Abendmusik). into m. 37, 38.
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Intrinsically Repositioned Patterns
Intrinsic metrical repositioning is less noticeable 

than is the type which depends upon repetition and reposi
tioning for its effect. Directly convincing in performance, 
the repositioned aspect is often apparent only to the analytic 
eye.

In intrinsic metrical repositioning, the motif in 
its actual metrical placement seems to contradict a more 
"natural" position, more natural on the basis of agogic 
structure, pitch level arrangement, harmonic emphasis, or 
other such characteristics of the musical material. For 
example, it is metrically anomalous for the quickest moving 
notes to fall on the strongest beats, which are points of 
relative repose in a metrical flow. The bass figure in 
Example E24 illustrates this rhythmic principle. Such a 
pattern would fall more naturally into this metrical frame:

Sometimes Schumann will give the more normal form as 
well, but later than the original appearance. This procedure 
differs from the repositioning of an established motif. For 
instance, the lilt formation found in Example E25, m. 26, 
shows intrinsic repositioning since the longest note falls 
on the beat traditionally weakest. But when Schumann reposi
tions that abnormal pattern, presenting it now in its more 
normal form (and in this case interrupting the original form 
by imitation after one beat), the intrinsic repositioning of
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the first version becomes vividly evident.
Several further examples of intrinsic repositioning 

follow. In the first three eighth notes of ample E26, the 
visual triadic outline is non-congruent with the metrical 
frame ; consecutive repositioning is also found with this 
theme. The slur pattern of Example E27 suggests 6/8 meter. 
However, the notated meter is 3/4, and 3/4 metrical shaping 
is reinforced by the swells in m, 11 and m, 12. Example 
DIB has shown the opening presentation of this thematic 
material. The stylistically "natural" position of harmonic 
progression may be contradicted as well as that of rhythmic 
motifs. Schumann makes such a point in Example E28. Instead 
of the more normal arrangement 6/8 I | IV V | I he writes 
6/8 { I IV |V l| , over a tonic open fifth double pedal 
point.

Normally the point of harmonic change is the point 
of heavier metrical emphasis. This normalcy is contradicted 
in Example E29, where for three bars the barbeat falls 
between chord changes. Furthermore, the barbeat is at 
neither end of the sequential melodic scale pattern. In 
Example E30, the metrical position of the scalewise melody 
could not have been predicted simply by its linear shape. A 
more normal placement would bring the scale's top note 
(tonic, in its first appearance) on a barbeat:

6/8 .MJli J73/T3I J
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The implied harmonic changes would more normally fall upon 
the barbeats:

6/8 1 m  J 7 7 1 i T 3  i’J 1
HR I p . I ^  «

Schumann's actual placement follows neither normalcy.

Comparative Metrical Repositioning 
with Larger Formal Significance

In several works the repositioning of a thematic 
pattern helps to clarify formal outlines.

In Opus 7
The dipping pattern J permeates Opus 7. In most 

of the piece, the pattern is placed so that metrical accent 
falls on the higher note (m. 3f) but in a contrasting 
section (m. 173f) metrical accent falls on the middle orna
menting note: ̂ (Ex. E15b) .

In Opus 13
Here Schumann had the problem of organically tying 

together this set of variations with its Finale, a Finale 
with a commanding new theme only loosely connected with the 
original Tema. His solution was to use, in the developmental 
section of the Finale (m. 50f), a repositioned form of the 
original Tema. In its half-measure displacement, this theme 
links the Finale to the whole, but does not assume supremacy 
over the Finale's own theme. The original Tema, Finale 
opening, and displaced Tema are shown in Example E31a,b and c.
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In Opus 97/11
The original form of the theme of this movement 

exhibits intrinsic metrical repositioning (Ex. E32a, into 
m. 1). The longest note of the opening thematic arpeggio 
does not fall upon the metrical accent, which would seem 
the natural position. Instead, it falls upon the second 
beat of the 3/4 bar. After nine repetitions of the original 
rhythmic placement, Schumann overlaps the pattern by one 
beat (Ex. E32b, m. 11), which places the longest note on 
the third beat of the bar, an even more anomalous situation. 
Only very late in the movement, just preceding the form- 
delineating cadence before the coda, is this theme presented 
in its natural position (Ex. E32c, into m. 113). It ccmes 
as the last entry in a three-entry stretto; the climactic 
effect of the stretto is enhanced by this achievement of the 
most normal metrical form of the theme.

In Opus 120/1
The melodic substance (in violins I, violas, flutes 

and oboes) of the first bar of the Lebhaft, striking thematic 
material, is repositioned after m. 121 as weak-bar punctu
ating linkage in a new theme (Ex. E33a and b). The sense 
of a new section with organic connection to the old is 
reaffirmed with this change of supermetrical placement.
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Manneristic Metrical Repositioning
Schumann's idiomatic use of metrical repositioning 

is apparent in two ways. To shape melodic material first 
in a duple frame, then triple (or vice versa) is basic 
metrical reordering-, a specialized maneuver of metrical 
repositioning. The other habitual compositional ploy is 
close stretto, the vertical overlapping of a motif in metri
cal positions contradicting the strong and weak accents of 
its initial placement.

Duple/triple versions of the same material
With Schumann, the compositional device of casting 

material in both duple and triple metrical molds frequently 
involves a change of note values in adjusting to the new 
metrical frame. One of his clearest examples is found in 
the Prelude and Fugue of Opus 68, whose openings may be 
compared in Example E34a and b. However, the variant does 
not always appear in the same work. As shown in Example 
E35a and b, a theme from a solo piano piece has been recast 
for a symphonic movement. Both meters are duple, but the 
earlier version (Opus 16/8) is in compound duple motion, the 
later (Opus 38/IV) in simple duple. The thematic relation
ship shown in Example E36a and b is an important clue in 
decoding the rhythmic intent of the theme with its all-tied 
barbeats. These themes, also, belong to two separate works, 
the coda material of one providing material for an inter-
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mezzo section in the other.
In Example E37a and b, the material which is cast 

in contrasting metrical forms occurs in different movements 
of a concerto. Functioning as linkage in both cases, the 
material has more lyric importance in its original occur
rence in the second movement than in its subsequent appear
ance in a developmental passage of the third movement. This 
theme is transformed simply by metrical change; there are 
no other developmental adjustments.

The flexibility of Schumann's rhythmic augmentation 
technique is apparent in Example E38 as well as certain 
duple/triple metrical adjustments necessary to the augmenta
tion. Example E38b shows irregular augmentation of a portion 
of the theme marking the Recapitulation, then a reversion in 
mid-phrase to the original rhythmic form. Another variant, 
a brief quotation, appears in the third movement (Ex. E38c).

More commonly, introductory material cast in one 
metrical shape becomes the main thematic material in the 
contrasting meter (Ex. E39).

These few instances can only intimate the extent of 
rhythmic transformation of themes in Schumann's compositional 
practice, in which translation of duple into triple forms or 
the opposite is a prominent feature.

Close stretto
Imitative writing is common in Schumann's style.
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from brief points of imitation to thoroughly developed 
fugues. A mildly imitative texture was congenial to him 
from the beginning, a technique directly derived from improv
isatory procedures ; but he also engaged in serious contra
puntal study three distinct times in his creative life. A 
fairly detailed account appears in Roesner's Studies.̂  He 
hoped in 1845 to interest HSrtel in publishing a new critical 
edition of Bach's Well-Tempered Clavier. He planned also an
instruction book on fugal writing, based partly on Marpurg

2and Cherubini but also on his own studies.
His sketches show numerous attempts to combine thema

tic materials imitatively, attempts sometimes discarded, 
sometimes barely visible in the final form. Of canonic 
passages retained in a final version, many have an engaging 
spontaneous quality and seem scarcely anomalous metrically, 
as in Example E40, outlined in Figure E40 below. The imita
tion of the highest voice by the lowest, after one bar, 
shows only supermetrical repositioning and presents only 
the simplest rhythmic problems for the performer.

Fig. E40 - Imitative Textures (Op. 9/14, m. 17-21 etc.)

2/4

rn . l7  BASS an
J T D  

Pf cm
"Roesner, v. 1, pp. 27-49. 
'Ibid., pp. 41-42.
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However, Schumann also wrote motifs in imitation whose over
lapping is metrically conflicting (Ex. B33, Fig, E-B33).

Fig. E-B33 - Imitative Textures (Op. 2/5, m. 6-7)

sop.

3/4

-TEM.

j  r

' ü / r
T&Ü,

Both the brief imitation shown in Example and Figure E25, 
and the five-bar canon of Example and Figure E41, each with 
imitation after one beat, display Schumann's close stretto 
technique.

Fig. E25 - Imitative Textures (Op. 9/1, m. 27-28)

3/4

BASS L L L f f
m% A.?
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Fig. E41 - Imitative Textures (Op. 6/16, into m. 9-14)

3/4 > \n n K D A vÆo nhrni
c i m f
if n\,H

r

The motif of Example E42, presented initially in imitation 
with entries every bar, gives rise to a less symmetrically 
constructed stretto passage, as shown in Figure E42.

Fig. E42 - Imitative Textures (Op. 4/1, motif from m. 3; 
stretto outline, m. 17-23)

Motif, for symmetrical entries in m. 3,4,5,6
r --"1

Asymmetrical entries, m. 17f

»m.I7

•J:, J 1 3

f

\
1 r ~ >

\ J  J  nj O r ,

hi. a.o a p "  frvt. ai

1 r  >■
o r /

\r
h i .  AZ

f  r C l
hi. 43
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Much of Schumann's stretto texture occurs in triple 
meter with entries on each of the three beats, Overlapped 
metrical repositioning occurs also in duple meters, however, 
as shown in the chordal canon of Example and Figure E43.

Fig. E43 - Imitative Textures (Op, 13,
Etude IV=Var. Ill, m. l-2f)

eft.

I 5^
The stretto examples given up to this point are all

written for solo piano. Metrically repositioned stretto 
entries also occur in Schumann's ensemble music. In Example 
E44, the motif which is used imitatively is a two-bar pattern 
which first occurs three times consecutively as bars ^ I ^  - 
[iv] , [v] - [y^ , and |vil| - [vil^of Theme I of the 

movement. Its rhythmic character is firmly established before 
it is used imitatively (see Fig, E44a),

Fig. E44a - Derivation of Stretto Motif 
(Op. 41#1/I, m, 34-41)

 , I. , ^  ____1
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Figure E44b outlines the overlapping of this motif, an over
lapping which is exploited in bars 80-91, a sizeable span.

Fig. E44b - Imitative Textures (Op. 41#1/I, 
stretto outline ojÈ m. 80-81, 
the basis for m. 80-91)

6/8

M. 91

>■
f  r -L > -^r o r  _ _ _ _ 1

J

A more complex imitative scheme involves the main 
theme of another ensemble movement (Ex. E45a). This theme 
begins and ends with the same rhythmic motif. A pitch adjust
ment reminiscent of prescribed academic treatment for a tonal 
answer in a fugue is seen, comparing the opening and the 
cadencing of this theme. When this rhythmic motif occurs in 
the presentation of the whole theme in its original metrical 
setting, it is indicated within boxes with a connecting line, 
as in Figure E45a.

Fig. E45a - Derivation of Fugato Subject and 
Stretto Motif (Op. 44/IV, into 
m. 2-5)

m.su
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Late in the movement, this theme becomes the subject of a 
fugato. The framework of the fugato exposition is unremark
able metrically, with entries into bars 249, 253, 257, and 
263. But some of its closely related counter-material 
exploits the aural non-equity of contrasting metrical place
ment of the motif :

e i  J I J # 1 i  J 3 I

The repositioned version occurs in material which, except for 
the motif itself, is thematically amorphous ; in these cases 
the beginning and ending motifs are bracketed, not boxed, and 
are connected by a broken line in both Figure and Example E45. 
The repositioned version also occurs in a complete entry of 
the subject, displaced by half a bar (m. 259-62). The three- 
note motifs in this case are boxed and connected by a broken 
line. Metrical repositioning in close stretto gains another 
dimension in this passage through the formal double entendre 
of the motif: "My end is my beginning." The central portion 
of this rhythmic sport is diagrammed in Figure E45b and shown 
in score in Example E45b.



Fig. E45b - Imitative Textures (Op. 44/IV, 
into m. 249-64)
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The last movement of the Piano Quartet, Op. 47, is 
an outstanding example of tight stretto writing. The motif 
is announced at the beginning of the movement (Ex. and Fig. 
E46a).
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Fig. E46a - Derivation of Stretto Motif 
(Op. 47/IV, m. 1-2)

3/4 (later H  il J )  I______ i I----- 1

It is developed, at one bar intervals, in metrically congruent 
though supermetrically non-congiruent imitation, m. 63f (Ex. 
E46b).

Fig, E46b - Imitation After one Bar (Op. 47/IV, 
m. 63f)

> f r

r

j.

r r r f'

Leading into m. 74, the imitative texture becomes turgid.
Each entry announcing the motif in its original metrical posi
tion sets off two followers, at one-beat intervals (Ex. E46c),

Fig. E46c - Imitative Textures (Op. 47/IV, showing 
the contrapuntal context of the bar
beat, m. 74 etc.)

m. 7^
r
■J J

f
j ;

r r f ^ •L
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This crowded stretto pattern is heard going into m. 76, 78; 
107, 109; 126, 128; 141; 248; 268, 270; 283, 285, and 287.
The three-entry pattern is expanded with the addition of a 
fourth entry, again at the interval of one beat, in the 
strettos found into m. 132, 134, 136, 138, and 140; the 
subject is now a rhythmic motto, its pitch relationships 
altered (Ex. E46d). The four-entry strettos beginning into 
m. 235, 237, and 239 retain the original melodic shape of the 
subject (Ex. E46e). Even the fairly detailed outline given 
here does not exhaust Schumann's stretto maneuvers in this 
Finale. It is no accident that this movement has an insis
tent quality.

Special Cases

A five-member pattern in 6/8
Although in general the Paganini caprices which Schu

mann used as the basis for the studies of 0pp. 3 and 10 are 
quite straightforward rhythmically, an exception is found in 
Opus 3/4. Example E47 shows the uneven pattern of five 
eighth notes, which appears five times in consecutive reposi
tioning with an accompaniment which emphasizes the rhythmic 
play.

Metrical repositioning in an unmetered passage
Example E48 shows repositioning within the beat as 

beat succession remains steady though meter is eschewed.
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Metrical repositioning in rhythmic diminution
Diminution of a melody in triplets into duple sub

divisions results in a specialized kind of metrical reposi
tioning. In Example E49, the C# originally stressed and 
bearing a secondary accent is now unstressed and in an even 
less accented location.

A construction pun
The addition of a phrase's opening material as a 

half-measure prefix to its recapitulation creates metrical 
rhythmic play in Example ESQ.

Lengthy canon
Schumann sometimes carried canonic writing to an 

extreme. Example E51 shows the opening of an etude in vMch 
two voices are in strict canon for 111 bars. Since the 
imitation distance is one bar, metrical position is not 
changed with the device; but for the follower, the super- 
metrical placement is the reverse of that for the leader.

Overlapped motto themes
In several works, Schumann combines themes in the 

popular knowledge, or quotations of his own themes, with the 
prevailing material of a piece. These thematic overlappings 
constitute an unpredictable and ingenious style of quotation.

The Grossvater or Kehraus tune, described in a note 
(in Opus 9/21, m. 51) as a "17th century theme," occurs first
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in his works in Opus 2/12 (Ex. E52). This tune, with its 
two sections contrasting both in meter and tempo, was the 
traditional last-dance music at a ball. Example E53 shows 
the overlapping of phrase-bar ^II^I of Schumann's Papillons 
theme (Opus 2/1) with phrase-bar of the triple-metered
portion of the Grossvater theme, both apparently strong bars. 
The two themes continue out of supermetrical synchronization, 
with adjustments, variants, and thematic disintegration. 
Papillons extends through m. 68. Grossvater is recognizable 
through m. 66, and its harmony for a fresh repetition is 
recognizable through m. 68. The imitative distance, which is 
maintained, is six bars.

In Opus 9/21 another overlapping occurs, the Gross
vater theme combined with one of its own independently-devel
oped variants. Its interruption occurs into m. 51 (see Ex. 
E54) , which is phrase-bar j|̂ Il] of the already established 
variant. By m, 59 the interruption has prevailed upon the 
phraseology, and the overlapping ceases.

Overlapping of originally strong with originally 
weak bars occurs less often. A derivative of the Papillons 
theme of Opus 2 overlaps itself after one bar in Opus 6/3, 
m. 9 and 10 (Ex. E55); other overlapped entries occur at a 
distance of two bars where the supermetrical wrench is not 
so great (m. 15, 17; m. 23, 25; etc.). That same derivative 
is overlapped in its phrase-bar ^II] by phrase-bar ^ 3  
from a theme originally from Opus 9/19 (m. 47, shown in Ex.
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E56). The overlap is repeated in m. 55 with the bass main
taining ascendancy.

Changing meter to avoid changing accentual position 
Example E57 shows a one-bar meter change which 

preserves the metrical position of a rhythmic motif relative 
to strong and weak beats. This situation is the opposite of 
metrical repositioning, in which maintaining the meter changes 
the accentual placement of a rhythmic motif. The example is 
significant in its implications, which are discussed further 
in the "Findings" for this chapter.

Rhythmic modulation through metrical repositioning
The meter change shown at m. 25 in Example E58 at 

first accomplishes the same purpose as that in Example E57: 
it preserves the metrical placement of a rhythmic pattern. 
After the position of the pattern is established in the new 
duple meter, the position is reversed (m. 29) as the thematic 
norm for the movement. This example also is of particular 
value in determining Schumann's rhythmic intentions; it is 
discussed further in the "Findings."

Relation of Hemiolic Construction to Metrical Repositioning
Many hemiolic examples fulfil the structural criteria 

for overt metrical repositioning. Example E59 demonstrates 
the constructions involved. The bass pattern I ̂  J J I 
is established on the barbeats of m. 17 and 18. In this
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particular case intrinsic metrical repositioning is already 
functioning since the quicker motion is on the stronger beat, 
but this factor is immaterial to the hemiolic construction.
In the following two bars a truncation of the pattern, JTJ J , 
occurs three times consecutively, thus in three different 
metrical positions : I I J #7 J I . Are such hemioles
a sub-category of metrical repositioning? Example E59 would 
seem a typical, if rather mild, instance of metrical reposi
tioning if it were not for a widespread 20th-century perform
ance tradition concerning the inflection of hemioles. This 
tradition mandates that where hemiolic construction is found, 
inflection should follow the hemiolic construction rather 
than the notated metrical structure. Aurally, therefore, 
hemiolic inflection results in a meter change.

Inflection for metrical repositioning in general is 
discussed in the "Findings" below. But although many exanples 
of hemiolic construction show overt metrical repositioning, 
the investigator was reluctant to consider the subsuming of 
the entire category of hemioles into the other anomalous type 
before Schumann's treatment of hemioles should be isolated 
and analyzed. Therefore the establishment of hemiolic 
construction as a separate metrical anomaly was maintained, 
and the problem of hemiolic inflection postponed, until 
Schumann's hemiolic practice as a whole was examined in 
Chapter VIII.
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Findings
The compositional device of metrical repositioning is 

in evidence in Schumann's works from Opus 1 to the end of his 
production. It is a major reason for the impression of 
rhythmic-metric complexity in his music. It preserves thematic 
and motivic unity while avoiding the monotonous predictability 
of general metrical congruence. Though occasionally used as 
a formal or developmental factor, it is pervasive as a general 
unifier.

There are two forms of metrical repositioning, overt 
and intrinsic. The repositioning which overtly relocates 
motifs is more conspicuous both aurally and visually than is 
intrinsic repositioning.

Patterns for overt repositioning may fit metrical 
and supermetrical modular lengths evenly or unevenly. Their 
repositioning may occur consecutively, comparatively, or 
imitatively (overlapping); all three forms are well developed 
in Schumann's practice. Occasionally the harmonic progression 
or a rhythmic motto is the conspicuously repositioned factor, 
but the bulk of Schumann's overtly repositioned examples show 
melodic manipulation in passagework, in thematic construction, 
and in imitative textures involving metrically anomalous 
entries. There is also a large number of hemiolic examples, 
considered in detail in the next chapter. In the late works 
the device of overt repositioning becomes particularly prom
inent in thematic construction, especially in Opus 102 and 
Opus 131.
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Two forms of overt metrical repositioning are Schu
mann mannerisms. The first is the appearance of thematic 
material in both duple and triple metrical molds. Very 
seldom is only the metrical framework changed; there are 
usually adjustments in pitch and/or note values so that the 
procedure becomes an organic thematic metamorphosis. The 
second is stretto after one beat or after one bar, the most 
conspicuously anomalous repositioning on metrical and super- 
metrical levels. The fourth movement of Opus 47 in particu
lar is a tour de force of close stretto.

Intrinsic repositioning is a more subtle form of the 
same rhythmic-metrie procedures manifested in overt reposi
tioning. Intrinsic repositioning gives the initial presenta
tion of musical material a metrical character in contradiction 
to its "natural" conformation. It does not depend upon 
aural recognition of pattern repetition and consequent aural 
comparison with the earlier form. Schumann demonstrates in 
several cases his awareness of the nature of intrinsic 
repositioning by making a formal point of a pattern's later 
occurrence in a more normal placement.

Probing the question of the inflection of reposi
tioned patterns in Schumann's music may well begin with the 
general phenomenon of musical inflection. The rhythmic 
grouping of tones around points of accent in some ways 
parallels syllabic accentuation in words. A clause spoken 
as follows, for example, would be difficult to understand:
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"COMplete works for Plano soLO, eDITed According to manu
scripts and Personal reCOLLections BY ClaRA SchoMAnn."
Grouping around accent— "inflection"— is a basic condition 
for aural communication.

However, musical motifs, unlike polysyllabic words, 
have no single "correct" rhythmic shaping. The existence of 
a rhythmically "natural" inflection for a given motif does 
not in any way prevent its occurrence in anomalous rhythmic 
placement. Any given rhythmic pattern may fall in any 
metrical position; that is, any point in a motif is capable 
of becoming the accented spot as the organizational focus 
of the other components. This potentiality is the basis for 
the repositioning reported in this chapter.

Typically, in metrical music a preponderance of 
surface constructions are congruent with the metrical organ
ization. In these normal circumstances, metrical inflection 
is so basic to a musician's habit that it operates unremarked. 
Assumptions about the energy patterns of a metrical flow on 
several hierarchical levels shape comprehension of the motifs, 
and this comprehension is reflected in performance nuancing. 
Dynamic discretion is, of course, indispensable in accom
plishing this metrical focussing action. As Berry comments : 
"No meter at any level calls for crude, overt accentuation, 
except in parody; at no level is the analysis of metric 
structure to be understood as suggesting gratuitous intensi-
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1fication of any attack." But responsibility to inflect 
"correctly" a simple pattern such as this : | ^ is
easily carried out. And, whether in such a natural position 
or in a less natural position, the original form of a motif 
is inflected according to the conventions of metrical nota
tion. Metrical notation reflects metrical expectation, 
which in turn reflects metrical experience. Thus the char
acter of a motif is established not only mathematically but 
also aurally by the notation.

What happens to that character when a motif is reposi
tioned? There are two possibilities : that the established 
inflection is maintained, regardless of metrical position 
(like verbal accentuation, a solution which is also a possi
bility in music); or, that repositioning results in reinflec
tion according to the new metrical position (a musical 
possibility, but a verbal possibility only in the case of 
single syllable words which could intelligibly receive 
metrical emphasis or not). Can it be determined which of the 
alternatives was Schumann's intention? Not positively; but 
in the context of Schumann's use of the conventions of 
metrical notation in instrumental writing over a thirty-five 
year period, conjecture has a relatively reliable foundation.

There are literally thousands of passages in Schu
mann's writing where inconspicuous pattern repositioning

^Wallace Berry, Structural Functions in Music (Engle
wood Cliffs ; Prentice-Hall, 1976), p. 336. '
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results, in the opinion of the investigator, in automatic 
reinflection as the score is read in the aural imagination. 
Like the speaking of prose to Molière's Bourgeois Gentil
homme, basic metrical nuancing is an habitual presupposition 
to a musician, even for mildly non-congruent constructions. 
This mental action of inflecting and reinflecting can be 
demonstrated through Example E9b, where it would hardly be 
suggested that the E^-G-B^ broken triad should maintain its 
thetic rhythmic shape up the arpeggio because it began that 
way. On the contrary:

2 / 4  \ f f f  +  5 5 3

The mental action of reinflecting seems to give a 
twist or wrench to the pattern, causing it to be shaped or 
bent around a different note as main accent. The accents 
themselves are differentiated in a multi-level metrical 
hierarchy; hence there are multiple possibilities for reposi
tioning and for reinflection. Significantly, the musical 
imagination tends to conserve recognition of the original 
pattern despite the wrench of reinflection. The basic profile 
of the material does not cease to exist, since pitch contour 
and durational proportions remain; but these structures are 
inflected according to the new metrical placement. Pattern 
recognition is essential to the sense of rhythmic play experi
enced with the device.
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There is no evidence in Schumann's practice to 
suggest that any different process is taking place with more 
conspicuous repositioning, as in the material of Example 
E10b,y or as in the primary thematic use of the device in 
Example E2. The slurs in both examples and the staccatos in 
the latter encourage pattern recognition in the new metrical 
position, but do not challenge reinflection. In Schumann's 
practice in general, sometimes the change of nuance in reposi
tioning seems merely conciliatory, a mild accommodation of a 
motif's characteristic elements to their unfamiliar metrical 
position (Ex. E16b); sometimes the formal shape of a theme 
depends upon the reinflection (Exs. E34, E17); sometimes the 
effect is vigorous syncopation (Exs. E10b,y and E29); and 
sometimes saturation by a single motif appearing in many 
metrical positions makes the changing energy patterns of the 
metrical flow particularly noticeable (Exs. E18a and b show 
differentiation within the bar, while E20 displays super- 
metrical differentiation). In every case there occurs a 
counterpointing of metrical structure with other bases of 
structuring: pitch conformation, rhythmic figure, harmonic 
pattern, and so forth. Metrical inflection enhances and 
dramatizes the non-congruencies rising from repositioning.

Doubts however at times arise with some diacritical 
indications, dynamic markings that may seem to dispute the 
dominance of metrical inflection. For instance, in Example 
E8 should the patterns 0 1 Ji and 1 ^
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be read as rhythmic-metric equivalents to the ear? And in 
the intrinsically repositioned patterns of Example E29, did 
Schumann, out of consideration for the less sophisticated 
notational practice of his time, "put his barlines in the 
•wrong place" for the pianist, so that what he notated thus :

> >  ^
f-*f f ^ f  p I If
> >

should actually sound thus? _______

> > >
Should the doubt be extended to the initial occurrence of a
pattern? For instance, is Example E42 mis-barred from the
beginning?________________________________ _______

3 / 41 J Ju J731JZ3 J = JI J i-? JiTw \ J 7
V  ^

Carrying the assumption further, should overlapping meters be 
presumed for the canon in Example E41, thus:

3/4 / I  I h  r I I  1 ^  T
3/4 a ' c f

or perhaps even thus? ^ ^
2/4 | Z 7  J i t

2/4

Should Schumann have used an additive meter signature for 
Example E47, thus? 0̂— %̂

5/8 r j l j f i y .  or 5/8 J T 2  I f l  %
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These questions probe the relative strength of motif struc
ture or motif stress vis-à-vis metrical position as inflective 
agents in Schumann's notational practice.

In the judgement of the investigator, the rebarred 
alternatives above are not the rhythmic-metric equivalents of 
Schumann's published forms. Yet these situations do have a 
unique character as compared with routine metrical inflection 
of congruent material or compared with less striking examples 
of reinflection for repositioning. They seem to be palpable 
evidence of the functional difference between "accent" and 
"stress." Inflection, the grouping of a cluster of tones 
relative to a multi-level accentual frame, is a regional 
action. Stress, on the other hand, may reinforce any point 
in the rhythmic flow, whether more or less accented; it is a 
local action. This functional difference in turn casts doubt 
upon the supposition that metrical accent is the result merely 
of recurrent dynamic emphasis. This is a significant 
performance concern ; it is discussed in some detail in Chapter 
XI.

When Schumann's barring is respected as indicating 
the primacy of metrical inflection, stress marks aid in the 
pattern recognition which makes repositioning a rhythmic 
sport. Characteristic dynamic stresses do not destroy the 
metrical armature, though they often dramatize the friction 
of the pattern's new placement. A heightened friction is 
also felt with intrinsic repositioning, which gives a general
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impression of more precarious rhythmic balance, of greater 
intensity compared to more stable formations. Without 
metrical inflection (that is, with rebarring according to the 
more natural rhythmic placement) these structures would lose 
their sensation of risk and daring.

The actual effecting of metrical accent is not well 
understood.. It is discussed in more detail in Chapter XI. 
Again it must be emphasized that recommending metrical inflec
tion in no way advocates rude, vulgarized, or mechanical 
accentuation. Metrical nuancing can take place with the 
utmost delicacy; the influence of metrical organization does 
not result in forced outlining of the armature, nor does it 
compete with stresses on their own terms of dynamic level. 
Berry, in an analysis of accentual criteria, suggests "a 
variety of discreet ways" by which metrical structure may be 
made distinct.^

A different way of approaching the inflectional 
problems of repositioned patterns needs to be examined here.
It is sometimes proposed that the source of the sense of 
play with patterns inflected non-congruently with the meter 
(with aural meter change, in other words) is that established 
inflectional expectation is pleasantly thwarted for the 
listener, in whose mind the established metrical motion 
persists. This procedure is very like poetic metricality.

^Berry, pp. 336f.
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which is uni-linear and maintains the accepted accentuation 
of multi-syllabic words. Part of the rhythmic pleasure of a 
plastic line, say of iambic pentameter, is that the verbal 
accentuation does not slavishly follow the expected metrical 
organization. Thus in the final lines of Shakespeare's 
Sonnet #94:

W 1 W 1 w I IFor sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds;
«— V I V — It,Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.

the general metric pattern does not force "lilies" to be 
reinflected as liLIES. The rhythm of its foot is considered 
to be reversed, one of the common flexibilities found at the 
beginning of a line of iambic pentameter.

Several responses may be made to the application of 
this rhythmic solution to Schumann's music. The first is 
that a very limited amount of overt consecutive non-congruent 
metrical motion can occur without the original metrical 
expectation being lost, either in poetry or in music. The 
fundamental pattern needs constant refreshing if it is to be 
a referential structure. In addition, clear metrical 
reinflection in music is wholly convincing, even if it is 
preceded by a contrasting metrical scheme; the listener is 
more apt to accept the altered shaping as a meter change, 
than to continue to expect a nuancing which goes unaffirmed 
in the continuing motion. So the restriction of brevity is 
a fundamental restriction on the suggested procedure, and
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would exempt Schumann's repositioned passages of any length 
from effectively making use of such a reading (such as Ex. 
E43, extended metrically anomalous canon; and Ex. E51, 
extended supermetrically anomalous canon). Also, such a 
reading would not be applicable to passages which begin 
musical motion, for the anomaly would be taken as the norm 
(as in Exs. E9b, E14x, and E17). Furthermore, such a 
reading disregards the rhythmic whole in a texture where 
pattern repositioning occurs simultaneously with construc
tions continuing the established metrical motion (Exs. E2, 
Elba,y and El9a). Most important, applying the policy of 
-motif inflection over metrical inflection would wreak havoc 
with many of Schumann's passages which only become clear in 
their rhythmic intention if metrical inflection is honored. 
For instance, maintaining motif inflection would nullify 
the formal point made in the three-voice stretto of Example 
E32c; would make the main theme of Example E33 unintelli
gible and destroy the rhythmic denouement accomplished as 
rhe Introduction closes into the movement's Exposition; 
would make the duple/triple procedure shown in Example E37 
-meaningless; and would confuse the structural downbeat at 
the formal return shown in Example E50. In short, Schumann 
apparently does not intend aural meter change for motif 
^repositioning; he evidently does expect his barlines to 
-have an overt effect on the inflection of the musical 
material, whether that material is congruent or non-congruent
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with the meter. He has demonstrated that when the inflec
tion of a motif is to be preserved in a potentially non- 
congruent position, he will notate a meter change (Ex. E57).^ 
He has also demonstrated his deliberate reversal of estab
lished motif inflection, in Example E58; the reversal is 
accomplished through the inflectional demands of metrical 
notation.

Another approach may be appropriate to that rhyth
mic solution which advocates maintaining motif inflection 
while the "old meter runs in the mind." There is the 
possibility that a semantic confusion exists in this verbal
ization of what happens with the inflection of repositioned 
motifs. For instance, in Example E10b,y, the three-chord 
figure is patently the subject for some "rhythmic mischief," 
in Schauffler's phrase. A spirited reading of the three- 
bar phrase will probably emphasize the figure's repositioned 
beginnings :

2 / 4  I r m  \  X '

(>) (»)
and it may be thought that such a reading preserves the 
metrical shape of the motif in its new placements. Yet does

^His general use of meter change is discussed in 
Chapter IX.

2Schauffler, Florestan, p. 315.
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this in fact give the same effect as rebarring?

  (,>) c>)

The investigator suggests that, instead, the felt discrep
ancies between these two versions provide a further demon
stration of the difference between accent and stress. It 
is also conceivable that to say "During the repositionings, 
the old meter runs in the mind" is an attempt to describe 
the action of reinflection which has been so laboriously 
outlined above. Expressing the aural reality of music 
accurately is unavoidably difficult.

Schumann's assumption of metrical reinflection for 
metrical repositioning is sometimes the fundamental if 
transparent premise of a serious passage, and sometimes the 
basis for good-natured rhythmic foolery. T-Jhatever the 
affective character of these passages, there is no indica
tion in his scores that he expected motif inflection to 
dominate metrical inflection. So, with the question of 
hemiolic inflection held in abeyance until Chapter VIII, 
the investigator concludes that the device of metrical 
repositioning in Schumann's usage indicates the primacy for 
inflective purposes of differentiated metrical organization. 
The metrical inflection of metrically non-congruent patterns 
enhances the conflict of constructions, increasing the sense 
of tension or complexity in such passages.



CHAPTER VIII 

REPORT ON HEMIOLIC CONSTRUCTION

Hemiolic construction is a major component of Schu
mann's anomalous rhythmic-metric practice. This anomalous 
type is characterized by surface motivic construction which 
contradicts the expected metrical grouping of six impulses. 
Examples for this chapter are found in Volume II, Appendix 
F.

By far the more frequent form in Schumann's writing 
shows three duple inner groups where two triple inner groups 
were expected (hemiole). However, the other possibility, 
two triple inner groups where three duple groups were 
expected, does occur (reverse hemiole). Example Fla shows 
hemiolic construction; Fib shows reverse hemiolic construc
tion.

In unanimous hemiolic construction, all strands of 
the texture exhibit the anomalous division (Ex. Fla). In 
a partial hemiole, one or more strands of the texture main
tain the expected division, in structural contradiction to 
the anomaly (Ex. Fib).

To simplify recognition of hemioles in the examples
and in measure references, hemiolic construction is marked
with gapped brackets, thus ; F" . These brackets

177
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indicate where the span of six occurs, in either hemiole or 
reverse hemiole. The groups within the hemiolic matrix are 
marked with brackets, thus : fn nrTl (hemiole) or 
(reverse hemiole). These inner groupings may or may not 
exactly contain the motivic gesture of the rhythmic patterns, 
just as the hemiolic gesture often does not exactly equal 
the bracketed hemiolic matrix.

Bases for Anomalous Inner Grouping
Hemioles are constructed both with overtly reposi

tioned patterns and with less obvious anomalously grouped 
material. Schumann's hemioles show a preponderance of 
conspicuous repositioning.

Repetitive patterns
It is usually a complex of factors, not just one, 

which draws attention to hemiolic grouping. Only the most 
salient features of inner division are listed here; they 
are sometimes supported, sometimes opposed by other aspects 
of the structure.

Repeated rhythmic motif (Ex. F2)
Repeated harmonic progression (Ex. F3)
Repeated register change pattern (Ex. F4)
Unanimous sequences (Ex. F5)
Oblique wedge formation (Ex. F6)
Two-note slurs, hemiole beginning on 

the barbeat (Ex. F7)
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Two-note slurs, hemiolic melody beginning 
with the second inner group (Ex. F8)

These repetitions need not be carried through exactly. In 
Example F9a, the second and third inner groups of the 
melodic sequence are contiguous, forming one scale line, 
while the first includes an harmonic embellishment which is 
not replicated. Furthermore, it is the harmonic rhythm 
which separates the third inner group from the second.Never
theless the hemiolic effect is strong. In a cadential 
variant of this hemiole. Example F9b shows the third inner 
group of the melodic sequence inverted, with melodic short
ening ; the harmonic rhythm also moves more quickly in the 
third inner group. Schumann in one case cast as a hemiole 
the motto in falling fifths which was always a message to 
Clara; see Example FIO, m. 86-87.

Less obvious anomalous grouping
It is more difficult to categorize these hemioles; 

each occurrence sets its own pattern. Often the common 
factor is simply sonority onset at the hemiolic time inter
val. Sometimes the accompaniment of such a melody will 
show repositioned pitch patterns.

Harmonic movement with each inner group (Ex. Fll) 
Scalewise melody, beginning with a consonance (Ex. F12) 
Scalewise melody, beginning with a dissonance (Ex. F13)
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Hemiolic melodic profile with
arpeggiated accompaniment shift (Ex. F14)

A particular hemiolic profile occurs again and 
again, an archetypal hemiole in melodic-rhythmic structure. 
There are numerous variables in its harmonic treatment, 
phrase placement, and articulative rests. A simple form is 
shown in Example F15. Schumann uses this pattern so 
frequently that it constitutes a mannerism. It is discussed 
more fully under that heading.

Variety in Formal Treatment
Schumann's hemioles are not restricted to any parti

cular formal area; The circumstance of hemiolic potential 
is simply triple metrical division— of the bar, of the beat, 
or of the half-beat.

Hemioles to begin
Historically, hemioles have most often been a 

change in metrical motion already under way; however, Schu
mann does not hesitate to begin either a short piece or a 
substantial symphonic movement with hemiolic motion.
Example F14 shows unanimous hemioles to begin, and Example 
F13 shows partial hemioles to begin. In both cases the 
hemioles are thematic.
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Hemioles in relation to the cadence
A hemiole may close into the cadential tonic (Ex.

F3), or may precede an embellishing cadence, then a full 
cadence (Ex. F15). The hemiolic construction may occur 
within the cadential tonic harmony itself (Ex. F17). The 
hemiolic length may coincide with cadential chords I6-Vy-I 
(Ex. FIS), or with Il6-Vy-I (Ex. F19). A specific division 
of this category is the Polonaise cadence, in which the 
tonic is delayed until the second half of the third hemiolic 
inner group (Ex. F20). The Polonaise cadence is discussed 
as a lilt formation in Chapter IV. The waltz caesura cadence, 
with its upbeats into the following phrase, is also a form 
of lilt and of hemiolic construction. In this construction 
the cadence is accomplished at the beginning of the second 
inner group (Ex. F21).

Expansions of the hemiolic pattern
The boundaries of a hemiolic gesture are not neces

sarily the six units of its basic metrical module. There 
may be an upbeat into each inner division (Ex. F5); or the 
hemiolic matrix may be preceded by a complete anomalous 
grouping which is an upbeat, as in Examples F22 (hemiole) 
and F23 (reverse hemiole). There may be an extra anomalous 
group following the hemiolic matrix, as in Examples F24 
(solo piece) and F25 (ensemble piece). There may be two 
added anomalous groups (Ex. F26). In this particular
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case, the additional groups break the metrical framework, 
creating a bar of unacknowledged 4/4 meter in the otherwise 
3/4 progress. In one case, a hemiolic passage has both an 
extra upbeat group and an extra afterbeat group, shown in 
Example F27.*

Hemioles of less than a bar in length
The full hemiolit pattern may span less than a bar 

but more than a beat (Ex. F28). Each of these hemioles has 
an appended extra anomalous group as well.

Consecutive hemioles
Although isolated hemioles do occur in Schumann's 

writing, it is more common for him to repeat hemiolic 
construction consecutively for a conspicuous length of time. 
Example F29 shows twelve consecutive hemioles.

Hemioles metrically out of phase
The hemiole usually begins with a strong beat; there

fore it is usual for hemiolic construction which is the 
length of a bar to occur between barlines, that is, to be in 
phase metrically. However, this is not always the actuality. 
The accompaniment of Schumann's étude on Paganini's Caprice 
#2 features many hemioles crossing the barline, one of 
which is shown in Example F30. Another example of crossing 
the barline with hemiolic construction (Ex. F31) shows the 
hemiole as counter-melody to an established fugue subject.
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Hemioles supermetrically out of phase
The hemiole normally begins with a strong bar:

Phrase-bars III - flS not fill - [îlîl

When the hemiole begins with a weak bar, it is ont of phase 
supermetrically. A substantial number of Schumann's hemioles 
are placed thus out of phase with the supermetrical struc
ture. Example F32 shows a typical case:

[ii] - [iig
r* nm. 10 - 11 *

Example F27 is also out of phase, as follows :

M  M
r  “1 r  1m.' 28 - 29, ‘ * 30 - 31

Example F33 shows an out of phase hemiolic pattern in a 
canonic piece. See the soprano :

D 3  -  B i D

m.^6 - 7 "^

When the tenor, following at the interval of a bar, begins
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the hemiole, it is in phase:

m.

[jif] - (iv)
n  - r >

Overlapped hemioles
As shown in the preceding example, some out of phase 

hemioles occur in the course of overlapping hemiolic construc
tion, in rhythmic stretto. With these overlapped hemioles, 
the interior groups are not synchronized vertically. The 
imitating hemiole begins at the mid-point of the initial 
hemiole, and one or the other is necessarily out of phase.

Example F33 has shown overlapped hemioles in strict 
imitative writing, but the structure more normally occurs 
as brief developmental imitation in a piece of lyric char
acter (Ex. F34):

m. r  13 I T  14 15 “i
L. JU Jl__x

Schumann’s sketch for Opus 97/1^ shows a similar 
thematic imitation beginning in m. 58 in a voice which was 
not retained for the final version but whose rhythm is still 
visible, both in m. 61 and in the imitation of the second 
phrase by winds from m. 63f.

^Roesner, v. 1, pp. 211-12, 225-26; v. 2, p. 6.
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In the examples of overlapped hemioles found in the 
searches, the initiating hemiole is out of phase half the 
time. Schumann evidently felt that either supermetrical 
position was adequate to establish a phrase for imitation.

Thematic and non-thematic hemioles
When a theme begins with a hemiole, hemiolic char

acter is necessarily prominent in that piece. Initial 
thematic hemioles are shown in Examples F13, F14, F15, and 
F8. What may seem to be a thematic hemiole in Example Fll, 
m. 205-212 (solo part), is in reality a developmental 
variant of the lilt formation of the theme's inception, 
shown with its upbeats into m. 189 (orchestral strings). 
Thematic reverse hemiole beginning a piece saturated with 
the device is shown in Example F35. Another conspicuous 
occurrence of reverse hemiole at the beginning of a movement 
is found in Example F36.

However, a hemiole may occur somewhat later in a 
theme and still constitute an intrinsic part of the thematic 
material. Such non-initial thematic hemioles are shown in 
Examples F37, F38, F39, and F40.

Hemiolic elements may be strong from the beginning 
although not part of the melody, as in m, 1-2 and 5-6 of 
Example F41. Also, hemiolic elements may be absent at the 
beginning but figure strongly in developmental areas, as in 
Example F34.
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On the other hand, hemiolic construction may appear 
almost incidentally, not greatly influencing the rhythmic 
character of a movement, as of Opus 17/III in which Example 
F12 appears.

Hemiolic waltz bass variants
In some cases Schumann avoids the cliche of a waltz 

accompaniment pattern by resorting to hemiolic construction. 
Opus 9/1 shows a particular concentration of these maneuvers. 
A few of those strategies are shown in Example F42, including 
the rare slant hemiole of F42c and d.

Special Cases

Hemiolic heterophony
Occasionally a hemiolic accompaniment pattern will 

follow a melody in a way reminiscent of hétérophonie tech
niques, though less random. Schumann wrote two variants of 
the passage shown in Example F43a, both involving alternative 
beat divisions, with the hétérophonie treatment of the 
theme intact (Ex. F43b and c).

Nested hemioles
Nested hemiolic construction occurs when a hemiole 

contains within itself two or more quicker hemioles. Thou^ 
the phenomenon is not frequent in Schumann's writing.
Example F44 is not a unique instance. The construction
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may be outlined as follows. The first six eighth notes in 
the right hand part of m. 20 and of m. 24 constitute the 
matrix for hemiolic construction. Their pitch pattern 
contradicts the metrical frame of triplets:

written J J IJ 1 a metrically J T T l  JTlJ  ^ J more normal \ ̂  I •
^ ^ alternative / ^Uj LJ L-1   _

The hemiolic pattern is repeated twice, forming three 
consecutive hemioles in eighth notes in m. 20-21 and again 
in m. 24-25. Simultaneously, the six quarter-note beats of 
m. 20-21 and of m. 24-25 also constitute the matrix for 
hemiolic construction. In the eighth notes, their pitch 
pattern contradicts the 3/4 metrical armature:

written

I, ' J  \

a metrically 
more normal 
alternative

Thus three complete hemioles are seen to be nested inside
*1 f* Tone large hemiolic construction, in m. 20-21 and in m.
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Brief cadential meter change following a hemiole
The cadential area is often the site of Schumann’s

anomalous procedures. In two instances (Exs. F45 and F46),
a pre-I6 hemiole in 3/4 closes into duple meter before 

4
coming to rest on tonic in a resumed 3/4. The eight
quarter-notes of duple meter make two bars of C in Example
F45, but four bars of 2/4 in Example F46. In both cases,
the interpolated meter is entirely contained within the
phrase. Such rhythmic embellishment supports Schumann’s
harmonic embellishment of the standard cadential chords.
But from the standpoint of rhythmic gesture the inserts of
differing metrical organization function differently in
these two examples.

In Example F45 the meter change is accomplished
through ^0 = ^  . This results in a symmetrical eight-
bar phrase into the cadence (m. 84 into 190), with C =
2 + 2 .  The duple metrical division creates a slowing of 
4 4
motion into the cadential tonic.

Example F46 is especially significant in that the 
meter change is for the purpose of accomplishing true 
hemiolic inflection. The quarter note remains stable into 
the meter change. The third of the new duple groupings has 
a written-out augmentation. Schumann might have notated
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w. ISb l»7 1994-191 110

2/4 I J l ̂  4 t Ĵ TI I 7 j.

H  Z ?  %
Hemiolic Mannerism: A Characteristic Pattern

A certain pattern of rhythm in a melodic phrase is 
found often in Schumann's music, so often as to be appar
ently a favored structuring of triple motion to which he 
turned easily and habitually (Ex. F15). The pattern involves 
grouping by twos within a triple framework, and is clearly 
related to hemiolic construction, though the harmony and 
other factors may reinforce or may contradict the hemiolic 
formation.

A simple form of the pattern is shown in Example 
F47 in 3/4:

3/4 1 cJ ^ W  j ^ I as in Op. 21/7, m. 7-8 (F47)

Example F48, in 6/8, shows the pattern used three times 
consecutively:

6/8 I J J 7 1  I as in Op. 28/2, m. 5-6f (F48)

A relative equivalency of two bars of 3/4 to one bar of 6/8 
(or other structural parallels) is assumed. For easier 
pattern identification, subsequent figures are given in 3/4.

The sense of upbeat into the following material may
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be heightened by dotting which is followed by the quickest 
motion leading across the barline :

3/4 I J  I# J* as in Op. 9/19, m. 1-2 (F49) ;Op. 97/1, m. 1-2 (F14) ; and
Op. 54/III, m. 205-206f (Fll)

The articulation in sound may vary. Three variants 
are shown :

3/4 I J  I > J J I as in Op. 12/2, m. 2, 4 (F40)

3/4 I i V j vj^l as in Op. 9/19, m. 57-58f (F50)

3/4 I  ̂ I  ̂ *̂ #̂ 1 as in Op. 54/XII, into m. 189-
190f (Fll)

If the pattern is considered as the three inner 
groups of a hemiole,

r  -I
I j  ;  u  ;  J I

I 1 :--------- 1

®  @  ®
then a further variance is found in the specific division 
of the hemiole which begins the melodic phrase. The melody 
may begin:

with the 1st inner group
3/4 1 e) ̂ U  J. J^l as in Op. 9/19, m. l-2f (F49) ̂ and in Op. 97/1, m. l-2f (B51)
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with the 2nd inner group
3/4 j j J I d as in Op. 12/4, into m. 61-64 (F51)

with the 3rd inner group
3/4 J. J’l J  ^ t J as in Op. 54/IXI, into m. 229,^  into m. 231 (F52)

Another variant involves the possibility of the 
pattern's division between two phrases, so that its first 
bar, as the third bar of the supermetrical phrase structure, 
falls into a lilt, and its second bar is an upbeat bar:

Ijl5 - jjv] - [l] or fvj
3/4 I c) J IV J. j'l as in Op. 124/4, m. 3-4, 5-6 (F53)

In a few cases, the pattern itself cadences, as 
shown in the Polonaise cadence of Example F54:

3/4 I j  j l j  } } II as in Op. 120/XII, Trio, 
w  m. 111^-112^ (F54)

The apotheosis of waltz rhythm, as exploited in 
Ravel's La Valse in the 20th century (Ex. F55), shows partic
ularly clearly in Schumann's characteristic pattern of 
Example F56:

3/4 J'l J J as in Op. 109/8, S° RH, into
m. 59, 61, 63 etc. (F56)
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An openwork variant of the pattern, which has short 
upbeats to both second and third inner groups,is found in 
Example F57, twelve times consecutively in the Seconde 
part, m. 39-64.

3/8

In Example F58, the simple basic pattern first forms 
a suspension upon its tied-over barbeat (into m. 40— see 
the Bassoon part, with F on the first beat), but four bars 
later it only implies a suspension (into m. 44).

Other occurrences of this pervasive melodic/rhythmic 
pattern have been shown in Examples F16 (m. 106-107); F20; 
F21; F30; F34; F37; F38; F39; F40; and F44 (soprano, m. 16- 
17). In addition, the pattern is suggested between bass 
and tenor voices of Example F29, m. 88-91, and m. 94-99; 
then in the alto melody, m. 106-109.

Relation to other anomalous types
The characteristic structural pattern discussed in 

this section is basically hemiolic, but the examples show 
the influence of all but one of the six investigative types. 
Only consistent metrical displacement is not represented.

The empty barbeat and the lilt are often found 
together in the characteristic pattern, the barbeat rest 
(or sometimes an almpst empty barbeat) punctuating the
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lilt formation:

^  ?3/4 I J j  I Y J. «T I F53 - Lilts m. 3, 5; m. 4, 6
U )

• i
3/4 I J  V J I ^ J  I F21 - Lilt m. 24, ^  m. 25^ 

f f A

6/8 I J  ^  7 1 F40 - Lilt and ̂  , m. 2, 4
(A3

3/4 I j  # I J # J I F54 - Lilt tied over ( A 3  into
. a Polonaise cadence, m. 111^-

(A / 112^; lilt tied over,
cadencing after the charac-

(A3
or

6 / 8 1 ; i  n \
(A)

teristic pattern, m. 110 -
lll^i

r s
6/8 I Jl J I F37 - Tied-over lilt, violin

m. 2, 5; piano m. 7

n s
3/4 Ic^ ^ I ̂  ^ # I F49 - Tied-over lilt, m. 1-2
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Harmonie anticipation may occur within the second 
inner group of the pattern : with many repetitions, as in 
Example D86, into m. 60 etc.; with emphasis by a sudden 
dynamic drop on the barbeat, as in Example F59, m. 21-22; 
or with sf on the anticipation itself, as in Example F60, 
m. 159-60. Implied suspension is found within the second 
inner group in Example F16, into m. 105 and 107.

Metrical repositioning is apparent in the partial 
hemioles of Examples F22, F13, and Fib; the unanimous 
hemioles of Examples Fla, F5, and F27; and the nested 
hemioles of Example F44, m. 20-21, 24-25. Metrical reposi
tioning is particularly noticeable in overlapped hemioles, 
as in Example F34, m. 13-14-15, and also in metrically out 
of phase hemioles, as in Example F30, into m. 36.

In the instances above, the rhythmic formulation of 
the characteristic pattern, once manifested thematically, 
is stable. There is one of Schumann's themes, however, 
which shows an unique flux of rhythmic construing. In 
Theme II of Opus 54/III, the characteristic pattern is used 
initially as a thematic harbinger (shown in Ex. F61a) in 
the transition passage leading to the theme itself:

r% -1
3/4 I o . J 1 J J J ( F61a - Solo piano LH, m. 181- I '— " 82, 183-84
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The hemiolic construction is counteracted by the pitch 
contour of the solo piano RH, which peaks mid-hemiole. The 
theme itself is first presented in the strings, beginning 
with the upbeats of the third inner-group of the pattern:

. • •

3/4 J. J ^ J i ^  F6lb - strings, into m, 189
and alternate bars thereafter

The first bar of the pattern is an openwork lilt, followed 
by an empty barbeat. This is La Valse form of the pattern 
(Exs. F55 and F56). It is repeated eight times, without, 
however, any upbeats leading into the piano soloist’s 
version of the theme, its ninth appearance.

With this solo entrance the articulative style 
becomes sustained; the swell into the barbeat at mid-hemiole 
(into m, 206) suggests that the middle inner group of the 
unanimous hemioles are propulsive, upbeat to downbeat within 
themselves, certainly no longer lilts.

3/4 I J iJ F61c - solo piano, m. 205-206 .etc.
bass: b a# g#

These swelling passing chords and the sustained style help 
to call attention to the three-note falling scale motif 
which is prominent in this theme. This motif, binding the 
bass of m. 205-206, the soprano of m. 207-208, etc., is 
actually the monotheme of the concerto as a whole (see Op.
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54/1, m. 4).
Metrical repositioning is particularly noticeable 

in the piano part of the succeeding passage, where the 
orchestra reverts to the lilt form of the theme (Ex. F61d). 
This piano figuration creates almost empty barbeats where 
the original presentation had wholly empty barbeats (m. 190 
cf. m. 214).

Schumann's adroit development of this thematic 
rhythmic pattern continues in m. 229-31 etc., where the 
sustained form is followed by the filled-in lilt form in 
the same phrase (Ex. F61e):

3/4 1 J'l j jju ii-u ; I
In a development of this theme, the two-beat upbeat pattern 
of the theme gives rise to slant harmony, as shown in 
Example C50 and discussed on p. 98. The openwork lilt form 
of the theme is heard developmentally in the orchestra 
(Ex. C50, into m. 255 and following).

Schumann's treatment of this theme from Opus 54/III 
illustrates rhythmic mutability for a single theme, as his 
treatment of the characteristic pattern shows rhythmic muta
bility for a single construction. It is apparent that the 
characteristic rhythmic pattern has a range of latencies, 
all to some extent anomalous, which Schumann uses either
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consistently or mutably.

The Inflection of Hemiolic Constructions^
On the basis of construction alone, hemioles are a 

sub-division of the category of metrical repositioning, and 
they include both overt and intrinsic forms. Yet a perform
ance tradition of some standing, which requires a hemiole 
to be inflected according to its own construction thereby 
countermanding the notated meter, must be probed. This 
tradition of hemiolic inflection may seem to be confirmed 
by the cases of hemiolic stress marks, sforzandos,circum
flexes, etc. as in Examples F62 and F29, which call ready 
attention to the anomalous construction. However, in Schu
mann’s hemiolic ^vriting there are factors, both formal and 
diacritical, which contradict hemiolic grouping and suggest 
metrical inflection instead.

Indications of formation or position
Certain aspects of Schumann's formation of hemioles 

and his placement of them in the metrical or supermetrical 
framework have a bearing on the question of inflection.

It has been assumed throughout this investigation 
of the intended inflection for Schumann's hemiolic construc
tions that the alternatives are either hemiolic inflection 
or metrical inflection; a musical texture presents a unified 
rhythmic Gestalt. A divided inflection for a divided 
texture is theoretically a possibility, but only in ensemble 
music. This is demonstrated and discussed in its relation 
to Schumann’s music in Chapter XI.
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Metrical factors in partial hemioles. The existence 
of partial hemioles is in itself a significant factor. If 
Schumann had written only unanimous hemioles, the question 
of inflection would have been less complex and possibly more 
difficult to reconstruct at a century's distance. But the 
proportion of partial hemioles in his writing is large 
compared to the number of unanimous hemioles. In the texture 
of a partial hemiole, those elements which make it partial 
are the elements which reinforce the notated meter.

Accompaniment patterns reinforce the meter :
- the accompaniment divides the 6/8 bar into

halves in Example F40, m. 5 and 6
- the viola pitch pattern repeats with each

bar in Example F63, m. 153-56
- the accompaniment divides the 6/8 bar into

halves, even though mid-bar is marked by
a rest, in Example F37, m. 2, 5, and 7

- the waltz-like accompaniment pattern repeats
in each bar in Example F64

- the bass marks each barbeat, while a bar-
long rhythmic pattern occurs in the
melody, in Example F56, m. 59-60

Pitch climax reinforces meter :
- accompaniment patterns reach their height

at mid-hemiole in Examples F65, m. 8;
F66, barbeat of m. 8; and F61a, barbeat
of the Piano RH, m. 182 and 184
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Melodic sequences reinforce meter:
- the bar-long sequenced pattern of the melody in 

Example F67, m. 5 and 6, contradicts the 
hemiolic accompaniment

Harmonic rhythm reinforces meter :
- the harmony changes at mid-hemiole, half-way

through the second interior group, in Example 
F19, barbeat of m. 8

- a suspension occurs at each mid-hemiole of
a series in Example F34

Static harmony in unanimous hemioles. A certain 
number of Schumann's unanimous hemiolic formations have no 
root change whatsoever to reinforce the hemiolic grouping, 
as in Examples F49 and F68. Harmonic change is a powerful 
hemiolic factor, and its absence dilutes the sense of non
congruency in this anomalous construction.

Placement of hemioles in relation to the bar. The 
"normal" hemiolic matrix is usually two bars, one bar, or 
half a bar long, positioned clearly within its metrical 
frame. In these positions the question of inflection is 
the question of whether or not to honor the alternative 
groupings (three duplets where two triplets were expected, 
or vice versa). But Schumann occasionally places hemioles 
where their alternative inflection would be a major disrup
tion to the rhythmic flow. For example, in Example F30, 
into m. 36, a hemiole crosses the barline, resulting in the 
barbeat falling at mid-hemiole. In another instance.
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Example F69, the onset of the hemiole is ambiguous. Hemiolic 
inflection begun on the second beat of m. 54 would throw 
the balance of the passage into confusion. The hemiole in 
Example F28 spans two beats of a three-beat bar; even more 
anomalously, these are the second and third beats.

Placement of hemioles in relation to the supermetri
cal structure. The existence of supermetrically out of 
phase hemioles (see p. 183) calls hemiolic inflection into 
question, since the phrase structure will supply a sense of 
downbeat at the mid-point of the second hemiolic inner 
grouping.

Also significant is Schumann's use of overlapping 
hemioles (see p. 184), since the onset of the second hemiolic 
pattern itself counteracts the alternative inflection. Of 
Schumann's stretto hemioles, some begin in phase and some 
begin out of phase; there seems to be no preference. This 
apparently indicates that to the composer the whole hemiolic 
stretto construction is subject to metrical inflection as a 
matter of course.

In examples of overlapping hemioles, Example F33 
shows the soprano beginning out of phase in a canonic piece; 
Example F34 shows the out of phase bass as follower in the 
imitation; in Example F70 the out of phase bass leads into 
the stretto.

Example F71 is somewhat more complex. The out of 
phase hemiole in the melody is accompanied by two-bar
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motivic phrases which overlap at one-bar intervals, a 
strongly metrical inflectional clue.

Slant hemioles. Usually Schumann's overlapped 
hemioles have the same material in leader and in follower. 
However, in Example F72 the overlapped hemioles are of 
completely different rhythmic profile and function, one 
melodic, the other a manipulation of the waltz bass pattern. 
Such overlapped hemioles are in fact slant hemioles. They 
would have no congruent equivalencies in sixes, were they 
to be given hemiolic inflection. It is likely that metrical 
inflection prevails.

Meter change for hemiolic inflection. In Example 
F46 Schumann uses hemiolic material consecutively under two

r* "1different meter signs. The unanimous hemioles of m.* 180-81 
and m.* 184-85 are in 3/4 meter. The hemiole of m. 
rîsô-187-188+189^is in 2/4, a bar for each inner division 
with the third division augmented, a written out ritard.
If m.^80-181^andrÎ84-185^were inflected according to their 
hemiolic construction, there would have been no need to 
change meter for m. 186-189; the score could have remained 
in 3/4 notated as follows :

3/4 II J .
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That Schumann did not notate it thus, but changed meter for 
just one of the hemiolic constructions, points strongly to 
an assumption that he expected metrical inflection to be 
maintained in all cases, whether the construction be congru
ent or not.

Rhythmic momentum relative to hemiolic construction. 
By performance tradition, much of the effect of rhythmic 
refreshment with hemiolic inflection is the result of estab
lished metrical momentum pulling against the brief hemiolic 
occasion. Three factors in Schumann's hemiolic practice 
are relevant to the question of momentum.

First, Schumann is not sparing of consecutive 
hemioles. The construction is a characterizing, not a 
contrasting construction in many cases. Of unanimous 
consecutive hemioles, the following are prominent examples :

Op. 16/5 m. 86-109 12 hemioles (see Ex. FIG
and F29,
continuous
examples)

Op. 21/3 m. 103-138 18 hemioles (a portion
shown in Ex. 
F73)

Op. 63/11 m. 38-43 4 hemioles (see Ex. D46)
Op. 85/9 m. 39-62 12 hemioles (portion shown

in Ex. F57)
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Of partial consecutive hemioles, the following are prominent 
examples :

Op. 6/6

Op. 12/1

Scherzo, 
Anh. Op.14

Op. 28/2 

Op. 109/8

m. 28-39

m. 1-36

m. 39-74
m. 77-88

m. 64-71
m. 80-91
m. 96-103
m. 5-15

m. 59-70

12 hemioles

36 hemioles

36 hemioles 
12 hemioles

8 hemioles 
6 hemioles 
4 hemioles
11 hemioles 
+ overlap
6 hemioles

(end of this 
passage shown 
in Ex. F5)
(beginning 
shown in Ex. 
F13)

(see Ex. F43)

(portion shown 
in Ex. F34)
(beginning 
shown in Ex. 
F56)

In addition, there is the almost total saturation of the 
478 bars of the original Presto of Opus 22 with hemiolic 
formations, some unobtrusive, some predominant (portion 
shown in Ex. F41),

Second, Schumann is willing to begin rhythmic move
ment with the hemiolic anomaly. Already cited are these 
examples ;

Op. 9/19 unanimous hemiole (Ex. F49)
Op. 12/1 partial hemiole (Ex. F13)
Presto,
Anh. Op. 22
Op. 68/15
Op. 97/1

partial hemiole 
unanimous hemiole 
unanimous hemiole

(Ex. F41) 
(Ex. F15) 
(Ex. F14)
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Third, Schumann writes hemioles which have the 
briefest possible establishment of the normal metrical 
motion— a quarter note upbeat plus the barbeat. This oddity 
is seen in

Op. 6/10 reverse hemiole (Ex. F35)
Op. 120/1 reverse hemiole (Ex. F36)

In the first case above, the intent of the quarter note 
upbeat, otherwise enigmatic, seems to be to signal that 
the rhythmic organization is indeed in 3/4, in spite of non
congruencies. In the latter case, furthermore, the upbeat 
is all-tied across the barline, hardly a momentum-estab
lishing procedure.

If differing hemiolic and metrical inflections were 
maintained with extended passages of consecutive hemioles, 
the long-term repetition would dull the contrast. Similarly, 
to begin with an anomaly does not present it in an anomalous 
light. Nor is metrical refreshment accomplished with the 
norm scarcely declared before the differing metrical organ
ization sets in. In these three ways Schumann's practice 
regarding rhythmic momentum seems to support general metrical 
inflection.

Diacritical indications
In addition to the constructional indications 

discussed above, a variety of inflectional clues are found
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in the score notation.

Mid-hemiole emphasis. A mark of dynamic emphasis in 
any strand of the texture at the exact mid-point of a 
hemiole (half-way through the second inner group for a 
standard hemiole, upon the middle of the second group of 
three for a reverse hemiole) reinforces the metrical frame
work. Such emphasis is a reminder of metrical inflection, 
and suggests highlighting of the non-congruency by util
izing both stress and accent in a metrical inflection of 
hemiolic material. Examples are given of various accent 
markings found at mid-anomaly :

f Ex. F40, m. 5, 6
sf Ex. F65, m. 8
A V  Ex. F74, m. 10
/ysy Ex. F75, m, 778

—****** Ex. Fla, m. 38 to 39
Ex. F61c, m. 205-206
Ex. F36, m. 2, 3 (reverse hemiole)

sf Ip Ex. F59, m. 21-22 (emphasis by sudden
^ 2̂  dynamic drop: "reverse" emphasis)

>  Ex. F73, m. 123-26 etc.

Slurs marking half-hemioles. Slurs marking half- 
hemiole lengths reinforce the meter rather than the 
hemiolic construction, as in Example F57 in the Primo part, 
m. 39-40.
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Bowings. À strongly anti-hemiolic bowmark is shown 
in Example B27a, m, 189, 191, etc. It binds the first and 
third beats under one stroke, as a lilt. See also Example 
F61d. The construction is thematic and permeates the 
section. In another instance. Example D46, m. 39, 41, etc., 
the bowing articulation in violin and 'cello counteracts 
hemiolic inflection by emphasizing the barbeats in mid- 
hemiole .

Lack of hemiolic highlighting. Throughout the era 
of metrical music, to change the inflective organization 
within a bar from the prevailing metrical motion is no 
light matter. Some diacritical indication to support the 
performer's recognition of the anomalous construction might 
be expected. Yet in many cases Schumann lends the hemiolic 
pattern no specific diacritical support.

This is particularly obvious in Opus 97/1, whose 
opening is shown in Example F14. The main thematic material 
is hemiolic and begins immediately in m. 1-2. There are 
only twenty measures free from hemiolic construction before 
Theme II enters in m. 95. Yet the first >  on the second 
inner group of the pattern does not occur until m. 49-50; 
the first £f in a similar place occurs in m. 113, after the 
appearance of Theme II; the first circumflexes outlining 
each note of the main theme come in m. 157-58 (Ex. F60).
Even at the recapitulation, m. 411-12, there are no dynamic
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marks to emphasize the hemiolic formation.

Use of stress markings. Schumann's stress marks are 
variable in relation to the metrical framework and in rela
tion to hemiolic construction. Example F76 shows several 
kinds of rhythmic highlighting with >  ; in m. 63-66, >
marks the second member of triple division, metrical 
construction; in m. 67-68, the duple hemiolic strides are 
emphasized; in m. 69-70, with the same construction as in 
the two previous bars, the main metrical beats are empha
sized. In the slant hemioles shown in Example F42c, every 
beat of each bar carries extra stress in the LH. In an 
already displaced hemiole shown in Example F30, a circumflex 
marks the second hemiolic inner group, which here comes as 
upbeat to the barbeat. In Example F14 the stresses fall on 
hemiolic afterbeats, the middle one of which is on a 
metrical downbeat, until the cadence bar, m. 397.

In short, the stress mark in itself is not a reli
able guide to overall inflection. It is used to emphasize 
upbeats as well as to re-emphasize points of metrical accent. 
The stress mark does not create inflection.

Use of beaming. Schumann beams hemioles, which are 
by definition metrically non-congruent constructions, both 
metrically and non-metrically. His beaming practice in 
general is discussed in Chapter IX. Three examples of 
metrical beaming with hemiolic construction are shown.
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Example F5 shows metrical beaming for a hemiole with an 
upbeat into each inner group:

"Tln.sq “ I
6/8 p  1 «' i ) m  I J

In Example F22 metrical beaming divides the middle inner 
group with its hemiolic broken octaves :

r.
6/8

The figurational passage whose beginning is shown in Example 
F61d is beamed metrically while slurs show its hemiolic 
construction (solo piano, RH):

fîn. 3.(3 ~1
3/4 1 j ; ; J J J I j T T T T l  i

Non-metrical beaming draws visual attention to the 
non-congruent construction. Sometimes there is no diacrit
ical stress marking at the mid-point of the second inner 
group, as in Example F29:

3/4 i ^ , r m  (/Tjjn f T j r f l
Vn.

yet it is not uncommon for there to be such metrical
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reinforcement, as with the mordent in Example F74:

3/4 J  uTD -71TJ J7T71
and the swell in Example Fla:

r  1374 uTOnijiJTT:)!
In Example F77, beamed like Example Fla, circumflexes and 
stress marks alternate in the six-beat hemiolic matrix:

3/4 rnT7J7 In/JJ7I
A > A > A >

In Example FIG, the hemiolic beaming spans the falling-fifth 
motto, fitting the bar in an unusual way, a way that precludes 
hemiolic inflection:

3/4 u h T j j i r w n r r T D
hn,

With reverse hemioles Schumann is more likely to 
use non-metrical beaming, which reflects upbeats and phrase 
separations. There is little chance of metrical misunder
standing either in isolated measures (Ex. Bll, m. 2 and 4):

r r n3/4 <j. I J. J 7 1 1 J  J 1 J. rn I
IV». I
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or with a repeated hemiolic pattern in a standard triple- 
meter frame (Ex. B47, m. 2, 3, 4 etc.; esp. m. 34-38; and 
Ex. B15, passim):

r "T T  "i
3/4 I J. i iJ I J77 1 i.  I

^ J PR ̂  p

But difficulties may rise when the anomaly is visually 
pervasive (Exs. F35 and F36):

3/4 # J Î) I X J  J or 1 f f r tO -T  a _ r
or when, though the beaming is metrically based, it is on
the level above the anomaly (Exs. Fib, m. 9f and F78) :

3/4 I 1

In general, Schumann uses non-metrical beaming in 
reverse hemioles to point out phrase grouping, not to 
change metrical inflection. The meter is expected to shape 
the whole:

3/4 1 J. I * 6/8 I J. . rj' j I

6/8 1 7 7 7  J 7 7 1  f 3/4 ) 7 7 7  7771
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Choice of rest values. It is sometimes suggested as 
a practical aid to hemiolic inflection that a conductor beat 
the hemiolic time rather than the notated meter in those 
passages. This is a common approach to Opus 54/IXI^ and to 
a lesser degree to Opus 97/1 and Opus 120/1. However, the 
notation of rests in a score may be considered some degree 
of evidence that Schumann wanted tacet players in an ensem
ble to keep their place through a hemiolic passage according 
to metrical inflection, since his rests in these places 
invariably show metrically normal values.

Metrical rests not Hemiolic rests

,  \ i. y i \  1 J .  V  i

\\S i \ I i'J 1
I J «Ç J I I i  Y 7 ;  1

m. 1,3 
m. 2,4 
m. 8

Ex. Fib, 3/4 
into m. 9

Ex. F39, 3/4
m. 5-6

H i  \ ^ V - 1

I -«r I —- I

(in Trom. & Timp.)

In long hemiolic passages with each hemiole spanning 
two bars, there is no indication in the rests that anything 
other than normal metrical inflection is operating. In 
Example F61, for instance, to indicate whole rests as Schu-

p. 53.
^See Artur:: Schnabel's objection to this practice.
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mann does reinforces the notated meter; to accomodate 
hemiolic inflection and keep the ensemble together those 
rests would have been I urn. ^ ^ I .

Choice of note values. With note values the situa
tion is somewhat different. In most cases the hemiolic note 
values which call a performer's attention to the anomalous 
structure give few clues as to inflection. However, in the 
case of the melodic hemiole of Opus 12/2 (shown in Example 
F40), there is direct evidence of Clara Schumann's practice, 
through her student Fanny Davies.^ To give this passage 
hemiolic inflection is evidently to distort the composer's 
intention. Davies' notation satirizing what Clara called 
an "indelicate" rendering of the passage changes meter to 
3/4 for the hemiole.

Conclusion regarding inflection of Schumann's hemioles
In view of the factors in Schumann's rhythmic 

practice, both formal and diacritical, which support metrical 
inflection of hemiolic structures or make hemiolic inflec
tion impractical, Schumann's hemioles are considered to be 
subject to metrical inflection.

^Fanny Davies, "On Schumann— and Reading Between 
the Lines," Music and Letters , VI (1925), p. 219.
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Findings
Hemioles are, by historical development and by 

continuing usage, anomalous. T-Jhether in 15th-century 
mensural notation or in modem metrical scores, they imply 
a change from a norm. In metrical music, hemioles make 
aurally manifest a mathematical phenomenon. Though twos 
are non-congruent with threes in an isometric system, their 
groupings will coincide as sixes when the interior groupings 
are arranged as follows :

3 + 3 = 2 + 24-2

A hemiolic construction shows the metrically unexpected 
grouping. Since the normal and the alternative divisions 
coincide in sixes, whether the construction is a hemiole or 
a reverse hemiole the core of this rhythmic/metric manipula
tion is stable. This core is the hemiolic matrix.

Schumann's hemioles are quite freely constructed, 
though the hemiolic matrix of six impulses is usually 
patent. Hemioles are sometimes prefaced by a single upbeat 
or an entire preliminary group of the anomalous length; 
there may also be an extra anomalous group or two appended. 
Thus the hemiolic gesture is not confined to the hemiolic 
matrix. Inner group construction shows a great deal of 
variety. Schumann's hemioles rise in a spontaneous way 
from the metrical flow, and are dovetailed into the armature 
in varied and un-selfconscious ways. They give the impres-
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sion of a natural rhythmic manifestation, not a "technique."
Hemioiic construction is a major rhythmic feature 

of Schumann's writing. His hemioiic habit is already well 
developed in Opus 1, and its practice lasts to the end of 
his productive life. He wrote hemioles in four-hand waltzes 
for Hausmusik, in strict contrapuntal works, in chamber 
music, and in symphonic movements. Some of his hemioles are 
thematic, some accompanimental, some transitional; some are 
prominent, some are off-hand.

Hemioiic construction may involve all strands of 
the musical fabric (unanimous hemiole) or fewer than all the 
strands (partial hemiole). Schumann's hemioles are more 
often partial than unanimous. As with metrically reposi
tioned formations, hemioiic formations in general show 
overtly or intrinsically repositioned material.

Triple motion is the basic condition for hemioiic 
formation. Therefore most hemioles are found in 3/4, 3/8, 
6/8, or (less frequently) 6/4 meters. Yet Schumann does 
not confine himself to using the divisions and subdivisions 
expected from the meter signatures. He freely uses conpound 
divisions and subdivisions in simple meters, resulting, for 
instance, in prominent hemioiic construction in a 2/8 meter 
which is written in triplets as if it were 6/16 (Ex. F13).

Hemioiic construction may occur as an isolated 
instance, as a sporadic feature, or as a major rhythmic 
characteristic which saturates a movement. Consecutive
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hemioles are not uncommon, and are sometimes carried to 
great lengths. Pieces and sections begin with hemioiic move
ment often enough for it to be no novelty. Relative to the 
cadence, hemioles may precede the final tonic; may incor
porate the cadential chords within the hemiole; or may 
.complete the cadence within the hemioiic pattern with 
upbeats leading out of it.

Hemioles occur both in phase and out of phase with 
the metrical and with the supermetrical structure. They are 
also overlapped in a hemioiic stretto, with one voice out 
of phase. Such overlapping negates the possibility of 
hemioiic inflection throughout the texture. Schumann's 
most complex hemioiic construction is a nested hemiole, in 
which one large hemioiic structure includes three smaller 
hemioles within its span.

The inflection of hemioles is a separate question 
from the matter of their construction. Significant is Schu
mann's actual practice with regard to the formal placement 
of hemioles and to their diacritical notation. Structures 
like partial hemioles, slant hemioles, overlapped hemioles, 
and nested hemioles; hemioles out of phase metrically or 
supermetrically; the frequent use of hemioles to initiate 
rhythmic motion; and lengthy passages of consecutive hemioles, 
all make it highly unlikely that Schumann intended hemioiic 
inflection for hemioiic construction. Performance ramifica
tions are discussed in Chapter XI. Apparently, when Schu-
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mann did intend hemioiic inflection he accomplished it by a 
notated meter change (Ex. F46). Furthermore, in their 
diacritical indications many of Schumann's hemioles display 
factors contradicting hemioiic inflection. These include 
various types of mid-hemiole dynamic emphasis, bowing marks, 
slur groupings, and note- or rest-values which reinforce 
the metrical structure. Therefore, considering Schumann's 
hemioiic practice as a whole, it may be concluded that his 
hemioles were intended to be resolved in performance by 
metrical inflection. The ubiquitous characteristic rhyth
mic pattern | gj 4) ( ̂  J J I confirms that impression.
This basically hemioiic pattern is a rhythmic form within 
which the lilt, empty barbeats, harmonic anticipation and 
implied suspension lie latent.

Metrical inflection, when applied to hemioiic 
construction, functions both to reconcile the non-congruen- 
cies in the sense of placing the whole fabric into one 
rhythmic frame, and to enhance the aural effect of resolute 
resistance on the part of the non-congruencies.



CHAPTER IX

REPORT ON OTHER ANOMALOUS FEATURES

Though the types originally established for the 
investigation were relatively comprehensive of Schumann's 
anomalous rhythmic-metric practice, in the searches several 
other vagaries were found. They are discussed by category 
below. Examples for this chapter are found in Volume II, 
Appendix G.

Metrical flexing
Normal metrical motion may be flexed by a brief 

inset of a non-compatible meter, returning then to the orig
inal motion. Such an interpolation may seem an insert 
notationally, but it is part of the organic flow of the 
musical idea. Sometimes Schumann indicates the new meter 
signature in the score, sometimes not.

with metrical flexing, beat length is maintained. 
Consequently the anomalous bars are of an unexpected length. 
This situation should be distinguished from supermetrical 
asymmetry, in which it is the phrase length, in terms of the 
number of equal-length bars, which is unexpected.

Example G1 shows a metered one-bar flexing:

Op. 12/4 3/4- 1 bar of 2/4 (m. 68) - return to 3/4
217
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Normally 12/8 and 6/8 would be compatible meters, 
one being twice the other. However, in Example G2, the 
interpolation of a single half-bar is distinctly anomalous. 
The strict canon in this piece occurs at the distance of a 
full bar; a prominent cadence within the anomalous half-bar 
carries out the canon.

Op. 56/2 12/8 - 1 bar of 6/8 (m. 22) - return to 12/8

Metrical flexing is also found in:

Op. 2/11 3 / 4 - 1  bar of C (m. 10) - return to 3/4
(shown in Ex. E45)

Op. 9/6 3 / 4 - 4  bars of 2/4 (m. 53-56) - return to
into 7 3/4 for the cadence

Op. 16/2 3/4 - 2 bars of 2/4 (m. 87-88) - return to 3/4
Op. 21/4 3 / 4 - 4  bars of 2/4 (m. 186-89) - return to 3/4

(shown in Ex. F46)
Op. 21/8. 2/4 - 1 bar of 3/4 (m. 73) - return to 2/4
Trio I

Op. 22/III 3 / 4 - 1  bar of 2/4 (m. 20) - return to 3/4
(shown in Ex. D28)

Op. 41#3/I 3/4 - 2 bars of C (m. 88-89) - return to 3/4
(shown in Ex. F45)

Clara Schumann's Instructive Edition often shows 
meter changes for flexing which were not included in earlier 
editions. Some of the complications rising from revision 
and editing are shown in Example G3. In its First Edition, 
edited by Schumann, Opus 14/III (Presto possibile) was 
metered in 6/16; bar 15 has and needs no meter change.
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though it is bar of a three-bar phrase (Ex. G3a) . In
its Second Edition, revised by Schumann, this movement is 
the fourth rather than the third; it is now metered in 2/4, 
with one bar of 2/4 equalling two of 6/16. Bar 8, the 
equivalent of the earlier m. 15, is still 6/16 long but now 
this equals only half a bar; it is not remetered (Ex. G3b).
In Clara's keyboard edition the meter is 2/4 as in the 
Second Edition, but m. 8 is now metered anomalously in 1/4 
(Ex. G3c).

In Example G4 it seems likely that m. 101 is metrical 
flexing, with the beat length stable:

Op. 9/1 3 / 4 - 1  bar of 4/4 (m. 101) - return to 3/4

Bars 120 and 128, however, represent simplistic alternative 
motion (discussed on p. 226 ); the bar length is stable.
Clara confirms this reading in the Instructive Edition where 
she adds brackets to these bars thus : ( ^  i .

Unmetered Passages
Considering the number of pieces Schumann named 

"Fantasie," unmetered improvisational passages are remark
ably rare in his work. Those that do occur are of three 
types : a flourish on dominant harmony leading into a new 
section or recapitulation (that is, cadential, cadenza-like); 
a display of special pianistic effects, with intricate 
fingering, tied and pedalled sonorities, interlocking of
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hands, or hand-over-hand continuity; or a recitative, some
times solely melodic, sometimes punctuated by chords.

Inflectional intent in unmetered passages may be 
unclear except in context. For instance, in Example G5 the 
motto ABEGG, completed in the unmetered bar, is certainly 
to be inflected to match the original presentation of the 
theme, albeit slower:

3/4 J 1 ^ 1 d  = J . ! o S  5  ! o
A B E G G  A B E G G

The subtle ties and pedal make this passage thoroughly
unusual. Another kind of context is important in Example
G6. The pun on a Baroque 16 in a recitative phrase ending

4
is dependent on the performer’s recognition of the style 
which Schumann satirizes. In Example E36, inflectional 
grouping in the unmetered bar is accomplished on the basis 
of successive equal-length beats, in spite of metrical non
congruencies in the last seven groups of eighth-note triplets 

However, unmetered passages can present less easily 
resolved inflectional problems, as in Opus 8, m. 1 (Ex. G7), 
where the shape of the whole-note motto is far from clear:

d o o = ) o o | d ? o o | o  ? o l o o j  ?

This opening Prestissimo, notated in one measure three 
scores long, presents the motto and other material in 
bravura improvisational flourishes.
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Other instances of unmetered passages are described
below:

Op. 1/Var. IV 

Op. 2/12

Op. 3/1

Op. 14/IV 

Op. 15/13

Op. 16/2 
(1st Ed.)

Op. 17/1

m. 19, transition to Finale; V^ flourish 
with trill

Finale, m. 86; immediately preceding the 
final cadence, a special effect in 
pianistic sonority, letting tied notes 
of a Vj chord up one by one

Opening and ending bars, arpeggios and
scales on tonic harmony; these flourishes, 
however, originated with Paganini,
Schumann making only minor changes

m. 325, extended bar of chords tremo- 
lando, closing into a return of the 
theme

m. 12, recitative style with imitative 
entries, diminished sevenths closing 
into a return of the opening on Vg

m. 120, ad libitum, short bass recitative, 
an embellishing melodic connection to 
the following phrase

m, 128, short cadenza, V^ with tonic pedal, 
coming to a full halt with a fermâta 
before the upbeat into a new section; 
disjunct both melodically and metrically

Paradoxically, the long passage marked "Quasi cadenza" 
which ends Op. 22/IV is completely metered, as is the 
cadenza-like material into m. 25f in Op. 28/11. There are, 
moreover, no unmetered cadenzas in Schumann's concerto-like 
works. In Opus 54 (Piano Concerto) the first movement 
cadenza is fully metered, and in the third-movement a 
cadenza is camouflaged and fully accompanied (m. 835-58).
The solo cadenzas in Opus 129/III ('Cello Concerto), Opus
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131 (Fantasy for violin and orchestra), and Opus 134 
(Allegro with Introduction, for piano and orchestra) are all 
metered; and the often improvisational character of Opus 92 
(Introduction and Allegro Appassionato, for piano and orches
tra) does not prevent its complete metering. A short and 
rare example of a solo cadenza in an ensemble work is the 
unmetered flute cadenza leading into the recapitulation of 
the Finale of the Symphony in (op. 38/lV, m. 173). The 
temporal freedom of the passage begins in m. 167, and a horn 
fanfare, metered, precedes the unmetered flute figures.

Compound Motion Within Simple Meters
Schumann uses not only extensive triplet beat divi

sion in simple meters (see Exs. G8a, b and G9), but triplet 
sub-division as well (as in Exs. GIO and G3b). Sometimes 
there is overt conflict with the expected beat divisions 
for the meter (Ex. G8b), but as often, the meter might just 
as well indicate compound motion ; for instance, the entire 
piece whose beginning is shown in Example G9 moves in 6/8 
in spite of its 2/4 meter.

With compound sub-division, the situation is dif
ferent. There is no standard meter sign to indicate 18/16 
with three beats to a bar, two triplets per beat; nor 24/16 
with four beats to a bar, two triplets per beat.
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In Schumann's instrumental music.

2/8 meter may indicate 6/16 motion, as in Op. 12/1

2/4 6/8 Op. 61/11, Trio I

2/4 " 12/16 Op. 21/8;
Op. 32/III; 
Op. 118C/III

3/4 " 9/8 Op. 4/VI;
Op. ll/I, Intro.

3/4 18/16 " " Op. 10/2

6/4 " 0p. 81, m. 27f

12/8 Op. 63/1, m. 84f; 
Op. lll/I;
Op. 133/11

24/16 Op. 13/Var. II; 
Op. 26/IV

On the other hand, Schumann does use compound meter 
signatures in the normal way. A few examples are given:

Duple compound:

Triple compound:

6/8 as in Op. 1, Finale; Op. 4/II;
Op. 5/5 (2nd Ed.); Op. 
5/12 (1st Ed.); Op. 6/6; 
Op. 12/2; Op. 28/11;
Op. 60/V

6/4 as in Op. 9/12; Op. 61/1, Intro.
9/8 as in Op. 1/Var. IV; Op. 118c/II; 

Op. 133/III
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Quadruple compound: 12/8 as in Op. 4/IV; Op. 13/Var. IV;
Op. 17/III; Op. 41#2/II; 
Op. 124/14

12/16 as in Op. 5/6 (1st Ed.); Op. 5
/lO (1st Ed.); Op. 126/VI

Polymeter
Schumann occasionally notates two different meters 

simultaneously; in all cases bar=bar, and in most cases 
beat=beat as well.

In the earliest instance, 2/4 and 6/8 are combined 
throughout two variation-movements of Opus 5 (Exs. Gil and 
G12). Both the bass motto and the Romanza theme, given at 
the beginning of the work, are in 2/4. Since both bar 
lengths and beat lengths are congruent in the mixed meters, 
the conflict occurs within the beat. However, it is a 
conflict barely activated. In Example Gll, 6/8 is estab
lished aurally in the first six bars, with no hint of 
metrical complications. Conflicts--2x3— occur within 16 
beats out of a possible 64; see m. 7 in the example. In 
Example G12, conflict is even less evident to the ear. 
Articulated conflicts fall on only two beats of a possible 
32 (m. 6, second beat and m. 7, first beat); and motion in 
m. 2, second beat, shows alternate rather than conflicting 
division.

A polymeter also occurs in a symphony after well- 
established momentum. In Opus 61/IV, the prevailing g 
coexists with 3/2 in bars 451-506. Example G13 shows the
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staggered onset of the new meter. Here, though bar=bar, 
beat^beat. Metrical conflict within the bar is minimized 
in this movement, not so much by avoiding simultaneous duple 
and triple divisions of the bar as by the clear ascendancy 
of the melody, whether in 3/2 or in 0; the alternative 
division is accompanimental. A metrical outline of the 
movement follows.

0 m. 1-450 with many bars dividing the beat into 
triplets, * (for example, m. 
46f), but no meter change

0+3/2 m. 451 - VI and II go into 3/2, "L'istesso 
tempo" (that is, keep the bar length)

0+3/2 m, 453 - Via & 'C, FI, Ob, Cl & Bn go into 
3/2, "L'istesso tempo"

0+3/2 m, 474 - winds revert to 0
0+3/2 m. 476 - VI and II revert to 0
0 m. 507 - Via 6c 'C revert to 0
0 m. 560 - prominent bar-wide triplets, ^ J 

but no meter change
0 m. 571 — prominent triplets within the beat, 

« i j , but no meter change
0 m. 581

■
prominent bar-wide triplets, no meter 
change

0 m. 587-■89 prominent half-note motion into the 
final cadence

NB: Double bass, brass, and percussion instruments
never change to 3/2 meter, although partic
ularly in m. 560-70 their predominant 
motion is in half-note triplets, functionally 3/2.
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Other examples, not shown, of notated polymeter 
may be found in Opus 16/8, basically in 6/8, where the LH 
melody moves in 2/4 m. 25-48 (bar=bar and beat=beat); and 
in the original Presto for Opus 22, basically in 6/16, 
where the RH moves in 2/4 m. 195-202 (again, bar=bar and 
beat=beat). Schumann quotes from Beethoven's "Kreutzer" 
Sonata, Opus 47/III, Presto, in this movement. (Compare 
Beethoven m. 62f with Schumann m. 183f and m. 195f.) This 
source may have a metrical as well as thematic aspect, since 
Beethoven interpolates seven, then thirteen measures of 2/4 
into his 6/8 movement.

A puzzling inconsistency is apparent in Schumann's 
use and non-use of polymeter. Passages similar to those in 
polymeter are not notated that way; furthermore there seems 
no pressing notational necessity for the polymeters that do 
exist.

Special Uses of Alternative Divisions
Alternative divisions of the bar or beat may be 

either "simplistic" or"blurring."

Simplistic alternative motion
Schumann uses unanimous unexpected metrical division 

(duple where triple is expected, triple where duple is 
expected) very briefly for certain formal effects. These 
groupings typically lead into a prominent cadence (Ex. G14), 
or alter the motion as a cadential tonic chord is being filled
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out (Ex. G15). Though the procedure is usually briefly used, 
sometimes it is quite extended and not confined to the 
cadence area; Example G16 shows a sixteen-bar passage of the 
simplistic alternative motion. In Example G17, Schumann 
plays with the rhythmic difference between 6/8 i • # 
and(2/4) ^ j , not simply an augmentation. These 
unexpected divisions are sometimes marked with a slur and 
number, but sometimes they go unremarked in the score.

Sometimes the notated meter is itself aurally 
unexpected. Though the meter of Example GIB is 2/4, from 
the outset this piece moves as if it were in 12/16 with four 
triplets per bar. Not until m. 96, the pre-cadence bar, are 
there four even sixteenths per beat, normal division for the 
notated meter.

Blurring alternative motion
Schumann also uses unexpected divisions simultane

ously with expected divisions of the metrical module. At 
its most common tempo, this blurring technique, keeping the 
larger spans of the meter clear, creates a humming, filled 
texture in which the conflicting divisions do not war but 
seem to fog the rhythmic space. Such blurring is useful to 
Schumann in an accompaniment when the melody remains unequiv
ocally normal metrically, as in Examples G19 and G20.

Simplistic and blurring alternative motion
One early piece. Opus 9/5 ("Eusebius"), is a tour de
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force of both simplistic and blurring anomalous divisions 
(Ex. G21) . Uncharacteristically, the melody is more anom
alous than the accompanying voices. There are only five 
metrically normal bars in the thirty-two bar piece: m. 4, 8, 16, 
24, and 32. A mathematical scheme of the notated divisions 
within a bar shows the variety of rhythmic structures :

Metrically Normal Metrically Anomalous
4x1, as in m. 4 7x1, as in m. 1

7x2, 2
7x4, 5(5+3)x2, " 9
(5+3) x3, " 11
(5+2) x3, " 12
(5+3)x4 " +

2
19

(5+2)x2 " 20

"Eusebius" is a successful experiment Schumann never dupli
cated.

Unconventionally Notated Ties, Rests, and Notes
The score of the second Scherzo originally intended 

for Opus 14, a movement never published with its parent 
sonata, contains several unusual notational features: indeter
minate ties, lack of rests or notes to fill the space following 
those ties, and an unstemmed note (see Ex. G22, into m. 31,
35, 39, and 43). Because of the spacing, the sense of meter 
remains undisturbed even in a cursory reading, in spite of 
the absence of "proper" ties or rests.
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The indeterminate ties are, prophetically, Debussyan; 
the use of space as elapsing time, and the unstemmed note, 
look even further into the 20th century. Now Schumann's 
meaning seems clear, but such vagaries caused him trouble in 
1835. Opus 14 was originally planned to include two scherzos. 
The publisher persuaded Schumann to omit them both and publish 
the remaining three movements as a "concerto without orches
tra." This scherzo was the one not restored to the sonata 
for its second edition in 1853.

Another instance of inaccurate rest values is seen 
in the unmetered motto shown in Example G5, where a quarter 
rest lasts the length of a whole note.

Non-Metrical Beaming
Less unconventional notationally than stemless notes 

or trailing ties, non-metrical beaming is nonetheless notice
ably anomalous in Schumann's period. Metrical beaming is 
the norm. It groups visually the metrical modules on various 
levels. Such outlining makes for quick comprehension in 
reading. It also tends to reinforce the simplest forms of 
metrical inflection, due to the articulative convention of 
assuming stress at the beginning of a group.^ Beams of bar

^Robert Donington, "Phrasing," Grove's V, v. 6,
p. 720.
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length (as in Ex. C44b, LH, m. 1-5, 7-8):

2/4 1 I

or beat length (as in Ex. C44a, RH, m. 1):

2/4 \cJ) ^ 7 3 1

or beat division length (as in Ex. C16a, RH):

2 / 4 1 %  j ? :  m  m  1

are the norm. Even in an unmetered passage, normal metrical
beaming of beats suggests beat inflection, overriding metri
cally non-congruent pitch patterns (as in Ex. E48):

(3/4) ii » *
Furthermore, metrical beaming is of considerable help in an 
initial deciphering of passages of any rhythmic complexity, 
such as the melodic line of Example C46:

2/4 >i r n  i >

Metrical beaming presents options to the composer in 
the choice of level to emphasize visually. Not only is the 
stress scheme affected, but in some cases the beaming affects 
the harmonic sense of a passage, as Donington has pointed
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out in one of Schumann's bass lines:

2/4

2 / 4  J T f j  j m \ f m  )

(from Opus 12/5, m. 11-12)

The composer's method of writing in groups of two notes 
instead of four [as in the first example above] seem[s] 
to indicate an alternation of the tonic and subdominant 
harmonies of C minor, whereas if the passage were played 
as in [the second example above] the effect would be 
that of a single C minor harmony. 1

Schumann's score is shown in Example G23. Even metrical 
beaming, in short, is not a mechanical procedure but is part 
of a composer's complex effort to communicate the musical 
nature of a passage through notation.

Metrical beaming can be, however, a visual misrepres
entation of rhythmic grouping. In Example C44a, for instance, 
each sixteenth note belongs aurally to the next note, rather 
than to the preceding note with which it is beamed:

2/4 D U

Non-metrical beaming may be used in some cases to represent 
such upbeat-to-downbeat grouping, as with the first note 
under the beams in Example G24:

3/4 ) J I

^Robert Donington, "Phrasing," Grove's V , v.6, p. 720
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This inability of metrical beaming to suggest the connection 
of upbeats forward to their downbeats is a major reason for 
non-metrical beaming in Schumann's notation.

Many examples seem quite routine ; for example, the 
beaming in Example D27 for the pianist's RH, m. 461f:

2/4

indicates not a triplet grouping, but a weak sub-division 
upbeat to the stronger sixteenth note following it: ÿ # j J . 
The inflection remains metrical, though the beaming is non- 
metrical. A similar situation is found in non-metrically 
beamed eighth notes on the second page of Example F6:

3/4 I J, li.
Bar 348 remains inflectionally in 3/4, though out of context 
it may look like a bar metrically beamed in 6/8.

Similar non-metrical beaming to bind an upbeat to 
its downbeat looks more anomalous with only two equal notes, 
as in Example B46:

3/4
I

or with unequal note values, as in the following three 
examples, B6:

T
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A26:

' \ C x -T *
and B41 (in the bass, m. If):

3/8 ÿ I
The enigmatic notation of Example A19 may be construed 

as an ingenious solution for notating consecutive stressed 
upbeats tied to emphatic downbeats :

c Y ,0  .0  ?  I
Wl, I

The alternative of using quarter notes rather than tied pairs 
of eighth notes implies a rather different rhythmic effect:

c y

A second purpose of non-metrical beaming is to 
clarify phrase separation. Again, some occurrences are so 
common as to seem routine, as in Example B23, into m. 2f:

3/4 3 1  j t t t F  f t

and in Example C52, m. 11-12:

2 / 4  q  J D  1 1 f

Examples D18 and E27 (from the opening of the same symphonic 
movement) show non-metrical beaming both for legato upbeats
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and for phrase separation:

3/4 ; 1 j. m\m nuru
Inflection of the extended passage remains in 3/4; this is 
confirmed by the swells in m. 2f.

Third, non-metrical beaming may reinforce legato 
and suggest a lightening toward the final note in a phrase 
ending, as in Example D31:

B22:

2/4
Kh. I

3/4 1 y y j  ^ 1
Vvv. 1 1

and D64, m. 4:

2/4 I HT2 I m  J M T
I %

Fourth, Schumann makes occasional use of non-metrical 
beaming in a piano piece to indicate the division of a 
passage between the hands, as in Example B22, m. 85:

3/4 1 V  n TÏT2
O'* 6

Finally, non-metrical beaming may be used to make 
immediately noticeable important pitch constructions which 
have some degree of metrical non-congruency. In Example F41, 
for instance, the RH eighth note beaming from m. 3-4 points
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up the hemioiic scalewise melody:

à J d i  ‘
and in Example F13, the accompanying voices are metrically 
grouped on beams but the hemiolically constructed melody is 
flagged non-metrically:

2/«
Ü J  w

Usually Schumann's non-metrical beaming does not 
cross the barline. However, the beam in Example F41 follows 
the melody across one barline (m. 3-4 and m. 7-8), and others 
cross the barline in highlighting construction repetitions, 
as in Example C33. Here the triad outlines are inflected 
as amphibrachs:

6/8 r m  m  r m

In Example CIS the LH has an anticipatory slant pattern:

V j U u u

In Example E15b, the four-note pitch pattern constitutes a 
rhythmic pun on thematic material from the beginning of the 
piece which was beamed metrically, m. 3f:

2/4 k A  r m j T WIV», 173
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In Example E18a, the imitative pattern enters every half
beat, consequently with fluctuating inflection:

2/4 1(73)

Non-metrical beaming to point out hemioiic construc
tion is of two kinds, that which includes a break in the 
middle of the second inner group, as in Example Fla:

i~  _  - 1
3/4 t r m  n  i n  r m  iI----- > I______ I_\_____ Im, S?

and that in which the middle inner group is beamed as a 
whole, as in Example F74:

r  w  -J
3/4 (J) 1 rm  jTi J J rm i

Schumann's hemioiic beaming is further discussed in Chapter 
VIII.

Some of Schumann's non-metrical beaming, particularly 
that for emphasized, bound-forward upbeats and that for 
construction visibility, performs the same function as some 
slur markings. In his later works the slur is more apt to 
be his notational choice.

The proportion of non-metrical beaming in Schumann's 
works is very small compared with that of metrical beaming 
used in conjunction with slurs or other diacritical marks to 
indicate phrase connection and initial stress.
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Notational Contradictions

Impractical stresses
Schumann sometimes uses a stress mark in conjunction 

with ties in a contradictory way. For instance, it is impos
sible on the piano to play an accent written over a chord all 
of whose members are tied (Ex. G25). Accents over a tied 
melody note appear in Example G26. The height of impossi
bility in this regard is reached in m. 74 of Example G5 
(ABEGG motto).

These are apparently deliberate markings; Schumann 
must have meant something specific by them. In Example G5 
the accentual effect may be materialized by an acoustical 
phenomenon: the ability of well-tuned piano strings to 
accomplish palpable swelling of a single tone within a tied 
chord as a lower chord member is released. In Example G26 
Schumann may have meant the keyboard effect of Bebung, a 
relatively practical matter. But these solutions do not 
bear upon the stress marks of Example G25, where the chord 
is all-tied across the bar and the added stress falls on the 
barbeat. In the context of the metrical framework, such 
stress markings seem reinforcement of the "internal weight" 
of the barbeat, whether supported or unsupported in articu
lation or sonority intensification. An agogic adjustment 
seems the performer's main resource for this accentuation. 
Ramifications of this performance option are discussed in 
Chapter XI.
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Impractical swells
Another literal impossibility is shown in Example 

G27: a swell peaking upon a barbeat where the whole texture 
consists of a chord for the piano with all its members tied 
across the bar. Another instance is shown in Example D41, 
m. 37. Again, Schumann's purpose seems to be a deliberate 
emphasizing of the barbeat. The impractical stress and swell 
markings are psychological directives, with, presumably, a 
real outcome. The intent of Schumann's notation is clear, 
though performance problems remain.

Findings
The searches revealed eight metrically anomalous 

procedures in addition to the established investigative types, 
Their occurrence is reviewed below.

Metrical flexing
Schumann's rare instances of metrical flexing break 

the mold of divisive meter, the standard both for his music 
and for his time. With divisive meter, the measure lengths 
which constitute the supermetrical strides are all of equiv
alent size: bar=bar in terms of the number of beats. With 
Schumann's flexing, the bar length is changed, usually quite 
briefly, but enough to break the supermetrical momentum and 
produce an effect of rhythmic plasticity.

Sometimes the inset bars are longer than the estab-
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lished normal bars, sometimes shorter. Usually the beat is 
to be maintained throughout the flexing, though a case could 
be made in Example F45 for one bar of 3/4 in m. 87 equalling 
half a bar of the common time in m. 88-89. Whatever the 
equivalency link, within each bar of the changed meters 
metrical inflection seems to be unimpaired.

All of Schumann's metrically flexing inserts give 
some flexibility near a cadential punctuation; all are organic 
parts of a phrase length. They show formal loosening or 
tightening in pre-cadential motion.

Though the flexing procedure is anomalous outside 
the divisive metricalities of the main anomalous types inves
tigated, Schumann did not develop a multimetric style char
acterized by metrical fluctuation, nor did he repeat metrical 
combinations consecutively (such as 3+2 as a standard motion) 
to effect a consistent additive scheme. His experiments with 
metrical flexing were phased out by 1845; after that he 
evidently found enough freedom within the conventional divi
sive system.

Unmetered passages
Schumann's scanty use of unmetered passages suggests 

that an extended unmetrical improvisational style was uncon
genial to him. His rhythmic thought could usually be 
captured within a metrical frame, given the flexibility of 
tempo-modifying marks^ such as accelerando, ritardando, the
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fermâta, and brief fresh tempo indications such as Poco 
Adagio. He did not develop a non-metrical rhapsodic style 
to contrast formally with a metrical style, although the 
early Opus 8, by consensus a weak work, is an attempt in that 
direction. Though he did write graceful embellishing rosalias 
which take time in a melodic line and to that extent bend 
the metrical armature, unmetered flourishes in his solo 
works and unmetered solo passages in his ensemble works are 
quite rare. Significantly, all the cadenzas in his concerto
like works are metered.

Compound motion within simple meters
Schumann's use of simple meter signatures to notate 

compound motion both within the beat and within the half
beat indicates a strong sense of metrical armature as the 
framework for ornamental embellishment. This omamentality 
of his rhythmic sense differs from the embellishing of the 
metrical framework provided by the anomalous investigative 
types ; it has the more conventional character of filigree or 
passage-work, and is usually metrically congruent (see Exs.
G9 and GIO). It confirms the primacy of the metrical arma
ture for his musical thought. It is anomalous neither 
metrically or rhythmically, but it is unusual notationally.

Polymeter
All of Schumann's few examples of polymeter are very 

mild experiments. All involve the opposition of duple and
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triple divisions, mostly of the beat but in one case of the 
bar; all have clearly differentiated melodic and accompani- 
mental functions within the texture, which suggest which 
metrical division should exercise inflectional control; all 
occur at a quick enough tempo to minimize metrical conflict 
and relegate this vagary of notation to the category of 
blurring alternative motion.

Special uses of alternative divisions
Schumann’s treatment of simplistic alternative motion 

at cadences shows that he occasionally felt the need for 
some deliberate breaking of rhythmic expectation in the 
cadential area. Normal beat division was not always enough 
to bring the motion to a satisfying halt. Even so he main
tains bar lengths, and often beat lengths as well, in these 
written-out broadenings.

Where, extremely rarely, he writes a more extended 
passage in the alternative motion (as in Ex. G16), formal 
differentiation is apparently the purpose. Here, again, the 
bar lengths remain undisturbed and even beat organization 
is maintained, the alternative motion being confined to 
beat division.

These procedures are metrically congruent on the 
levels of bar and of beat, consequently not anomalous in the 
same sense as the investigative types. Blurring alternative 
motion also keeps the larger spans of meter and supermeter 
clear.
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In Example G21 ("Eusebius"), which displays both 
simplistic and blurring alternative motion, there is never 
any blurring of the barbeats, though the beat span is some
times and the beat-division often abrogated. This strength
ens the impression that the larger metrical modules represent 
the armature for Schumann's rhythmic thought, whether normal 
or anomalous.

Unconventionally notated ties, rests, and notes
Schumann's unconventional notation in the way of 

indeterminate ties, lack of rests to fill metrical spaces, 
and a note without a stem (all appearing in one movement 
unpublished during his lifetime) does not interfere with the 
conventional metrical framework, which is assumed and 
supplied by the performer in these cases.

Non-metrical beaming
Schumann's beaming is usually metrically divided, 

that is, conventional. When he does use non-metrically 
divided beaming, the intent seems to be to bind upbeats to 
their downbeats ; to clarify phrase separation; in a piano 
piece, to show division between hands ; or to point out non- 
congruent constructions. There is no evidence that non- 
metrical beaming is expected to change normal metrical inflec
tion.
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Notational contradictions
In piano music, stresses on tied notes (or chords) 

and swells peaking on all-tied barbeats seem to be psycholog
ical directives ; they call for reinforcement of the " internal 
weight*' of the barbeat, whether supported or unsupported in 
the sonority at that point. Schumann's impractical stress 
and swell notation strengthens the impression that he felt 
meter as an active agent, not as a passive framework.

Overview
Most of Schumann's anomalous metrical practice out

side of the investigative types fits into the divisive 
metrical scheme in common use early in the 19th century. One 
exception is metrical flexing, a change in the length of the 
supermetrical modules as a result of brief multimetric pro
cedures. Its purpose is not the consistent asymmetrical 
motion of combinational meters, but flexibility of phrase 
gesture. It is an infrequent feature in Schumann's writing. 
The other exception is found in unmetered passages; this 
free improvisatory style also is found infrequently, mainly 
in early solo works.

Of the other vagaries found, Schumann's mild poly
meters represent blurring alternative division in divisive 
meter ; with compound motion within simple meters not only 
does bar=bar but beat=beat and often half-beat=half-beat, 
all of which presuppo.se divisive metrical organization; non-
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metrical beaming is used for articulative effect or to draw 
attention to non-congruent construction, but does not disturb 
the divisive framework; contradictory notation which calls 
for impractical swells or accents is not a literal demand 
but seems to be reinforcement of the normal intentional 
metrical effect of barbeat or beat.

The overall view shows how strongly Schumann’s 
rhythmic-metrie practice is rooted in normal divisive 
metrical procedures.



CHAPTER X

RECONSTRUCTING SCHUMANN'S RHYTHMIC-METRIC PRINCIPLES

In order to reconstruct Schumann’s fundamental 
rhythmic-metric principles, it is necessary to ask just what 
aspect of the rhythmic flow is aberrant in the metrical anom
alies treated in this study.

Anomalous Processes
The term "metrical anomaly" often presumes some non

congruence of surface patterns of the music with the metrical 
structure. Such stmctural non-congruence does characterize 
the majority of Schumann’s anomalies. Consistent metrical 
displacement, for instance, may shift a melodic line early 
or late for its entire length ; thus melodic structure is 
counterposed to metrical structure. If an hamnonic change 
is hasty, harmonic rhythm is non -congruent with the metrical 
frame. When a rhythmic pattern is repeated in a contrasting 
metrical position, the metrically inflective twist highlights 
the structural non-congruency. The essence of the hemiole 
is the encasement of its non-congruent structure within 
metrically compatible boundaries. These procedures are all 
structurally anomalous.

245
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However, the lilt is not anomalous in this way. Its 
structure is congruent with the metrical frame, since it out
lines a metrical module (a bar or a beat). Its anomalous 
behavior is found rather in its rhythmic function, since its 
third division does not ease metrical flow onward in the 
normal way by acting as upbeat. Therefore the lilt is anom
alous functionally, not structurally; and it is thus anom
alous only on its own metrical level. A lilt does not dis
turb the rhythmic normality of the next higher level of 
motion.

Metrical flexing as an anomalous structure breaks, 
on the supermetrical level, the normal divisive metrical 
system in use in Schumann's time. The bar-long supermetrical 
modules are of an unexpected length, but within the anomalous 
bars a divisive metrical structure is still in control. 
Schumann is even able to use the felt weight of an empty bar
beat in a too-short bar to bend the established momentum, or 
at the end of a too-short bar to resume the established meter, 
The barbeat is strong and the beats differentiated whether 
in a flexing or in an established, normative metrical frame. 
Thus metrical flexing is normal functionally, and anomalous 
structurally only at the supermetrical level.

Another type of metrical anomaly is demonstrated by 
the empty barbeat. It, like the lilt, falls congruently 
with the meter: whatever its length, it falls upon the 
strongest beat of a bar. The empty barbeat, therefore, is
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not anomalous structurally. Its rhythmic function, also, is 
unimpaired. The barbeat silence takes time, is expressive, 
may support upbeats and/or afterbeats, and inflects the 
balance of the bar as if there were sound at that point 
instead. But there is no sound on that beat, in frustration 
of expectation. Its anomalousness lies in its lack of 
sonority as a carrier of metrical accent. Anomalous sonority 
is a factor, albeit somewhat diluted, whenever the barbeat 
(or at the next lower level, the beat) is almost empty. In 
all-tied constructions, whether isolated or patterned, this 
is particularly obvious since there is no re-sounding of the 
barbeat. Also, consistent displacement often results in a 
series of almost empty metrical points anomalous in this 
sense.

The sense of anomalous emptiness is not confined to 
sonority. With harmonic anticipation and implied suspension, 
the barbeat may be newly sounded but since it carries no 
harmonic change it is lacking a normal propulsive factor of 
metrical motion. This emptiness of harmonic progression is 
most clear with harmonically static incipits. Here the 
barbeat may be empty only of harmonic motion. Its texture 
may be as full as the rest of the phrase, and it may be 
melodically active; yet to establish the metrical momentum 
for a piece across the initial barline demands an additional 
solidity or emphasis even when the notated structures do not 
supply it. An affective lack of harmonic progression at a
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metrical strong point results from and is complementary to 
the structural non-congruence of oblique harmonic rhythm.
Also, though the onset of hemiolic construction is usually 
normal structurally, functionally, in sonority, the exact 
mid-point of some hemioles is almost empty of sonority or of 
harmonic change or of both.

The relationship of structural anomaly to functional 
anomaly remains to be considered. Certain clues have already 
been pointed out. Schumann's impractical swells to or 
stresses on an almost empty barbeat indicate that these 
passages function in a rhythmically normal way. The absence 
of harmonic action on the metrical impulse or the absence of 
motivic onset does not preclude the felt action of metrical 
inflection; that impulse can even support extra emphasis. 
Indeed it appears that a structural profile which is out of 
phase with the metrical frame is always shaped by the meter 
in Schumann's writing. His positioning of hemioles has 
demonstrated that he expected them to be inflected metrically. 
Further, the structural non-congruencies of consistent dis
placement in no case were found to countermand metrical 
inflection. In fact the "syncopated" effect of displacement 
would be lost without the active functioning of the metrical 
norm. It is conceivable that the absence, or at least the 
ambiguity of such metrical expectation in longer unmetered 
improvisatory passages, and the consequent difficulty for 
Schumann of notating what he wanted under those circum-
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stances, led him to abandon the "phantasieren" style early, 
and subsequently to meter all of his cadenza passages. Both 
forms of oblique harmonic rhythm decorate and do not destroy 
the metrical armature. In sum, metrical expectation on all 
levels and its inflectional satisfaction are functioning 
normally with the overwhelming bulk of Schumann's structural 
and sonorous anomalies. Only the lilt and metrical flexing 
escape, each briefly and on a single metrical level.

Metrical inflection reflects cyclical energy patterns 
within the metrical system: possible upbeat to beat to 
possible afterbeat, at various levels. It reconciles non
congruencies to the metrical armature without sacrifice of 
their salient constructional features. This procedure 
provides a considerable enrichment of compositional options, 
adding wide-ranging contrapuntal possibilities between 
metrical structure and all other bases for structuring 
without losing the coherence of metrical motion.

Theoretical Conclusions
Evidently it was Schumann's intention that his 

rhythmic-metric anomalies serve as embellishment and reaffirma
tion of the divisive metrical system normal in the early 19th 
century. Metrical inflection is his primary rhythmic assump
tion. Just as passages of metrically congruent rhythmic 
patterns are inflected metrically, so passages of metrically 
non-congruent patterns are inflected metrically. Inflection
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is the agent by which meter both dominates other structures, 
and dramatizes their relationship to it.

Verbalizing the primacy of metrical inflection in 
this way integrates Schumann's routine and anomalous rhyth
mic procedures under one fundamental principle. It also 
emphasizes an important aspect of Schumann's rhythmic 
instinct: his anomalies depend to an unusual degree upon a 
sense of active meter. The metrical framework must be very 
strong to support without damage to itself the non-congru- 
encies laid upon it: strong not simply in a static, non- 
brittle, passive sense, but with a palpable action, bracing 
itself so to speak against the non-congruencies with which 
it is overlaid. The frequency of Schumann's anomalies and 
the length to which he carried severely non-congruent 
procedures (such as extended consecutive all-tying of bar
beats and beats) suggest the degree to which he felt meter 
to be an active agent rather than a passive place-keeping 
convention.

In this reliance upon a powerful dynamics of meter, 
Schumann closely resembles Beethoven. Although Berlioz, 
Chopin, Liszt, Mendelssohn and others used many of the same 
anomalous techniques to some extent, the spirit of Schumann's 
anomalies springs from the same sense of metrical vigor 
which animates Beethoven's on-beat dissonances and "total 
syncopations."
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It is the theoretical conclusion of this study that 
Schumann's characteristic metrical anomalies are intended to 
confirm meter, not negate it; and that he evidently felt 
vividly the functional rhythmic differentiation inherent in 
metrical structure, independent of overt articulation, as 
the basis for creating his anomalous passages.



CHAPTER XI 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PERFORMANCE

The theoretical solution to the problem of Schumann's 
rhythmic intentions in anomalous passages is almost a truism. 
His music presumes metrical inflection, both in normal and 
in anomalous passages; further, the more extreme the anomaly, 
the more actively must metrical inflection counter-balance 
it. It follows that metrical inflection is the primary 
resource for the performer. Unfortunately, arriving at this 
comprehensive theoretical solution does not solve the prac
tical problems at the same time.

To be sure, a reminder of the strength of Schumann's 
metrical armature may help a performer feel empty barbeats 
more emphatically, and make him more aware of the super- 
metrical context of lilts. It may sensitize him to the need 
for an unequivocal metrical frame for otherwise rhythmically 
unbalanced passages of consistent displacement. It may also 
call attention to the many less conspicuous occasions of 
non-congruencies which call for metrical reinflection, 
adding to the appreciation of their rhythmic play. All of 
these awarenesses result in performance of more rhythmic 
vividness. Yet those passages did not present pressing 
problems before.

252
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The acute difficulties, and performer's misgivings, 
have arisen in other areas : with metrical instability in 
close stretto; with the inflection of hemiolic passages; and 
with extreme examples of oblique harmonic rhythm, particu
larly extended passages in which the displacements are 
unopposed. In these three circumstances, Schumann's rhyth
mic intentions seem to conflict with widely current perform
ance traditions of long standing.

Conflict with traditional performance expectation 
is apparently the source of much of the dissatisfaction with 
Schumann's rhythmic effectiveness. So these questions must 
be asked: in what way do the requirements of Schumann's 
rhythmic style conflict with current performance traditions, 
and, are there more appropriate precedents for the perform
ance of this music? This discussion necessarily involves 
consideration of inflective techniques. Particularly with 
all-tying, 20th-century performance tradition seems to have 
placed such restrictions on a performer's options in effecting 
metrical inflection that he faces apparent impossibilities.
For instance, how can a performer make a strong beat where 
that beat is not articulated? A performer will be wholly 
convinced of Schumann's rhythmic intentions only when they 
seem both authentic and feasible. It is presumed that 
Schumann meant his ideas to be feasible. Thus both histor
ical and instrumental perspectives in the areas of conflict
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must be explored.

Toward an Authentic Performance Style

The realization that Schumann's style must be 
reconstructed by the 20th-century performer is a necessary 
background for the specific stylistic matters with which 
this chapter is concerned. Even for pianists there is no 
direct line of aural tradition, though some of Schumann's 
keyboard works have been a repertory staple for about a 
century.

Schumann is without a doubt a Romantic composer; yet 
what is generally considered the "grand Romantic style" of 
pianism came, not from Schumann's writing years but from 
later in the century, particularly from the tastes and 
teaching studios of Liszt and Leschetitsky. The bulk of 
Schumann's recital repertory was composed before 1840. 
Notably, the convention of the piano "recital", an entire 
program by an unassisted soloist, was an innovation circa 
1840.^ Significantly, the virtuosic style was distasteful 
to the Schumanns, Clara, who lived for forty years after 
her husband's death, was less than tactful about these 
temperamental differences: "Before Liszt, people used to 
play. After Liszt, they pounded or whispered. He has the 
decline of piano playing on his conscience." She herself

1Loesser, pp.. 367-71, 
^Schonberg, p. 223.
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was a conservative, a classicist among the great pianists of 
the century.

It is not generally realized that Clara's mature 
playing style was guided not by her husband (there are painful 
anecdotes concerning his dissatisfaction with her playing) 
but by Joachim and Brahms, colored also by her life-long 
veneration for Mendelssohn as a consummate musician. However, 
Clara was logically considered the authority concerning her 
husband's music. As an illustration, the flamboyant young 
virtuoso Paderewski played Schumann's music in London in the 
early 1890s with little success, "for Clara had accustomed 
the British public to a restrained almost rubatoless Schu
mann."^

As for her editions of Robert's music, it is neces
sary to distinguish between the Complete Edition (edited by 
Clara and Brahms, published by Breitkopf and Hàrtel between 
1879 and 1893) and the Instructive Edition of the piano 
music alone, "based on the manuscripts and the personal 
tradition of Clara Schumann," which appeared in 1887. There 
are noticeably more diacritical markings in the Instructive 
Edition, some beamings and other details are changed, and 
Clara’s editorial pedallings and tempo markings sometimes 
vary widely from the original indications. Her tempos are

4bid., p. 229
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both faster and slower than his.^ Clara’s opinion, of course, 
does carry weight, particularly for rhythmic specifics like 
the inflection discussed on p. 212. But even Clara and her 
students are not completely reliable sources for an authentic 
general performance style.

Schumann's orchestral works have suffered from both 
rhythmic and scoring misunderstanding. The later three 
symphonies did not enjoy the quick acceptance of the Symphony 
#1 in B-flat, Op. 38, the most straightforward both formally 
and rhythmically of the four; it went from its 1841 premiere 
under Mendelssohn to forty-two performances in the next 
eleven years, during Schumann’s lifetime. The Symphony in C , 
Op. 61, has been the most neglected of the four. Its first 
movement main theme shows intrinsic metrical repositioning, 
since the longest note is consistently upon the second beat 
of the 3/4 bar. Specific metrical anomalies are conspicuous 
also in the Symphony in E-flat, Op. 97 and in the Symphony 
in D Minor, Op. 120. The first movement of Opus 97 is almost 
wholly permeated by the hemiolic main theme, while the 
material of the introduction of Opus 120, which gives an eye- 
impression of 6/8 motion in conflict with the 3/4 of the 
signature, recurs cyclically in the symphony.

Brian Schlotel, "Schumann and the Metronome," 
Robert Schumann :The Man & His Music, ed. Alan Walker (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1974), pp. 110-15.
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Both Mahler^ and Weingartner made revised versions
of all four symphonies in an attempt to brighten the scoring.
Weingartner's extensive changes are primarily for balance,
but he does not hesitate to reposition motifs in the bar
when he considers them rhythmically ineffective. For
instance, in Op. 120/1, m. 206, he brings violins and violas
one beat earlier, not only standardizing the construction to

2match m. 132 but giving the barbeat more emphasis.
The renowned opening bar of the Manfred Overture,

Op. 115 (Ex. A19), has generally been considered rhythmically 
enigmatic. Fortunately it is brief, and does not shadow the 
overall effectiveness of this work.

The idea of standard repertory in public concert life 
has given the illusion of an unbroken performance tradition 
for Schumann's works. But today performers are chronolog
ically further removed from Schumann than Schumann was from 
Bach, Though today's performers still leam to "count" the 
divisive metrical system of the common practice period, they 
are inevitably influenced by the way rhythmic processes 
and attitudes have changed from the early 19th to the late 
20th century.

Mahler's touching-up of the symphonies was never 
published but exists (according to Schlotel, p. 315) in 
actual changes in the score and parts Mahler used, available on rental from Universal Publishers.

^Krueger, pp. 105-106.
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Changes in Metrical Presumptions
Divisive metrical organization was, with rare 

exceptions, the temporal organization of Western music for 
more than three hundred years. This divisive meter, with 
its implicative barlines, was simpler than earlier multi
metric and polymetric styles; developing with tonality, it 
helped to make longer musical spans psychologically effective. 
Cooper calls this meter "classical rhythm." With its

strong accents in regular recurrence that pervade and 
regulate the entire fabric, [it] became the matrix 
for rhythmic development in all music from c. 1600 to 
c. 1900.1

This metrical system is first of all a rhythmic 
organism and only secondly a mathematical structure. The 
mathematical scheme is a theoretical device, an intellectual 
fixative for the evanescence of the musical reality. Mathe
matical meter can be reduced to, and taught by, rule; but 
metrical rhythm cannot, since it deals with a range of multi
level grouping possibilities.

Before Beethoven, meter as a metrical system and 
meter as a rhythmic organism seemed evenly counterpoised.
But with Beethoven, who used total syncopation and other 
devices putting metrical presumptions to proof, a sense of 
rebellion against meter surfaced, rebellion against what was

^Grosvenor Cooper, "Rhythm," Harvard Dictionary of 
Music, 2nd Edition, p. 731.
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called "the tyranny of the bar-line." Such rebellion was 
apparently a factor in changing concepts of accentuation and 
rhythmic process which culminated in a plurality of rhythmic- 
metric styles in the early 20th century. In the 1970s divi
sive meter survives with vitality in the conservational main
stream of Western art music and in various urban folk musics. 
It is, however, only one of a variety of 20th-century rhyth
mic approaches, rather than the basic rhythmic presumption. 
Metricality now includes fully-developed divisive and addi
tive schemes, free multimetrics, and contrapuntal polymetrics 
related to pre-1600 styles; also, non-metrical structures 
and chance rhythmic procedures are in use. However, many 
symbols of divisive metrical notation (the barline and meter 
signatures, for instance) remain useful in notating other 
kinds of temporal organization. Indeed, this notation made 
it possible to develop other metrical procedures consciously. 
Thus the visual ordinariness of a Schumann score in the 20th 
century tends to camouflage stylistic change between his 
time and the present.

When attitudes toward meter change, traditions of 
reading a score alter as well. A score itself may not 
reflect such alteration in any way. An example is the shift
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of viewpoint toward barbeats shown in the following quota
tions :

The chief part [barbeat] is distinguished before all 
others. We give it an accent, whereby it is produced 
with greater force, and is made impressive to the ear, 
as it has hitherto been conspicuous to the eye. Its 
recurrence, therefore, must always be perceptible.1

Metrical accent, or the "first of the bar", . . .  is 
only implicit; to insist upon it is to vulgarize the 
music.2

There is no style of music, apart from tunes of the 
greatest obviousness, in which it is safe to trust the 
normal bar-lines as a sufficient indication of where 
the true accents fall.3

Meter is a measure of rhythm. It has no rhythm of 
its own; it only appears to have when rhythmic pulse 
coincides with the metric points. Strong and weak beats 
occur wherever the musical line places them, regardless 
of meter.4

Such juxtaposition over-simplifies an extremely 
complex change of attitude; the evolution of one stylistic 
tradition into another is a ragged process. Yet evidence 
from many different sources, in spite of many contradictions, 
seems to bear out the generality. It is easy for the 20th-

^Adolf B. Marx (1795-1866), cited in Smither, 
"Theories," p. 17.

^A. H. Fox Strangways (1859-1948), "Time," Grove * s 
V, V. 8, p. 475.

^Eric Blom (1888-1959), "Bar," Grove's V , v. 1, p. 420.
Vincent Persichetti (1915- ), Twentieth Century

Harmony/ Creative Aspects and Practice (New York: W. W.
Norton & Co., 1961), p. 213.
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century performer to be almost blind to meter signatures:
It is not surprising that musicians usually ignore the 
time signatures.1

and deaf to bar-lines:
Music is written within bars as a design may be 

drawn on squared paper; the squares are rubbed out 
and the bar-lines are not heard,2

The result is loss of the powerfully inflective rhythmic
structure these notational symbols were, in the early 1800s,
assumed to represent.

Tracing in any detail the shifting of metrical
presumptions from Schumann's time to the present is far
beyond the scope of this study. A general outline, however,
may put into perspective some viewpoints which appear to be
obstacles to carrying out Schumann's rhythmic intentions.

Inflective Tyrannies
Metrical presumptions in the 19th century must be 

reconstructed mostly from theoretical treatises, since 
composers rarely verbalize their working assumptions ; nota
tion is precise only up to a point; and performance itself 
was ephemeral before the development of sound recording 
techniques. These treatises are not only informative in 
themselves but also had wide pedagogical influence. There is

Â. H. Fox Strangways, "Time," Grove's V , v. 8, p. 471. 
^Ibid., p. 470.
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consensus, among the 19th-century theorists consulted for 
this study, as to the necessity of an underlying metrical 
framework. Their explanations of it, however, differ in 
important ways. The relationship of rhythm to meter is 
particularly significant,

Hauptmann and Gumey, in fact, seem to define 
metrical inflection in their statements of the fundamental 
nature of a metrical framework:

Music in its rhythmically moving course cannot do 
without metrically regulated support. The rhythmical 
phrase derives its meaning in art from metre, in 
vocal music as well as instrumental. ,

-Haup tmann, 1853
It will be readily understood that the complexi

ties of rhythm in Music are not only not incompatible 
with the simple regularity of the main rhythmic basis, 
but are really only possible through its existence.

-Gurney, 1880
Gumey later verbalizes the effect called "conciliatory
metrical inflection" in this study. He is drawing a parallel
between antique verse forms and music:

The most fundamental fact in all metre must be a fixed 
scheme of recurrences, underlying lines which are 
perceived as sufficiently congruent with it for depar
tures to be accepted by the ear with a pleased feeling 
that its own intuitive sense of the ideal regularity 
is still in a manner dominating throughout.3

Moritz Hauptmann, Die Natur der Harmonik und der 
Metrik, Leipzig, 1853; 2nd ed., 1873; trans. W.E. Heathcote 
(London, 1893), p. 282. Cited in Perkins, "Changing Concepts," 
p. 124.

^Gumey, p. 137.
^Ibid., p. 43.9.
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There is no hint of metrical oppression in these 
viewpoints. Yet much of the musical thinking of the late 
19th century and into the 20th is concerned with "freedom" 
from aspects of meter perceived as monotonous and tyrannical. 
The strength of meter as a rhythmic premise is often obscured 
by the semantics of rebellion. What is the source of this 
"tyranny of the barline" or "tyranny of the bar"?

It may be conjectured that the tyranny was felt in 
detailed, over-elaborated codifications of meter which 
reduced to rigid rule the elastic rhythmic life of the 
metrical armature. The writers of composition texts seemed 
to value a strict metrical congruency in construction and, 
concurrently, to disregard musical attractiveness. Accentua
tion was particularly subject to such organizational stric
tures. That this codification was often presented with the 
most benign of pedagogical intentions did not mitigate its 
oppression. Marx, for instance, details accentual differ
entiation within the bar in these terms :

In doubly combined measure, for example the 12/8, 
we can distinguish three accents . . . .  we have in the 
first place, actual chief parts (marked with three 
accents); then ex-chief parts which had been chief parts 
in the 6/8 measure (marked with two accents); and lastly 
ex-chief parts of the 3/8 measure (marked with one 
accent). -,

-Marx, 1832^

Marx, Allgemeine Musiklehre, 6th German edition 
(Leipzig, 1857), pp. 133-34; as trans. by George Macirone, 
General Musical Instruction (Boston, [1854?])pp. 43-44; 
cited in Smither, "Theories", p. 18.
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He goes on to apply this gradation of prescribed accent, 
derived from metrical position, to further sub-divisions of 
the beat; the examples finally show, for instance, five 
precise gradations of accent within one bar of common meter, 
not including the "least preferable" notes of all which have 
"no accent." Marx does allow some relaxation of accentual 
rule in fast tempos, but the general impression is of a 
rigid terracing of accent in every bar according to the 
metrical frame.

It is not unusual for treatises on music theory to 
make laborious reading. The difficulty of representing in 
words what a musical ear hears is apparent in all of the 
theoretical treatises consulted for this study. Sometimes, 
ironically, the finer the musical perception, the more 
opaque its verbal expression. For instance, Hauptmann's 
treatise,^ published in 1853, explains divisive metrical 
rhythm in minute detail as a self-generating organization in 
which motifs are accentuated according to Hegelian dialecti
cal construction. This work repays patience; yet many found 
it unreadable. Joachim confessed to Schumann that he could 
not get past the first thirty pages. Schumann did not

Oget that far: "It is not musical at all," he said. Yet

Moritz Hauptmann, Die Natur der Harmonik und der 
Metrik (Leipzig, 1853); 2nd ed., 1873; English translation 
as The Nature of Harmony and Metre by W. E. Heathcote (London, 
1893yi All quotations are taken from Smither, "Theories."

^Niecks, p. 292.
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Hauptmann, in his forbidding lists of metrical analyses, 
deals with the same rhythmic life that animates Schumann's 
scores. This somewhat abridged listing of Hauptmann's 
"Accents of the Twice-Two-Timed Metre"^ gives a glimpse of 
his logical struggle:

A. (a)

B.
(b)
(a)

(b)

A  » •f r rr
I A  I •f'P r'r  

r t ^ f r  

r'r r-'r Ax I /

Thus over-zealous codification of basic premises was 
evidently a factor in giving a general impression of meter 
as unmusical "rules." Another factor may well have been the 
artificial character of melodic examples constructed to 
illustrate theoretical points. Marx is neither the first 
nor the last textbook author to offend in this way. The 
general impression is that of a pedantic expectation of 
regularity and congruency at the expense of musical life. 
Such stricture inevitably aroused a great deal of opposition.

Hauptmann, cited in Smither, "Theories", p. 63.
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In any case, by 1873 when Lussy's practical treatise 
for effective performance was published,^ deviation from 
metrical accentuation is openly valued as escape from the 
tyranny of the bar. Lussy's work, widely admired and used 
in conservatory classes, is in the general tradition of the 
Piano Schools earlier in the century: Hummel's (1828), Kalk- 
brenner's (1830), and Czerny's (1839). But Lussy develops 
a subtilizing hierarchy of accentuation in which metrically 
expected accent is subordinate always to "logical" formal 
accent, which in turn is always subordinate to "expressive" 
accent.

Lussy says that metrical accent appeals to the
instinct: "Because of it the listener instinctively taps his

2foot, moves his head, etc., at regular intervals." The 
second type of accent, which he calls "accent rhythmique," 
is intellectual rather than instinctive; by "rhythmes" he

3means symmetrical phrase lengths. The third type of accent 
is expressive accent, "accent pathétique," which "will always 
take the lead and rule over the others."^ Although Lussy

Mathis Lussy, Traite de l'expression musicale; 
accents, nuances et mouvements dans la musique vocaIë~et 
instrumentale (Paris, 1873); its 14th edition was published 
in 1911. References are to the 4th edition (Paris, 1882) 
which was translated by M. E. Glehn as Musical expression 
(London, 1892). All quotations are taken from Smither, 
"Theories."

oLussy, cited in Smither, "Theories," p. 84.
^Ibid., p. 85.
^Ibid., pp. 85-86.
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does give extensive rules for metrical accentuation (thirteen 
of them, beginning with "1. The first note of every bar 
should be accented"^), this acknowledgement of an underlying 
metrical frame seems pale compared to the eloquence of his 
description of expressive accentuation:

Listening once more we shall notice that there are 
some notes on which the artist concentrates his whole 
energyi bringing them into relief by dwelling on them 
and enforcing them with all his strength; and we shall 
feel that these exaggerated notes are independent both 
of the accented notes which mark the bar and of those 
which define the rhythm [the phrase]. There is no 
coincidence, no regularity about them, they destroy 
the metrical and rhythmical accents, and thereby 
acquire additional force and brilliancy.

The performer will exhaust all his energy and 
enthusiasm to express them. His passion and excitement 
will carry us on breathless, till with one supreme 
effort he pours forth the utmost fire of his soul, and 
then his voice dies away and sends a thrill through the 
audience. This we will call . . . the 'pathetic or 
expressive accent' . . .  .2

The notes which are to receive this expressive accent are 
those chromatic to the key, highest in the phrase, syncopated, 
long, dissonant--in short, the irregular ones. The performer 
must examine the piece to discover these exceptional, unex
pected features.

The implication is clear. Metrical accents are not 
"real"; the "real" accentuation comes from other factors, 
including melodic, harmonic, agogic, and tonic (pitch)

^Ibid., pp. 88-93. 
^Ibid., p. 85.
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structures but excluding metrical structure.
This shift toward the over-riding effectiveness of

irregular factors is carried even further by Riemann,^ the
most widely influential theorist and musicologist of the
turn of the century. Riemann emphasizes the "dynamic curve”
rather than the terraced accentuation of A. B. Marx, timing
(agogics) to clarify metrical structure, the normalcy of
four- and eight-measure structural units, and above all
upbeat rhythmic forms. Riemann finds beginning-accented
forms, whether in groups of notes, bars, or groups of bars,

2"unsatisfactory" artistically. To him a second bar is 
heavier than a first, because it is the "answer" to what 
came before; a fourth bar is heavier than a second, and the 
eighth bar heaviest of the phrase, according to a hierarchy

3based upon upbeat functioning.
Early in the 19th century, relative weights of bars 

in the supermetrical structure were assumed to parallel the

Hugo Riemann, major pertinent works : Musikalische 
Dynamik und Agogik (Hamburg, 1884) and System der misikalischen 
Rhythmik und Metrik (1903). All quotations are taken from 
Smither, "Theories."

2Riemann, Dynamik; discussed in Smither. "Theories",
p. 191.

3Riemann, System; from Smither, "Theories", p. 231.
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thetic accentuation within the measure.^ This shape is 
completely reversed with Riemann. He consistently emphasizes 
upbeat formations at all levels, and all but obliterates 
initially-stressed structures in his analyses. He under
takes a thorough revision of slur notation to reflect rhyth
mic groupings inclusive of their upbeats, carrying many slurs 
across barlines in contrast to earlier notational practice. 
Eighth and sixteenth notes in his rhythmic examples are often 
beamed according to their phrase-grouping, cutting across 
metric boundaries. Riemann's insistence on upbeat formations 
in supermetrical structure extends to re-numbering the bars 
of any opening phrase which seems unequivocally thetic. In 
such a case he considers the piece to begin with ,
the second (heavier) bar, or possibly with or|v]Q ,
counting back from [villj which is the heaviest.^ He

Gottfried Weber, whose treatise Schumann studied as 
a text, devotes some attention to supermetrical structure.
He says of this "higher symmetry" that

the measures are distinguished from one another in such 
higher rhythms, in respect to their greater or less 
internal weight or accentuation, in the same way as the 
parts of measures are distinguished among themselves ; 
i.e., the heavy or accented measures assume a prominence 
above the lighter, as do the heavier parts of the 
measure above the lighter.

-Weber, cited in Smither,
"Theories," pp. 31-32.

2Riemann, System, discussed in Smither, "Theories," 
pp. 231 and 239-42.
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does not hesitate to re-bar and re-meter passages where a 
composer has "mistakenly" notated a heavy bar to begin, as 
in the opening of the third movement of Mozart's Sonata in G, 
K. 283:

Mn. 7
. 1a. Barring Mozart's, slurs Riemann's

b.

m
yn. I

b. Rebarring and remetering Riemann's

Riemann, System, quoted in Smither, "Theories,' 
pp. 234-35.
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c. Presto. ,Ü- '
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c. Mozart's score, Urtext

Riemann is, however, concerned with the conservation 
of some fundamental metrical concepts. Fov instance, a 
swell toward the barbeat as the point of most intensity 
appears constantly in his analytical examples. Sometimes it 
over-rides non-congruent pitch structure in favor of metrical 
structure, implying a conciliating metrical inflection, as

^.A. Mozart, Sonatas and Three Fantasias for Piano, 
Urtext (Scarsdale, N .Y.: Edwin F . Kalmus, n . d.).
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a.

. 1

b.

a. Beaming, bracketing and swells Riemann's
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b. Beethoven's score, Urtext 

But he avoids deciding the relative weight of motif stress
Oand metrical accent when they do not coincide:

except for quick passagework, where, he says, motif stress

^Riemann, System; cited in Perkins, pp. 172-73.
2L. van Beethoven, Piano Sonatas. Urtext (Munich:G. Henle, n. d.).
3Riemann, Dynamik und Agogik; discussed in Perkins, pp. 166-67. .---------
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is the stronger.^
Through Riemann's influence several "modem" 

attitudes toward rhythm and meter gained wide acceptance.
Most important to the study is the idea that downbeat begin
nings , at metrical or supermetrical levels, are at best 
vulgar ; upbeats are considered more aesthetically satisfying. 
Riemann gives a strong impression that the notation of
earlier music is, at the least, misleading where it is not
simply wrong; the "true" meter and the "real" rhythmic shape
must be honored instead of the notated forms. Thus by the
early 20th century metrical notation had lost much of its 
earlier inflective significance. D'Indy writes in 1912:

Most frequently, the first beat of the bar is rhyth
mically a weak'^beat; many errors and misinterpreta- 
tions could be avoided by the adoption of this prin
ciple. 2

The inflective purpose of the barline is particularly 
obscured when there are extremely short notes on the barbeat 
or where no overt accentuation is possible, as with rests 
or tied-over notes. Aurally these are "concealed barlines."

^Ibid., p. 167.
2Vincent D 'Indy, Cours de Composition Musicale 

(Paris, 1912), v. I, p. 27; cited in Perkins, p . 229.
^Smither, "Theories," p. 433.
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And Smither notes in SchBnberg's early atonal style (c. 1908- 
1916) a

tendency to use bar lines seemingly as a matter of ^ 
convenience (without rhythmic significance) . . . .

The new attitudes are also reflected in the closely 
related area of performance style: under the guidance of 
Leopold Auer (1845-1930) several generations of string 
players learned to minimize the difference in rhythmic effect 
between down-bow and up-bow with rhythmically neutral "con
tinuous" strokes. Another aspect of this neutralizing of 
metrical inflection occurs with a composer's demand for
“V3consecutive downbows, as in the opening of Stravinsky s

"Dance of the Adolescents" from The Rite of Spring.
With many 20th century composers, the subjugation

of metrical inflection where there is any non-congruency
seems to be complete. Smither comments that

irregular structures have become common, as has the 
tendency to use time signatures and bar lines without 
apparent aural significance.2

Inflection is assumed to follow any patent structure except
the notated metrical structure. "Meter," as Persichetti
puts it, "has no rhythm of its own."

^Howard Smither, "Rhythm," Dictionary of Contemporary 
Music, ed. John Vinton (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1974),p. 618.

^Ibid., p. 619.
oQuoted at more length on p. 260.
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But this approach is also applied to the older music. 
In 1928 Fox Strangways could suggest in analyzing a passage 
by Schumann which rhythmically is not completely straight
forward :

Let us write out treble and bass separately but 
without the barlines, which only confuse . . . .  The 
barline, which is the visible sign of the framework,, 
is apt to be misleading as to the real metre . . . .

And interpretational re-barring of passages by Mozart,
Beethoven and others is epidemic among writers on music.
Sometimes the new barlines involve the whole texture at once,
as in the following cadential passage for which Cone gives
two alternatives to Chopin's barring, alternatives based on
harmonic change. This rebarring is to reveal what he calls
"concealed cross-rhythms." The characteristic rhythmic-metric

2effect of the Polonaise cadence is lost in both alternatives : 

Chopin, Polonaise in A , Op. 40#1, m. 86-88

Chopin, AR:3/4 ! ^  J~#75 J75 1# J  II
Cone
Cone

3/4 I 2/4! I i
4/4 I 3/4*1 2/41 II

^Arthur Henry Fox Strangways, "Phrasing," Music and 
Letters IX (1928), 3-4.

2Edward T. Cone, Musical Form and Musical Perform
ance (New York: W. W. Norton, 1968), p. 45.
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Sometimes the result of the re-metering is a polymetric 
texture with non-simultaneous barlines, as in the following 
Mozart passage for which Stein suggests three different 
meters whose beats and even bars are staggered.^

Mozart, String Quartet in D Minor, K. 421/IV, Var. II

Violin I f ' f }> * f f
Mozart, 6/8 ^  W  # J J J ^  i
Stein, 3/8 I J ^

dFy, fjt> fp
Violin II j: fp fjo
Mozart. 6/8 \ T T

Stein, 12/16 0) 1 J 3 J  / J  J j I J J
f J» ^

Viola
Mozart, 6/8 
(unchanged)

'Cello

jT • f Z
i T T :  m  I f

Mozart, 6/8 7 I # 7 7 # 7 7  1 #
(unchanged) H  p  p

Stein comments :
Dynamic marks are sometimes used for indicating the 

rhythm [evidently he means "metrical accent"] . . . .
It is the cross rhythms of the violins that must be 
phrased distinctly, that is, independently.2

^Erwin Stein, Form and Performance (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962), p. 62.
^Ibid., p. 61.
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Re-metering a composer's notation in order to honor 
non-congruent melodic, harmonic or rhythmic structures is a 
curiously inconsistent practice. It takes for granted the 
inflective purpose of the barline in order to cancel the 
inflective purpose of the barline. As a paradoxical result 
of this notational ambiguity, not only are passages by Mozart 
and Chopin, subject to rebarring because of their irregular 
structures, but multimetric 20th-century passages are re
barred because of their regular structures.

Stravinsky, "Soldier's March," L'histoire du soldat (bass)J = //a/ g]
I I 3  I \ 1 5  I

C-LlLT ’'lH-LT '̂Llf ’ L I /  '

'’ Cf ’ liir ’ c/'’LÏ ’ &  ’ ' ’ cif ’ '
Meyer analysis^

m

* m r  ’ ' c i f  " ' c i / ’ ' c i r  " ' c i r  " ' c i r   ̂ '

Leonard B. Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956), pp. 119-20. 
Meyer makes a valid point as to the regularity of structure 
in the bass patterning. However, motivic structure does not 
automatically set the inflection. See "Findings," Chapter VII,
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Thus motivic structure seems to be a commonly accepted
basis for inflection, particularly for notationally non-
congruent structures. Cone, speaking directly to performance
concerns, sees

a new, looser, sometimes almost anti-metrical 
principle . . . .  For many later [20th-century] 
composers, abstract meter seems not even to exi'st; what 
meter there is expresses itself only through the actual 
rhythmic motifs of the musical surface and hence is in 
a state of constant flux.1

Thus the revolt against the "tyranny of the regular" 
has succeeded. An age when divisive meter was the inflective 
standard, so powerful that it could be called tyranny, has 
given way. But when 20th-century performance practice 
affects the performance of early 19th-century music, the new 
tradition becomes a "tyranny of the irregular."

To apply the new tyranny to Schumann's music is an 
anachronistic misunderstanding which drains his rhythmic 
formations of vitality and tension. He developed his own 
ways of coping with metrical expectation, the invisible but 
audible force which made his irregular constructions so 
strikingly effective. Such "tyranny" was, to Schumann as 
to Beethoven and Schubert, an ally.

The Concept of Metronomic Time
Another important factor in the stylistic distance

^Cone, p. 82.
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between the 20th and the early 19th centuries is the devel
opment of a concept of musical time as metronomically 
measured. The equality of metrical beats in succession was, 
before the advent of Maelzel's pirated pendulum device 
(patented by him in 1816), a matter of the performer's felt 
judgment, not of scientific accuracy. When the two differ, 
which is "correct"? Romanticists and modernists tend to 
answer that question differently, although the generalization 
obscures abuses in both directions.

In 1963 critic Schonberg ventures, speaking of 
pianists, that

it can safely be stated that only within the last fifty 
years has there been such a thing as the concept of a 
basic metrical pulse and a sobriety in the use of such 
expressive devices as the ritard, accelerando, rubato, 
and dynamic extremes— not to mention fidelity to the 
printed page.l

Chopin's flexible playing of his own mazurkas (see p. 5)
must have been metrical, but not metronomic. And when Clara
Schumann prepared her Instructive Edition of her husband's
piano works, she used a watch with a second hand, not a

2metronome, to settle on the MM numbers. Her difficulties 
even with this way of sampling musical motion suggest that 
her playing was not basically metronomic.

^Schonberg, p. 132.
2Schlotel, "Schumann and the Metronome," Schumann, ed. Walker, p. 111.
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Gumey, well after the metronome was in general use, 
comments on the flexibility of "definite rhythm":

I must especially warn the reader against confounding 
definite rhythm with anything like metronomic and 
mechanical divisions of the time. For when insisting on 
the place of the rhythmic factor, I have been sometimes 
met by such examples as performances of national music 
by Hungarian performers, which, it was alleged, are not 
in definite rhythm. But definite rhythm, in my sense, 
is perfectly compatible with a large amount of swayings 
and humourings of the pace. The sense of its strictness 
consists, not in perceiving a mechanical identity of 
length in the bars and in their corresponding subdivisions, 
but in perceiving that the music has ribs, and where 
they are . . .  .1

Schumann undoubtedly took for granted a flexibility both of
and within a metrical framework that is foreign to 20th-
century musicians. Cooper and Meyer, for instance, look
upon the armature of barbeats as stable:

Accented beats differ from unaccented ones in that 
their placement in the series of beats tends to be 
fixed and stable. Specifically, in order to obtain the 
desired impression of grouping, the performer often 
slightly displaces unaccented beats in the temporal 
continuum so that they are closer in time to the 
accents with which they are to be grouped than if he 
had played them with rigid precision . . . .  But 
accented beats seem never to be so displaced.2

As Fox Strangways sees the metrical "grid" (see p. 261), it
is not only rigid but primarily a convenience to display
surface rhythmic groupings. Grid-meter, however accurate,
is eye- not ear-meter.

^Gumey, p. 155.
2Cooper and Meyer, p. 8,
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Music psychologists, notably Seashore but many others 
as well, recognized that musical "beauty" somehow escapes 
from the grid's rigidity. Seashore was forced to devise a 
theory of artistic deviation, deviation not only in timing 
but in pitch, sonority, dynamic level, and so forth, to 
explain experimentally documented performance fluctuations, 
aberrance from the presumed standards supplied by notation.^ 
Yet a metronomic metrical norm, which Seashore rightly 
assumed to be unmusical, is itself a misrepresentation of the 
rhythmic nature of meter as an organizing system. Rhythmic 
meter not only measures, it differentiates beats, sub-divi
sions of beats, and bars as well. The metronome does not 
and can not differentiate.

The Relation of Accent and Stress to Inflection
The actual effecting of metrical differentiation,

2however, is imperfectly understood. There are two tradi
tional ways to mark a beat for emphasis: dynamic stress and 
agogic stress. Differentiated dynamic stress has been

^Carl E. Seashore, In Search of Beauty in Music 
(New York: Ronald Publishers, 1947).

2There is a third way sometimes mentioned: tonic 
(pitch) stress. It rarely competes independently for bar
beat weight in a consistent way, so is neglected in this 
discussion. The Scherzo of Schumann's Piano Quintet, Op. 
44/III, shows some effect of tonic stress at both low and 
high terminals of the thematic scales (opening shown in 
Ex. E30).
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generally considered the primary method of creating metrical 
differentiation. It has been assumed, for instance, that 
dynamic stress on every third note in a series, thus :

; ; ; ; ; ;
> >

will establish triple meter thus :

3/4

Consequently the "real" barlines are presumed to precede such 
regular stresses. The concept of grid-meter, with exactly 
measured beat- and bar-lengths, reinforces reliance on grad
uated dynamic levels to communicate metrical differentiation. 
From this point of view, consistent non-congruencies which 
are stressed would accomplish an aural shift in the metrical 
organization.^ A series of hemioles would fall into this 
category. Patterned non-congruent stress, as in Example DIO, 
would suggest additive rather than divisive meter (in this
case 3+2+3 or 3+3+2 ) in this approach; and consecutive 

4
all-tied barbeats would negate the placement of the barline, 
as in Example D84. Goldstein is only one of many writers to 
conclude that Schumann has notated an impossibility in this 
passage and others like it; the barring, he believes, is at

Perkins states unequivocally ("Changing Concepts of 
Rhythm in the Romantic Era," p. 205) that "if the discrep
ancy between rhythmical and metrical accentuation is consis
tently maintained within a phrase or larger section of a 
composition, the metrical scheme of accentuation will seem 
to the auditor to shift, which will, in fact, have taken 
place, although the composer may not have given any nota
tional indication of a new metrical scheme."
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1

Bowed or wind instruments might bring it ["this 
syncopation"] out as intended, and pianists occasionally 
make the attempt by pantomimic suggestion or by use of 
a well-known damper-pedal trick, or by both, but the 
notation is somewhat futile for a percussion instrument, 
the music being accepted by the ear as

3/4 cJ *5 \ ©  J 1
But is the sense of barbeat dependent upon stress,

2that is, upon differentiated dynamic levels? Weber thought
3not; and Gurney thought not. The only necessity is an

"internal weight"; the barbeat is a "strong place." Their
insight is confirmed in the 20th-century laboratory, where 
graduated dynamic stress, in spite of long historical

^Walter Goldstein, "The Rhythmic Tricks of Chopin 
and Schumann," MTNA Proceedings, 1924, pp. 71-72.

2"What is here said of heavy and light parts of the 
measure is not to be so understood as that a so-called heavy 
or strong part of the measure must really in all cases be 
delivered more heavily and strongly (more forte) than the 
so-called light or weak part; we here speak rather of an 
internal weight which our rhythmical feeling spontaneously 
gives to every heavy time [beat] . . . ." Weber, Theorie; 
cited in Smither, "Theories," p. 31.

3"I use the term strong places to express that 
particular sense of recognition which is felt, e.g., in music 
at the first beat of a bar, whether the note receives the 
emphasis of extra loudness or not. How thoroughly the 
differentiating quality of the stimulus which occurs at that 
place and no other is recognized . . .  is shown by the 
physical impulse to mark it with a beat or tap. just as much 
as if it were brought out to the ear by extra loudness 
. . . ." Gumey, p. 438.
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dependence upon it to differentiate metrical beats, has been 
proven to make distinctions very inefficiently. For instance, 
a sound actually ten times louder than a control sound is 
subjectively perceived as only twice as loud.^

Since metrical "internal weight" is not, then, 
necessarily an accent of dynamic stress, is it an accent of 
lengthening— an agogic accent? Riemann, who devoted much 
attention to agogic accent, considered it especially impor
tant in organ music, where there is no way to make dynamic 
accents to clarify metrical organization. He solves the 
commonly presented problem of six eighth notes which need to 
be communicated as 3/4 or as 6/8 in two ways, either length
ening the last note in each beat group:

6 / 8  J T i . j T J ,  3 / 4
10 >  >  >

2or lengthening the first note in each beat group:

c U  E L T  à

For Riemann, timing adjustments are also connected with 
dynamic change, so that crescendos hasten and diminuendos lag.

3Metronomic time to him is unmusical.

^Paul Zukofsky, "The Psychophysics of Musical Perform
ance," Hi-Fi/Musical America, 28/2 (Feb. 1978), MAIO.

2Riemann, Dynamik; cited in Smither, p. 189.
^Ibid., p. 191.
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Nearly a century after Riemann wrote, the problem of the 
performed difference between 3/4 and 6/8 has been addressed 
in the computer laboratory.^ Some of the findings of that 
study pertain to the present discussion. First, exactly 
equal spacing of exactly equal tones can be heard in either 
duple or triple groupings at will. The implication is that 
the "internal weight" can be self-induced. This is grid 
meter, i.e., metronomic time; and it fails to communicate 
rhythmic-metric motion unequivocally. Further, extremely 
small differences in timing are perceived as significant 
by the listener. A difference of one-fortieth of a second 
is noted without doubt in the establishment of rhythmic 
grouping, a difference detected not only in the laboratory 
but under the conditions of live performance. A general 
report of the study states that

Performers appear to use these small differences to 
convey information about metric structures . . . .  
Performers appear to be able to control these differences, 
in some cases to a very remarkable extent and in an 
indirect way not yet understood.2

Are other factors besides dynamic and agogic accents 
operating to create the "internal weight" of the "strong 
places" in a metrical organization? It may be helpful to 
re-examine the explanatory examples for these two traditional

^Zukofsky, pp. MA8-MA10. 
^Ibid., p. miO,
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accentuations. On p. 282, dynamic stress on every third note 
in a series was assumed to establish triple meter thus :

3/4 J ) } \ }  } }  1

Yet a musician has no difficulty interpreting the following 
patterns metrically, patterns which also have dynamic stress 
on every third note but whose barbeats fall in different 
places : ^ ^

3/4 J I j j J I J J or 3/4 J J I J J j [ J
In the same way, there are more possibilities for agogic 
lengthening than Riemann prescribes. Not only the patterns 
he gave (see p. 284) but others as well can be inflected 
metrically, for instance:

'T7' h I n  n b6/8 I ̂ 0*f 0 3/4
\ 1 J  W  l £ I  w  >

6/8

I
p ' u t ' L T

Evidently dynamic stress and timing stress do not in them
selves carry metrical accent, even with patterned placement 
in the metrical armature.
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The consistent factor in the accentual schemes given 
above, whether congruent or non-congruent, has been the 
grouping effect of the "strong place," the barbeat or beat. 
This grouping effect is a kind of magnetism, with the 
strong place as the focal point. As demonstrated, this 
grouping effect is both independent of and more puissant than 
either dynamic stress or agogic stress. It is this grouping 
effect around a point of internal weight which creates 
rhythm and guides inflection. This grouping effect is an 
activity of the aural imagination. The composer recognizes 
this grouping effect when he chooses notational symbols.

Just how this grouping effect creates rhythm and 
guides inflection is imperfectly understood. Clearly, how
ever, it involves not what is done either dynamically or 
agogically at single points of time, regardless of patterning, 
but what is done to shape the whole context of the strong 
place. Not local stress, but gestural coherence makes inflec
tion. Scholes calls the point of internal weight a "throb, 
acknowledging its organic behavior.

The internal weight does something, even if it cannot 
be conveniently defined: it accomplishes inflection. And 
inflection is still operating when Schumann writes all-tied

Percy A. Scholes, "Syncopation," The Oxford Compan
ion to Music, Tenth Edition, ed. John Owen Ward (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 1002-1003.
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harmonie anticipations, or hemioles across alternate bar or 
beat boundaries. In some instances he tried to notate such 
inflection; the enigmatic swells on all-tied barbeats are 
graphic suggestion of that internal weight. Furthermore, 
that weight prevents the slippage of the barline from its 
metrical position, precisely where the composer wrote it.
That weight inflects its surroundings, whether or not its 
point in time is articulated. And, finally, that internal 
weight makes of the abstract metrical system a rhythmic organ
ization, not a neutral grid of measurement. Schumann's 
riskiest writing presumes this actively inflective meter.

Melodic Identity in Close Stretto
Much of Schumann's imitative writing, whether formal 

or informal, is fairly straightforward rhythmically and 
presents few inflectional problems. But one aspect of his 
imitative habit is in direct contradiction to a well-estab
lished performance approach. In certain passages, such as 
those shown in Examples E41-E46, the close imitation involves 
a conspicuous repositioning of the motif, as the subject 
matter is shifted in relation to the pattern of strong and 
weak beats.

To the 20th-century performer a considerable barrier 
to carrying out metrical reinflection in these passages is 
loss of the melodic character of the motif when it is reinflec
ted. Providing secure recognition of a "subject" wherever
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it occurs is considered the foundation of fugal performance. 
Performance training long has emphasized the importance of 
establishing the distinct character of a subject, then 
shaping it distinctly and consistently throughout the contra
puntal texture and throughout the piece. Further, there is 
no general impression that strettos may upset the inflective 
integrity of the subject. Canon, fugal stretto, and freely 
imitative textures are traditionally approached with clari
fying intentions, namely, through the use of consistent 
inflection.

Schumann's diacritical marks seem to support consis
tent inflection, as well. See, for instance, the stress 
marks in Example E41, which also call attention to the 
length of the canon; and in Example E46c, where the third 
note of the fugue subject, on the barbeat in the first entry, 
is dynamically incised for each entry.

Yet in performance Schumann's overlappings seem to 
resist the approach of consistent inflection. If the char
acterizing rhythmic profile of the motif is preserved, the 
metrical framework seems crippled, out of synchronization.
If, on the other hand, by means of conciliatory inflection 
the metrical flow is preserved, the motif loses a certain 
amount of recognizability.

This problem is pressing enough in keyboard works, 
where one performer is in control of the whole contrapuntal 
texture. It is significant that Schumann's stretto tech-
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niques were developed in the early piano-solo pieces. But 
the same type of imitative overlapping can create crisis in 
an ensemble work when the various imitative entries refuse 
to accommodate rhythmically to each other. This non-accom
modation is further evidence that grid-meter is musically 
impractical. The grid implies that beats and their divisions 
will line up vertically whether or not the various strands 
of the texture are grouped alike rhythmically. But the 
minute differences in timing which help to communicate 
metrical organization resist lining up in much of Schumann's 
metrically non-congruent overlapping. In these strettos, 
entries do not comfortably "fit"; or, if they are forced to 
fit, they "feel wrong" melodically.

Yet it may be assumed with confidence that Schumann 
used the device deliberately. The technique is of venerable 
usage under the term imitâtio per arsin et thesin, i.e., 
"imitation in contrary rhythm"; it is treated in detail in
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Marpurg's treatise of 1753-54,^ which Schumann first studied 
in 1832 and often consulted later. Schumann also leaned
upon the precedent of Bach, particularly in the Art of Fugue,

E 
3

2which he copied out early in 1837, and the Well-Tempered
Clavier, to whose study he returned again and again.

The unease of Schumann's re-inflected stretto entries 
compared to the unohtrusiveness of Bach's has several causes, 
some beyond the scope of this study. But it is pertinent 
that many of Schumann's instances occur in triple meters.

Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg, Abhandlung von der Fuge, 
trans. Alfred Mann, in The Study of the Fugue (New Brunswick, 
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1958):

"8. If one of two parts written in imitation begins on a 
strong beat and the other on a weak beat, or vice 
versa, this is called imitation in contrary rhythm-- 
imitatio per arsin et thesin or in contrario tempore." 
Mann, p. 151.

"18.......... The fourth class [of fugues] contains fugues
by imitation in contrary rhythm— fuga per arsin et 
thesin . . . ." Mann, pp. 157-58.

"22. Fugues by imitation in contrary rhythm belong properly 
to the canon. An exchange of strong and weak beats 
occurs in the entrances of an ordinary fugue only when 
the theme is to be used in a stretto passage or a 
canonic passage. There are no regular examples of an 
ordinary periodic fugue written in this manner." Mann, 
p. 160.

2Gerald Abraham, "Schumann," Grove's V , v. 7, p. 609.
3Schumann's precedents in Bach's practice are found, 

for instance, in Volume I as follows : in the fugue in C 
major, #1, in common meter, incorporating many stretto entries 
after an interval of one beat, and utilizing each of the four 
metrical positions in the bar for entry; in the c# minor 
fugue, #IV in 0, in the Tenor entry of CSII in m. 99, the 
middle entry of a three-entry stretto; and in the B minor 
fugue, #XXII, also in 0, where in m. 67-69 there are five 
consecutive entries after one beat.
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where, of beat-position shifts in the bar, there are two
"wrong" inflections to one "right," instead of the simple
alternative in duple meters of "on the beat" versus "on the
off-beat." Schumann was not particularly in sympathy with
Mattheson's dictum (1739) that

a fugue should be written in duple meter since it 
requires a "certain element of seriousness" which is not 
to be found in the "light, skipping motion" of triple 
meter.1

Evidence is found not only in Schumann's own fugues but in
his remark on Mendelssohn's Opus 35 (see p. 37). Bach him-

2self avoided the re-inflected entry in triple meters.
An approach, however, which makes re-inflected 

entries appropriate as well as practical, in Bach or else
where, is to view most of the compressed voices as more 
ornamental than contrapuntal. They are not conceived as 
strong independent whole entries, compressed together but 
each autonomous in its metrical setting; the more turgid the 
stretto scheme, the more truncated most entries become. Both 
harmonic and metric control are vested in one leading voice, 
to which the stretto adds imitative tension. In this light, 
Schumann's close strettos are performable with metrical and 
rhythmic comfort. The position of the leading voice is

^Johann Î attheson,. Der voll-kommene Kapellmeister, 
quoted in Mann, Study of Fugue, p. 151.

2There are none in the simple triple meter fugues of 
Volume I of the Well-Tempered Clavier (#VI, X, XI and XXI), 
and only one free double entry quasi stretto in the fugue 
in compound triple meter, #XIX, m. 25, beat two.
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enhanced by metrical inflection in the imitations. Contra
puntal technique unifies the texture motivically; it accom
plishes the immanence of the subject. But the framework is 
inflected homogeneously, and is thus metrically stable.

Special Problems of Inflecting Hemioles
The inflection of hemioles in metrical music is 

ordinarily an encapsulated problem, since, regardless of the 
performer’s choice among inflectional possibilities, the 
overall metrical framework is reasserted every sixth unit 
where the pattern of twos and the pattern of threes again 
coincide. Though the inflection may be mistaken, it does 
not cripple the larger motion. But the three possible types 
of inflection (hemiolic, metrical, or mixed) are quite 
different from one another in their rhythmic effect. A 
review of the three options may be helpful.

In hemiolic inflection, the hemiolic inner divisions 
determine the accentuation, that is, the aurally accepted 
meter. The six units of the hemiolic matrix, therefore, are 
inflected thus in the whole fabric:^

r -iT 2 T 4 J 6 r

^The overlines show "heavier places" which are not 
necessarily louder but communicate metrical organization.
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Out of context this would be perceived as a triplet with 
duple sub-divisions, for instance:

' ( L r  6 -  ' r
Its "true" meter (that is, the aural effect) is, in this 
case, 3/4. A piece beginning with such hemiolic inflection 
would seem to the listener to move in a regular triple 
meter, with metrically congruent constructions. Context, 
however, makes such a passage a hemiole; in this case, its 
setting would be within 6/8 meter, thus :

1 7 3 / 4 )

6/8 1 n_r' cj'Lrir ' c u  m "
Therefore the metrical motion is primarily duple (6/8) but 
the hemiolic bars are in triple meter (3/4). This represents 
an alternative grouping within the anomalous bar. Hemiolic 
inflection is appropriate in unanimous hemioles for a rhyth
mic style in which meter follows motivic structure. The 
metrical shift is perceived in the grouping changes within 
the anomalous bar(s), as the constant eighth notes move now 
in normal threes, now in anomalous twos within the framework 
of sixes.

In metrical inflection of hemioles, on the other 
hand, the non-congruent inner groupings of the hemiole are 
inflected according to the meter. The six units of the
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hemiolic matrix, therefore, are inflected thus in the whole 
fabric :

‘ T 2 3 ? 5 6‘2 3 4 5 6‘ T

Even if the hemiolic motivic pattern is marked by stresses, 
as shown below, the "heavier places" remain clear as 
metrical accentuation (stress f accent). Reference to 
context is not necessary to identify this passage to the ear 
as a hemiole; both metrical frame and non-congruent struc
tures are aurally perceptible.

I A/ IAccented metrical pattern: ,
6/8 t

Stressed motivic pattern: >

Metrical inflection is appropriate with both unanimous and 
partial hemioles for a rhythmic style in which notated meter 
is expected to inflect both congruent and non-congruent 
structures, There is no feeling of metrical instability or 
shift in this way of inflecting hemioles. The counterpointing 
of motivic structure with metrical structure is perceived as 
rhythmic ornamentation of a solid metrical frame. Added 
stress may highlight the non-congruencies, but the notated 
meter remains the "true" meter. A piece beginning with such 
a conciliated hemiole appears to move in the notated meter 
from the outset.
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With partial hemioles there is a third possibility, 
mixed inflection, in which the hemiolically constructed 
strands of the fabric are inflected hemiolically, and the 
metrically constructed strands receive metrical inflection. 
This procedure is practical only with an ensemble, where 
only one nuancing is the responsibility of any one instru
ment? list.. It is not practical in a solo keyboard situation 
becau -  ̂f the unnatural and formidable difficulty for one 
performer of projecting two co-equal but different metrical 
shapings.

A constraint upon mixed inflection
The illusion that it is a simple matter for a sole 

musician to play conflicting meters simultaneously is 
fostered by two concepts untenable for Schumann's era which 
have been discussed earlier: the concept of grid-meter, and 
the concept that added dynamic stress equals metrical accen
tuation. If these concepts were rhythmically viable, the 
two strands in the following figure should fit perfectly 
together vertically, while the metrical groupings should be 
clear from the independent accentuation.

3/4
6/8

r 1 ,r,3 .r.ÎF— 1

{LJ ’ I u
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However, in practice, when the whole fabric is performed by 
one person, one or the other shaping prevails. Inflection 
will honor either the duple meter or the triple meter ; then 
those interior emphases which are non-congruent are inter
preted as stresses ornamenting the accentuation:

Because our minds tend to organize the musical 
texture in the simplest way, simultaneous musical events 
will, if possible, be apprehended as having one basic 
mode of articulation.1

This reconciliation of internal emphases may be 
demonstrated by the following time-honored informal experi
ment.

The grid figure above represents one bar of triple 
meter against one bar of duple meter, i.e. 3x2 within 
the bar. Let the right hand tap the beats of 3/4, the 
left hand the beats of 6/8, while the eighth note units 
are spoken with a non-discriminatory syllable.

Allow the triple meter (RH) to control the whole.
The accumulated rhythm is now:

R R R
3/4 I :  J  J : l

J- .(CJLLLff)
Left hand emphasis on the second beat of the non- 
congruent 6/8 now creates a stressed upbeat to the third 
beat of the dominating 3/4.

Now allow the duple meter (LH) to control the whole. 
The accumulated rhythm is now:

R R R
6/8 It J J’ j'J ;1

( u - f

^Cooper and Meyer, p. 108.
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Right hand emphasis on the second and third beats of the 
non-congruent 3/4 now creates a stressed upbeat and a 
stressed afterbeat to the second beat of the dominating 
6/8; or, with the ambiguity of triple divisions, it 
creates two stressed upbeats, one of an eighth note 
length leading to the second beat, and one of a quarter 
note length leading across the bar to the following 
first beat. At this point it has been demonstrated that 
"three against two" is musically practical in either a 
triple or a duple metrical setting, but that their 
resultant--accumulated--rhythms differ.

Now attempt divided inflection: that is, set the 
repetitious pattern in motion with two co-equal meters, 
RH in 3/4 and LH in 6/8. Difficulties will arise. Be 
patient. Exchange RH and LH patterns if this seems more 
natural. Be attentive to what happens psychologically 
as the shaping of co-equal simultaneous meters is 
attempted.

It will be found that this third step in the demon
stration is a mental, hence a practical impossibility.
In the endeavor to accomplish true mixed inflection, 
additional stress will be put on one of the lines mid
bar, usually on the one suddenly perceived as aberrant, 
anomalous to the meter of the other line. Yet this 
dynamic reinforcement remains stress, identifiably 
different from the accentuation which communicates the 
dominant meter. In other words, when such rhythmically 
non-congruent figures are attempted simultaneously, the 
mind understands one in terms of the other, just as in 
the first two steps of the demonstration. No matter 
how robust or how subtle the nuancing, the Gestalt will 
be either triple:

\ J } \W  I 1 i— J
or duple :

I J J’i'.M

There is no way for one musical mind to have a divided 
rhythmic intention, that is, two co-equal inflections. 
Hence, a single performer cannot play in two co-equal 
meters at once. Two against three will always be either 
3/4 J or 6/8 J S' J* J for a soloist.
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Further, the non-alignment vertically of simultaneous 
but different rhythmic groupings can be demonstrated by 
dividing the accumulated rhythms of the two patterns 
between two performers, thus :

Performer A 3/4

Performer B 6/8

The minute agogic adjustments within the bar for metrical 
communication will be found to prevent exact synchrony 
within the bar. Visually, the parts line up vertically; 
aurally, they do not, unless one strand consents to be 
inflected by the other, to be in other words conciliated.

Indeed, it is difficult even for two different performers to 
establish two different inflections except at a tempo where 
both can feel the large span of six rhythmically enough to 
divide it with confidence. Schumann's blurring beat divi
sions in ensemble music make use of this procedure; see, for 
instance. Examples G19 and G20.

Mixed inflection of alternative groupings, whether 
in hemiolic proportion or other arithmetical relationship, 
is an effect more exploited in 20th-century than in 19th- 
century music. Its use is restricted by the necessity for 
a dual rhythmic intention, for ensemble instrumentation, and 
for a tempo facilitating the independent divisions. A 
conductor may keep the larger framework (with hemioles, the 
coincidence every six units) stable, and in this way there 
can be realized a true cross-rhythm. But it may be assumed
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that metrical music written for one performer is intended to 
be uni-metric, with non-congruencies reconciled by the domi
nant meter.

This is not to say that the non-congruencies become 
inconspicuous. On the contrary, they are often vividly 
dramatized by stresses which emphasize the disparity between 
them and the dominant metrical armature. This is the essence 
of the syncopative process in metrical music.

Furthermore, it is probable that the uni-metrical 
but richly anomalous rhythmic textures developed by Schumann 
in his early piano music (Op. 1 through Op. 23) carry the 
same rhythmic intent when they are found in later ensemble 
works, since there is no evidence that he was aware of 
radically different inflectional possibilities given more 
than one performer.

It is significant for this study that both the use 
of a baton, and the role of conductor as separate from orches
tral member who also beat time, began only after 1820.
Spohr was apparently the innovator. The old ways persisted 
for a time, with concertmaster or keyboard player leading 
from his seat in the orchestra, often audibly beating the 
time. A separate conductor was customary only for vocal 
works with orchestra. As late as 1835 Mendelssohn shocked 
Leipzigers not only by conducting the orchestral as well as 
the choral Gewandhaus concerts, but also by using a baton. 
Schumann's otherwise enthusiastic review in the Neue
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Zeitschrift of Mendelssohn's Leipzig debut notes
For my part, I disliked the conductor’s stick in 

the overture as in the symphony . . . .  Before 
Mendelssohn, orchestral works were performed without a 
time-beating conductor.1

These practices imply strong conventional assumptions on the
part of orchestral musicians as to the nature of metrical
rhythm.

The findings of this study strongly suggest that 
metrical inflection is appropriate for Schumann's hemioles 
both because of his formal and because of his diacritical 
treatment of hemiolic constructions. This appraisal is 
further supported by the impracticality for the piano soloist 
of mixed inflection for partial hemioles. Schumann's 
hemiolic custom was thoroughly established in his solo piano 
writing between about 1828 and 1840, and the scores show no 
evidence of a change of approach for the later ensemble 
music. In fact, it is probable that Schumann realized only 
quite belatedly how restricted a view of the score each 
member of an ensemble gains from his single part.

^Joan Chissell, Schumann (revised edition), p. 37.
2Five years after the three string quartets were 

written (and published as parts only) Schumann wrote to the 
publisher, Hartel:

Would you publish the score of one of the quartets 
now, and the others later . . . .  Quartets published 
only 'in the parts' seem to me like a man who has been 
quartered; one doesn't know where to catch hold of him.

- Herbert Bedford, p. 153.
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Hemiolic dance-step patterns
Another historical fact may have some bearing on 

Schumann's treatment of hemiolic constructions. The corpo
real reconciliation of hemioles to metrical inflection is a 
distinct feature of the waltz as a dance. Its step pattern 
is hemiolically non-congruent with the meter regardless of 
concurrent melodic construction, a characteristic it shares 
with the earlier minuet :̂

3/4
I J j J I

Minuet :

Waltz :

The high incidence of hemiolic constructions in Schumann's 
waltz-like pieces may well be connected with his early 
experiences of waltzing, an embodiment of conciliatory 
metrical inflection.

Hemiolic performance assumptions
For the 20th-century performer perhaps the most 

serious impediment to inflecting Schumann's hemioles metri-

^Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, p. 286.
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cally is a well-established scholarly tradition in favor of 
hemiolic inflection for hemioles wherever they are found-- 
that is, in any style period. It is far beyond the province 
of this study to trace the history of the rhythmic perform
ance of hemioles, and in any case the hemioles of the metri
cal era are not comparable to those of mensural music. Yet 
it may be noted that aural reconstruction of the rhythmic 
form called hemiole, whether in the 15th century or since 
1600, has been often in question in the absence of direct 
aural tradition. The ambiguity arises because of the contin
uing difficulty of, first, describing aural reality, and 
then translating such description back into sound. For 
instance, musicologists have been in general agreement that 
the blackened notes of 15th century hemioles indicate a 
cross-rhythm of "three against two" in a contrapuntal fabric. 
Yet recent research by Collins^ suggests that a large propor
tion of those constructions were in fact "resolved" in 
practice in such a way that there was no hint of cross-rhythm.

Michael Bruce Collinj, "The Performance of Coloration, 
Sesquialtera,and Hemiolia[sic] (1450-1750)," unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, 1963; also, "The 
Performance of Sesquialtera and Hemiola in the 16th century," 
JAMS XVII (1964), 5-28.
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The following figure shows the performance convention of 
fitting "three notes against two."

Notation Performance
(modernized) Ç  ^ f

Semantic misunderstandings in style reconstruction are diffi
cult to avoid.

Twentieth-century musicologists generally assume that 
the Baroque hemiole, particularly in the body and cadences 
of the Courante, is to be performed with hemiolic inflection. 
Donington, one of many commentators, gives unequivocal 
advice :

To spot a hemiola, notice on which beats the bass 
carries a change of harmony ; if the second 'one' has 
no change of harmony, a hemiola is indicated. Perform 
it unmistakably, suppressing the bar-line in the middle 
as if it did not exist, and accenting the alternate 
beats strongly to bring out the pattern.1

Yet the example which follows this quotation shows a chord
change on the second barbeat, in the middle of the second
hemiolic inner group; it is a partial hemiole; and that
second barbeat will certainly receive some metrical impetus.

^Robert Donington, String Playing in Baroque Music 
(London: Faber and Faber, 1977), pp. 93-941
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Handel, Trio Sonata in g. Op. 11/8, last movement

I
J. a

¥

Bass
etc.

Donington no doubt means to highlight the non-congruency, 
but this need not change the meter.

Other 20th-century scholars and critics seem to 
agree as to aural meter change for hemioles. The contrib
utors to two basic reference works put the matter thus :

Hemiola, hemiolia........in modem terms, . . . three
half-notes instead of two dotted half notes. . . .  This 
change from 6/4 to 3/2 or vice versa is found very 
frequently in the works of Dunstable, Dufay, and other 
15th-century composers, as well as in the music of the 
baroque period. . . .  In the 19th century it was 
rediscovered by Schumann . . .  .2
Hemio1e/hemio1a. The term is also applied by
writers of the 16th century to certain rhythmical pro
portions, corresponding to the triplets of modem music. 
Thus, three minims, sung against two. . . . The word 
may also be used for a change in triple time where two 
bars are made to sound like one bar of three beats of 
twice the duration, as frequently in Handel's final 
cadences, thus : 3

3/4 -J j J I <sJ J I J J W .
^Ibid., p. 94.
2Harvard Dictionary, 2nd ed., p. 382. 
^Grove's V , v. 4, p. 237.
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For Sachs, the hemiole combats the "tyranny of the bar";
One device to ease the fetters of measure was— once 
more--the hemiola or alternative subdivision of six 
units. . . . The 3/4 changes to a sharply marked 6/8;
. . . two 3/4 change to one 3/2.1

Rittenhouse, also, assumes meter change : "Hemiola . . .
contradicts established metric organization . . . .  Two

23/4 measures change to one 3/2 measure . . .
Two Schumann themes in particular have drawn comment

for their presumed hemiolic meter change. Of the opening
theme of the "Rhenish" Symphony, Op. 97/1, Schlotel says;

The Schumannesque syncopation of the first six bars 
creates the illusion that the music is in a slow 3/2, 
but it dissolves in the whirling gaiety of a joyous 3/4 
waltz-rhythm from bar 7.3

The other theme is conspicuous to an even greater extent,
the second theme of the Finale of the Piano Concerto, Op.
54/IXI. An extensive sample of such commentary on the
concerto theme follows :

The true metre of this passage is 3/2 . . . .̂

Walker, p. 297. 

p. 254

^Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, pp. 344-45.
2Rittenhouse, p. 57.
Schlotel, "The Orchestral Music," Schumann, ed.

^Nieman, "The Concertos," Schumann, ed. Walker,
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Another classic perversity, the time is never accepted 
by the hearer as written,--that is, in a syncopated 
three-four. The time is really converted by the ear 
into a three-two by deleting every other bar.l

Here 3/4 time is made to sound like 3/2 time
the one is superposed upon the other in this tricky 
fashion :̂

[This is] rhythmic sleight-of-hand . . . .  The signa
ture is 3/4; but he has non the less managed to make the music 
sound like 3/2 . . .  . At this point many an orchestral 
conductor has met his Waterloo . . . .

The second subject . . .  is sufficiently syncopated to 
create the illusion of converting the 3-4 time into 3-2, 
so that unfortunately the subtlety of the device can 
only be fully appreciated on paper, or by watching the 
conductor's down beat coming off the beat in alternate 
bars. The ear by itself is all too ready to accept the 
passage as simple 3-2 time.4

Time signatures and bar lines do not always accurately 
reflect the real metric organization. At times composers 
have used them . . .  as a convenience— relying upon the 
performer to interpret and communicate the true metric 
structure. For instance, though the last movement of 
Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A Minor is written in 3/4 
time throughout, the melody [Theme II] is so strongly 
duple on the primary level that the time signature no 
longer really represents the metric structure . . . .
The new meter is more like 3/2 (3x2/41 than like the 
previous organization of 6/4 (2x3/4).5

Goldstein, p. 68. 
'Schauffler, p. 411. 'ibid., pp. 427-28
^Chissell, Schumann (1st ed.), pp. 174-75. 
'Cooper and Meyer, pp. 88-89.
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These examples illustrate how thoroughly motivic structure 
has supplanted meter as the primary inflective power.

It is significant that many of the writers who take
hemiolic inflection, with its aural meter change, for granted
also mention "syncopation.” Clearly, if the meter were
actually to change, there could be no sense of syncopating,
since the "heavier places" of the original meter would no
longer pull against the non-congruent hemiolic structure.
Evidently it is the wrench of metrical inflection that these
writers perceive, not meter change. Chissell aptly describes
this rhythmic effect in the "Rhenish" Symphony's opening:

The tug-of-war between duple and triple time— one of 
Schumann's most subtle experiments with syncopation-- 
gives the movement an extraordinary virility. 1

And one critic has documented how different the effect of
syncopative metrical inflection is from that of hemiolic
inflection in the disputed Concerto theme :

The reader who has felt the charm of the cross-rhythm in 
the finale of this work will be surprised to hear, from 
another critic, of the . . . monotonous limping of the 
second subject.2

Use of the terms "cross-rhythm" and "syncopation" to refer
to the effect of metrical inflection with non-congruencies
is discussed further in the next section of this chapter.

^Chissell, Schumann (1st ed.), p. 170.
2Fuller-Maitland, Robert Schumann, p. 129.
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Finally, an important hint as to the persistence of 
metrical inflection for non-congruent three-against-two into 
the last quarter of the 19th century is found in Riemann's 
strong opposition to it. He recommends that the alternative 
division of a bar be smooth or "un-syncopated;" he opposes 
what he calls the "customary” interpretation, as in the 
following figure whose quarter-note triplet is derived from 
a "syncopated" tying within two triplets of eighth notes

J : j1 J .J 1I L ^  I .  ^' r f r i - t L f c i i
He recommends, instead, the following derivation of the

2triplet from a half-note, the equivalent of meter change:

\ \

By this it may be inferred that the earlier performance 
tradition of conciliatory metrical inflection was still 
observable in the 1880s, though rhythmic assumptions had 
already begun to change.

In sum, not only has there been a drastic change in 
xhythmic assumptions between Schumann's time and ours, but

^ugo Riemann, Dynamik; cited in Smither,"Theories,' 
p. 206. The idiosyncratic metrical signature is Riemann's,

2̂Ibid., p. 207.
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apparently there has been some semantic confusion in analyt
ical description of hemiolic performance. Hemiolic construc
tion is clear to the eye in the score; it is made clear to 
the ear in radically different ways. Hemiolic inflection, 
in which structural change creates meter change, is partic
ularly congenial to the experimental directions of much late 
19th- and early 20th-century music, but it is not appropriate 
for Schumann. His hemioles belong to an earlier performance 
tradition, in which metrical inflection was assumed so 
strongly that it need not be reaffirmed in the rhythmic 
constructions of the texture.

In this context Schumann's most extreme hemioles as 
well as his most extreme oblique harmony indicate the 
strength of his metrical expectation. How general that 
tradition of the inflective power of meter was is beyond the
province of this study. But there are hemiolic passages in

1 2 Beethoven and Schubert where, even with the absence of
metrical reinforcement against the non-congruencies, metrical
conciliation is evidently called for. Schumann is no more
radical than they. He was seventeen when Beethoven died.

^Beethoven,"Eroica" Symphony, Op. 55/1, development 
section: p—• ■■

(1803) 3/4 1 V J *1 1 J  I t+t.
w\. I&92Schubert, Sonata in D , Op. 53/XII, opening:

(1825) r  TT"
3/4 >jr3J75i J i iJr5J73/T3 U  

m. i
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eighteen at Schubert's death. To him they were the "modem 
masters."

Conciliatory Metrical Inflection,
An Invisible Tradition

It may well be asked why, if metrical inflection 
which re-shapes non-congruencies is so natural, common, and 
essential a process in the performance of metrical music, 
there seems to be no conspicuous performance tradition 
supporting it. Why should there be no general term for the 
practice?

Some 19th-century writers do recognize the phenomenon, 
but no one defines it; and no one describes it as felici
tously as Gurney:

. . . departures [from an underlying "fixed scheme of 
recurrences"] accepted by the ear with a pleased feeling 
that its own intuitive sense of the ideal regularity is 
still in a manner dominating throughout.1

In the same passage he speaks of "that elastic working of
the ear which is entailed in all enjoyment of the metre."
Gurney's pleasure in the device is evident; the persuasion
of non-congruencies by metrical inflection is perceived as
playful, a sophisticated amusement. But he does not name
the inflecting action he recognizes.

Whether Lussy recognizes conciliatory metrical 
inflection is a question. In his rules for metrical accen

^Gumey, p. 439 .
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tuation, combining Rule 7 with Rule 8 leaves unresolved the 
problem of which of these successive "strongly accented" 
notes predominates :

7. Every note, whatever its value, when prolonged 
through the first note of the bar, or of the following 
beat, is strongly accented.

8. Every note which at the beginning of a bar, a 
beat, or fraction of a beat, occurs beneath or above a 
prolonged note, (incorrectly called a syncopation), or 
beneath or above a rest, is strongly accented.^

Most writers deal with specific musical examples 
rather than the general process of inflection. Marx, for 
instance, explains how metrical structure influences non
congruencies in this pattern by Mozart:

2/4 ï'nm I

Neither the parts [beats] of the bar nor the 
members [beat-divisions] strike the eye; the second, 
third, and fourth quavers are . . . split asunder and 
the halves drawn to the following note, until the last 
half (the last semi-quaver) remains by itself.

2/4

Such notes are called Syncopated, and such a rhythmic form a Syncopation.2
The action of one note "drawing" to the next one, the latter

^ussy. Traite; cited in Smither, "Theories," pp. 90-
91.

2Marx, Allgemeine Musiklehre; cited in Smither,
"Theories," pp. 13-14.
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having a stronger metrical position, is an action of 
conciliatory inflection. But Marx's perception leads to 
neither a definition nor a term for the phenomenon.

Nineteenth-century writers felt little need to point 
out the primacy of the metrical frame; the "tyranny of the 
bar" was assumed. But some 20th-century commentators who 
do describe and advocate metrical conciliation in certain 
specific 19th-century passages complain of the tyranny of 
the irregular which has prompted performers to change the 
aural meter in response to non-congruencies. Thus Lichten- 
thal says, of several passages by Brahms which show duple 
constructions in triple meter :

The idea behind it can only be the piquant effect of 
the musical accent falling each time on another note of 
the phrase. This is seldom brought out distinctly; one 
usually has the impression that the performer mistakes 
the mannerism for a change of time.̂

And Ferguson encourages performers to honor Schumann's
metering and barring, in short, his conciliatory metrical
inflection:

Schumann has often been reproached for writing in 
this way, the claim being that the notation only is 
complex, that the effect to the hearer would be the same 
if the accents were placed on the beat instead of 
persistently off the beat, as we find them; and that the 
thought is therefore not what it appears to be. This 
frequently expressed judgment should be corrected.2

^Herbert Lichtenthal, "Musical Interpretation," The 
Musical Review, IV (1943), 168-69.

2Donald N. Ferguson, A History of Musical Thought 
(New York: Appleton-Çentury-Crofts, Inc., 1948), pp. 414-15.
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He then prescribes what the performer must do in a specific
piano piece— "Des Abends," Op. 12/1, whose opening is shown
in Example 13 of this study.

We find a melody moving regularly in 3-8 meter, 
accompanied by a figure which has six sixteenth notes 
(two to each eighth note of the melody). This whole 
substance, it is argued, is thus really in the 3-8 time 
in which the melody appears to stand. Schumann however 
wrote the time signature 2-8 at the beginning. That 
means, if it means anything, that Schumann thought— and 
intended us to hear--not three but two main beats in the 
measure. The three eighth notes in each measure of the 
melody therefore are to be heard as a triplet against 
those two main beats ; and the two main beats in conse
quence must be just conspicuous enough so that the 
melody will appear in this somewhat strange and irregular 
light. This is easily possible, if the performer will 
give the slight accent which the notation implies to the 
fourth sixteenth note of the bar (always appearing in the 
accompaniment). The difference in effect is at once 
apparent . . . .  The music . . . instead of being dully 
sentimental, becomes tense and fluid . . .  .1

Both Lichtenthal and Ferguson explicate but do not 
define; the lack of a term for conciliatory metrical inflec
tion is apparent. But succinct description of the process 
is found in an unexpected place, in Sach’s discussion of 
barring Renaissance polyphonic scores for modem performance. 
He says:

Since our bar lines are not in the original, but are 
in form and meaning taken from modern music, the answer 
should be taken from modem scores . . . .

The [modem] composer will change the signature 
where the listener is meant to feel at ease in the new

Ibid., p. 415. It is worth mentioning that Clara 
made that "slight accent" on the second beat overt in her 
Instructive Edition.
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rhythm and accept it as something in its own right. He 
will not do so when a passage is definitely off-beat, 
when it antagonizes the original signature and wants to 
convey this self-willed opposition beyond any doubt.
The whipping offbeats in the Eroica . . . would cccpletely 
lost their unyielding, obstinate character if they were 
accommodated in a frictionless 2/4 episode. The resis
tance should be perceived with the eyes as well as with 
the ears and hence become visible against the bars and 
the conductor's beat.l

Sometimes a critic asserts the need for metrical 
inflection even when such inflection directly contradicts 
other statements of principle. Stein, for instance, seems 
to expect an unopposed non-congruency to cancel the unmani
fested meter :

A syncopation is felt as such only if the pulse of 
the regular time remains in being or is somehow implied in the rhythm.2

Yet his performance directive for the following passage,
where all surface construction is non-congruent with the
meter, gives no reason for here assuming the overriding
inflective power of meter:

O
Schubert, Moment Musicaux, 2/4 I ^5 J \ I 
Op. 94/4, Trio

The weak beats are not only stressed but also accentuated, 
and this circumstance makes it indispensable that the 
performer should feel distinctly— and not cease to feel—

^Curt Sachs, Rhythm and Tempo, p. 259.
2Erwin Stein, Form and Performance, p. 43. 
^Ibid., pp. 43-44.
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the latent 2/4 time; otherwise the music will sound as 
in this example:

2/4

Theoreticians Cooper and Meyer also recognize that 
meter may sometimes override rhythmic non-congruencies :

On the other hand, meter can apparently be indepen
dent of rhythm, . . .  in the sense that rhythmic organi
zation can conflict with and work against an established 
meter . . . .  While such conflicts of natural rhythmic 
groups with metric structure constitute disturbances 
which tend to modify grouping, they need not necessarily 
result in a change of meter . . . .  1

However, many of their analyses show no rhythmic marking of
a barbeat, the metrical inflection being totally negated by

2non-congruent structures. Determined non-congruencies which 
do not suppress the meter completely seem to them "stressed

Oweak beats" or "forced accentuation" , terminology which 
reflects strain rather than naturalness.

In general, then, conciliatory metrical inflection 
has received critical attention only indirectly in the 19th 
and 20th centuries. It has not been conspicuous as a general 
theoretical principle, and the performer's experience of 
actively re-shaping non-congruencies has been infrequently 
verbalized.

^Cooper and Meyer, p. 88.
2For example, their primary level grouping in Exanple 

116, barbeats of m. 2, 5; and Example 105, barbeats of m. 1, 
3.

^Ibid., p. 88.
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Has the term "cross-rhythm” been expected to indicate 
conciliatory metrical inflection? This seems to be the case 
for Cone, who, speaking of the early part of the metrical 
period, mentions "motivic cross-rhythms . . . used to advan
tage to off-set an otherwise unrelieved squareness."^ He 
also finds Beethoven's "cross-rhythms" in the Eroica Symphony
so powerful because "the rhythmic surface is here insistently

2at odds with the prevailing measure." Fuller-Maitland uses 
the term "cross-rhythm" of the hemiolic theme in Opus 54/III:

The charm . . .  of the cross-rhythm in the second 
subject of the Finale has never been surpassed in any 
work of the master's . . . .3

Yet "cross-rhythm" implies independent conflicting inflec
tions, not the unifying result of metrical influence on non
congruencies .

The difficulty of thinking about performance actu
ality when non-congruencies conflict visually with a metrical 
framework is considerable. Blom's definition of "Cross 
Rhythm" is a model of circumlocutionary ambiguity :

An effect of rhythmic complexity . . . obtained . . . 
by some kind of conflict between what is written on paper 
in opposition to the metrical motion prescribed by the 
time-signature and what is intended to be perceived by the hearer who does not see the n o t a t i o n . 4

^Cone, Musical Form, p. 66.
^Ibid., p. 72.
3J. A. Fuller-Maitland, Robert Schumann (London: 

Sampson Low, Marston & Co., MDCCXCIV [sic; 1904?], p. 72.
^Eric Blom, "Cross Rhythm," Grove's V, v. 2, p. 541.
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Also, the performer receives little guidance from such a 
description as "this very conflict of metrical pulse and 
rhythmic accent."^ Indeed Blom's analyzed examples show, 
not conciliatory metrical inflection, but surrender to the 
modern tyranny of the irregular. His "cross-rhythms" are 
sometimes polymeter,

[Mozart's Sonata in , K. 333] produces in the 
right hand (bars 2-4) a distinct effect of 6-8 time 
against the prescribed 3-4, which is maintained by the 
left . . .  .2

sometimes a different meter from that notated, due to the 
grouping within bars,

[regarding Chopin's Waltz in A^, Op. 42] The ear 
may . . .  be deceived into grasping a metrical scheme « 
different from that suggested by the signature . . . .

and sometimes frankly shifted barlines ;
[regarding Brahms' Symphony no. 3/1] The phrases 

are displaced across the bar-lines, everything being 
shifted back by one beat, so that the main rhythmic 
accents, which should normally fall on the first beat, 
become upbeats . . . .  But this is only what is seen on 
paper, for the ear receives no impression of anacrusis; 
if it did, this would not be a case of cross-rhythms 
. . . .4

"Cross-rhythm," then, has not been a consistently clarifying 
term. Nor has it consistently designated metrical inflection 
for non-congruencies.

l%bid., p. 542. 
^Xdem.
^Xbid., p. 541. 
^Xbid., p. 542.
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Has "syncopation" been a more serviceable word to 
indicate the power of metrical expectation to inflect non
congruencies? In some cases this seems so.^ Marx’s 
description of the "drawing ahead" of syncopated notes is a 
sensitive observation of conciliatory metrical inflection 
(see p. 312). Marx does not mention any weakening of metri
cal accentuation in defining syncopation; nor does Weber, 
whose treatise was Schumann's tutor:

When . . .  a musical sound commences with a light 
part of the measure or with a light sub-division of a 
part of the measure, and continues on without inter
ruption through the following heavier portion of the 
measure, so that the last half of this note falls on a 
heavier portion of the measure than the first half . . . 
we call this sound a syncopated one, an instance of 
syncopation.2

With Hauptmann, somewhat later, problems of accentual 
dominance arise. He says that syncopated contradictions 
would sound normal if the unsyncopated structure did not 
occur just before or just after them. He shows what is
necessary to make the non-congruencies actually sound

3syncopated: y  ^
%  è  J  :

f> 1% f>
Hauptmann does apparently take for granted that when the two

^ere only syncopations felt as stressed anticipations 
are considered; see,p. 17, the reason the term "syncopation" 
has been avoided in general in this study.

^Gottfried Weber, Theorie; cited in Smither,"Theories,’
p. 36.

3Moritz Hauptmann, Harmonik und Metrik; cited in 
Smither, "Theories," p. 73.
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accents are juxtaposed, the metrical is ascendant. But he 
does not state it. Ris is a slight but important change of 
viewpoint from that of previous writers, who do not mention 
any possibility of independent metricality with non-congru- 
encies.

It is difficult to judge the implications of Lussy's
statement, "The principal exception to metrical accentuation
is syncopation,"^ Its ambiguity has a parallel in the 20th-
century reference article which speaks of "syncopation, i.e.,

2a temporary displacement of regular meter and accent."
The term "syncopation" has special relevance to 

Schumann's music, if only because it has been used so often 
in accusations of rhythmic ineffectiveness. Wasielewski, 
for instance, complained of Schumann's "inconvenient char
acteristic use of syncopation in the accompanying parts in

3ensemble playing." Wasielewski evidently expected the 
accompaniment to a non-congruent melodic line to reassert 
the meter.^ This objection is raised again and again. Many

^Lussy, Traité; cited in Perkins, "Changing Concepts," 
p. 148 and in Smither, "Theories," p. 121.

2"Rhythm," Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed.,
p. 730.

^Niecks, p. 223.
^Examples D86 and DIO are examples of Schumann's 

total syncopation in ensemble works which Wasielewski knew 
from their earliest performances.
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later critics speak of the performer's helplessness in 
preventing the barline from shifting to conform to the 
syncopation. Nieman describes one of the notorious examples, 
in Opus 54/III, thus:

An exhilarating transition flies along . . , into 
the famous syncopated rhythm beginning the second group, 
which has caused the downfall of more than one over
confident conductor. It is yet another case, so frequent 
in Schumann, of seeing the bar-lines in one place and 
hearing them in another. The true metre of this passage 
is 3/2 time

II: j  o' 1  :ll
. . . and that is what the listener hears, unless he 
happens to observe the 'clock' of the conductor's baton 
marking off the 'missing' bar-lines. The problem 
becomes quite ticklish when, a few bars later, the ,
orchestra become 'listeners', and the pianist syncopates.

"Syncopated" hemioles are not the only offenders; 
series of all-tied beats suffer the same change between 
intention and audible actuality. Abraham finds insoluble 
the problem in the opening of the Manfred Overture (Ex. A19):

It begins with one of Schumann's most celebrated 
mis-calculations: three syncopated chords before any 
regular beat has been established. (The intention is 
perfectly clear to the eye; it is never fulfilled to 
the ear.)2

Fuller-Maitland suggests that there may be some "unconscious" 
way for performers to carry out the rhythmic intent. He

Pieman, "The Concertos," Schumann, ed. Walker, 
pp. 253-54. This passage is shown in Ex. Fll.

9Abraham, "The Dramatic Music," Symposium, p. 262
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trusts namelessly in the existence of active conciliatory 
inflection:

[regarding the string quartet. Op. 41#2/II (Quasi 
variazioni), shown in Ex. D86] . . . the first variation 
is spoilt for some people by a rather tiresome habit of 
Schumann's of tying the last note of one triplet to the 
first of the next, while there is nothing to recall the 
normal pulsation of the rhythm, so that there is an 
effect of syncopation which appeals to the eye rather 
than to the ear, since if one note were eliminated, 
the whole section, in this case sixteen bars, would be 
in perfectly even rhythm, as indeed it sounds to the 
listener; perhaps some sensitive players may unconsciously 
interpret the passage so that the syncopated effect is 
preserved.1

It is unfortunate that the term "syncopation" has 
not served to clarify the rhythmic effect called conciliatory 
metrical inflection in this study. It is metrical concilia
tion which makes a syncope sound syncopated. If motif onset 
or motif stress destroys and replaces metrical accent, there 
is no syncopated effect whatever. The tension of the non
congruence is preserved by metrical dominance.

Some of the confusion in defining metrical concilia
tion stems from early mis-direction in attempts to define 
metrical inflection itself. Efforts to codify by means of 
graduated dynamic accentuation the patterns aurally experi
enced in rhythmic meter directed attention, unfortunately, 
to a non-essential aspect of metrical differentiation.

However, metrical expectation is so strong that 
normal metrical inflection is commonly taken for granted until

p. 31.
^Fuller-Maitland, Schumann's Concerted Chamber Works,
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an ambiguous rhythmic circumstance raises doubts. Then there 
is no convention to fall back upon, no nomenclature, no 
reliable tradition clarifying metrical inflection and 
conciliatory metrical inflection in their historical context.

In the reconstruction of an early 19th-century style, 
conciliatory inflection depends first upon the performer's 
perception.of a metrical rhythmic intention. It results 
then from choosing, intuitively or thoughtfully, metrical 
differentiation over surface pattern as the motion control. 
Carrying out this choice is more complicated than adding 
local dynamic stress. It involves the shaping of rhythmic 
groups as a whole, on metrical and supermetrical levels. 
Metrical notation was originally designed to communicate 
that shaping. It gradually became transparent on the page 
as the result of, first, emphasis on dynamics as the meter- 
producing factor; and, second, the concept of meter as 
measurement only. Yet mild conciliatory inflection has been 
and is commonly and spontaneously practiced. It is in the 
extreme cases that the lack of a term and a tradition leads 
to confusion.

Under these circumstances the performance action of 
conciliatory metrical inflection has had little focussed 
attention. It is a procedure invisible (or, better, trans
parent) on the printed page except to musical reflection, 
though the difference it creates aurally is obvious. For 
the performance of Schumann's music, it is the essential 
tradition.
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Findings
Metrical inflection, conciliatory where necessary, 

is the key to Schumann's rhythmic forms, both routine and 
anomalous. The 20th-century performer may be hindered from 
carrying out Schumann's rhythmic intentions by certain 
stylistically inappropriate performance assumptions. The 
impression, that there is a direct and unbroken aural tradi
tion for the performance of Schumann's music is misleading; 
rhythmic-metric concepts have changed drastically in some 
areas since Schumann's time, and those changes are camou
flaged by notational similarities.

Specifically inapt for Schumann's music are presump
tions that inflection should follow motivic construction or 
dynamic stress patterns; that meter involves exact measuring 
of time relationships ; that metrical notation is not a 
reliable guide to inflection; and that the inflection of 
hemioles must follow their interior structure, resulting in 
audible meter change. These impediments impose anachronistic 
standards upon Schumann's early 19th-century style. They 
also show a reluctance to accept some logical extremes in 
Schumann's idiosyncratic practice, and reflect semantic confu
sion regarding the realities of metrical motion, particularly 
as to the differing functions of accent and stress. The 
distinction between accent and stress can be demonstrated 
heuristically in an experiment which also shows that a single 
meter controls any texture, however polylinear, which is
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played by a single player. This confirms formal and dia
critical indications of the same policy in Schumann's 
hemiolic practice.

Schumann’s imitative practice apparently indicates 
that the rhythmic-melodic character of an imitative subject 
need not be maintained in a metrically-reversed stretto 
position; established metrical motion takes precedence in 
these passages.

Performance hindrances to carrying out Schumann's 
rhythmic intentions are substantially removed in the light 
of historical perspective and with an approach that distin
guishes aural reality from eye reality. But a persistent 
problem is the absence of a clearly articulated tradition 
of metrical conciliation, a relatively unnoticed performance 
technique easily and commonly employed until severe non
congruency calls specific passages into question.

Practical Conclusions
To carry out Schumann’s rhythmic intentions, metrical 

inflection is the performer’s primary resource. Therefore a 
sense of metrical structuring as an active shaping influence 
is essential in approaching this music. This sense of active 
meter must be particularly strong where metrical anomalies 
occur. Nuancing by conciliatory metrical inflection is the 
appropriate procedure in these circumstances. It enhances 
the conflict between surface factors and metrical structure.
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resulting in a sense of heightened tension and complexity 
in the rhythmic flow.

There is no need, however, to exaggerate the metrical 
frame dynamically in communicating its structure. The 
performer must feel "internal weight" for metrical strong 
places, not necessarily dynamic emphasis. Both timing 
(agogic adjustment) and dynamic stress are freely available 
to the performer in rhythmic groupings around the strong 
places, though neither type of emphasis by itself makes a 
strong bar or beat. Only inflection, the result of inten
tionally metrical grouping, can do that. Metrical inflec
tion is a regional procedure rather than a local fact like 
dynamic force or agogic adjustment. Therefore a performer 
must distinguish in practice between accent and stress.

Special care is needed to honor the metrical framing 
where metrically weaker divisions receive dynamic incision, 
and also where there is no overt articulation of strong 
places within that frame.

Schumann's rhythm needs to be approached as an early 
19th-century style, and to be removed from inappropriate 
20th-century assumptions, especially those which prescribe 
inflection change for stressed non-congruencies or for 
hemiolic construction.

The supermetrical structure must be communicated as 
well as the metrical structure. Since Schumann's anomalies 
are ornamentations o£ the metrical frame, any non-declaration
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of the frame throws those constructions into confusion. 
Further, because of the usually thetic onset of that frame, 
there is no chance to recover the initial metrical support 
later in the bar or phrase. It must be firm from the 
beginning.

Schumann's often complex anomalous rhythmic struc
tures are dependent upon metricality; meter is the simpli
fying and the dramatizing factor. Performance which 
communicates the active power of differentiated metricality 
will communicate Schumann's rhythmic intentions.



CHAPTER XII 

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

Certain of Schumann's metrically anomalous passages 
have long been the subject of complaint. Throughout this 
search for the composer's rhythmic intention in such passages, 
it has been assumed that he did not mean to mystify, and 
that in the context of his over-all rhythmic practice the 
function of the oddities would become clear.

To this end, conspicuous vagaries, mentioned by 
critics and/or initially known to the investigator through 
performance experience, were separated into six types: empty 
barbeats, lilt formation, consistent metrical displacement> 
oblique harmonic rhythm, metrical repositioning, and hemiolic 
construction. These types were then sought throughout 
Schumann's instrumental music.

These six types were found to be characteristically 
frequent; they are also relatively comprehensive of Schumann's 
metrical irregularities. His use within each type ranges 
widely in surface detail, in harmonic context, and in formal 
positioning. The findings of this study indicate that his 
anomalous rhythmic-metrie practice presumes:

the divisive metrical framework noirmal in the early 
19th century;

328
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a coiamon metrical basis for both normal and anom
alous structures ;

active metrical inflection;
conciliatory metrical inflection for both structural 
and sonorous non-congruencies ; and

metrical inflection which functions independently 
of surface reinforcement or overt articulation at 
metrical strong points.

The most common anomaly is structural non-congruence, found
in consistent metrical displacement, in both types of oblique
harmonic rhythm, in metrical repositioning, and in hemiolic
construction. Hemioles were found to be a sub-division of
metrical repositioning, on the evidence of Schumann's specific
handling of them. Empty barbeats exhibit anomalous sonority
while remaining functionally normal. Lilt formation is the
only functionally anomalous procedure found, and it is
rhythmically abnormal on only one metrical level which is
contained in a larger, metrically normal frame.

Distinctive features of Schumann's anomalous rhythmic- 
metric practice include :

carrying various suppressions of the barbeat to an 
extreme ;

carrying consecutive repetitions of anomalous 
procedures to an extreme;

a tendency to omit overt metrical reassurance in 
anomalous passages;

a tendency (balancing the omission of metrical 
reinforcement at strong points) to extend overt 
articulation of metrical differentiation to weak 
levels more normally subsumed by larger motion;
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reliance to an unusual extent upon supermetrical 
inflection for rhythmic coherence; and

a characteristic originality of most anomalous 
passages: the anomalous procedures give a spon
taneous impression rather than the impression of 
the exercising of a technique.

Some other anomalous features were found in addition 
to the main investigative types. Most are more significant 
for what they do not do than for what they do. The unmetered 
passages are not only infrequent and in early works, but they 
do not occur in the cadenzas, which are fully metered instead. 
The extremely rare polymetrical passages do not represent a 
true double-metered technique. There is no question of the 
standard metrically-based intention of the few unconven
tionally notated ties, rests, and notes, while the non- 
metrical beaming is only mildly unorthodox, apparently 
intended to make metrically non-congruent constructions more 
visible, not to change their metrical import. Compound 
motion within simple meters is a much more frequent feature ; 
it takes standard divisive metricality as the basis of its 
ornamentation. Metrical flexing, however, breaks the frame 
of normal divisive meter on the supermetrical level; this 
plasticity is an infrequent occurrence and invariably occurs 
with pre-cadential motion. Significant among the minor 
anomalous features are the literally impractical marks of 
emphasis, such as a stress or a swell marking an all-tied 
barbeat, which confirm the dominance of the metrical frame 
in Schumann's rhythmit thought.
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The study's theoretical conclusion, therefore, is 
that Schumann's rhythmic-metric anomalies depend upon and 
play upon the normal inflective presumptions of divisive 
meter. By means of metrical inflection the non-conforming 
character of the anomalies becomes vivid, as in dancing the 
force of gravity both constrains and intensifies a leap. 
Consequently, metrical inflection is the performer's basic 
resource for carrying out Schumann's rhythmic intentions.

But recognizing Schumann's rhythmic intentions does 
not necessarily solve the performance problems. Particularly 
with three circumstances— oblique harmonic rhythm with the 
consecutive all-tying of barbeats and/or beats; close stretto 
which reverses strong and weak points for some entries, so 
that melodic identity is diluted; and the inflection of 
hemiolic constructions-- difficulties arise when performance 
traditions at variance with Schumann's intentions are 
followed.

Apparently performers' difficulties with Schumann's 
anomalous rhythmic style are due to applying anachronistic 
performance conventions in these passages, and, further, to 
the lack of an overt tradition of conciliatory metrical 
inflection. His style must be historically reconstructed.
An agogically flexible, non-metronomic view of the metrical 
framework is appropriate for Schumann's music. Furthermore, 
changing concepts of rhythm and meter between the early 19th 
century and the late 20th have eroded the inflective presump-
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tions of metrical notation to the point of replacing what 
was called the "tyranny of the bar" with what might be 
called a "tyranny of surface factors," factors of motivic 
construction or of stress patterning. The new tyranny 
cancels the notated meter with its inflective expectations.
But to Schumann, metrical expectation was an ally. In his 
anomalous procedures he successfully evaded, even took 
advantage of, metrical "tyranny":

He to whom it will be given to cover and make 
imperceptible the tyranny of meter in music, will, at 
least apparently, set this art free . . .  .1

To apply the new tyranny to Schumann's music is an anachronism
which drains his anomalies of their dramatic force.

His use of meter confirms a functional difference 
between stress (dynamic emphasis added to weaker or to 
stronger points) and accent (metrically-expected differentia
tion) . Also significant is the texturally uni-metrical 
nature of solo piano music. Schumann's rhythmic style was 
developed in the piano works of Opus 1 through Opus 23; 
there is no cultivated polymetric technique in his ensemble 
music. Nor did he develop multimetric procedures beyond 
infrequent pre-cadential metrical flexing. Additive meter 
is entirely absent in his writing. His anomalies are, 
rather, syncopative, depending upon the underlying sense of

The poet Ernst Wagner, quoted by Schumann in his 
review of Berlioz' Symphonie Fantastique, the lead article 
of Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik, v. 3 nr. 10 (Aug. 4, 1835); 
cited in On Music and Musicians, ed. Konrad Wolff, p. 170.
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normal divisive meter for their effect.
The lack of an accurately-worded tradition of metri

cal inflection (and of its most noticeable exercise, concil
iatory metrical inflection) has contributed to misunder
standing of Schumann's anomalous constructions. Even in his 
most extreme anomalies, Schumann presumes the inflective 
regnancy of meter. But it appears that terraced dynamic 
stress is not the essential factor creating metrical motion, 
nor is patterned agogic emphasis. Yet clearly the composer 
is not confined to metrically congruent constructions and 
processes for his metrical communication; and conciliatory 
inflection does show where the metrical ribs of the music 
lie. Even in the late 20th century the phenomenon of such 
inflection--rhythmic grouping around differentiated points 
in time— is imperfectly understood.

Certain aspects of this study raise questions which 
bear further investigation. Perhaps the most obvious 
concerns the inflection of hemioles. The conclusion drawn 
in this study is considerably at variance with general 
assumptions. This suggests a fresh look at the convention, 
for the metrical era, of hemiolic inflection for hemiolic 
construction, an investigation alert to the possibility of 
semantic ambiguity. Non-congruent structure does not 
necessarily alter metrical inflection. With Schumann, 
construction details make hemiolic inflection highly improb
able. Parallel studies for other early 19th-century composers
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would help establish a reliable and more general inflec
tional guide.

This is only a portion of the need to place Schu
mann's rhythmic-metric practice in a wider perspective. 
Schumann relies on metrical expectation to counter-support 
his anomalies even without metrical reassurance in the 
texture. Is this idiosyncratic of Schumann or characteristic 
of his generation? To what extent did Beethoven or Schubert 
make the same metrical assumptions? In what way was Brahms' 
rhythmic practice a continuation of Schumann's? IVhat was 
the inflectional treatment of non-congruencies earlier in 
the metrical era? Under what circumstances is metrical 
conciliation assumed in the 20th century?

Another potentially productive direction for further 
study is into the nature of rhythmic expectation. Metrical 
expectation in Schumann's practice represents exoteric 
security to composer and audience alike. How does expecta
tion operate in other rhythmic organizations besides divisive 
metricality? Analysis in this direction must coalesce 
investigation of aural experience with investigation of 
notational practice and assumptions.

Since rhythm embodies all of the time-binding 
constructions of a musical texture, the theoretical study of 
rhythm seems to be comprehensive. But unless rhythmic study 
treats the inter-relevance of the composer's creative style 
to the notation and to the recreative assumptions of the
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performer, it is incomplete. Rhythmic intention must reach 
the intuition and understanding of the performer, both to 
authenticate and to vivify performance.

The concept of inflection is in need of specific 
investigation. The action of rhythmic grouping--inflection-- 
is imperfectly understood; this uncertainty is reflected in 
the lack of precise and commonly-accepted nomenclature, not 
so much for constructions, which are visible in a score, 
but for audible effects which are the primary purpose of a 
score. "Meter" is in the music dictionaries; "metrical 
inflection" is not. "Inflection" in the sense in which it 
is used in this study is not. For this study "stress" and 
"accent" have had to be distinguished arbitrarily, as Cooper 
and Meyer did, since common usage does not recognize their 
distinct functions. Above all, there is no generally accepted 
term for whatever it is that makes the "strong places" of 
rhythmic grouping, whether in metrical or non-metrical music. 
And the descriptive terms historically used in referring to 
those strong places and their coefficients (such as good-bad, 
heavy-light, or strong-weak) direct attention to points in 
time rather than to the multi-level clusters of rhythmic 
experience, clusters which both bind and propel musical time.
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APPENDIX A 

•R-gamples for Chapter III, Empty Barbeats 

Ex. A1 - A Single Empty Barbeat (Op. 60/1, m. 2)

aiANUAL.

PEDAL.

g"-—  ■

i-TJ, , J ^-1— 5?-
«Ï/* •t̂  ‘ iJ-‘

m. I A v^.*i

Ex. A2 - Consecutive Empty Barbeats (Op. 5/12. 1st ed., 
m. 75, 76)

Vivace, 6/8
( X I  [ i ]

A A

Ex. A3 - Consecutive Empty Barbeats (Op. 2/9, m. 38, 39) 
Prestissimo, 3/8

JL J t  JL
I I IM. JL i JLJL J)

1̂. 33



Ex. A4 - Empty Barbeats in Alternate Bars (Op. 21/6.m. 10, 12)
Sehr lebhaft, mit vielem Humor, 2/4

ritnrd.̂

M J i M
- y - i -

»K.1

Ex. A5 - Empty Barbeat: The Grand Pause (Op. 2/10, m. 69) 
Vivo, 3/4

f % =
/Ts

' 1 /
1 U  1 i

C\

U 1 -Txr^
v n A

Ex. A6 - A Single Empty Barbeat in Phrase Extension (Op. 26/1, m. 211)
Sehr lebhaft, 3/4

<  ff

A



Ex. A7 - Variety of Supermetrical Import Among Empty Barbeats: Four 
Empty Barbeats in the Final Seven Bars (Op. 15/13, m. 19, 21, 23, 24)

(No tempo term), C
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Ex. A8 - Empty Barbeat in a Final Cadence, in the Midst of Final
Tonic Harmony (Op. 21/7, m. 171)
Ausserst lebhaft, 2/4

m

F

rifard. _



Ex. A9 - Empty Barbeat Following a Polonaise Cadence
(Op. 6/9, 1st ed., m. 33)
Hierauf scbloss Florestan urid es zuckte ihm 

schmerzlich um die Lippen. 3/4
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Ex. AlO - Empty Barbeat Upon a Polonaise Cadence Bar 
(Op. 2/11, m. 67)

(No tempo term), 3/4

m. Ob



Ex. All - Empty Barbeats in Phrase Augmentation at a Final 
Cadence (Op. 9/21, m. 276, 278, 280, 282)
Vivo,

Pin stretto, 3/4 [k - me . - r]
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Ex. A12 - Empty Barbeats Punctuating Lilt Formation 
(Op. 41#3/I, m. 9, 13)

PN
A lleg ro  molto m o d e r a lo -=

« B̂mpre UKtram.cnti»

p  ttm pre lenfram tnU

p  tem /rtf tenrraKente

p  tempre trxfram rntr
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Ex. Al3a - Empty Barbeat in the Waltz Caesura Pattern (Op. 63/11, m. 25i)
Lebhaft, doch nicht zu rasch, 3/4

KzrsjsJ-i-\:er!2̂Â::4
$

J m. i-fa



Ex. A13b - An Effect of Empty Barbeat in an Expanded Waltz Caesura Pattern (Op. 63/11, m. 188-91)
(Lebhaft, doch nicht zu rasch, 3/4)

<A) a )  (A)

00



Ex. A14 -
Empty Barbeat in the 
Waltz Caesura Rhythm, 
Melodic Alteration 
(Op. 61/1, m. 216)

Allegro, ma
non troppo, 3/4

Ok ?

,y ;r

hn.3H4



Ex. A15 - Empty Barbeat with Fermata, Following Hemiolic Construction (Op. 4/IIX, m. 161)
Allegro marcato, 3/4
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Ex. A16a - Full Barbeat Initiating Phrase (Op. 14/IV, 2nd ed., m. 17); 
A16b - Empty Barbeat Initiating Related Phrase (Op. 14/IV, 2nd ed., 
m. 25); A16c - Empty Barbeat Initiating Related Phrase (Op. 14/IV, 
2nd ed., m. 29)
Presto possibile, 2/4
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Ex. A17 - Empty Barbeat at a Mid-Phrase Metrical Flexing (Op. 12/4, m. 69)
Mit Humor, 

3/4

Wit 61HR

AR

Ex. A18 - Initial Empty Barbeat (Op. 16/4, m. 1)

Sehr lariRsntiijlM M. J?; ce.)
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Ex. Al9 - Initial Empty
Barbeat (Op. 115, m. 1)
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Ex. A20 - Initial Empty
Barbeat (Op. 134, m. 1)

14

Ziemlich Inng’suin. az. 
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Ex. A2I - Initial Empty Barbeat, Upbeat Bar
(Op. 14/1, m. 1)

.Allegro brillante, (o = 7C.)

Ex. A22 - Initial Empty Barbeat, Performance 
Problem (Op. 73/III, m. 1)

Rasch nnd mît Feaer. («'rico.)

Ex. A23 - Initial Empty Barbeat, Fugal Subject 
(Op. 72/1, m. 1)

r\ r\
iSIulil suliuell.J-= 60.
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Ex. A24 - Initial Empty Barbeat, Fugal Subject (Op. 72/3, m. 1)
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f
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yy>. J

Ex. A25 - Initial Empty Barbeat (Op. 68/34, m. 1)

Liitigsaiu. Mît iiinigoi* Empfiiidung.
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Ex. A26 - Initial Empty Barbeats, Three Consecutive Phrases 
(Op. 32/1, m. 1, 6, 11)

Sclir inarlsîrt. M. M. *= i«o.
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Ex. A27a - Initial Empty Barbeats, Piano Quartet
(Op. 47/1, m. 13)

A llp fro  mx jiontroppo. J = loo.
:irmprr con moUo t-rnnmmto

rifard.

ojf — =— )f I
A llegro ma non

V.
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P f

I) * ' ' A
(Bars 1-12 = Introduction)
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Ex. A27b - Initial Empty Barbeats, Piano Quartet 
(Op. 47/III, m. 1)

A ndante cantal)ile.«=8«.

V
V4
t

Andante canfabile.

1



Ex. A27c - Initial Empty Barbeats, Piano Quartet (Op. 47/IV, m. 1)
f i n a l e .

Vivace. J s i i s .

f f
W. I A v%, 4

Ex. A28a - Initial Empty Barbeats, String Quartet (Op. 41#1/I, m. 1)
Introduziono. _ .

Andante e.<pressivo. A «a.

# # # #
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1 2Ex. A28b , b - Initial Empty Barbeats, String Quartet 

(Op. 41#1/I.I, into m. 1 cf. m. 52 into 53)
y Presto. J = m .

creic.

Crete,

Cf if' eretcl

crrtc..

btvn

Crete

tftr:

Ex. A28c - Initial Empty Barbeats, String Quartet (Op. 41#1/III, m. 1)
m  I o o

î£.
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Ex. A29a - Empty Barbeat, Resuming Motion After a Ferma ta 
(Op. 120/1, m. 144)
Lebhaft, 2/4



22

Ex. A29b - Earlier Related Passage, No Fermata Before 
Empty Barbeat (Op. 120/1, m. 131)
Lebhaft, 2/4
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Ex. A30 - Following a Fermata, Empty Barbeat with Fermata (Op. 20, m. 947, 949)
Adagio, C
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Ex. A31a - A Riddle of Empty Barbeats (Op. 41#3/II, m. 1-48,
theme for variations)

Assivi ftcitato.j  Astiivi agita
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Ex. A31b - Answer to the Riddle of Empty Barbeats (Op. 41#3/II, thirdvariation, m. 145-192)
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Ex. A32 - Almost Empty Barbeats: Thin Texture
(Op. 44/III, Trio II, m. 123f)
Molto vivace, 6/8 

Trio II.
L’istesso tempo.

vr Mr'* T3

yr
ŸA
tc

L’istesso tempo.

Pf

Ex. A33 - Almost Empty Barbeats: All-Tied Texture 
(Op. 85/5, into m. 2, into m. 4, P. and S )

Lebhaft.

8
6
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Ex. A34 - Almost Empty Barbeat: Springboard for Melody 
(Op. 26/IV, m. 1)

Mit grôsster Energie. M. M. «= ne.

(A) i/-' »V1,



Ex. B1 - The Lilt in Consecutive Phrase Endings (Op. 2/9, m. 28, 32)
Prestissimo, 3/8
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g  Ex. B2 - Melodic Lilts Followed by Rests (Op. IIO/I, m. 36, 37, 39, 40) 
Bewegt, doch nicht zu rasch, 6/8
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Ex. B3 - Consecutive Melodic Lilts (Op. 12/2, into m. 17-20)
Sehr rasch, 6/8

Ex. B4 - Separated and Consecutive Melodic Lilts 
(Op. 13, Anhang/III, m. 11-12)

(No tempo term), 12/8

r - ^ K l
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Ex. B5 - Thematic Lilts in the "Pathétique” Style (Op. 81, m. 27, 29, 31, 33)
=B29 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant I*? Vi| (m. 31, 32, 33)

Loidcnschaftlichbewegt. (à: no.)
—

/•rvwc

w*r.

crexn.
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—Jr.fcif fc:
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Ex. B6 - The Lilt in a Phrase Ending (Op. 9/7, tn. 7)
Vivo, 3/4

Ex. B7 - Divided Texture: The Lilt With Upbeat Construction 
(Op. 26/1, m. 389-96)
H’dchst lebhaft, 3/4
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Ex. B8 - A Post-Lilt Rest Within the Bar (Op. 2/6, ift. 8, 10, 12) 
(No tempo term),3/4
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Ex. B9 - Lilts in a Fugue Subject (Op. 72/1, m. 2, 3, etc.)
pN r\
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. /
Ex. BIO - The Lilt as a Variation Device (Op. 118a/II, m. 19-22) 

Ziemlich langsam, C

r\ r\ r\ r\ r\ r > r ^

Ex. BlI - A Lilt Tied to the Next Beat (Op. 41#2/I, m. 3-4)
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Ex. B12 - Consecutive Disjunct Melodic Lilts (Op. 124/5, m. 1-3)

Sehr rasch. _

Ex.' B13 - Consecutive Bass Lilts (Op. 2/6, m. 25-32^) 
(No tempo term), 3/4
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• *EX./B14 - Consecutive Lilts, Bass and Tenor (Op. 9/20, m. 5-12)
Vivo, precipitandosi, 3/4
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Ex. B15 - Bass Lilts Throughout a Piece (Op. 6/2, m. 1-24)
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Ex. B16 - Independent Bass Lilt (Scherzo, Op. 14 Anhang, m. 19)
Vivacissimo, 6/8

a tempo.hS-'r

rx ia rd .

W7.
Ex. B17 - Influence of Phrase Structure on Bass Lilts; with Waltz Accompaniment Pattern in Middle Voices I ̂  J J I 

(Op. 2/10, m. 25-32)
Vivo; Piu lento, 3/4

P

VH/36,

Ex. BIS - Waltz Accompaniment Variant ) V J J ! 
(Op. 110/11, m. 1, 2, etc.)

ZiemlicL l anK am.  (J) = i ici)

Ziemlich langsam.CJ): iic. )
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Ex. B19 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant ^ ^ I (Op. 73/III, m. 24-27) 
Rasch und mit Feuer, C
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Ex. B20 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant { ̂  ^ J  I(Op. 4/V, m. 5-8)
Allegro moderato, 3/4

Ex. B21 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant I ^ J  I (Op. 72/3, m. 44, 45)
Nicht schnell und sehr ausdrucksvoll, 6/4

Sub I I

- r — fi-

LJkU /O
EE



Ex. B22 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant I^ j J | , Programmatic Use(Op. 2/12, m. 65-68, 70-84)
Finale, 3/4

, dmi .
ii A A »— #

nm*a

\no ijv L i > ~ l X ^  L l >

T T r/V'
LC.

ritafd, .

•ji— —[ jk - -

% :02 *=3:rra: B E

vvv.̂ 0 I %/ i 2 5 n 3 j

/rs
m e # g = r =
xiSoz
X C 3 E I

zm3z

r\



Ex. B23 - Waltz Accompaniment Pattern * ̂  ^  ^  I (Op. 97/11, m. 1-8)
j  Schr massig*. J = ioo , _ Æ

a m

ten, (fin (nt. (fin

Httr-lHU(fffit-’t̂nt

%

massif.
mf V 'Ï

j:::!-/»•!}* Ary

pSriir in
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Ex. B24 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant I <» ^  J  I
(Op. 46, into m. 221f) '

(Tema: Andante espressivo), 3/4

3 T-

L - ^  L V  L/e.+c-

T—

Ex. 625a - Waltz Accompaniment Variant 1 ^ ^
(Op. 11 nil, m. 34-35)
Langsam getrage. Durchweg leise zu halten, 12/8

Etw as bew erter.

;zlx.36
Pttdal.



Ex. B25b - Waltz Accompaniment Variant I ̂  J | , Melody as in Ex. B25a
(Op. 17/III, m. 123-124)

y r p T ^  rYp-rÿ-p-’,--.
0

V». I *,3 V>»'tdS

Ex. B26 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant | ̂  )r ̂  |
(Op. 47/III, m. 4, 5, 6)

Andante can(abile.»=»«.  P  ^

/ = —  ̂
Andîiiilc can iab ile.

• ^ P ^ L
lv>. I 4  1

£



Ex. B27a - Evolution of a Waltz Accompaniment Variant I Y t J |
(Op. 54/IIX, m. 187-96)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

Bh.

VI
VIT
VA

Tl'TTI.
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^  ■ J  ■ - ^  *-
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r — 1

^ Î i < î 4 — b r / : — r r ^
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# # =  
i  ■'! :#CL \

-jBL-jC—0 _

—b f - K - z f ...- b v i i - u ..*  . • - * ; - .........

— V — J b

f#---- # — r------A-----

t y S y = j E ^
-A- <?J-----V -

W |

-j—

7 - ^ - 1 -

- t — « C 3 W Z

5 b q i E s A

--iT-frTj .

d ? j r / * = — i - i - i

_ W p z 7 r j i :

A A
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Ex. B27b - Evolution of a Waltz Accompaniment Variant 11 Ï ^ I
(Op. 54/IXI, m. 267 into m. 274 this page,cont. through m. 281 next page)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

donh

4NUi



Ex. B27b, continuation

3 5 a
ijt ‘iV?.
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Ex. B28 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant in Compound Meter
(Op. 80/1, m. 149-50)
Sehr lebhaft, 6/8

\ i  —t -FE:

¥

f h A I
--- — cr.---

Ex. B29=B5 •
Ex. B30 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant 1 V  J I , LH Crossing RH 

(Op. 82/8, m. 49-52)
Rasch, kraftig, 6/8

H T h .̂Kl — •r>.5z2r4
f - p 2 f
5£z -Jd

-spijr̂hpffz:̂

r m
3E53B3R7

Ki.
iiJ ^ L->

4N



^ 1 ^ 0 %
p
■ ■ 11II ^  —- - ~ k*—■—ZZ 0 ” tz? ~

Ex. B31 - Waltz Accompaniment Variant 1 ^  ^  J  I in Bass in Alternate Bars,
Lengthy Passage (Op. 23/3, m. 35,37, 39 shown; pattern extends through
m. 116;

Mit grosser Lebhaftigkeit, 3/4

Ex. B32 - Cadencing Lilt: Terminal Polonaise Cadence 
(Op. 6/9, 2nd Ed., m. 32)
Lebhaft, 3/4

 ---------------------— '  ri/„rd. . .  K . /  I .  K

Ti %
\ PouQbi.5A,t



Lilt: Polonaise Cadence Within Hemiolic Construction(Op. 58/3, tn. 107-108)
Lebhaft, 3/4 r

9̂
1#  •

% jijm: jggj _

I—̂ 4 * 1
E^*®34 - Cadencing Lilt; Polonaise Cadence Following Hemolic Construction (Op. 2/5, in• 8/

(No tempo term), 3/4
n

A'Ka. ®

VO
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Ex. B35 - Double Length Cadencing Lilt, Polonaise Cadence 
(Op. 23/3, m. 31-32)
Mit grosser Lebhaftigkeit, 3/4

Ex. B36 - Cadential Lilt in the Waltz Caesura Pattern 
(Op. 63/11, m. 24)
Lebhaft, doch nicht zu rasch, 3/4

• --------------------- :■_______1 I r__

L. i ■

yyi.Aù'
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Ex. B37 -Cadential Lilt
(Op. 61/1, m. 215)
Allegro, ma
non troppo, 3/4

V n M m,^n
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Ex. B38 - Filled Out Lilt Cadence (Op. 15/9, m. 24) 
(No tempo term), 3/4

js --!--^‘“S. ja* "ff Ui 1
— -----=.•tf- 1

I.J- J ..J. -i_ 1_ ---- U

 ̂ r f "
Ü -

I r T f
IVi » A4

Ex. B39 - Filled Out Lilt Cadence (Op. 9/3, m. 44) 
Vivo, 3/4
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Ex. B40 - Brief Imitative Passage With Lilt Motifs, 
Divided Rhythmic Function (Op. IIO/I, m, 13-14)

Bewegt, doch nicht zu rasch, 6/8

m*r.

s, crw.

/5*

Ex. B41 - Tied-Into Lilts to Begin a Long Canonic Passage 
(Op. 80/III, m. 1-8 etc.)

In m a s s i^ e r  Bevegnng.  M..M.

V



Ex. B42 - Mutable Lilts: Lilt as Ornamental Articulation (Op. 88/1, m. 1,5)
Nicht schncll, mil inniKcm Ausdruck.

Nidi( s(!pîMl, |ïïîï\îi»iig<‘in Atisdnioh. J.. s h .

I4i' I Ml,9
Ex. B43 - Mutable Lilts:• Effect of Phrase-Length Expectation (Op. 1, 

Finale, m. 1-4)

Yitaro. J-r
« f l i p•rrpsntwKn

i  J)

MU. ■ ' I ■ ■■ I - __ _

!̂iîf;"T=C= ‘4=-̂ W=rP’r P  I V,f  liitto iTfsrenilo
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f - r y ^
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 M------^---f—'- I ^  .-— — p  - — - P y

-f- i P  
I V

t

r j i  J)
f

±=^.
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w

Ln



Ex. B44 - Mutable Lilts: Phrase-Length Expectation with Hockets (Op. 80/1, m. 22-29)
S ehr 1ebhaft, 6/8

Cx]
pN..

Jf

r~N.. ' t~ n „ p a ., T-\,,
crc.vc

creac.

«J * '

k m #

- g g-s

=3?

U  . n  . - —,--------- ' . -------- 7 * - ? — .---------- '— 0 ----
crt'sc. .

5lE

:ÿ :_ _

W W C===*7TZ=Z

UlUl
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Ex. B45 - Mutable Lilts: Effect of Separately Slurred 
Melodic Lilt, With Standard Waltz Accompaniment 
(Op. 124/4, m. 1-8)

L eb h ift . 
■ff

a
~9-»-

-------5T
M it P fda l.

VW» I
-1—



Ex. B46 - Mutable Lilts: Two Rhythmic Patterns Which Are Now Lilt, 
Now Upbeat (Op. 9/4, entire pièce shown, m. 1-40)

©  .©
Uu poco maestoso.

f t Ü ±-

fc ’

ïr

A  j C

r
Ü i A

g
© A»

wi07/a fr ficnwwme

cont.
Ln



Ex. B46, continuation

@ ® ® ®
#j I ^  moUo tvnvnwwnfF ^

rn, hi, a.6

~ 3 = ï =
: # Ë ë s ? p p = ; % f e
À  i ■W - # m 4•,-JrJ-

Ln00



Ex. B47 - Mutable Lilts; Double Upbeat Pattern Adding Double Afterbeats(Op. 70, m. 64-65 c’f.m. 66-69)

(F)

Uiisch und fcun’fr.

W S W Ë
ë' 4A; 1:5I A '

Ï b.fa Y:-

r i

ns
 ------- 2 :S g z : - ‘V  -ir'4

8 # # = ijsrr

Ul
VO



Ex. B48 - Mutable Lilts; Equivocal Sicilianos (Op. 58/3, tn. 1-16)
^ r  5, , F,

m s ê m Ê P

Ê£^S3È 
A —

M  i l
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5 Ë #
ẑ 'Kr̂ .
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Ex. B49 - Ambiguity of Function in a Series of Lilt 
Suspensions (Op. 60/11, m, 155, 156, 157, 158)
Lebhaft, 3/4

I
«—I(d
'X3<t>ÇU

F •• L
H ---- L-b-z|

, . r ^ *»

%

-C/T-~n

" 5-J
$

-f-*-y y .... ■■ ■

--1-----
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-H--- -f-i
‘ 1___



Ex. B50 - Melodic Lilts with Hemiolic Aspects
(Op. 97/1, m. If)

62

y



Ex. B51 - A Notational Oddity: Lilt Rubato (Op. 28/1, m. 41-44)
Sehr markiert, 2/4

*» I i
ritard, _

ONw



APPENDIX C

Examples for Chapter V, Consistent

I

•O0) Ü CD 1—I 
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Metrical Displacement 
  # #

U*

m
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Ex. C2 - Slant Melody: Sole Form (Op. 15/10, m. If) 
"Fast zu ernst!'

Ex. C3a and b - Slant Melody in Upbeats (Op. 21/4, m. 50f df.m. 66f) 
Ballmassig, sehr munter, 3/4

1 #

9 ^

p , -  

</riiinctider i

•Q n  P  '

• 1 1

'P -À  i  A S T î '

■F— '■■-■"f •
ï j j !

• - P k r ^
I 1

3 W=:f— «9 
p-y|-?|rr -•^î p = p y

t Jr4 ^ ^

vv) 166 I T  ■ I'K _ ^ ----- % _____ - o\Ln



Ex. C4 - Slant Melody, Inner Voice, in Afterbeats
(Op. 28/XII, m. 256f)
Sehr markiert, 2/4

JT>
Etu'n.s Inng-.sanior.

Intormezzô jP T f  f

G\ON
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Ex. C5 - Slant Melody, Chromatic Embellishment 
(Op. 92, m. 479-80)
Allegro, 0

FI'
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Ex. C6 - Normal Displacement of Octaves: Melodic 
Afterbeats (Op. 44/1, into m. 132-133)

Allegro brillante, 0

p  non legato



Ex. C7 - Displacement of Octaves (Op. 2/11, m. 32f)
(No tempo term), 3/4

p  "  ^  Æ  a  sempre legato

Vn.SXj t i t  vn.SS-

Ex. C8 - Displacement of Octaves (Op. 17/1, into m. 106f)
Durchaus fantastisch und leidenschaftlich vorzutragen, 0

p!E ^

j r q i i b z d n B E J r r ÿ i i

Ini Icbh.iffen Tempo , J

1 1  £ * i ^ î . T t r ' 0 ï T l r T

o\
VO
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Ex. C9 - Displacement of Octaves (Op. 92, m. 232-34 etc.) 
Allegro, g

n
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« temjst.
P

n (empo \ J  J  ©r J ,

a ffnlo/Tp

<•«/« (&Ù. fptrfss

Ex. CIO - Extreme Time Lag 
in Displacement of Octaves, 
(Op. 44/11, into m. 133f)
In modo d'una Marcia, t

wi. /.37 Vh.i^5



Ex. Cil - Suspension Series (Op. 22/IV, into m. 61f)
Presto, 2/4

a tuinpo

Kl,

Is)



Ex. C12 — Retardation Series (Op. 80/1, m. 89-90)
Sehr lebhaft, 6/8

V
A  A

rrr.TC.

f e f e s *
e/rsr

W
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Ex. C13 - Displacement as Imitation (Op. 44/1, m. 99-101) 
Allegro brillante, C , -

J
 ̂ & tempo cnn fu v e u  ,

eon fuoco

r— f+i/— I----- k x— i 1^7 . . .

^  ■ c ^ f f u c

KM ' /(P3



Ex. C14 - Displacement as Imitation (Op. 63/IV, m. 411-18) 
Mit Feuer, (5 . Nach und nach Schneller

r  f  Y  1

In



Ex. C15 - Slant Bass in Upbeats (Op. 9/17, m. If)

IN T C R % IE Z Z O _ _

Prcsf

IVi, i

*slo>



Ex. C16a - Slant Bass in Afterbeats (Op. 16/1, m. If)
Xusscrst beweet.

r * ^ " — I  —  s .; - - - - ! _ r -  \  ■ I

to. kh,l 3 T____ y ^%)
}

af&'
Ex. C16b - Confirming Passage (Op. 16/1, m. 21-2^)

vn. Æi f£r=-ïî1



Ex. C17 - Slant Bass Pedal Point Sonority (Op. 28/11, m. If)

KIuf»rIi.(Js too.)

Ex. CIS - Slant Bass Sonority (Op. 10/1, m. If)

Alli'Kro molto

m. f*-»

00



Ex. C19 - Slant Bass Sonority (Op. 17/1, into m.' 182f) 
Im Legenden Ton, 2/4

S ’-

w>, 19^

Ex. C20 - Slant Bass Sonority (Op. 99/6, Albumblatter/III, tn. If)

Z ie in lic li liin g sa m , so h r gcshn g v o ll.

J/t/ J.dah I

VO
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Ex. C21 - Consistent Displacement, Normal and Anomalous 
Procedures (Op. 85/9, m. 1-8 and 35-38)

S o sc in e ll nls müprlicji.

 ---
S o  Rchtifll :ils inijpHch.

9

S *
J «

—I —I —1"—1 -i
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Ex. C22 - Duet Displacement (Op. 6/4, into m. If)

UnceduWijr.

►VvW

Ex. C23 - Normal Chordal Afterbeats (Op.6/8, m. If)

Frisch .

Ex. 024 - Anomalous Chordal Afterbeats (Op. 41#2/III, 
Trio, m. 89-90)
Presto, 6/8 to begin the Scherzo (III)

TRIO.
L'istesso tempo,

Î7 ÿ Ï ÏJT—:---- :— ="

vjr

VIT

c



Ex. C25 - Anomalous Chordal Afterbeats (Op. 9/15, m. 5-6 etc.)
Presto. L

p / - * f & I;: , .

I

c %r C
ZJLC-

pszssq

Ex. C26 - Slant Bass (Op. 1, Var. II, into m. If) 
(No tempo term)

.0 r:.o ...I..-— . n T Z  ^■.... ■̂.1__

»>:, a-'v ÿfi—
V M

9-p j'*rf
m;. _ »w«. -rfo

: • #. -D# .._.T̂....--------- Jj------6 r- •—---#—
y-̂ .'A .y *:p—

il Basso /;
----!----- 1-----jc—
arlamlo

m i  1

1 _. . ' _ ..

00ro
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Ex. C27 - Consistent Metrical Displacement: Slant Harmony 
in Upbeats (Op. 13/VII, into m. 13-15)
Allegro molto, 2/4

furff ru t

EH

Ex. 028 - Slant Harmony (Op. 68/23, into m. 9f) 
Rurz und bestimmt, 6/8

tsu
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Ex, C29 Slant Harmony (Op. 109/4, m. 93-96) 
Lebhaft, .2/4

rV», ̂ 5
VA'Rio

Ex. CSG - Ambiguous Slant (Op. 17/11, into m. 92-95) 
Massig. Durchaus energisch, C

^-w g- ! I _ 1_■!» w r ' * &. -

J "

iTk.if

™ - 1 — . ■y- ' Tf è v t i  \ -♦ 2 ^ . # ------y — ---------3f-4»l<" l>. -m.'
1 ̂ - 9  -fr *‘r - ^ V  --J- ['Z— w..- -Kf' N T T ~ ^ j — 1---

-  1 w  —
L—  t . _ 1 g  7  >/. X

y ^ " ' r  f  V  K ; -
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Ex. C31 - Slant Harmony, Accumulating (Op. 124/7, into m. If)

So rasch als moglich.

W lX i f
■A*’ Tl‘=

Mo. 4

Ex. C32 - Slant Harmony, Accumulating (Op. 14/IV, 2nd Ed., 
m. 9f)

Presto possibile, 2/4

Ï :  r  ^  IM.g SA5S * j

— ' ;
F -

cA & k---- . F-*-- *. ■>* ^

V xf 1........ ...........
I _

*"> ^  ^
i : .■

~v*- 15-4 ^ . f —Arf P>;5— 1̂—

Tf° *== ^
k«./4

^ g = = 3  g = a



Ex. C33 - Slant Harmony in Amphibrachs (Scherzo, Anh. Op. 14, m. 1-4 etc.)

V iv a c îs s îm o ,

*
A

*
V
non T ^legato

%<Xmn i /  »V\, ) f *
^ é 4

Ex. C34 - Displaced Waltz Pattern (Op. 9/21, into m. 25f) 
Non Allegro, 3/4

Molto piuTivncc.
1*- ff*- f ^ IÆ kf:: /TA kt & & 5 S

jfscmpro sempre

>h.3â

00o\



Ex. C35 - Displaced Waltz Pattern (Op. 9, Anh. Var. IV, m. If)

'P con

Ex. C36a, b - Displaced Consonant Pedal Point (Op. 124/9, into m. If; into 29-32)
Mit zartcm Yortrng.

ma

I

m

Wl I 6 “̂
00•vj
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Ex. C37 - Displaced Repeated Chords (Op. 12/3, m. 1, 2, 3-4)

Langsam zarf.

W

* z ;zz z

Hi.I

J)

-X* f" ̂



Ex. C38 - Slant Texture (Op. 92, m. If) Langsuin. J = »». 
kLuiSOLO _________________ .

P P

p p

iffil /(rurhfebunff und Padat

• Ki l l  O i l »  u l l f l i i

Con+.
00
VO



Ex. C38, continuation

VOo



Ex. C38, continuation

SI)U>

S:— • ̂ T âT
VO



Ex. C39 - Slant Texture (Op. 88/IV, into m. lOlf)
Im Marsch Tempo, C

p .  Tmnyo.

11)0 Tempo.-J 1 132.
m

rht !ù9Ah>

VOtvJ



Ex. C40 - Slant Texture (Op. 38/III, into m. 390f)
Molto vivace, 3/4

93

Qiiasi Presto.

I___

I W a i

3 ^ 1  i ü æ

T)5 sà:

f=t= E$rïè^23^
Tf£5 1̂* if̂ z *=f=̂ z-=:

Quasi Presto. 
n.St̂ h,.S



Ex. C41 - Slant Texture (Op. 115, m. 19 into 20) 
Langsam, C

94

^ fiach nnd nach raecher. _

yjju- y

B . S

=ik̂ —
» V » .X 0
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\

Ex. C42 - Slant Texture (Op. 128, m. 21f) 
Kraftig, gemessen, C

A

VI
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Ex. C43 - Consistent Metrical Displacement as a Variation 
Device (a: Schubert, "Sehnsucht" Waltz, Op. 9/2, m. 1-8; b: Schumann, Op. 124/15, m. 1-8)

p  dolce

m  Pedal. I
etc.

^Franz Schubert, Complete Works. Breitkopf & Hartel 
Critical Edition, 1884-1897 (New York: Dover Publications, 
1965), Vol. 5, Series 12.



Ex. C44a, b - Consistent Metrical Displacement as a Variation Device
(Op. 14/III [mvt. II In the 1st Ed.]; a, Tema, m. 1-8; b, Var. Ill, m. 1-8)

QUASI VARIAZIONI.
AiitliinOiio jo  Clnrn ~\\lecl<. ». 84. I

u sfiiijirv

W7. I

>  VA?-#  PttSSlOl in luinpo

I — r  ■

sUiccatixsiino

VOVJ



Ex. C45a,b - Consistent Metrical Displacement as a Variation Device 
(Op. 5, 1st Ed.: a, #1, Tema, m. 1-4; b,#2, Var. I, m. If)

, Un poco Adnprlo

w»/|

p

r

VO00



Ex. C46 - Patterned Consistent Displacement (Op, 26/11, into m. 1-12)

Zicmlich lnng9am«M. M. /r  92.
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Ex. C47 -Patterned Consistent Displacement (Op. 22/III, m. 1-4)
_ b Suhr rnsch und marliirt. • = J3h. _ K
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Ex. C48a, b, c - Patterned Consistent Displacement (Op. 7: a, Into m. 52-55; 
b, Into m. 68-69; c, Into m. 76-77)
Allegro, 2/4
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Ex. C49 - Patterned Consistent Displacement (Op. 41#1/III, m. 4f) 
Adagio, C

o



Ex. C50a - Harmonic Anticipation, Patterned (Op. 54/III,
into m. 253, 257, etc.)
Allegro vivace, 3/4
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Ex. C50b - Slant Harmony, Patterned Accumulation (Op. 54/XII, 
two-beat clashes, m. 324 and 326, harmonic dis
placement rather than harmonic anticipation)
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Ex. C51 - Consistent Displacement: Strict Rubato 
(Op. 121/1, m. 45-46, piano; m. 49-50, violin)
Lebhaft, C
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Ex. C52 - Consistent Displacement: Strict Rubato (Op. 54/11, m. 10 cf. m. 14) 
Andantino grazioso, 2/'
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Ex. C53a, b - Consistent Patterned Displacement: Free Rubato 
(Op. 99, III of Drei Stucklein, m. 3, 4 and m. 19f)
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Ex. C54 - Special Case: Common Tone Ambiguities (Op. 4/II, m. 4, 5, 6)

P r c s l^ a  cnpriccio* 
À F P

m

3 :  . E l  m .  7
Ex. C55 - Special Case: Visually Uninterpreted Displacement (Op. 22/1, m. 59-62)

So rasch wie moglich, 2/4

vh.6‘̂

Rhythmic structure
ail displacements construed 
as upbeats: 

ail displacements construed 
as afterbeats: 

mixed displacements (one of 
several possibilities):

y j  > /■Ji

<r «e

MO



Ex. C56 - Special Case: Reversal of Voices in Displacement (Op. 20, m.'652f) 
Xnnig, C

St’h tittiiaf*

cresc.

hi, kyèSiijt

o00



Ex. C57 - Special Case; Displacement of a Secret Voice (Op. 20, m. 251-262 
shown; passage extends through m. 274)

V h  I f a s l i i r .  JztM .

T /wi trtr-Sixtntrw

J ) J)

l=À=^.-^P~:i)À===À^AéUcJ):
^Aa . A <yy\.HS7

<)Dieae I n n w  S l i m i a e s o U  mcht.n»jlg««pieltwerdei>.-JOer Spî«lersoUhîergleîchsain„iwischett«len Zeileii**le«en. 
T n i'iin n tr  fn tti% y tf> i.io h ifla .y d . The f la y e r  is. to'* rtaA ht.ito ten i}i«  Ktr«.
Cett? partie intermédiaire n e d o i t p a s  être jouée. Ici.l'execntant doit savoir ,'|hte entre les lignes.

(Footnote from Clara Schumann’s Instructive Edition) Mo
V O
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Ex. C58 - Special Case; Purposeful Inconsistent and 
Unpattemed Displacement (Op. 16/8; a, m. 1-4; b, 
m. 17-20; c, m. 49-52; d, m. 65-68; cont. next p.)

ScKnell und spielend,

VP D ir duftbuu’» I r lrh m o d  f r f l .

b
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Ill

Ex. C58, contintiation
(e, m. 113-16; f, m. 117-20; g, m. 133-36; LH accumulated rhythm, next page)
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Ex. C58, continuation

LH Accumulated Rhytlmi

l-j- ;

pf'



APPENDIX D

Examples for Chapter VI, Oblique Harmonic Rhythm

Ex. D1 - Harmonic Anticipation: Repetition (Op. 21/6 
into m. 302)
Sehr lebhaft, mit vielem Humor, 2/4

r U n n t .  _

>
fyjirt'ssira *■

rlr
Ex. D2 - Harmonic Anticipation: Pitch Movement (Op. 44/lV, 

into m. 50)
Allegro ma non troppo, 0

p:%%.

YA

i7-

113



Ex. D3 - Harmonic Anticipation: Arpeggiation (Op. 63/1, into m. 15, into m. 17) 
Mit Energie und Leidenschaft, C

hrc—

rWRL a r

'.J---- ' --5—î|*f|_' ■ ■ ._%]a k .
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 u

ÊX-X CX4 'C
Ex. D4 - Harmonic Anticipation: Arpeggiation (Op. 41#2/III, into m. 1, into m. 2)
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Ex. D5 - Harmonic Anticipation: Scale (Op. 54/1, into m. 46)
Allegro affettaoso, C

-J?
SOLO,
f->

m

vr
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Ex. D6 - Harmonic Anticipation: Scale (Op. 44/III, into
m. 25, 27, 29)

Molto vivace, 6/8

ÉV3T — #— «— »— rP » ' , -r--. . 4 ‘ $4-8 f $

w7 55
rHit JnJ-   H- X
U r  p i a Z n r m '

%
rv>.

Ex. D7 - Harmonic Anticipation: Inversion Change (Op. 16/2, 
into m. 21)

Sehr innig nnd nicht zu rasch, 3/4
Ini Tempo.

m

J ;  J - J !;

T S r J 4 ' i .  ^  * ? •
U r  ffTf r r t u
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Ex. D8 - Harmonic Anticipation at a Meter Change: 
Inversion Change (Op. 26/11, into m. 13)
Ziemlich langsam, 2/4

rUard.

k  L

Ex. D9 - Harmonic Anticipation: Position Shift 
(Op. 21/3, into m. 47, 48, 49)
Leicht und mit Himor, 2/4

rit(ir<l.:£zz-

rti,*47
r « R  -iJJ >
'• c r c f  '
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Ex. DIO - Harmonic Anticipation; All-Tied (Op. 41#3/IV, into m, 1, 3, 5, 7)

, AllftfPO inoUo vivace. J = i«n^      1
UR-LJ UW,j

f T c ï C t Û L
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Ex. Dll - Harmonic Anticipation: All-Tied Framework (Op. 92, into m. 37) 
Langsam, C
ill l*‘iiipi

/  C  J. JUTTI

- a -  -ÿ - fz & ÿ : —r
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Ex. D12 - Harmonic Anticipation: Composite (Op. 44/1,
into m. 324, 325, 326, 327)
Allegro brillante, C

3

p H  ft j 'tritrcrti */ VC ^

Ex. D13 - Harmonic Anticipation: Composite (Op. 16/2, 
Intermezzo I, into m. 46, 47, 48)
■Sehr lebhaft, 2/4

-—

I n , jka
— =̂V-llÈ5<— ~ --JL
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Ex. D14 - Harmonic Anticipation to Begin (Op. ll/III,
into m. 1)

r.. « ' ----------- -----------
u  * .xf f  -  • .

r" , ,I iioi.

Ex. D15 - Harmonic Anticipation to Begin (Op. 6/18, 
into m. 1)
Ganz zum Uberfluss meinte Eusebius noch Folgendes; 

dabei sprach aber viel Seligkeit aus seinen Augen.

1 . f

■VP
- + J - - - - — i - ^

1 C L : — L _
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Ex. DIS - Extreme Harmonic Anticipation: Extensive 
Consecutive All-Tied Barbeats (Op. 124/15, into m. 1, into m. 2, etc.)

p d o i c e

mPcdal.\ri,\
<6(c«

m»



Ex. D17 - Harmonic Anticipation to Begin (Op. 61/11,into Trio I, m, 98)
Allegro vivace, 2/4
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Ex. D18 - Harmonic Anticipation to Begin (Op. 120/1,
into m. 1)

Ziemlich langsam. (J=52> ^  ^  ^
J, ^

crexe.

m

V cresc.

crexc.

p  cresc

Ziemlich langsam

crescâiîLSHUjL
p

VT Saîtfî

cresc.

cresc.

cresc.
•Semttehriaiigsaltt.
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Ex. D19a, b - Harmonic Anticipation at the Recapitulation
(Op. 26/V, a: into m. 1; b, into m. 161)

à

USclist lethaft. • = is*. 
1

g

K), I

b

-T ÿ-ÿ

Ex. D20 - Harmonic Anticipation at a Cadence (Op. 88/III, into m. 53, 54)
Langsam, und mit Ausdruck, 6/8

>- 0—# — f r-yv'

HR. Jl .̂ U.
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Ex. D21 - Harmonic Anticipation: Consecutive All-Tying 
into a Cadence (Op. 41#3/I, into m. 220, 221, 222,223)
Allegro molto moderato, 3/4

vr
VZT
W

'C
rHe %  %

fîf

Ex. D22 - Harmonic Anticipation: Cadence Cliche 
(Op. 15/2, into m. 8)
"Curiose Geschichte" (No tempo term), 3/4
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Ex. D23 - Harmonic Anticipation: Cadence Cliche 
(Op. 14/11, into m. 4)
Molto coramodo, 3/4

É
Jfr

[ f W  ?

Ex. D24 - Harmonic Anticipation: Transition (Op. 4/III, 
into m. 133)
Assai vivo, 3/4

HR
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Ex. D25 - Harmonic Anticipation: Mid-Phrase (Op. 22/1, 
into m. 158,. 159, 160)

So rasch wie moglich, 2/4

m

r̂n,l5S> ~>V)« /  6 0

% %

Ex. D26 - Harmonic Anticipation: Mid-Phrase (Op. 28/1, 
into m. 2)

É Sehr markirf.(M. x. J= 88.)

L  AR
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Ex. D27 - Harmonic Anticipation in a Modulating Phrase Connection(Op. 54/1, into m. 462, after the cadenza^
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Ex. D28 -, All-Tied Harmonic Anticipation into a One-Bar Metrical Flexing
(Op. 22/IIX, into m. 20)
Sehr rasch und markiert, 3/4
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Ex. D29 - All-Tied Harmonic Anticipation Into a One-Bar Meter Change
(Op. 12/4, into m. 68)
Mit Humor, 3/4
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Ex. D30 - All-Tied Harmonic Anticipation into an Extended 
Meter Change (Op. IIO/III, into m. 44)

Ziemlich langsam, 12/8; middle section Etwas 
bewegter, 9/8; Schneller twelve bars before 
the example, which shows the return to 
Ziemlich langsam

dim.
Erstes Tempo.

«p-
. I--- dim

rHR j ,
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Ex. D31 - Harmonic Anticipation in Variations (Op. 13, Etude VII = Var. VI,
into m.tl, 4, 5; mid-bar m. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) '

A llegro molfo. 98.)j{̂g ‘
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Ex. D32 - Harmonic Anticipation in Variations (Op. 41#3/II; variation theme 
shown, 48 m.;harmonic anticipation occurs into m. 14, 15, 16; 24, 25; 32; 
46, 47, 48)

crtitc.

ertic.

trtuc.
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Ex. D33 - Harmonic Anticipation in Variations
(Op. 121/III, into m. 1)

Leise, einfach. 74.

[

Ex. D34 - Harmonic Anticipation into Each Beat 
(Op. 99, III of Drei Stucklein, into m. 9-10)
Frisch, 6/8

Ex. D35 - Harmonic Anticipation into Each Beat- 
(Op. 2/11, m. 1-2)

rrw.Tir— m w p— r~ rr-

*— I



Ex. D36 - Harmonic Anticipation into Each Beat (Op. 11/IV, into m. 1-4)

Allogpo un j)Oco niiipslnsn

O’.tJ. i}) • I
Nf- :H*!-5zîp=:

rf|î%lf=^V-«7y
I-HE jMi? ■/, */, '/, </, ./, %  ■/,
Lpr t p

Ex. D37 - Harmonic Anticipation, Mid-Bar (Op. 6/6, m. 40, 42, 44, 45) 
Sehr rasch und in sich hinein, 6/8
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Ex. !)38 - Harmonic Anticipation, Mid-Bar (Op. ll/I, m. 107-110)
Allegro vivace, 2/4
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Ex. D39 - Harmonic Anticipation, Grace Notes
(Op. 17/III, into m. 68)

Langsam getragen. Durchweg leise zn halten. C
s ^

p
1

L=z:{f
i JTj T

r " : J~ 9-j—J  J  'i— —r-i  ^  .  1
i V I

Ex. D40 - Harmonic Anticipation, Grace Notes 
(Op. 23/2, into m. 59)
Markiert und lebhaft, C rifard./O. . r>

ri4R

Ex. D41 - Harmonic Anticipation, Grace Notes 
(Op. 9/17, into m. 37) -
Presto, 2/4
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Ex. D42 - Harmonic Anticipation, Polychord 
(Op. 21/8, into m. 312)
Munter, nicht zu rasch, 3/4

rHR J U .
r r a c r

Ex. D43 - Harmonic Anticipation, Polychord (Op. 99, I of 
Drei Stucklein, into m. 16^)

Nicht schnell, mit Innigkeit, C

I I



Ex. D44 - Harmonic Anticipation, Complex (Op. 82/7, 
into m. 19, 20)
Langsam, sehr zart, C

140

Ex. D45 - Harmonic Anticipation, Mid-Hemiole (Op. 124/7, 
into m. 9, 11)
Sehr massig, 3/4



Ex. D46 - Harmonic Anticipation, Mid-Hemiole 
(Op. 63/11, into m. 39, 41, 43. 45)
Lebhaft, doch nicht zu rasch, 3/4

141
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Ex. D47 - Harmonic Anticipation, Mid-Siciliano (Op. 4/IV, m. 7, 8)
Allegretto semplice, 12/8

E?:

»?.7 : K IV).ÿ ’

r H R  n

l A K ^ f
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Ex. D48 - Harmonic Anticipation, Mid-Siciliano (Op. 26/1, m. 278, 279)
Tempo wie zuvor (Sehr lebhaft), 3/4
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Ex. D49 - Harmonic J. 
Anticipation,
Mode Change 
(Op. 97/11, 
into m. 49)

Sehr massig,
3/4

/7V.'.V/.‘.  / '
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Ex. D50 -I Harmonic Anticipation, Fanfare (Op. 99/XI, m. 55-57 etc.)
Sehr getragen, {5
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Ex. D51 - Harmonic 
Anticipation, Fan
fare (Op. 46, ori
ginal version in
to m. 220, 221, 
etc. )
Andante espressivo 

. . . Animato, 3/4

=D81 - Implied 
Plus Complete 
Suspension (m. 
227: cf. bass 
lines)
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Ex. D52 - HarmonicAnticipation, Fan
fare (Op. 38/1, 
into m. 1, 3)

Andante unpoco maestoso.(J= 66.)
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Ex. D53 - Harmonic Anticipation, Scales (Op. 54/11 into III, into m. 109, 113, 115)

AUi'KM, vivHce.

n tempo
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Ex. D54 - Harmonic Anticipation, Neapolitan Chord (Op. 121/11, into m. 213, 215)
Sehr lebhaft, 6/8

V

\W *L
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Ex. D55 - Harmonic Anticipation, Neapolitan Chord
(Op. 44/III, Trio II, into m. 149, into m. 153)
Molto vivace, 6/8 . . . Trio II: L ’istesso tempo, 2/4
V X

T

’pwf.IffO
T oiss.

_K

"•Jt

A.

=D61 - Harmonic Anticipation, Dynamic Markings (into m. 149, 
into m. 153)

=D69 - Dissonant Harmonic Anticipation (mid-bar 146, mid
bar 150)
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Ex. D56a, b - Harmonic Anticipation, Common Tones (Op. 44/11, 
a: into m. 1, ambiguous harmony; b: into m. 25^, 
clarified harmony)
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Ex. D57 - Harmonic Anticipation, Wide (Op. 4/III, into m. 69, 71)
Alternativo: Assai vivo, 3/4

trjtrCrr
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Ex. D58 - Harmonic Anticipation, Wide (Op. 26/1, into m. 255, 256, 258) 
Sehr lebhaft, 3/4

Tempo ■\vJo vorlior.

m .

•# Ŵl.cîS*? ■*

Ln
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Ex. D59 - Harmonic Anticipation, Dynamic Markings (Op. 38/III, Trio II, into m. 338, 339, 340, 341, 342, 343)
Molto vivace, 3/4

is
^ :e:±ê é é i  ^

Lar fiff
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Ex. D60 - Harmonic Anticipation, Dynamic Markings 
(Op. 11/IV, into m. 127)
Allegro nn poco maestoso, 3/4

zt&jzjSz

I f « I..

rH/? "1l J j .
L r  Ü' Lf CÎ

Ex. D61=D55
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Ex. D6.2 - Harmonic Anticipation, Dynamic Markings
(Op. 124/8, into m. 26)
Langsam, C . . . Leidenschaftlicher

n  # ! 1 1 » J ' ^— !--k~ i -f é M j,— g— -- ------------

^  IJ: L  "
— --------- 1^,-------- --
j j ti g 5 j g j Z W. . 1 ■ 3

^  f *5 2 _ i j ?
t yp,,̂ *i 
2a. ‘

Ex. D63 - Harmonic Anticipation, Dynamic Markings 
(Op. 9/2, into m. 10)
Moderato, 2/4

PP

rHR
L a r



Ex. D64 - Harmonic Anticipation and Patterned Slant Structures (Op. 6/11,
into m. 1, 5, 9)

Schl
- p p z

ritard.

- K

>‘f

•VI,7 --------- - r f ’ r J P

Ü-*" 
LAR, rr.'

LnLn



Ex. D65 - Harmonic Anticipation and Patterned Slant Structures (Op. 5/7, 1st Ed., 
patterned slant melody, m. 1-8Ü; all-tied harmonic anticipation into m. 9-12)

_  ^ ^  It.
= 6̂ 1,*.6" ^ & ijt±^

—.—7

vvwff

I'l/firt/,

■'Ç

IV,,M X

j-Hp ) ü s A L .  '/• '/'

Lno\



Ex. D66 - Harmonic Anticipation, Special Case (Op. 38/III, Trio I, into m. 49, 
51, 53, etc.) Molto pill viviiCR. ___

"___ _______ r— > 1 j Æ fe t j j
___________
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I. II ■■«- .» • •. I ....• I ̂  — I — —\ Molto jmi vivaco.
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E È
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Ex. D67a, b - Harmonic Anticipation, Special Case
(Op. 20, into m. 78: a. Instructive Edition; b, Werke)
Sehr rasch und leicht, 2/4

i=T/T\

Ex. D68 - Harmonic Anticipation, Special Case 
(Op. 19, into m. 61)
Leise bewegt, 2/4

rif/ird. -

L a r  y l y

Ex. D69=D55



Ex. D70 - Harmonic Anticipation, Special Case (Op. 120/1, m. 117-into 121) 
Lebhaft, 2/4
=D74 - Supermetrical Harmonic Anticipation (m. 117- into 121)

s,^ ^  g

r
Ln
VO



Ex. D71 - Harmonic Anticipation, Special Case (Op. 68/11, mid-m. 16Ü)
Schalkhaft, 6/8

a
m. m

Ex. D72 - Harmonic Anticipation, Special Case (Op. 15/12, into m. 31) 
"Kind im Einschlummern," (no tempo term), 2/4

3 ^

, m-
I----- 1----- 1------ 1

g .

. f S T t -

f« _ . Air ^  . ‘ </«H L  do^

m
-1—  

/ r v

$ 5

Z'l
1 —
u.

L a r  -X j» Ij*
cr>o
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Ex. D73 - Harmonic Anticipation, Special C'se: Anticipatory
and Suspensive Structures (Op. 12/2: a, into m. 1; b,
into m. 3; c, into m. 41; d, into m. 115)

Sehr rasch.

^ r z J J

Q j r c a

g g-
cJ



Ex. D74=D70

Ex. D75 - Supermetrical Harmonie Anticipation (Op. 118c/IV, m. 1-2 into m. 3)
.Sehr lebhnft. J.s !3 0 . 

jV(V sarlfm Vortraa.

\
W t .l  « J . .

HR j U o L  -
f i r - r  r

j.
r  p r  c

Ex. D76 - Supermetrical Harmonic Anticipation (Op. 22/1, m. 1-4 into ra. 5)

So iMxsohwlo moirlich.

)t rm«—? " km JM-— A Æ
. 1 / W , i L

U s a
C 7 I « ( .

^    W  J d    W
frrrrrrf W  tttt ! ü s / C ù C f

m,7

CT>N>
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Ex. D77 - Supermetrical Harmonic Anticipation (Op. 54/1,
m. 398-401 into m. 402; m. 389-404 shown)

Allegro affettuoso, C

&3

A rrelem ndo 
poco tt puco. ^

m

cont.
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Ex. D77, continuation

CTwffJ 4<td4'l-V

165

Cmjpyim.(Dip 4 y|p wtff Ü» ̂

hiMosirw,

' ü ü i î a
/Uai”
{Smvîw^



Ex. D78 - Confirmation of Implied Suspension (a: Thematic Source, Duple Meter, Op. 
16/7, into m. 89-92; b: Thematic Transformation with Implied Suspensions, Triple 
Meter, Op. 26/1, into m. 87, 88, 89, 90 etc.; c : Confirmation of Suspensive 
Construction, Op. 26/1, bass on barbeat m. 465
a: Sehr rasch; Noch schneller; Etwas langsamer, 2/4 b,c: Sehr lebhaft, 3/4 ’

_  M lM^vns lanfrsnincr.

IMP 5Ü6 X, 
CODA.

yS*

CT»04



Ex. D79 - Implied Suspension (Op. 21/8, into m. 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327) 
Hunter, nicht zu rasch, 3/4

r—
nf/trfL

r  HR J j  A j  V .

Ex. DSC - Implied Retardations (Op. 17/III, m. 27, each beat) 
Langsam getragen. Durchweg leise zu halten. 12/8

ViU So

r  HR ■]
I
'•imp/ hr j

VL

n  "y. k I
a  i l l  r ;  ' '

(RET

%
o>"j
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Ex. D81=D51

Ex. D82 - Implied Suspension in a Cadence Cliche 
(Op. 46, into m. 92)
Andante espressivo . . .  Un poco pin animato, 3/4

. I

— =------ ' ̂  f'—
■ '■■■ ■ " mé'

------1
___/— . 1

*f---0-

— -—
r  Hft i s,__

HMP/WR ^ 1

hi.̂iZ.
>

(sus



Ex. D83 - Con
secutive All- 
tied Barbeats 
(Op. 26/1, 
into m. 87- 
126)

Sehr lebhaft, 
3/4r

Li
f  f
Rus

except into m. 
102, 110, & 
126:

IMP/HR r
HR J 
AR 1 r>

and into m. 
118:
PHR
Lar

J j.

P f

- f t — -

ï4=î =2
- A  ' ' '

p s

KM* /A6

MiTio3

' «J _ Y _ _  ^

o\VO



Ex. D84 - Consecutive All-Tied Barbeats (Op. 99/12, into m. 63-85)
Tempo di Menuetto, 3/4

LÏ- ' V w É
'  yîZiyr^W TyTrÿ^yilîr y r s

M. '7/1 1 ’

dimu

ni.wVi=3/
T

^  m.77 .

üQ_ÿ__6

nn, 79 ^^^'--qVT̂ î̂ '̂ J fZîffT^ ' ur r  r-^. t:f7 r T L,
•vjo



Ex. D85 - Alternate and Consecutive All-Tied Barbeats (Op. 12/4, into m. 60-96)
Mit Humor, 3/4

r till r f.. vvii 4> /

r

cont.



Ex. D85, continuation

>.?«. f c ? V ^  uS-v y  "T-

ritora.

\=y

r». <7̂  ̂
^  V j.;>

'~1to



Ex. D86 - Consecutive All-Tied Barbeats and Beats (Op. 41#2/II, m. 16-32)
Andante, quasi Variazioni, 12/8

tn  piiCv marceto

N pacu mnrcatn

' V, /yMl \lf ^  ^  W  e+C . yvj, ̂

t»pr49t..

m.Aj

«/• îT— _______ w-i-bc!GE^^E(.:eaa6Ei|^^

1 1
viola, on baaf

cont. 'Jw



Ex. D86, continuation

:g>'
irP̂ olee

til.ïvit A 6) '/ P A«kt -

t  A

t u H  I O h 4 ^ (  b tlilt'

Ex. D87 - Consecutive All-Tied Barbeats in Duple Meter (Op. 63/1, into m. 231-34) 
Mit Energie und Leidenschaft, C

Ktwan liiiif'sanirr. H (I'lllpo

II tempo bI'jtwas imigsiiinor.

i— Ü
S'. PPm m̂

31 \ss/ 4>



Ex. D88 - Consecutive All-Tied Barbeats, Soloistic and Ensemble Approaches (Op. 47/11, 
Trio II, a: soloistic, into m. 153-60; b : ensemble, m. 184-92)
Molto vivace, 3/4

T r io  i r
V

ere:n\

ercn

erifuv.Trio II. f

g
creso.B

dTC.
Ml i UÙ

’i

y  HiXr rfr«r

I

vrt , i ̂ 6:
A u r a c e ^ i  4 o r  c t i l o

L  i<r-«

1.

"J
Ln



Ex. D89 - Harmonically Static Incipit (Op. 124/15,
into m. 1) . .

176

- 9 * - T-f-

-i— S -

p  dolce

_ac L
3 E

m t  Pedal.Wi« I

r  A R  J J J 7 T T T 3  
MMP/hr#

\sos

Ex. D90 - Harmonically Static Incipit (Op. ll/III, 
into m. 1)

P_----J— »:-------------------- -! ■■! ;

T/" 1"..... "" "

-j— =—
hJr'L- ■

rMR jld.
n Q s ' f t y



Sehr lehhaft. J-= 76.

f  V  [ H I

4 -J; 4-~~*~

m . f  7 hn, 40
r  HR %  J 
ump/hr 0 ‘jC / y s

J ‘= 86. '
■ ---

' C t d f
. p t ï M f ■27 - >

r ^ "T??----- 1-—

THIS : u  
I-4R -Jj+r

K%'

(X .
Tempo •wie vorhcr.
—h- —1—#-#• «——!—m —'_

rî._c;».-çz3
r-h
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f >

5 -s - -€_*-•» .%Zj '  -a--9--̂
=f

-» -S  5-J—
Wd—1--

-••M.25‘3 ,2616.

L a r  f I r err I' c o n t ,
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Ex. D91, continuation

-g.—a>* ——
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g - Ml. 5̂ 0?

.11



APPENDIX E

Examples for Chapter VII, Metrical Repositioning

Ex. El - Metrical Repositioning, Mild (Op. 130/3, 
S°, m. 1)

Niclit schnell, clwjis {^rnvlUUlsc '̂*

/H -1 ■ K.

KV», I

l— 'Hi— I
jt..

f

rvi.t

"f il

179
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Ex. E2 - Metrical Repositioning, Ingenious 
(Op. 102/1, m. 1-4)

Mit Humor, tf = 12G.

jbf;Ŝr5:

/»■«. tin .

=~r

( -IK

Durational
and articulative 
pattern -

Melodic 
.pattern -

I $  ̂ # * # #•###«

a a* b, a a'b, a b '

X y 2, x ' y z ' , x '  z
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Ex. E3 - Metrical Repositioning, Extreme Stretto (Op. 47/IV, into m. 268)
Vivace, 3/4

V
VA

f j"')'. -*•>

h j j / '



Ex. E4 - Metrical Repositioning, Harmonic Rhythm Non-Congruent
(Op. 2/11, m. 5 into 6)

HR

Ex. E5 - Metrical Repositioning, Harmonic Progression Pattern Non-Congruent (Op. 88/IV, 101-108f) ;
Im Marsch Tempo, C

Das^fllu! T*mpi)

Diisselbu Tetiipd.'J . 132.

«■ f f-
P £ ,

-£r t

A 'r w

1
A: X X  î t j X i ' S i : , x i X . x  i s r ^ x X

I*# • # »  •* 1"; I j # # .  # .  I ■! ■-« ■■I II I II* •  •  #

y  r

00NJ



Ex. E6 - Metrical Repositioning, Rhythmic Stretto (Op. 12/6, into m. 5, 6, etc.)
2/4

Schnoll.
i W l

pp

^4.... 4̂ --- . ̂
__

I 1 I 1
%

Ex. E7 - Supermetrical Repositioning (Op. 132/III, m. 3, 4)

jivl

J )**••• I j-
IliihtjicH Teiiipii, mit ZHrtem Ausdruck.

Q i g  
J7% J I* • • •• I

RuIukcs Tempo, mit znrttiin Ausdruck. J = s4.

g. ivi.S* 00w



Ex. E8 - Metrical Repositioning; Thematic Emphasis on Positional Contrast 
(Op. 92, rhythmic motifs m. 43-49 cf. into m. 51-54, next page)

AU O • 0
(Û
<
%o
oL

I
Allegro, d = 84.

 '—

T U T T ITU T T I SOLO SOLO

Jf arco

conté
H*00



Ex. E8, continuation  ̂ »
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Ex. E9a - Overt Repositioning, Even Fit 
(Op. 82/7, into m. I, into m. 2)

 ! 1 1 1
Langsam, sehr zarL « = 63. ______

pp
-  o

V ^ - è ^ ^ E E k -----y

Ex. E9b - Overt Repositioning, Uneven Fit 
(Op. 2/2, m. 1-2)

ff
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Ex. ElOa - Overt Supermetrical Repositioning, Even Fit 
(Op. 18, into m. 1 cf. into m. 2)

I t
Leicht_and_zart. = isa.

Ex. ElOb, X  - Overt Repositioning, Uneven Fit 
(Op. 47/II, Trio I, into m. 67-70)
Molto vivace, 3/4
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Ex. E10b,y - Overt Repositioning, Uneven Fit
(Op. 26/V, into m. 26-28)
HSchst lebhaft, 2/4

■ê -c-A

Hi,
F: Z  XIj3TXJj33ri

Ex. Ell - Overt Repositioning, Uneven Fit 
(Op. 134, m. 52-55)
Lebhaft, C

6-beat melodic phrase

YA
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Ex. E12a, X - Overt Repositioning: Consecutive Repetition, 
Even Fit (Op. 105/11, Tema, into m. 1-2)

ms
TiU

V

r i U

%
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Ex. E12a, y - Overt Repositioning: Consecutive Repetition, 
Even Fit (Op. 61/11, Trio, ra. 125-into 126)
Allegro vivace, 2/4

a  tempo . .

Tl

&

&
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T-M-i I-. 1 - - r = > >.1. _ V -UJ-J u=d-1— T'̂ !̂-i_j=!î-!H.,r-l-C=-90 0-fH-0■ kp=P7-f:tT~iT'̂ t t=3“1 ' r - i_d K -r" ' k-i—1 'WLa --Î— Ld-

a Icmpo :
bjŷ'- - ■
— — 2— ---

____Z ] .^ -̂---
ii— ^

' l;>-?--yiji»-
arco-̂k— ;— — -- ■ u k

r--:2zq 
^  a empo

l**"l H-i h». U 7
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Ex. E12b - Overt Repositioning: Consecutive Repetition, 
Uneven Fit (Op. 81, m. 27f)

LeîdenschaftlîcKbewefft. ( i4o.)

Eeidenscbaftlich bewearf

Leidenschaftlich bew egt.

j : '  tJ
i***i H  I

ro.i'i
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Ex. E13a - Overt Supermetrical Repositioning: Consecutive
Repetition, Even Fit (Op. 13, Étude VII=Var. VI, into
m. 2 of. into m. 3)

,  I:I * y
Allerro molfo. J,= »«- ten. , ten, segue

•f sempre briUanfe

ten. 
M. I

ten. ten. ten. segue

Ex. E13b - Overt Repositioning: Consecutive Repetition, 
Uneven Fit (Op. 121/1, m. 285-86)
Lebhaft . . . Schneller, C

m m

tryi.



Ex. E14, X - Overt Repositioning: Consecutive Repetition, Uneven Fit 
(Op. 41#2/II, m. If, 6-beat groups: 4+2)

VI

4.
f.

I»**#,
Andftnie, quasi ^ r îazîoni.

#

rë̂reti

V>U i p esyre
A

H # l P 3 i ; P

Mn, 4T

6-beat pattern: J^i i* J J’ü., ̂  *
* kl PI

VOW



Ex. E14, y - Overt Repositioning: Consecutive Repetition, Uneven Fit 
(Op. 68/31, m. 1-8 shown, $-beat groups)

i i j n j  of. h i  t ' m \ i

Schrkraftig. M.M.J-s 84.

|Cf 4 $ # # A # ̂  y.

j i -■jl-ü - -i?'  #—2:

*
‘to. f

a è

VOJi*



Ex. E15a, X - Overt Repositioning: Comparative Repetition, Even Fit (Op. 54/11,into m. 1 beat 1 cf. m. 17 into beat 2)
Andantino /rrazioso. A

-
l̂ar.iii Tl,

f  Cor, ill K
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Ex. E15a, y - Overt Repositioning: Comparative Repetition, 
Even Fit (Op. 94/1, within m. 3 cf. the interval E-C)

XicM schnell. M.M.« = ioo.

E-C e-c 
, 1**1 H

E-C
1*4

ÙÏ

T

W». \

Ex. E15b - Overt Repositioning: Comparative Repetition, 
Uneven Fit (Op. 7, m. 3f cf. m. 173f)

V  I - # •  I  I -#■

ESKssa Bsara ____

m Æ i i m

r 7"

O'»
j r r

cf.
I 1

-Z-9-

^  1 7 3

Y
i



Ex. E16a - Overt Repositioning: Comparative Repetition, Even Fit (Op. 54/11,
into m. 21, into m. 22 cf. m. 24)

Andantino 
grazioso, 2/4 •

M

vjr

VA

VO•vl
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Ex. E16b - Overt Repositioning: Comparative Repetition, 
Uneven Fit (Op. 130/3, m. 11 cf. m. 12, S )

Nicht schnell, etwas gravitatisch, 3/4

(•# *
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Es. E17 - Overt Repositioning: Comparative Repetition, 
Uneven Fit (Op. 131, double gapped: into m. 1 cf. into 
m. 3; into m. 2 cf. into m. 4)

Iin massigen Tempo. J = 58.

p d o l.

pdol.

Iin masslgen Tempo.

VI
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Ex. E18a - Overt Repositioning: Overlapping Repetition, 
Even Fit (Op. 12/6, m. 41-45, c£. entries each half-beat
in 2/4)

Schnell, 2/4

Ex. E18b - Overt Repositioning: Overlapping Repetition, 
Uneven Fit (Op. 12/6, into m. 5-6, cf. entries each 
half-beat in 2/4)

>•••!
Sclmell.

• " • U
1-4
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Ex. E19a - Overt Repositioning: Overlapping Repetition, 
Even Fit (Op. 15/12, m. 1-3 etc.)

"Kind im Eins chlummem** (no tempo term)

I

«.fd.

n

LÜ U '

■I I-

Ex. E19b - Overt Repositioning: Overlapping Repetition, 
Uneven Fit (Op. 85/7, P , into m. 39-into 40)

=E23 - Repositioned Pattern Model, Overlapped Repetition
Sehr kraftig, C

r n j
LÛ'f

LÜ)'
J H J
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Ex. E20 - Overt Supermetrical Repositioning: Overlapping 
Repetition, Uneven Fit (Op. 54/III, m. 388-91)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

i

NR;

vvk» S'?!

ir a l  Î
u . m i i r



Ex. E21 - Repositioned Pattern Model
(Op. 97/11, F horn melody into m. 33)
Sehr massig, 3/4

203

PP

Cf>

P P

IL%

LU 1



Ex. E22 - Repositioned Pattern Model (Op. 115, excerpted lines, m. 6-26 shown; 
of. into m. 7, 9, 22; m. 13, 15, 20; tn. 23, 24; into m. 25-26)

L a n g s a m ,  C

v/r

vatl

X

4 V - 4  . .  .

% f ^ i

1------------ 1

( A  — It—1-------- f - U —J -

l lG -------- 4 9----

• î />
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c r e s r . / d im .
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W ------f —*—u-k—t -
p crKnii.

- U - J - W r r l r c W -

/ d im .
-^j—  ] — - 4
p d i d .  M i l  I p

N a c h  u n d  n

cont.
tsîo



Ex. E22, continuation
Soli A

I 1 I- 1t” j |.

p molto

hi, 90

VA
I . .//'In leidenschaftlidicm Tempo. J=i44.

... p---- -------
[g— —  

f-f— 1^-f T 1— :------- --’± —

^  crt'sfK '

, jfj}

1

f> mollo crt'30.

tooLn
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Ex. E23=E19b
Ex. E24 - Intrinsic Metrical Repositioning (Op. 4/1, 
Altemativo,- m. 45f)

Allegro quasi maestoso, 3/4

PÎÙ v ivo .

a

I------- 1 i------ 1

Ex. E25 - Intrinsic Metrical Repositioning (Op. 9/1, m. 26, 27) 
Quasi maestoso, 3/4

P ju  m o (o .±

ĥrillanir ^ xvwv

Ex. E26 - Intrinsic Metrical Repositioning (Op. 68/39, into 
m. 1-3)

T P

h



Ex. E27 - Intrinsic Metrical Repositioning (Op. 120/1, m. 10-14f) 
Ziemlich langsam, 3/4

S «LU' I

\  I E

5 /

nT to
o-o
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Ex. E28 - Intrinsic Metrical Repositioning (Op. 68/18, m. 1-2)

Nicht sehrschncll.

Wl.l ' no. S'

Ex. E29 - Intrinsic Metrical Repositioning (Op. 44/IV, into 
m. 22-25 etc.)

Allegro ma non troppo, (5

\/A

%

m.'a/ f 5— f  P— f f

-( (- -t h

KV). 5a

: I})
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Ex. E30 - Intrinsic Metrical Repositioning 
(Op. 44/III, into m. 1-4 etc.)

Molto TÎïace. J-= i3<*.

■fc.,’- - - / ÊtLrc

. 1 "
y #

~r-.---^-1
^  'ten.

y

Molto v ivace.
----- ----------------------

f
fen.

/
ten.r—.----------1------______ =______

marcato
f r r n . 1 F -â -g  ». », #

----------- 1-------

staccato

-I (-
m, 4
- H .



Ex. E31 - Comparative Repositioning With Formal Significance (Op. 13, a: Tema;
b; Finale opening; c; displaced Tema in Finale

Andiuite.
li'ffa/issimo

b

c

Allegro

%>. W\.|

.wm/Jrecuii/urẑ ^
J" = M

I kir'Vy roMo



Ex. E32 - Comparative Repositioning With Formal Significance
(Op. 97/11, a: m. If; b: into m. Ilf; c: into ra. 113)

S«hr ulassfff. loo.

ten. ten, ten.

W-S- ?

Sehr niasslg".

trn, ten

////•
■£ir-Ë£i

£.+C. ♦v>» ÿ
toM



nçont. Im Tempo.
ÏPé

tiAura
U H J i

CTK\'f\L̂

/r/'.vr

ocont, Im icnino.

cretio: /•
or/îA(i
prwr.

KV>, .fene, y  
pono ni, iiii Tempo.

ts>
H*ts>



p

mm

3/4
Into m, 1

m. 11 
into m i - H T n i r  

j n i n >into m. 113

M. u4 toM
w
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Ex. E33 - Comparative 
Repositioning With 
Formal Significance 
(Op. 120/1, a: m.
29 cf. b: m. 122, 124

Ziemlich langsam
3/4 . . . Stringendo, 
2/4 . . . Lebhaft

liebhnR

Lebhaft.
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„  , ^ # 1
y-î̂ -.#

jr

' jT’ifSî. •*{ eT wi /a4
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Ex. E34 - Duple/Triple Versions (Op. 68/40, a: Vorspiel, 
m. 1-2 cf. b: Fuge, m. 23-24)

Vorspiel.

a

2/4
of.
6/8

^bhaft, doch nicht zn schnell.

I.H.b
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Ex. E35 - Duple/Triple Versions (a: Op. 16/8, m. 1-4 cf.
b: Op. 38/IV, into m. 43-46)

a  Schnell nnd spielend.

E 2 Ï 7 0
Die d:!rrhRü9 Ir lrh t and fre{ .

b Allegro animaro e grazioso, 0

« IV Ü

arco

pjzz, arco

yiy>,Hlp
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Ex. E36 - Duple/Triple Versions (a: Op. 16/7, coda theme, 
into m. 89-92 b: Op. 26/1, into m. 87f. The phrase 
shown here for comparison occurs into m. 91-94, at the 
same pitch level as the earlier theme. Op. 26/1 into 
m. 87 is shown in Ex. D91b.)

Sehr rasch . . . Noch schneller, 2/4

a

cf.
Sehr lebhaft, 3/4

b



Ex. E37 - Duple/Triple Versions (a:Op. 54/11, m. 11 into 12 cf. b: Op. 54/IXI, 
m. 255 into 256)

a Andante grazioso, 2/4

(Ti'— zzsz: Allegro vivace, 3/4

:>r
*

# I ■ '•« § '

NïM
VO

m»l3



/

Ex. E38 - Duple/Triple Versions (a: Op. 105/1, m. 1-4 cf. b: Op. 105/1, into m. 114- 118 of. c, next page: Op. 105/III, m. 168-71)

Mil liîidtfiischafllichein Ausdruelt. e«.ttSoIlr

vrvac.
U#-- ——

. iin Tempo .ftu'a» zurliclkatti‘Hif 4V Sftllr

^ flwns JSuriir/.-finllnid _

(I
jii :)c:

:r~i
=a

g % = = = = z :-Z Y .# ;itz^ :ÿ :T ::ÿ :

- -r
#

kM, I If

Thematic Recap, into m. 114; Tempo Recap, m. 116, mid-theme
cent.

tsjK>O
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Ex. E38, continuation

.« * Sait*

PP

Ex. E39 - Duple/Triple Versions (Op. 41#3/I, a: Intro
duction, falling fifths, m. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7 cf. b:Allegro, 
falling fifths, m. 8, 12)

 ̂Apdante espressivo. J = eo.

FP

»» 1

cf
Allegro molto modcraio. J.=eo

p  sfm/rr. tencramtSHU
(en.

f  9tjn/re teneranente

p  eem /re ieneramente
trn. ten.

p  tem /re  tfueramenle

«nn.î



Ex. E40 - Imitative Textures (Op. 9/14, m. 17-21 etc.)
Animate, 2/4

-y-jt— p— p— 5̂  ̂_g_. — g

Ex. E41 - Imitative Textures (Op. 6/16, into m. 9-14) 
Mit gutem Humor, 3/4

KVl, ̂ MA, /S’
N>toto



Ex. E42 - Imitative Textures (Op. 4/1, motif, m. 3 into 4 etc.;stretto, m. 17-23)
Allegro quasi maestoso, 3/4

W

5 S 4

//
m

«r/nurf

ni.»7

roN>w
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Ex. E43 - Imitative Textures (Op. 13, Étude IV=Var. Ill, 
m. 1-4)

# 4
- - - - ^ —
P<-dale ^  

« «  —

- K

j )  . ■  ! - ■ — * - - - - - - -

—«-<-«:»-'— *-----'-
^  '  y  Ÿ..

- ^ ' - ^ g L p q k F 3 ± 3 ^

m . / "  -  ^  / ^  ^ * . 3

//
t



Ex. E44a - Derivation of Stretto Motif (Op. 41#1/I, m. 34-41)

j  A llegro. J.» a*

Ex. E44b - Imitative Textures (Op. 41#1/I, m. 80-91)

p  rrf$r

T^Dig^li
rrr.r.

Is)Is)Ln



Ex. E45a - Derivation of Fugue Subject and 
Stretto Motif (Op. 44/IV, m. 1-5)

VI
Allegro raa non tr o p p a J i ix o .

-4-

T iÇ

vn» I

/ »

m-

■f

I
s e m p i

PtSL
e marcato

%c
vva. S'

Ex. E45b - Imitative Textures (Op. 44/IV, 
into m. 249-66)

- 4 1

vY\,a*ri
cont,

totoG\



Ex. E45b, continuation

vresc.

m. 1!^ m, Jt, S9

Stzÿ-h;czf—j

Ml, as4 N)N>
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Ex. E46a - Derivation of Stretto Motif (Op. 47/IV, m. 1-4)

V
Vfi

I
Vivace.'

Ex. E46b - Imitative Textures (Op. 47/IV, m. 63-68)
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Ex. E46c - Imitative Textures (Op. 47/IV, m. 73-81)

Q O

/ apco ’

r'j. '

S T S —

IK.̂ i
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Ex. E46d - Imitative Textures (Op. 47/IV, m. 131-35)

erw, ^

W1J3I

Ex. E46e - Imitative Textures (Op. 47/IV, m. 234-38)

ârco



Ex. E47 - Metrical Repositioning, Special Case (Op. 3/4, into m. 9-12)
Allegro, 6/8

Ex. E48 - Metrical Repositioning, Special Case (Op. ll/I, m. 52) 
Un poco Adagio, 3/4

TÏJT

$

acceKh.a/ *
- t m - # # —   r

le .  rnti . no

I II 1 N9W



Ex. E49 - Metrical Repositioning, Special Case (Op. 61/1, m. 45-46 cf, 
m. 47-48; strings only, abridged score)

Sostenuto assai, 6/4
original form:

ftu pvt towto



Ex. E50 - Metrical Repositioning, Special Case (Op. 82/1,m. 1 cf. m. 16 cf. m. 17=Recap.)

r̂ icKt zu sclinell. H.M. J«ist.

BEfïl

N>WW



Ex. E51 - Supermetrical Repositioning, Special Case (Op. 50/5, m. l-8f)

Ü 3  Q O  C “ l ]  M  C i J

i
•rl

IiHCiTj(UPm

9— ,

O i O m

— I—

row45-



Ex. E52 - ’’Grossvsiter” Theme (Op. 2/12, m. 1-12)

B ] r a

- #•

( J , according to Clara's Instructive Edition)

M , Id

N>W
Ln



Ex. E53 - Supermetrical Repositioning, Special Case (Op. 2/12, m. 21-24 etc.)
Piu lento, 3/4

[ I ] l y i a

- - I  — z  i _ l _

* À JLfLi

w>,
// CÜ a

lyifl
M,

^  A s ...
f  5  « -»-f f  -t-
H ^ E 5 : w - * - E—1— h-» -T- f— f~” 

A- A  JL

H — ----

f  ?  f

4 - — — -J— !----
hi,3 6

pnro n'f.
t  t towq\



Ex. E54 - Supermetrical Repositioning, Special Case (Op. 9/21, into m. 49-64)
Non Allegro . . . Molto piu vivace, 3/4

D a

^Th?«e tfa X\TI rlJrlr.

DO iviii] (DO - D3) DO

i &
m m

M

T V— »

i
i

~w ~d ~7

fri
f

I i

r a Dviig D O

N>LO•Nl
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Ex. E55 - Supermetrical Repositioning, Special Case
(Op. 6/3, m. 9-26)
Etwas hahnbUchen, 3/4

"Sclneller. ^  f .  & ^

T- f"

m  i t  t H i

•jr

Ex. E56 - Supermetrical Repositioning, Special Case 
(Op. 6/3, m. 45-50)
Etwas hahnbUchen . . . Schneller, 3/4

— v<y



Ex. E57 - Metrical Repositioning, Antipode (Op. 2/11, m. 10)
(No tempo term), 3/4

I k

IE#
f
n:=geesf!'=5

J j S j r S j i

• M/ll

n i c m n m  

•■•“’ ’'“ ü'cauai'U rgu£lt.’

tow
VO
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Ex. E58 - Rhythmic Modulation Through Metrical Repositioning
(Op. 120/1, into m. 23-29f)
Ziemlich langsam, 3/4

NB 2/4

Ijebluift CJ a'n)

—IJ

— j?57— f ?3

LebhftfL3
f   --------      S t r i n m n d » . .StrmK̂ixlw,

rn.̂ l6”
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Ex. E59 - The Question of Hemioles (Op. 21/4. into m. 17-25f)
Ballmassig. Sehr munter, 3/4

o -------

1 i -  1 T " f  ■

-Ju.. , J -
ü  i ^  u r r  U ?  u - i



APPENDIX F - -

Examples for Chapter VIII, Hemiolic Construction

Ex. Fla - Unanimous Hemiolic Construction (Op. 9/7, m. 38-39) 
Vivo, 3/4

Ex. Fib - Reverse Hemiolic Construction, Partial 
(Op. 6/10, m. 9-12)
Balladenmassig. Sehr rasch, 3/4

242



Ex. F2 - Hemiolic Inner-group Construction 
(Op. 21/4, m. 23-24)
Ballmassig. Sehr munter, 3/4

243

fa-g-3-3- r  -  T ̂ If—

r

1 r-rf=
2

J 3 3

I--------- j  I— J  kw. ; 2 5 -

Ex. F3 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 21/4, into m. 202-203, 204-205)
Ballmassig, Sehr munter, 3/4

... rfj

 ̂ ■ Ï' ? fa
#—it

,1 ,
n*— —̂rt— 1
3  y ? 5: A ' * P ' ' r i r  1

g.l>iff _ e f t0 P " *-1W  1

♦ ̂ r 1

% •/.
4^-4-W 
*/• */.

.j- -i--l—  

/
ivt.

'/ '//



Ex. F4 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 21/8, 
m. 395-396).

Munter^ nicht zu rasch . . .
Nach und nach lebhafter, 3/4

244

r— 1 1------ »

2̂  =r
-i;— p

I > t s---
\ i -1 r  —

vu. 3^7

Ex. F5 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 6/6, m. 39) 
Sehr rasch und in sich hinein, 6/8



Ex. F6 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 54/IXI, m. 335-346)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

m

cent.
Is)
VI



Ex. F6, continuation

Cor.

* '̂hrillantu

tof"<y>



Ex. F7 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op, 23/3, m. 173-180) 
Noch lebhafter, 3/4

— 1 1---1
— 1 = i N = ^ —J--larU-•in---

: p # {
1_ 1

t e

Ex. F8 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 124/7, into m. 1; m. 4-5)

Sulir 12 ^ s |S i— ,
f 4 - f = ^ = é = |

r — 1

= i = ^
± = î ^ M = t -

t e :

J= f= l= d

t e

h f = ^

# =
/' —

------ T  h r Ï -------- L f - L p # —

t o■IN
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Ex. F9 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 6/9, 1st 
Edition, a: m. 3-4; b: m. 7-8)
Hierauf schloss Florestan und es zuckte ihm schmerz- 

lich urn die Lippen. 3/4 - -

-»r

h  ir----- It—

' y ' y

1̂ -7 £

Ex. FIO - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction 
(Op. 16/5, m. 86- into m. 88)
.Sehr lebhaft, 3/4



Ex. Fil - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 54/IXI, m. 205-212; initial 
presentation of this theme is also shown, into m, 189-196)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

V/;

b t —
' f t .  .

p ' j p t r . - A . - A -----M d ------y - — — r

" m

1 # =

1 # b : — r r — r

. y - f . — i / j ..a/. 
— &

M r z p ' / z t -

- o - t — J -  

z z H g z d - '  " V — C “ - A — T T y - - - p - i - - - - - - 1

T i #

: r -
ÿ u f

W z W ^ ; - j { J  J -

. ^ r r ' f ç r  k r “ j K "  ~ - - - - i-  f  .  “ • r r  1 1 " — ~ t ~ f  ~ | "i l H - ,

-J , : l ----------- L f i C f T l i - * _ J 3 C V n = p f H

z a ^ -

_ . = p z z : j = t — 1 7 "  ’ V -

1 ^
-----^ -------- g t j .

///i- — X
- c - k J c .

r i z z j t $ j | j ï 5 Ï £ | E

-

3 E # | E ! ^

Mu IS# // KM

SO L O .

a s ;

(strings tacet)
VO
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Ex. F12 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 17/III,
m. 47)

Langsam gètragen. Durchweg leise zu halten, 12/8

3

i
ir- XT

f- r
consonant

iir

Ex. F13 - Hemiolic Inner-Group Construction (Op. 12/1, m. 1)

len.

z X

dissonant
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Ex. F14 - Hemiolic Construction (Op. 97/1, m. 1-6)

y

Lcbhnft.

JL*
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Ex. F15 - Hemiolic Archetype (Op. 68/15, m- 1)

IJ j ÿ 7 ] l  r ? ,
I Innig zu spielen. pL 51 »'-= S6.

r —»»/*
— <̂yTV»-=--

V»i, I

Ex. F16 - Cadential Hemiole (Op. 4/III, m. 104-105, into 
an embellishing cadence; m. 106-107, into a section cadence)
Assai vivo, 3/4

C O

. T

T T ’sr
'— --if

IV). toi

233
■ /63

m, tOH
Vy/VI
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Ex. F17 - Cadential Hemiole, Partial, on Tonic Chord
(Op. 10/5, m. 14)
No tempo term, 6/8

-i*— *- -»— »-

-r f  - A

" 0 ■ ■

Ex. FIS - Cadential Hemiole (Op. 130/3, m. 15-16) 
Nicht schnell, etwas gravitatisch, 3/4

y.

n  I-------------------1

i |

3c
V-+-

' Jt

16
4



Ex. F19 - Cadential Hemiole, Partial (Op. 6/15, m. 7-8)
Frisch, 3/4

254

I— I

Ex. F20 - Cadential Hemiole (Op. 58/3, m. 107-108) 
Lebhaft, 3/4

ihUJy-L T l  I

7 X

wi. .y"
HR I

If). \09
; »



Ex. F21 - Cadential Hemiole (Op. 63/11, m. 24-25)
Lebhaft, doch nicht zu rasch, 3/4

X- - - - - 1  1—

ÿ  1

J  7

n  1— I

.  A  - I * •  ^  

\

= A = t ? - - - - - - - - - -

/  / A
- - - - r

tf r - = = :  

d — ! — 1

j  f

i - - - - - - - - - - - - 1—

$  * i i - 7

i r r ^ H

■ V
J S  {

#  i--

Waltz caesura

255

Ex. F22 - Expanded Hemiole (Op. 41#1/II, into m. 190) 
Presto, 6/8

if I
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Ex. F23 - Expanded Reverse Hemiole, Partial
(Op. 80/IXI, into m. 162-163)
In massiger Bewegung, 3/8

Coda.

V

UJ

Ex. F24 - Expanded Hemiole (Op. 4/III, m. 7-9) 
Allegro marcato, 3/4
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Ex. F25 - Expanded Hemiole, Partial (Op. 80/IXI, m. 66-68) 
In massiger Bewegung, 3/8

Ex. F26 - Expanded Hemiole (Op. 9/1, m. 99-101)
Quasi maestoSo . . . Più moto . . . Animato, 3/4



Ex. F27 - Expanded Hemiole (Op. 11/III, into m. 28-32)
Allegrissimo, 3/4

'la

Ex. F28 - Hemioles Shorter Than a Bar, Partial (Op. 4/VI, in. 5, 6) 
Allegro, 3/4

r->

to
i n00



Ex. F29 - Consecutive Hemioles (Op. 16/5, m. 86-109)
Sehr lebhaft, 3/4

/  w

■

> >
— — — . ̂3 - H a i S ' i-V—*^i J ------

JT
iw # #Ai!#4h

?  1
"R
— ^

^  r -:fr
: ^ î - = -

 ̂ 2 : ^ , " ^ 6  
h

I^W
f  r  t f r  >1

Jkjtj
ii— j

w

- w , -

r _
—  It

F
% 'L "  ' .

rp iJi
l-fW:

; = f - - f --------

: d - 3 ^

' - f — f

_ . . . .  ^

-----> p — ^9 ------r —

- F - —

c s
— 1—4  _... 

J j -

| - | - ~ : : . v : | 1 ■ j
-i

ritard.

liWlWVvj./OJ/ toin
VO
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Ex. F30 - Metrically Out-Of-Phase Hemiole 
(Op. 10/5, m. 35-36)
No tempo term, 6/8

Ex. F31 - Metrically Out-Of-Phase Hemiole, Partial 
(Op. 72/3, m. 39-40)
Nicht schnell und sehr ausdrucksvoll, 6/4
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Ex. F32 - Supennetrically Out-Of-Phase Hemiole, Partial (Op. 9/10, m. 10-11)
Presto, 3/4

ta DO giil DO

§

hv.liL

Ex. F33 - Overlapped Hemioles, Out-Of-Phase and In-Phase (Op. 56/6, m. 6-7-8)
Adagio, 3/4

T ^ r

-x̂
r " r  r y f  ir 1

vn.5"

r'f
1

-r:- -
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Ex. F34 - Overlapped Hemioles, In-Phase and Out-Of-Phase 
(Op. 28/2, m. 13-14-15)
Einfach, 6/8

%

Ex. F35 - Initial Thematic Reverse Hemioles 
(Op. 6/10, m. l-9f)

B allad •nmassigp.Sehr rase
-— — 1
1.

"k-fc. ““

I ' #  — ^ ---£--- _i---- ^ —

v C  J'w,i 'rll

.pflj-..f ^  5̂ ]

t  - X  .

f.
i=^' p r H

^ " L c j t o  ^
yn1%]-<5r-—-—SLj— :—

r
3. ta.

:— I—
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Ex. F36 - Initial Thematic Reverse Hemioles

(Op. 120/1, m. 1-3, 5f)

r-Tp— 11
ZiemlW» lang'sW.CJx

cresc.

p  Crete*
#±225

Ziemlich langsam

Crete.

erete.



Ex. F37 - Non-Initial Thematic Hemioles, Partial (Op. 105/1, m. 2, 5, 7)

< l«‘i(li;nsclKifnic)iein Ausdi
• iV S n llr

li c k .

rrrsr.

phi.,

N3
CT>



Ex. F38 - Non-Initial Thematic Hemioles (Op. 38/11, m. 3-4, 5-6)

f t
Ob ^
c l .

'Tv>
I.

Vr

\)3T

, Larrhetfo. < / = e«.)/A
I
f

m

FSJSBlFEbIS —

'$

y
divisl

y

ÏF

•«r
-F

^ S S S zcr:/-̂

■ ««urn»

rrfar,

Jjrti’KlioKoT* )
IfEiL-
Tr/ôv,

w #

-va-
Jz-%qz=rwc

—

i/im.

'/À
=g::puzi=t=:p 
'/> '
^ ...

jt

0— 0—0 —

i :»rrr»~

=# :0io:0:0Z0Z

rr/'A7.%V>».7 roG\Ln



Ex. F39 - Non-Initial Thematic Hemioles
(Op. 38/III, m. 5-6)

266

S C H E R Z O .
^  Molto vivace. (s).= 88.)

MoUo vivace, 
rv) I



Ex. F40 - Non-Initial Thematic Hemioles, Partial (Op. 12/2, m. 5, 6; see m. 2, 4 also)

Seht* rasch

— À—r.-----  ̂j

F

I #
ite'Lcx

I _d

too>*o



Ex. F41 - Hemiolic Saturation (Presto, Op. 22, Anhang; m. l-8f)

P assionate.

a à n . i L

m ig
molto toHoromente

-fcsrstsj-

f: &

c

C=S5S
M\'4

..1

Fti=à=àâ#Q=Fà=â*ÉQ

c

a

*

k

M Ê§H

I— II— I r~"i5 life.,

lYl, 9

N>W00
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Ex. F42a, b, c and d - Hemiolic Waltz Bass Variants 
(Op. 9/1, a: m. 28-29, partial; b: m. 47-43, partial, 
m. 49-50, unanimous; c: m. 114-119, slant; d: into 
m. 122-127, slant)

. . . Presto, 3/4

m

-%»-

l=t !tempr( 1— r

P resto. ritifor3.tti(fn

C

I i« 1

» c+

d
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Ex. F43a, b and c - Special Case: Hétérophonie Hemioles 
(Scherzo, Op. 14, Anhang; a: m. 64-67; b: m. 80-83; 
c: m. 96-99)
Vivacissimo, 6/8

Ti
1— \ r n  r-i *]

M» •

— ^— »— T"/  sevipre tçn

r r r*  K h .4 7

JcU-iroS» hsilrllhCy

//
r->r-\ c4t «

[i—1— ̂- 2 g \ h i 3 -

"  cj ■ —  -

& r r Ld Lu snuj"
- l - _  _ - 1 - 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Uj/- —:
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Ex. E44 - Special Case; Nested Hemioles (Op. 4/VI,
m. 20-21, 24-25)

Allegro, 3/4

Typical hemiole
I j j ti ; j I

Nested hemiole

n

Nested hemiole

. dim. _
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Ex. F45 - Special Case: Brief Meter Change Following a 
Hemiole (Op. 41#3/I, m. 86-87, 88-89)
Allegro molto moderato, 3/4

, a  t e m p o
vr
V2C

a  t e m p o

Ex. F46 - Special Case: Brief Meter Change Following a 
Hemiole (Op. 21/4, m. 184-85, 186-89)
Ballmassig, sehr munter . , . Noch schneller, 3/4

&

J __ L

&

r ■ r
nrf libitum -

I
I

'1  •
- Î Erstes Tempo.

/

W ~ i r w



Ex. F47 - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 21/7, m. 7-8)

Ex. F48 - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 28/11, m. 5, 6, 7) 
Einfach, 6/8



Ex. F49 - Static Harmonic Rhythm in a Hemiole (Op. 9/19, m. 1-2)

274
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Ex. F50 - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 9/19, m. 57-58 etc.)
Con mote,. 3/4

TV

Ex. F5I T A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 12/4, 
into m. 61-64)
Mit Humor, 3/4
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Ex. F52 - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 54/III,
into m. 237)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

d> — Q. @

TUTT

d iv i s i

3 6  ( g



Ex. F53 - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 124/4, m. 3-4, 5-6)

Lcbhnft.

f

-rpTTTi:
J/(7 Prdal, /

VV\

t o



Ex. F54 - Polonaise Cadence (Op. 120/III, Trio, m. 112 )
Lebhaft, 3/4

(P)

übillA!
KV\, lOS N>

00
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Ex. F55 - A Characteristic Pattern (Ravel, La Valse, rehearsal point 94f)

c u r .  8 .

r . i « «

Tr*n>

iP mv

V«Urs



Ex. F56 - Metrical Elements In Partial Hemioles (Op. 109/8, m. 59-60, P )
Lebhaft, 3/4

pattern

to00o



Ex. F57 - Sltirs Marking Half-Hemioles (Op. 85/9, m. 39-42, P° part)
So schnell als moglich, 3/8

281

slurs

k=a
f ’krxrhiebunij.)

i-4. —

PP  1
(Mit reirxchieburtff.)

^ ̂ ^  Kh,
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Ex. F58 - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 86/11, m. 39-40,
43-44; abridged score)
Ziemlich langsam, doch nicht schleppend,. 3/4 

0

i m

p  dolce

p  dolce

arm: -?•

,b IB
cent.
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Ex. F58, continuation

P P

P P

VII4 IIV



Ex. F59 - Mid-Hemiole Emphasis
(Op. 38/11, m. 21-22)
Larghetto, 3/8

/.7VA7L

rh'AT, r

rrt\sr. vrt ft!

r/v'.v/*. ' .rrao

/.7V*.V/\ art\st

vmt

^EE—EîrEEE
vr?it irujv.̂

tirvito

r/r.vr.rt’fw r

vveac.vreacvrvao

vreite
KM,93 N»00
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Ex. F60 - Use of Stress Markings (Op. 97/1, m. 159-60) 
Lebhaft, 3/4 ' jJB

vt

4 4 ^
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Ex. F61a - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 54/III. m. 181-82, 183-84)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

IL

 m..

» ïlû.
Vx

VA

PB



Ex. F61b - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 54/III, m. 189-196)

T ^ - — fy
r s

ztzzriïzï)[drjzrfz
if 6. .

1 :̂ K"-H-- >--n—  V-

Ji -rMrfi •i— Î— — r— 1-^—— I—
• <_/
_i—

# ̂  J- ZZjfe. z
^-7-t-T-

fcËËi^ :—

w M

zzkkzÿ:

z

rgEt^
i—a-

ztfczjE

zlrHt > , 'I'll*" k-r  ^— i—
3" V)

/■--|-»r---k"- f.. —#--t-t.’— n-
P p ^

:<cfzaic #h-z
-#C,-/ZLyZ 

rfcr zinc: y
r J -

zi:z.?zv— •.
—. zh -- 
— 4--J-
— J-zk— M ^

z-Jzzr r̂ jP: 
-ri'jÿZi/— Z:U i . ,̂I  ̂# II

W ' W
■ J »■ —

U p «
-g—

j— [—>—# ■ fl-.-1— —" "f - - # ' «/ ' \ '
\  ' ui>'— -«zicp:rfcj— L-Jv-i ■Ir.T.

Vh, l€9

Ex. F61c - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 54/III, in. 205-212)

SO L O .

rnirn i '

m m m -

(strings tacet)
lîL.

to00
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Ex. F61d - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 54/III, m. 213^216)

-T̂'- ^ I 5A *-1-0. -0- *'iVii P " ^ ::.-0 %zz(.z;z:— ib ■ ■ ■ 3c=".;p-'yzz r.=z.Lzr_~rS.

T

nr "I r- n r nr
T' 
-> r

^-H£

'§ kÿ
^ S

EE»y
#

SB - # —

'75'
q.

t̂ P
~?— 'T-— 9—-

Hi» 5-/3 (4)
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Ex. F61e - A Characteristic Pattern (Op. 54/III, into
m. 237)

fl

t\

Bh
H
(6)

vsrCi

vA

$
Torr

• V — H — r-n
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4  i :
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— 1
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- * - ^ 1  lir. M.’.uf
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Ex. F62 - Hemiolic Stress Markings (Op. 60/11, m. 159-62)
Lebhaft, 3/4

i
•r4puIr4
-80)

m . r •n 1— 1 r— i r “ 1 1--- 1

I T f= F l

■yvr V------ :----
- f T

Jf cJ  é -

~k~f~rtzz

ïT  -rC

W ------- 1

. /
;jLr-ilEiÈ:E t e È-- •-‘fcr

■ f .... : j ' . '  --::------- ----

ts>
VOO



Ex. F63 - Metrical Elements in Partial Hemioles
(Op. 97/1, m. 153-56)
Lebhaft, 3/4

291

KM. /5’7

viola pattern



Ex. F64 - Metrical Elements in Partial Hemioles (Op. 99/III of Album, m. 3-4; 7-8)

Ziemiich liuipsam^ l i r  gesang

LiiJ L À U

Mit Pednl. V M  . \

Ex. F65 - Mid-Hemiole Emphasis (Op. 9/13, m. 8) 
Agitato, 6/4

t

tsî
VONJ
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Ex. F66 - Metrical Elements in Partial Hemioles(Op. 21/7, m. 7-8)
Xusserst rascL. J.= n«.

I
Ex. F67 - Metrical Elements in Partial Hemioles 

(Op. 58/3, m. 5-6)
Lebhaft.

I'

(0•o0)PU

— -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I.

♦
f  :

, ;V
SL. t. 9- 

b $ r = = : $ r ÿ d

« • *

—b-^- - - - - - - # — ^ ---- f
j— L 'I .1 ,.r - 4 - ^ k r r S '  . . . . . . .

♦
6>-=- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i?-= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

>
-hrj.'.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - H - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I. 1 .. ' A M  ..
Mn, I

sequential pattern



Ex. F68 - Static Harmonic Rhythm in Hemioles (Op. 4/III, m. 23-24)
Allegro marcato, 3/4

"""'«“ "° Emphasized
Durchaus fantastisch und leidenschaftlich vorzutragen, C

■  T  Jm  1— 1 1— 1 1 r - '_ C 3 = ^ 5 :

[
— --------- K1— 1 r P ~ i ( r - 1  r -

-  ■ ] 

— t tr J ------

! :
. : r

•# “

L f c = ^ i

4 V 7

N>
VO4>



Ex. F70 - Overlapped Hemioles, Out-Of-Phase and In-Phase (Op. 21/8, m. 291-92)
Munter, nicht zu rasch, 3/4

Ex. F71 - Out-Of-Phase Hemioles in Imitative Texture (Op. 58/3, m. 66-67, 70-71) 
Lebhaft, 3/4

•HruI
<uP4

♦7

m
rri -T“l— “ —  licx -»--  " "-J ÿr ll r ~

; i
• t&gE

’T O
33Ë

a &

i ’is#=--gE

to
VOOi



Ex. F72 - Slant Hemiolfcd, Extended Passage (Op. 9/21, m. 241-267) 
Vivo . . . Pin stretto, 3/4
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Ex. F73 - Mid-Hemiole Emphasis (Op. 21/3, m. 123-26f) 
(Intermezzo) Rasch imd wild, 6/8

297

V— 11— \ JLi’O .

Ex. F74 - Mid-Hemiole Emphasis (Op. 14/11, m. 9-10) 
Molto commodo, 3/4

nb
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Ex. F75 - Mid-Hemiole Emphasis (Op. 54/III, m. 777-78)
Allegro vivace, 3/4

JL

Va:

POLO



Ex. F76 - Use of Stress Markings (Op. 1/Finale, m. 63-70)
Vivace, 6/8

f e b ^ l
hi. 4̂ 7

^  n

ITf'SttW lO

/V). 7<9

. ts:=̂2:sss»ir
!:■#- V  l ^ W  ,=ir4#— -p/

hi.7â N»
VO
VO
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Ex. F77 - Hemiolic Beaming (Op. 63/11, m. 226-27)
Lebhaft, do oh nicht zu rasch, 3/4

A __
—t —

- 4 r

1  I ' l f - ' r  T
.<^1 _ i

_ r

* A
1

t I

J  .1

T* 1 dfj

Ex. F78 - Hemiolic Beaming, Reverse Hemiole 
(Op. 4/V, m. 32, 35)
Allegro moderato, 3/4

vjj± ? f y 3CV,

F



APPENDIX G

Examples for Chapter IX, Other Anomalous Features

00
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Ex. G2 - Metrical Flexing (Op, 56/2, m. 22)
Mit innigem Ausdruck, 12/8

(Sop. I and Sop. II in canon at the unison after 1 bar)

. dim.

S•H

•3Q)
rre.si\

(r

woNJ



Ex. G3a, b and c - Metrical Flexing (Op. 14— a; III, 1st Ed., m. 15; b: IV, 2nd Ed., 
m. 8; c: IV, Instructive Edition, m. 8)
Presto possibile, 6/16

kW, &
Presto possibile, 2/4

cont. wo
CO



Ex. G3, continuation
Presto possibile, 2/4

hi. ̂

m

wo



Ex. G4 - Metrical Flexing (Op. 9/1, m. 101)
Quasi maestoso 

. . . Piu moto 

. . . Animate, 3/4

j V i h Êif? T ~ f Pn^ -/
*■

f  ‘̂ 0:Li.

N

N = r r ^ p p £ &

_ijjJ
r r  ' u

-r------

LL_,
L # ^ 6  -

# 5 -

gt.

Presto, ritiformudo

tivmifo

//6

stnngendo

? ̂ ,13^
woLn



Ex. G5 - Unmetered Passage (Op. 1, ABEGG theme, into m. 1-2; Finale, m. 74, 
unmetered)

Vivace, 6/8

Aninmto. M . M. * i inn.

 I,
Thema. P

I f

A I E

t#- ,!>»• !>♦■
rJ--y-r-t£zr. — n--=r— — Jjucz&.z

%). * Wli *f(0

wo
o%



Ex. G6 - Unmetered Passage (Op. 11/III, m. 167)
Intermezzo: lento, alia burla, ma pomposo, 3/4

l i
ad lihUum schefsando strin 9>- / ,

Okiif

. - . rf« nu u ra fo

br-r—

*î*avoiding A-A-E

wovj



Ex. G7 - Unmetered Passage (Op. 8, m. 1)

......_ /r

psrn ta  miivo

4 ^  h  ^  " $ #  i t

«.- y**&). •*
wo00



Ex. G8a - Compound Motion in a Simple Meter (Op. 14/11, 1st Ed., 2/4, m. 1-4 
and Var. II, m. 1-4, 2/4 notation, 6/8 motion ; with Clara Schumann's note 
from the Instructive Edition for m. 1)

QUASI VARIAZIONI.
Anclttiiiliio lie ClamAM cclt. Js H4.

>

J/ xeiiijirii

ï>î-rH-!î * ^ " " 1

rv>. 1

VAR. II. #.
M i i i lo r a ln .

•) Altertiimliche Scbreibwreiss; l ie s j  y
Antiiualed way qf'tariNttffi fla y
Ancicnxie'notation! lire :

Ex. G8b - Compound Motion in a Simple Meter (Op. 14/11, 1st Ed., Var. II, m. 17-20, 
2/4 notation, 2/4 +6/8 motion)

yiir
  enprcssivo

w
o
VO



Ex. G9 - Compound Motion in a Simple Meter (Op. 15/1, m. 1-8, 2/4 notation, 
6/8 motion)

"Von fremden Landem und Menschen," 2/4

m

Ex. GIG - Compound Motion in a Simple Meter (Op. 1, Var. Ill, into m. 1-2, 
3/4 notation, 18/16 motion)

(J : NO.)

VAR.3 1 trm .
<  j iiif rurrentf

■hàz

w
O
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Ex. Gll - Polymeter: 2/4 + 6/8 (Op. 5/3, 1st Ed., 
m. 1-8 shown; polymeter for the entire variation, 
32 bars)

E xpress!

•J I -,

/%,/ marcatô I r -

i  J  ' 7  ~ |

,v— h —

r-- nP— i— i— r—

- f -  . V  i- - - - - - - - - - ^ ^

Ex. G12 - Polymeter: 6/8 + 2/4 (Op. 5/5, 1st Ed., 
m. 1-8 shown; polymeter for the entire variation, 
16 bars)

sempre p

• /
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Ex. G13 - Polymeter: A Staggered Encroachment of 3/2into 0 (Op. 61/IV, m. 451f)
Allegro molto vivace, 0

( f

a

k

V —



Ex. G/14 - Simplistic Alternative Motions triplet in half notes in C 
(Op. 23/4, m. 43)

K i n f a c h , C

XT
3 /y

Ex. G15 - Simplistic Alternative Motion : quadruplet sixteenths in 6/8 
(Op. 21/3, m. 193-94)
Intermezzo: Rasch und wild, 6/8

i --- iff—  ~  ̂ ^r
W).

■ I

wMW



Ex. G16 - Simplistic Alternative Motion; duplets, then quadruplets in 6/8; lead-in 
and lead-out of a 16-bar anomalous passage (Op. 80/1, anomalous bars 402-417)
Sehr lebhaft, 6/8

7=-- 3-. V»--- - - - - - - - - - - ^

V'«, ̂ 01

i m

cont.
w



Ex. G16, continuation

EË
I'vn 'f/// W».̂ 50'

Ex. G17 - Simplistic Alternative Motion: duplet eighths and quadruplet sixteenths 
in 6/8 (Op. IIO/I, m. 53-54)
Bewegt, doch nicht zu rasch, 6/8

r m -  — --J. J3Î
1

Ca>

Ln



Ex. G18 - Simplistic Alternative Motion: normal motion as if anomalous 
(Op. 32/IIX, a: m. If, consistent 12/16 motion; b: anomalous bar 96)

Sehr rasch and mit Bravour. J)= «4.

+ f - * N f - /

$  p Pfh
?---'
t
p—

p f
Æ f g — td —  -

stiivvato

— — —  -

w

W. I

Noch rascher (2/4

f j

w
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Ex. G19 - Blurring Alternative Motion: accompaniment 3x4
(Op. 44/11, into m. 30f)
In modo d'una Marcia. Un poco largamente, 0

VII + VA - r r r )

Piano - ^ 3

vj

VA

eMpre»i.ma gem r̂t p 
•rr«*

Ci(vress,ma ̂ entprep

egprcg i.aa  se m p re p  
t r c o

espre.s8,mn g f'm prep

*sc7npre\
\ \ 3■d 31-d , ^ ^

[ v i i i l

•^ .3 3



Ex. G20 - Blurring Alternative Motion; duplet melody with triplet accompaniment 
(Op. 61/IV, m. 474-81, notated polymeter)
Allegro molto vivace, 0; VI & VII into 3/2, m. 451; FI, Ob, Cl, Bn, VA, '0 

into 3/2, m. 453

rr* n r
_____

m

♦

0
1 w

00



Ex. G20, continuation

w
G



Ex. G21 - Simplistic and Blurring Alternative Motion (Op. 9/5, m. 1-32)

A(lu{̂io

8üt(ü

rv)t 6)

cont. wroo



Ex. G21, continuation

Pih Ii!ii(o moKu icnRrtuucnio.

ElSSi'iSJ

iiiKh, 3Q.

1:9i;W ^ E § 5 M ^ = =
XI KM, 0 ^

wN>



Ex. G22 -
Unconventional 

Ties, Rests,
A Stemless 
Note (Original 
2nd Scherzo 
for Op. 14, 
into m. 31,
35, 39, & 43)

Vivacissimo,
6/8

^  fiil viii

m m sh-u So*

 = t i r = 6«

m

wloN>
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Ex. G23 - Metrical Beaming, Options (Op. 12/5, m. 11-12)
Mit Leidenschaft, 2/4

P

Ex. G24 - Non-Metrical Beaming (Op. 4/1, m. 1-2)

A lleg ro  quasi maestoso.

rj_

Ml, I

Ex. G25 - Impractical Stress Markings 
(Op. 5/2, 1st Ed., m. 2f)
Un poco Adagio
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Ex. G26 - Impractical Stress Markings (Op. 14/IXI, 1st Ed.,
m. 30-31)

Presto possibile, 6/16

Ex. G27 - Impractical Swell (Op. 54/III, m. 208 into 209) 
Allegro vivace, 3/4

SO LO .

VA

■PB



APPENDIX H

Listing of Schumann's Instrumental Works

There follows, for reference convenience, a list by 
opus-ntnnber sequence of the instrumental music by Schumann 
which is the subject of this study. The dashed line, showing 
a break in the continuity of opus numbers, represents vocal 
music.

Opus Date Title

1 '30 Variations on the name ABEGG
2 '29-'31 Papillons (12)
3 *32 Studies on Caprices of Paganini (6)
4 '32 Intermezzi (6)
5 '33 Impromptus on a theme by Clara Wieck (12) 

(with a second edition, 1850)
6 '37 Davidsbundler Dances (18)

(with a second edition, 1851)
7 '30 Toccata (revised, 1833)
8 '31 Allegro
9 '34-'35 Carnaval (Variations on ASCH) (21)
10 '33 Concert-Studies on Paganini Caprices (6)
11 '33-'35 Grand Sonata #1, in F# minor (4 movements)
12 '37 Fantastic Pieces (8)

325
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13 ’34 f /Symphonie Etudes (Etudes in the form of 
variations) (12; five additional varia
tions published posthumously)

14 ’35 Grand Sonata #3, in P minor (Concerto 
without orchestra, 1st ed., 3 movements; 
2nd ed., 4 movements, including one of 
the two Scherzos originally intended 
for this work)

15 '38 Scenes of Childhood (13)
16 ’38 Kreisleriana (8)
17 ’36 Fantasy (3 movements)
18 ’39 Arabesque
19 '3? Flower Piece
20 ’39 Humoresque
21 ’38 Novelettes (8)
22 ’33-’38 Sonata #2, in G minor (4 movements)
23 ’39 Night Pieces (4)
26 ’39 Viennese Carnival Jest (5)
28 ’39 Romances (3)
32 ’38-’39 Scherzo, Gigue, Romance, Fughetta (4)
38 ’41 Symphony #1, in (’’Spring") (4 movements)
41 ’42 Three String Quartets:

#1 in a minor (4 movements) 
#2 in F (4 movements)
#3 in A (4 movements)

44 ’42 Piano Quintet in E^ (4 movements)
46 ’43 Andante and Variations for Two Pianos

(original version for two pianos, two 
'celli,- and hom)

47 ’42 Piano Quartet in (4 movements)
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52 '41 Overture, Scherzo, and Finale for orchestra
(3 movements)

54 Piano Concerto in A minor. (3 movements)'41, Allegro
'45, Intermezzo and Finale

56 '45 Canonic Studies for Pedal Piano (6)
58 '45 Sketches for Pedal Piano (6; based on BachChaconne)
60 '45 Fugues on BACH for Pedal Piano (6)
61 '45-'46 Symphony #2, in C (4 movements)
63 '47 Piano Trio #1. in D minor (4 movements)
66 '48 Oriental Sketches. for piano four-hands (6)
68 '48 Album for the Young (43)
70 '49 Adagio and Allegro, for h o m  and piano
72 '45 Four Fugues, for piano
73 '49 Fantasy Pieces for clarinet and piano (3)
76 '49 Four Marches. for piano
80 '47 Piano Trio #2. in F (4 movements)
81 '47-'48 Overture to the opera Genoveva
82 '48-'49 Forest Scenes, for piano (9)
85 '49 Twelve Pieces for Children Large and Small,

for piano four-hands (12)
86 '49 Concert Piece for 4 horns and orchestra
88 '42 Fantasy Pieces for piano, violin and

'cello (4 movements)
92 '49 Introduction and Allegro Appassionato.

for piano and orchestra
94 '49 Three Romances. for oboe and piano
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97 '50

99 '32- '49
100 '50- '51
102. '49
105 '51
109 '51
110 '51
111 '51
113 '51
115 '48
118a, 
b, c

'53

120 '41

121 '51
124 '32- '45
126 '53

128 '51
129 '50
130 '53
131 '53
132 '53

133 '53

#3, in ("Rhenish") (5 move
ments]

Leaves of Different Colors, for piano
Overture to Schiller's Bride of Messina
Five Folk Pieces for 'cello and piano
Violin Sonata #1, in A minor (3 movements)
Ball Scenes. for piano four-hands (9)
Piano Trio #3, in G minor (4 movements)
Three Fantastic Pieces, for piano
Legendary Tales, for viola and piano (4)
Overture to Byron's Manfred
Three Sonatas for the Young: #1 in G, for 

Julie; #2 in D, for Elise; #3 in C, for 
Marie (each, 4 movements)

Symphony #4, in D minor (4 movements) 
(revised, 1851)

Violin Sonata #2, in D minor (4 movements)
Album Leaves, for piano (20)
Seven Pieces in the Form of Fughettas, for 
piano

Overture to Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
'Cello Concerto, in A minor (3 continuous 

movements)
Children's Ball, for piano four-hands(6)
Fantasy, for violin and orchestra
Legendary Tales, for clarinet, viola, and 

piano (4)
Morning Songs, for piano (5)
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134 '53 . Concert-Allegro with Introduction, for
piano and orchestra

136 '51 Overture to Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea

Works Without Opus Number 
Included in trie Study-

'34 5 additional variations for Op. 13, for
piano

'35-'36 Scherzo, for piano, one of two originally 
intended for Op. 14 ; this one was never 
published as part of the sonata

'35-'36 Presto Passionate, for piano, originally
i intended as the finale of Op. 22

*53 Overture to Scenes from Faust (Goethe)
'52-'53 FAE Sonata for violin and piano ; second

and fourth movements by Schumann were 
intended for the cooperative sonata, 
written with Dietrich and Brahms. 
Schumann's own first and third move
ments were restored to and published 
with his original movements in 1956. 
"F-A-E" was Joachim's motto : "Frei aber einsam."


